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I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The SIGGRAPH 2002 Art Gallery celebrates the creative spirit by taking
a look “behind the scenes” at the process of creating digital and elec-
tronic fine art. This year, the gallery highlights the process that generates
the work, demonstrating how the digital artist creates.

Attendees experience the innovative examples of two-dimensional,
three-dimensional, interactive, and installation work submitted by the
international computer graphics community. Some works represent 
traditional forms such as print or sculpture while others push the
boundaries of Web communication and interactive spaces. 

Through sketches, diagrams, video documentation, Web documentation,
and discussions, more than 70 artists reveal the magic behind their
work. The artworks show excellence in innovation and artistic talent,
document creative thought, illustrate working process, and explain the
use of the computer or electronics in the piece. 

Six papers presentations place process in a theoretical and cultural 
context. These papers, published here, will also appear in the Leonardo.

In a new collaboration, the Art Gallery and the Studio feature seven
artists in a working studio, where they create art using Studio facilities.
The goal is to make the creative process visible. Attendees watch the
work develop, talk with the artists, and (perhaps) make art themselves. 

Karen Sullivan
SIGGRAPH 2002 ART GALLERY CHAIR
Ringling School of Art and Design

SIGGRAPH 2002 Art Gallery: 
Celebrating the Creative Spirit
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

Since 1996, artist Matthew Biederman has exhibited
and performed video projection installations and
screened works in plays, musical performances, film
festivals, and exhibition installations that explore
themes of “cut-up” electronic image delivery, media
saturation, and data systems, as well as the video
signal as medium. Biederman has also served as
artist-in-residence at the Experimental Television Center.

Biederman is based in San Francisco where he fre-
quently performs at regularly scheduled audio/visual
venues that he also curates. He also presents live
“one-time” video improvisations conducted digitally via
software that he writes and continually modifies
and updates. Recent performances have included
shows at the Montreal International Jazz Festival,
Betalounge, New Langton Arts, and the San Jose
Museum of Art.

Bart Bridger Woodstrup received a Masters of Music
in Computer Music and New Media Technology at
Northern Illinois University. His work, however, extends
beyond the boundaries of music and sound art. He
has produced video work, which is shown frequently
in the U.S. and abroad. He also enjoys working with
a variety of media (i.e. photography, performance
art, net.art, etc.) often incorporating these into an
intermedia piece. Recently he served as a Visiting
Assistant Professor at Northern Illinois University

where he taught classes in video, performance art, sound art, digital
imaging, and critical thinking for art and time. Bart is an instructor at
the Illinois Institute of Art at Schaumburg where he teaches audio for
animation.

PROJECT PROPOSAL

The DelRay laboratory is a site specific, and time specific, artistic 
installation. This laboratory facilitates experimentation with different

procedures for exploring the fusion of sound and image. Through 
computer programming, sensors, and audience interaction, various
image and sound synthesis techniques will reveal the complexities of
the grammar of vision and auditory perception. Line, color, form, depth,
motion, acceleration, and texture will interact as the visual counterpoint
to similar properties of sound. The experiments will take place as both
artistic and scientific explorations within themselves as well as evolving
into a formal composition. On display are both the composition and the
artistic process of the composition. 

DelRay experiments will be conducted using the QuickTime-based
architecture of Nato 0+55 and the MAX/MSP object-oriented programming
language. Two systems, one for each of the composers, will be set up
in the laboratory whereby external, environmental information will
become the data “steering” each aspect of synthesis and playback.

The two members of DelRay will work separately on their own workstations.
Biederman will construct the visual synthesis using Nato; Woodstrup
will use MSP to generate and manipulate sound. Video cameras will
be used to gather imagery and also as a control mechanism that will feed
into both visual and audio synthesis. Sensors gathering information on
temperature, light, motion, and depth perception will be incorporated.
The two workstations will be networked sending sensor, sound, and
image information to create a dialogue between the two computers.

Image and sound will be systematically introduced to one another,
colliding with each other, creating entirely new relationships between one
another. The sound of this collision will produce disagreeable vibrations
of such magnitude that new harmonies will be produced. These harmonies
will be created along the pathways from sensory experience to perception,
nostalgia, and knowledge. This process is wrought from the scientific
(the need to know) and the intuitive (the need to create).

ARTIST STATEMENT

The concept of DelRay is examined in the light of the Del itself, particularly
in its resistance to various forms of abstraction and disembodiment. This
act of participation is never final. By enduring enough data to gauge the
resulting Ray, it will amount to pulling out the rug underneath the list
of suspect words. This representation of data-space does not necessarily
have to reflect real experiences, yet we find that we are gradually getting
closer and closer to the Ray.

Interrogation of our condition is of high cultural importance. This is a
kind of perversion of technology. In this time all sorts of distortions and
misunderstandings will appear, where the complexity of digital systems
causes mutations as well as innovation. 

We are beginning to see how machines actually work. This is a neutral
presentation disguised in the condition of its representation. We were
sitting on the porch and we said, “what if?” DelRay will customize your
experience to make you easier.

With the understanding that some of the greatest technological achieve-
ments were created through accidental occurrence, sanitary working
(working in a vacuum) is ill-advised.
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W O R K I N G  A R T I S T S

Matthew Biederman
Bart Woodstrup

(above) Pixave: Denominator

DelRay 

(below) DelRay: Elbo Room

Contact

Matthew Biederman
2643 24th Street
San Francisco, California 94110 USA
+1.415.647.0398
mbiederman@att.net
www.delrayarts.com 

Bart Woodstrup
3126 1/2 North Spaulding
Chicago, Illinois 60618 USA
+1.773.539.6087
delrayarts@earthlink.net
www.delrayarts.com
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Contact

Brit Bunkley
Quay School of the Arts, Wanganui
UCOL (Universal College of Learning)
57 Campbell Street
Wanganui 3050 New Zealand 

+64.6.343.8959
brit@ihug.co.nz
outofsight.co.nz/brit/

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY

Brit Bunkley is currently the head of
sculpture and a lecturer in digital media 
at the Quay School of the Arts, Wanganui
UCOL in Wanganui, New Zealand. He
immigrated to New Zealand from New York
City with his family in 1995. Bunkley’s pre-
vious 16 years in New York as a working
sculptor and photographer included building
numerous commissions while also receiving

several grants and fellowships such as the National Endowment of the
Arts Fellowship and the Rome Prize Fellowship. 

Bunkley originally used computers as a design tool for public sculpture.
His use of digital media soon evolved beyond creating designs for actual
projects to creating virtual environments, sculptures, and installations
that were made physical as large prints, videos, and rapid prototypes.
Since moving to New Zealand, he has participated in numerous group
exhibitions and has had three solo shows in public galleries including
the recent “3D Work: Signs (and ‘Other Similar Entities’)” at Te Tuhi -
The Mark (formerly the Fisher Gallery) in Auckland in 2001.

ARTIST STATEMENT

Although I originally used digital imaging as an element of the design
process for public sculpture and installations in the early 1990s, I now
use the computer primarily for creation of virtual sculpture and installation.
With the recent introduction of 3D prints (rapid prototyping and CNC
technology, as pioneered by a number of artists in the late 1990s), the
“virtual” has returned to the “actual” by creating physical models from
digital files. It is my intention to locate a common ground between the
virtual 3D still and moving images, and 3D physical prototypes. 

I find 3D digital media especially conducive to illustrating disturbing
social/political perspectives of neoliberal “globalised” modern life. The
vicissitudes of neoliberal globalism is one of several reoccurring themes
in recent years, represented by (clenched and outstretched) hand symbols,
speakers, the abstract schematic letters of logic and math (e.g. “x”,”y”,
“z”), the globe, television, diffused transnational corporate symbols,
cartoon characters as corporate metaphors, and other iconic symbols
of the modern world.

My computer currently functions not only as an aid in visualizing and
designing large-scale sculptures or installations, but now it essentially
functions as a tool to depict objects that would not or could not be
built: impossible images. With an affinity to staged photography, these
images attempt through ambiguity of scale, material, reflection, and
perspective to blur the line between images of virtual and actual objects.
The computer prints and videos often capture a virtual image in a
believable but slightly skewed setting that is both convincing and
unsettling. In this context, the virtual sculptures and monuments are
props in a virtual “installation” that are separated from the real by the
edge of the print or video field.

Most recently, I have begun creating sculptures directly from virtual 3D
files using new rapid-prototyping (RP) techniques from digital files sent
via email, often to remote sites (in the tradition of the various electronic
“art correspondence production” by Moholy-Nagy and Donald Judd).
The RP techniques have been LOM and Z-Corp. 402 printer processes.

PROJECT PROPOSAL

I propose to build one or more large-scale digital rapid prototype 
sculptures at SIGGRAPH 2002 by “printing” sections of the sculpture,
then joining together the sections, producing sculpture(s) at a scale
significantly larger than the allowable envelope of rapid-prototyping
machines. “Hand Machine 2,” recently completed, is to be built at 
a scale approximately three times the scale possible in a single build 
of most current rapid-prototyping machines. The new large-envelope
rapid-prototyping machines or a CNC machine will allow a scale
approximately six times the size of the recently completed prototype
illustrated in the accompanying photograph.

The sculpture(s) will be built/printed at SIGGRAPH 2002 using the
rapid-prototyping equipment available in the Studio. The printed sections,
using the largest envelope possible from the rapid-prototyping machines,
will be epoxied together and the seams sealed (the seals becoming
part of the overall design element, indicating the process of fabrication).

In addition, to building rapid prototypes, I will also create related 2D
prints as output on the large-format printer. 

Hand Machine 2

500 x 500 x 300 mm

Brit Bunkley
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TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The primary software used for modeling and rendering the 3D objects
and scenes is 3D Studio Viz 3. Some elements of the scenes were
built in Mechanical Desktop in order to take advantage of its efficient
Boolean capability, then exported to 3D Studio Viz 3. All work was
produced on a dual Pentium computer. The bitmaps of mapped images
and renderings were scanned and edited in Photoshop. The final
images were printed as both Lamda photographs and high-resolution
Canon ink-jet prints. 

PROCESS STATEMENT

Many of the forms and mapped images I have used appear simultane-
ously in several works, since I interchange the same, or similar, forms
and concepts from the same images and related 3D models. For example,
a “TV” form was used in a rapid prototype, “Hand Machine 1,” the
animation “Spanish Wall,” and the print “Spanish Icon.”

Images of Spanish Civil War posters were processed with the bas relief
filter in Photoshop and then mapped onto both the walls and “TV” and
walls of the “stadium” within the animation “Spanish Wall,” and they
were mapped onto the print “Spanish Icon”. The “loudspeaker on a truck”
and megaphone photographs included in page 3 (originally from the
book “1936” by the Ex) influenced creation of the print “Containment”
as well as the rapid prototype “Globe.” The other photographs on this
page appear in animations and other prints, as do the Australian street
signs mapped onto “Containment.” 

The hands used in the “Spanish Icon” print and “Spanish Wall” video
reappear on several other models including the “Hand Machine” rapid
prototype included in the illustrations. The inspiration for the use of 
the hand came from the proliferation of the hand graphic symbol in
the United States as well as more traditional representations as illus-
trated with the tiff images of my wife’s prayer plaque and hand broach.

All these processes, and more, are adequately documented at 
SIGGRAPH 2002. 

W O R K I N G  A R T I S T S

Containment

1250 x 1550 mm, Lamda print
Spanish Icon

1250 x 1250 mm, Lamda print
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W O R K I N G  A R T I S T S

(above)

Rapid prototype sculptures

(left)

Screen grabs

(below right)

Maps

Brit Bunkley continued

(above)

Influences

(above)

Influences



ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

TangentLab is an artistic collective dedicated to creating immersive
multimedia environments. Each member of the group possess different
expertise in computer programming, electronics, video, graphic design,
and public art, but all the members share a dedication to the exploration
of innovative ways of using new media to create interactive artworks.

ARTIST STATEMENT

Appropriation is a commonly heard piece of artspeak which is used to
discuss the deliberate re-working of one work into another (often unrelated)
work. The Oxford English Dictionary expands this definition to include the
phrase “without authority,” and although this is usually true, appropriation
is not synonymous with plagiarism. The key difference is that while
plagiarism is outright theft by misrepresentation, appropriation is recon-
texulization for the purpose of  the discovering of additional meaning.

Both artists and engineers who work with technology should be intimately
familiar with this and other themes the Jackals are exploring. As technology
artists, the “medium” of the Jackals’ work is very often the end product
of someone else’s work. The pieces they develop, composed often as not
by appropriated consumer technology, represent a recontextualization of
the end product of a commercial process.

Although appropriation is not new nor limited to art—it is perhaps similar
if not synonymous with “reverse engineering”—the Jackals are lending the
process a fresh face by openly acknowledging it and taking it a step further:
by inviting the attendees and organizers of SIGGRAPH to participate in
their process.

Except in few special cases, artists who are also technologists are not
privileged to start their work from scratch. Painters may have once mixed
their own pigments, and may do so again, but net artists do not build
their own Internet (nor do they wish to).

The artworld has long championed the individual, elevating signatures
to logos and turning galleries into showrooms. Jackals reverse this “cult
of the individual” by publicly recognizing their own reliance on others
as artists, technologists, and humans living in our technology-laden 
(if not driven) society. Rather than search for the next “big idea,” the
Jackals recognize the collaborative necessity of human experience. “Big
ideas” emerge on their own, and they could not do what they do without
the help of others. Frankly, neither can we.

PROJECT PROPOSAL

In the gray space between utopia and dystopia we who are jackals live
on the edges. Opportunistic omnivores who are, unavoidably, circling
your city! There have always been jackals, there always will be jackals.
We are the ones who put your tech to use, the ones who recycle the
glut and make it useful in aesthetic glory. The technology is neither 
servant nor master, but merely our raw material, to gnaw, rework,
shape and build.

Stealing as appropriation is appropriate to this venue. The building is the
making is the thinking is the reason. Invited or not, we will be watching,
thinking, reshaping. The making of art is the making of the future from
the past. Moore’s law yearly doubles the power of the past, making the
present at least half as strong as it will be. The building of our work is
the process by which we internalize your world and construct our own.
Web sites, plasma displays, high modernism, biotech, abstract expres-
sionism, history, postmodernism, mechanical engineering, physics,
philosophy, IP protocols, circuit boards, and solder are all dropped into
a blender with a bit of irony. The resulting concoction we call art and
technology, the horrible crossbreeding of the best and worst of our thinking.

Scientists have combined spinach and pigs, painters have reworked
painting as photo as handmaiden of science as art object as commodity
into market. And we who are neither, do neither and both, and render
your commodities useless as market art objects, even evolving something
of our own.

The Jackals will live on the outskirts of the metropolis, watching, 
collecting, repurposing what they can to construct a new reality of
techno-art. We will arrive with only enough supplies to survive. The
nature of the work depends on what we can scavenge. We invite all
participants of the conference to watch, or better yet, participate in 
our work.
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W O R K I N G  A R T I S T S

Ben Chang
Mary Lucking
Silvia Ruzanka
Andrew Sempere
Dmitry Strakovsky

Contact

Ben Chang
Yip Yip
112 South Michigan Avenue
School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
Department of Art and Technology
Chicago, Illinois 60603 USA

+1.773.620.6393
bchang@artic.edu

Jackal Poster

The Jackals
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHY

Kenneth A. Huff has been creating images
with his current digital techniques for
almost 10 years. His work is displayed 
on his Web site (www.itgoesboing.com)
and is held in public, private, and corporate
collections around the world. He uses
software tools currently provided under 
a grant from Alias|Wavefront and has
received significant amounts of computer
time for rendering from WAM!NET Inc.

Born in Bismarck, North Dakota in 1969, Huff lives in Orlando, Florida
and is an independent artist. He is self-taught and began publicly
exhibiting his work in October 1997.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

In general terms, the final images of my work are created entirely 
using digital tools. The images are high-resolution, 3D renderings, 
typically 6,000 by 6,000 pixels. All of the 3D modeling, texturing,
lighting, and rendering is done using Alias|Wavefront Maya running 
on SGI and Apple Macintosh computers.

There is no photography involved in my process, nor are physical
objects or source materials used in the pieces. They are entirely virtual
constructions.

The patterns of color and texture on the surfaces within my work are
developed almost exclusively using procedural, 3D textures that simulate
solid materials. These textures produce unique values over the entire
surface while maintaining an overall consistency. By modifying the
attributes of these materials or having the attribute values determined
by other materials, I build up the complex patterns of color and texture.

The final renderings are always ray-traced. While the rendering may be
broken into sections for efficiency, all renderings are completed in a single
pass. The only compositing I do involves assembling the sections.
I use MEL, Maya’s integrated programming language, extensively to

automate repetitive tasks. An example of this would be an image that
contains numerous objects, all of which are similar, but each of which
is unique in its structural and textural details. I use MEL to create a
tool which could produce the multitude of objects while including the
variations which make each object unique. Those variations are often
based on random values within a specified range.

For the images included in the Art Gallery, I created a tool called
“surfacePlater” which, given a 3D surface, will create a number 
of objects that conform to the contours of the surface. The general 
characteristics of the objects, such as the width, thickness, and density,
are controlled by setting ranges or desired values in a graphical user
interface. The exact placement of the objects on the surface is random
and done in such a way that the objects do not overlap.

Sketching on paper is a critical first step in my creative process. The
sketches may include technical notes and comments on material, color,
texture, and lighting. While some sketches are more fully formed and
include the general composition of an image, others contain only ele-
ments that may be combined with elements from earlier sketches.

Final prints of my images are produced on a Cymbolic Sciences
LightJet 5000. The LightJet directly exposes the emulsion of a color
photographic print paper using a combination of red, green, and blue
laser light. Once exposed, the paper is developed in chemistry just as
a photograph would be.

PROJECT PROPOSAL

I will be completing new images that will incorporate one or more of
the active themes currently flowing through my work. Many of those
themes are implemented using software tools I develop specifically for
my work. The tool development process often takes place concurrently
with the creation of a new image, driven by the specific technical
requirements of the image.

The new work will be documented on an interactive kiosk that will 
display the work in progress, sources of inspiration, original concept
sketches, previously created work, and any new images created. All 
of these will be annotated and connected in an interactive environment
highlighting the themes and patterns that flow throughout my body 
of work.

In addition to completing new work and discussing my overall and 
specific creative and technical processes, I also will address what it 
is like to be an independent fine artist using digital tools. Being an
independent artist in any medium can be difficult, but doing so in 
a medium that is generally misunderstood and constantly evolving 
presents significant additional challenges.

For the background of
this image, a number 
of surfaces were stacked 
on top of each other and
then processed using the
“surfacePlater” tool.

Kenneth A. Huff

Contact

Kenneth A. Huff
P.O. Box 536188
Orlando, Florida 32853 USA

+1.407.718.5124
ken@itgoesboing.com
www.itgoesboing.com

2001.4b

34 x 34 inches, digital image on photographic paper
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ARTIST AND PROCESS STATEMENT

The iridescence of a beetle; the twisting surfaces of a wilting leaf; the
spiral forms and sutures of a fossilized mollusk shell; fissures growing
in drying mud; the arches, loops, and whorls of a fingerprint : all are
examples of the natural forms and patterns that inspire my images.
While I draw on these natural sources for inspiration, I do not create
literal translations of their patterns and forms. I am intrigued with
combining ideas from a number of sources and the contrast and 
ambiguity that arise from those combinations.

Even though I embrace technology in my process, I do not create the
mechanical perfection of many human-made patterns made up of per-
fectly repeating identical elements. More intriguing are patterns found
in the natural world in which elements repeat, but not necessarily with
perfect symmetry and in which elements are similar, but not neces-
sarily identical. Many of the patterns I create have both periodic and
aperiodic aspects.

Inspired by the random, yet structured beauty and minute details of
nature (flora, fauna, and mineral), I often include many objects in my 
images—all similar in form, yet each unique in its details. Those details
of color and texture mimic the level of physical detail found in the 

natural world and create an illusion of reality even as the viewer is
confronted with the practical knowledge that the illustrated objects do
not exist.

One of the great joys of my process is that I can create an image with
physical levels of detail and realism without the constraints of physical
materials. The path from inspiration and idea to implementation and
image is direct and unencumbered.

I recently met a scientist who investigates the microstructures formed
by the controlled sintering of ceramic powders. Sintering involves heating,
but not melting, materials to form a coherent mass. Electronmicrographs
of his research served as the initial inspiration for a series that incorporates
numerous small plates, either entirely representing a surface or coating
portions of a surface. The structured placement of the 16 spheres in
each image is contrasted with the irregularities of the plates.

W O R K I N G  A R T I S T S

2001.4c

34 x 34 inches, digital image on photographic paper

Two surfaces were used on either side of the spheres as the basis for the plat-
ing process. The length-to-width ratios were adjusted on each surface to create
the horizontal orientation of the foreground plates and the vertical orientation 
of the background plates.

2001.4e

34 x 34 inches, digital image on photographic paper

The configuration of the spheres in this image is different from that in the other
two images. This was the last of five images created. I intended for the spheres
to be exactly the same in all five images but discovered that the configuration I
had used in the other four images caused the rings of plates to intersect in this
image. In all of the images, the grid of spheres has one glass sphere in each
row, column, and quadrant.
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(above)

Original concept sketches in pencil.

(at left)

A surface is covered with test outlines and then final plates are 
constructed. Attributes such as density of placement, thickness 
and proportions of width to length are controlled through a 
graphical user interface.

Kenneth A. Huff continued



ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

fabric | ch, founded in 1997 by two architects
(Patrick Keller and Christophe Guignard), a tele-
com engineer (Stéphane Carion), and a computer
engineer (Christian Babski), is now a workshop
for architectural, aesthetics, and technological
research as well as an art-science oriented
structure of experimentations and productions.

Our areas of interests cover the design and implementation of what we
call electronic architecture and microarchitecture: the development of
(wire and wireless) net projects and net communities that combine the
virtual and the real, shared environments and information architecture,
Internet projects, distributed architecture, and downloadable spaces.
We are particularly active in the fields of digital art, the creation of
electronic spaces, the architecture of the new information territories,
and the construction of cognitive digital spaces.

The members of our team come from various backgrounds: architects,
engineers, and graphic designers from the research laboratories of the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), the University of Geneva
(UNIGE) and the Art School of Lausanne (ECAL). They constitute a
network of interdisciplinary and transcultural know-how. In addition, 
a number of workers on individual projects take part in the thinking
and work relating to the central core of the project in question.

ARTIST STATEMENT

The idea behind the project fabric | ch vs lab[au] //in electroscape//
is to generate a digital content installation and exhibition within an
electroscape virtual environment. The process should be finished by the
end of the week in San Antonio. Electroscape is a digital experimentation
and exhibition structure previously known under the name La_Fabrique
(www.fabric.ch/La_Fabrique). As so, it can also be considered as an
anticipative design structure where radical design questions can be asked.

Two teams of electronic and information architects (fabric | ch and
lab[au]) will produce a collaborative and/or antagonist design and
thinking around the generic theme of electroscape: digital and mutated
landscape, mixed or enhanced reality, information architecture, elec-
trosmog and electromagnetic territories, etc. What are the new memes?
The new schemes? What are the new possibilities? And how can tech-
nology modify our daily environment? The purpose of this project is to
investigate those questions while transforming a pre-existing structure
that will be developed as a base for the week in San Antonio:
www.electroscape.org will become an open source of ideas, designs
and technologies.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Christian Babski and Patrick Keller from fabric | ch will both be in 
San Antonio to produce Electroscape_B. While the work will be partially
prepared in advance, the main idea is to fully produce the project
within a week thanks to the long-distance collaboration of fabric | ch
(in San Antonio), fabric | ch (in Lausanne) and Lab[au] (in Brussels).
A Web site will also display Web cam images of the three locations/
teams as well as the program, day by day, of what will take place in
San Antonio.

The different time zones between the three locations will allow the
group to have a 16-hour work day! People in Europe will work in their
morning and beginning of afternoon, while the group in San Antonio will
take over in their morning, perform online tests and have discussions with
people in Europe about the night designs, and then work on their own.

The fact that the final application environment will be a multi-user
world will make us try some crash tests of the work in progress and
use those crash-test sessions as online meetings between the three
teams as well. This will be part of the animation in San Antonio.
People can witness the creation and setting up of a real exhibition,
including the creation of the content. The difference is that it will be
100 percent digital and distributed.

TECHNICAL THINGS

Electroscape is a multi-user 3D environment built with VRML and
forthcoming X3D language. In San Antonio, we will work with three
laptops. Two of them will be reserved for the project, while a third will
serve to catch and display Web cam images of our team working. This
third machine will also display the Web site dedicated to the work in
progress. A switch will let us choose which of the three screens will be
displayed on the large one behind us.

The Electroscape_B project will utilize both 3D design and programmation
design. Both approachs will serve the same project, Electroscape_B,
which includes a 3D real-time world, programmation for this 3D world,
as well as programmation and modifications of our Rhizoreality.mu
server. In this sense, Electroscape_B will also demonstrate live the 
collaboration between designers and programmers in order to produce
a piece of cultural and technological content based on electronic media.
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Lausanne, Switzerland

Patrick Keller
Christian Babski
Christophe Guignard
Stéphane Carion

Contact

Patrick Keller
fabric | ch
rue de Langallerie 6
Lausanne CH - 1003
Switzerland

+4121.3511020
+4121.3511022 fax
patrick@fabric.ch
www.fabric.ch

(left) fabric | ch vs lab[au] //in electroscape// 

Brussels, Belgium

Manuel Abendroth
Jérôme Decock
Alexandre Plennevaux
Grégoire Verhaegen



ARTIST BIOGRAPHY

W. Bradford Paley is a recognized innovator 
in the fields of interface design, scientific 
visualization, and information presentation.
After graduating with Phi Beta Kappa honors
from U.C. Berkeley in 1981, Mr. Paley did
computer animation for advertising. Finding
production tools almost non-existent he began
writing his own, soon realizing that building a

comfortable tool was more challenging and interesting than doing the
animation itself. Building computer interfaces became his career. He
founded Digital Image Design Incorporated in 1982, a company devoted
to the task of creating comfortable, clear user interfaces and visual
interpretations of data.

His interests include art history, experimental (structuralist) film, hiking
and camping, canoeing, in-line skating, perceptual psychophysics,
cognitive psychology, jazz, and modern classical music.

Paley’s installations such as Worms, an installation of behavioral 
animation on Atari computer (1985); Ripples and Sparks, two flat
panel interactive “toys”; Mind’Space, all interactive information design;
and Unforgiving Memory Summit, first presentation of TextMap (now
TextArc), have been displayed at such prestigious venues as the New
York Stock Exchange, Columbia University, MoMo, and the Banff
Centre for the Arts.

ARTIST STATEMENT

Whether I’m working as a designer or an artist, the essence of my work
is interpretation. My goal as an interaction designer is to give visual
form to the ideas of my clients. As an artist I try to do the same for
beautiful hidden phenomena, in the hope that once seen they’ll be
remembered even when my work is gone.

Seeing things through the eyes of experts—people who have studied
the intricacies of some process for years—has always fascinated me. 

I interview experts and make little sketches to keep the new ideas clear
in my mind, and to check that what I hear is what they’re saying. When
they begin to recognize their own ideas in my sketches, my next step
is clear: animate my sketches to replace the cumbersome, standard,
table-field-toolbar-menu-button interfaces they typically use. The resulting
“illustrative interfaces” take their shape from the minds of the people
who use them. 

As an artist I’m still building interpretations. We need an interpretative
filter to see some of the most beautiful phenomena: think of the fluid
arabesques created in the air by any simple gesture—invisible until we
add tiny particles of smoke. I choose colors, shapes, and motions to
reveal my subjects, to let them express themselves as clearly as possible.
But the colors are not the subject, so I try to let the viewer know they
exist while keeping them as simple as possible. I want my work to say
“look how plain the filter is; the beauty must be in the subject.”

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A text arc is a visual index/concordance/summary, a way to spatially
reveal any text by letting its key concepts float to the surface. TextArc
represents an entire text as two concentric ellipses. Every line from the
text is drawn in a tiny font around a page almost touching the edges,
then every word is drawn (in a readable size) just inside the first
ellipse. Frequently used words get lighter, so in a story like Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland key characters like Alice, Hatter, Queen,
and Gryphon stand out, as do other words evocative of the story, e.g.
poor, dear, door, and little.

Some words scatter inside the ellipses. This is the key organizing
structure of TextArc: words that appear more than once are drawn at
their average position. Imagine that each word is drawn on a tile and
attached to each place it belongs in the story by a tiny rubber band.
The net result of this rubber band tug-of-war is that words pull closer
to where they’re used most often. Hence Gryphon appears close to its
chapter near the end while Rabbit stays more central. The structure 
of TextArc space lets each viewer’s mind find its own path through 
the ideas in the text, pulled along by the brightness of the words and
the meanings the viewer is primed to read.

Brad Paley gratefully acknowledges the invaluable input he received
from people at and near Digital Image Design Incorporated (didi.com),
including Cliff Beshers, JueyChong Ong, Greta Peterman, and Hai Ng.
A more complete list of people involved is at TextArc.org.
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W. Bradford Paley

TextArc

Contact

Bradford Paley
Digital Image Design Incorporated
72 Spring Street, 6th floor
New York, New York 10012 USA

+1.212.343.2442
+1.212.343.0440 fax
brad@didi.com
info@didi.com
www.didi.com



ARTIST BIOGRAPHY

Teri Rueb is an artist whose practice blends
traditional and new media in large-scale interactive
installations. Her work explores the relationship
between technology and culture with an emphasis
on issues of time, memory, and the body. She
lectures, exhibits and publishes widely in inter-
national venues including CAiiA Consciousness
Reframed (Australia, 2002), ISEA (Paris, 2000),
The Banff Centre for the Arts, The New Museum

of Contemporary Art, Bell Laboratories, Interval Research, and the German
National Institute for Research on Information Technology. In 1999 she
launched Trace along a network of hiking trails in British Columbia,
Canada with the support of the Banff Centre for the Arts.

Her work has been reviewed and written about in a variety of publications
including I.D. Magazine, Interactivity Magazine, and Information Arts:
Intersections of Art, Science, and Technology, edited by Stephen Wilson
(MIT Press 2001). She is a recipient of numerous grants and fellowships
for research in art and technology. Rueb is Assistant Professor of Visual
Art at the University of Maryland Baltimore County.

ARTIST STATEMENT

The Choreography of Everyday Movement envisions as a topographical
mapping the culturally inscribed nature of our everyday travels. Using
global positioning satellite (GPS) receivers, the project seeks to render
visible our movement through the built environment of the city, revealing
sociopolitical and poetic patterns of traffic flow through the urban body.
In these drawings we see images as often as we detect the variations
of a traveler’s movement through the city over time. The GPS, designed
for precise measurement and navigation, is subverted and recast as a
kind of giant pencil or tool for making chance compositions.    

The project takes process and performance as the subject of the work.
Artist, studio assistant, and traveler are all equal performers in this
process-based work that explores the performance of our everyday lives.

The relationship of performer/spectator is re-configured in the live
Internet performance in which the performer is only visible as an ant-like
dot crawling across the screen. The performer is insulated from the gaze
of the spectator, creating a shifted and mediated economy of the gaze
that stands in contrast to traditional live performance, film, or video. 

The Choreography of Everyday Movement reduces the representation 
of movement and physical presence to the most basic visual abstraction
in an attempt to privilege the poetic over the indexical.

PROJECT PROPOSAL

Process and performance are articulated as live and archived elements
in the exhibition. As a live element, a participant is tracked by GPS as
she moves about the city. The trail of the participant’s movement is
transposed into visual terms as a dynamic drawing generated in real time
over the Internet and presented as a projection in the installation space.  

As an archived element, the drawings are recorded and presented for
viewing in a 3D format. Recorded journeys are prepared as vector-based
drawings in Adobe Illustrator that are then printed on transparency
film. Each printed journey is registered against prior journeys, and
sandwiched between half-inch plates of glass. The stacks of glass
grow taller over time with the addition of subsequent drawings, thus
creating an expanding “z-axis” through which the viewer can observe
changes in the traveler’s movement over time.

Artist and studio assistant maintain the installation throughout the
period of the exhibition by monitoring and recording each live Internet
performance, translating drawings from performances into acetate prints,
and integrating the prints into the glass stacks. Process and performance
are blurred as the artist, present as part of the exhibition, creates the
stacks of archived drawings from the participant’s movement as she
travels about the city.

The piece uses GPS receivers interfaced with laptop computers.
Geographical data from the GPS units is passed wirelessly via cellular
modem to a Java applet running on a server on the Internet. The Java
applet translates geographical data into a drawing that is generated in
real time as the performer moves about the city. Java applet and wireless
integration were realized by In Choi. The project is documented on the
Web at www.research.umbc.edu/~rueb/trackings/
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Teri Rueb

The Choreography of Everyday Movement (drawing stack)

Global positioning satellite trackings of urban travelers;
21 x 26 x 9 inches, glass, aluminum, ink jet prints on acetate

The Choreography of Everyday Movement (live Web performance)

Real-time global positioning satellite of a driver traveling around the city;
Java applet running in Web browser

Contact

Teri Rueb
University of Maryland 
Baltimore County (UMBC)
1000 Hilltop Circle
Fine Arts Building 111
Baltimore, Maryland 21250 USA

+1.410.522.2296
teri@echonyc.com
www.umbc.edu/~rueb
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ARTIST STATEMENT

Etta and Claribel Cone were two sisters who over a period of 30 years
amassed one of the world’s most acclaimed collections of early 20th-
century French art. The Cone Collection, with its incomparable holdings
of work by Henri Matisse, and major examples of Picasso, Cézanne,
van Gogh, and Renoir, was donated to the Baltimore Museum of Art,
along with most of the sisters’ possessions and furniture in 1950.
During their lives, however, the Cone sisters lived with, and displayed
the art in their apartments. They were passionate about collecting and
their apartments were full of items.

In November of 2000, the Imaging Research Center was approached
by curators at the Baltimore Museum of Art in Baltimore, Maryland,
with the challenge of augmenting the exhibition of these historically
important Impressionist paintings and to compliment the existing 
exhibition without detracting from the meaning and beauty of the original
art. IRC directors Dan Bailey and Alan Price proposed that digital media
be used to provide a historical context for the artworks, which would be
impossible to replicate in a physical space. Using numerous historical
photographs of the sisters’ residence as a guide, the apartments would
be virtually reconstructed so as to let museum viewers see the work as
the Cone sisters did.

PROCESS STATEMENT

The impetus for this project was a series of 37 photographs of the Cone
sisters’ apartments from the 1930s. These photos have interested
scholars by recording how the Cone sisters lived with, curated, and 
displayed their remarkable collection. The photographs became the
prime resource and motivation for reconstructing the apartments, but
more information was required to depict the apartments photo-realistically. 

The apartment building was still in existence, but all evidence of how
the original apartments were laid out was gone because of major reno-
vations in the 1970s. Ultimately, blueprints from 1910 of the original
building were located and these along with measurements of the building’s
exteriors provided a floor plan. Living relatives of the Cone sisters who
had visited the apartments were interviewed and this provided more
information. Fortunately, the Cone sisters bequeathed to the museum
most of their possessions along with the artwork and this provided the
ability to measure each piece of furniture as well as photograph it for
texture maps. 

Management of all this data (paintings, sculptures, rooms, windows,
curtains, rugs, furniture) to allow staff and students to efficiently access
it became a major effort of the project. Ultimately, a Web-based mapping
system was established that located all items in a room (as determined
from the photographs). This system also assured that items were correctly
located and cataloged. The map provided a means for locating and
accessing all the original photographs from their original vantage points.

The bulk of the work consisted of modeling the apartments and the 
furniture. In all, more than 500 objects were accurately modeled and
textured in addition to the architecture and neighborhood. The database
provided modelers with measurements, reference photos, and texture

Contact

Dan Bailey
Imaging Research Center
University of Maryland
Baltimore County
ECS 012F, 1000 Hilltop Circle
Baltimore, Maryland 21250 USA

+1.410.455.3373
info@irc.umbc.edu
irc.umbc.edu

Dan Bailey
Alan Price

Gallery visitor using the interactive touch plasma screen at the Baltimore Museum of Art.
Henri Matisse’s drawings of Claribel and Etta Cone appear in the background.
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PROCESS STATEMENT CONTINUED
maps. Each room was then arranged with all the objects and checked
for accuracy by the Baltimore Museum of Art curators and project directors.

Approximately 15,000 polygons make up each room and with a total
of 14 rooms, the amount of data that had to be processed by the 
computer to enable real-time rendering had the potential to overload
the processing capabilities of the computer. To remedy this problem,
a technique was employed of hiding the virtual rooms from the viewer
when they were not within the viewers “line of site” and then revealing
them on an as-needed basis.

Upon completion of modeling, rooms were exported to the real-time
interactive animation authoring program, Virtools, which provided a
robust rendering engine that could handle the size and scope of the
project. This program also provided the means for interface design,
interaction with objects, camera movement, navigation, and support 
of sound and text. Evaluation and beta testing of the first version of
the project was done on-site at the Baltimore Museum of Art using
museum visitors.

A second version was developed to give viewers at the museum a more
complete immersive experience and was installed at the museum for
two weeks in April, 2001.

Driven by a network of PCs, the apartments were presented on a 16’
wide by 8’ high rear projection screen using passive stereoscopic vision
and polarized glasses. Gallery visitors navigated through the apartments
by using a joystick.  

The piece has worked successfully at the museum for over a year and
has proven to be a highlight of a visitor’s experience.

Web-based floorplan for data management of the project.

Original photograph of Etta’s living room (circa 1930) compared to a screen
grab from the virtual reconstruction.

IRC staff from left to right: Brinton Jaecks, Alan Price, Christian Valiente, 
Sala Wong, Ethan Berner, Dan Bailey. Photo by Mike Morgan.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

As a young artist, I was fascinated with taking a variety of subjects out
of context and using them to create new visual realities. If the handling
of these disparate pieces was done well, I could make the fantastic
appear possible. I learned to airbrush and used this technique to make
this synthesis happen. As time went on, imagery became less important
to me. I began to focus on the intricacies of the patterns and textures I
could create. This seemed like the right path until, in the early 1990s,
I began working on the computer.

My biggest concern with making computer art has been the final form
of the finished pieces. Looking at the prints I made, I asked myself
what was missing? “Light!” I had been painting with light on the com-
puter. After some investigation, transparencies seemed to be the ticket.
To properly illuminate the images, I began building light boxes that not
only displayed the transparencies, but also complemented them. People
ask me: “Why don’t you just show your work on a monitor?” To me,
getting the image out of the computer is akin to getting the vision out
of my head. It’s not real until it’s an object.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

My most recent effort, Flight, was done using Photoshop and Painter.
Scanned  pencil sketches are often the foundation layers for my work.
After that, I rely on the tools in Photoshop to build much of the image.
Sometimes, I’ll have upwards of a hundred layers per finished piece. In
Photoshop, it is not unusual for me to run a layer through several filters
and other functions so many times, so rapidly, that days later I have 
no idea exactly how I got a specific result. Painter is also a very useful
program. I use it for creating textures, and the image hose produces
some interesting visual effects. This particular piece was limited to
those two programs. However, I often use Poser or LightWave if I need
3D for an image. 

After finishing the image, I flatten the layers and save it as a TIFF file.
A service bureau prints my image using the LAMBDA process, which
performs direct digital imaging to Kodak continuous-tone photographic
material. This material is then developed using standard photographic
chemical procedures. The end result is a transparency ready to be put
into a lightbox I create for it.

Contact

Kurt Bakken
Z-Axis Corporation
754 South Depew Street
Lakewood, Colorado 80226 USA

+1.303.713.0200
kb@zaxis.com

Kurt Bakken

Flight

30 x 48 inches, computer art (light box)



I wanted the center figure to create a spiraling verigo effect. I used
the random line texture to fill the silhouette. However, I sent the
image through several filters and inverted it so many times, the texture
was lost except for the color. You can also see hints of the biplane
showing through.

I added two more figures. The figure on the right was fairly straight-
forward. The figure on the left went through many layers of changes
including offsetting the left arm.

For the plane silhouette, I only used one texture. However, I duplicated
this object into many layers, sandwiching them over and under the
figure layers. I then modulated their hue and transparency before
using the figure’s inverted selections to cut them out.

At this point I put in the eyeballs, spheres and bubbles. Their purpose
is twofold. First, they occupy dead areas in the picture plane. Second,
they form “triangulations of sight” that keep the viewers’ eyes moving.
I learned this little trick from some clever dead guys from the Renaissance.

OK, I had flying women, an airplane,
balls, bubbles, birds.....hmm no birds.
Gotta have birds. Also, I like hot wings.
One flaming wing please. 

After some reflection, I still felt that there was too much background
showing. I decided to go ahead and add the two large bird shapes I
had put in the original sketch. After much massaging, adding textures,
clearing textures, erasing and tweaking layer transparencies, I had 
the piece just about finished.

One of the challenges in computer art is knowing when to quit. With
conventional materials, the painting will often tell you when you’re
over the line. In this piece, the question arose, “Should I squeeze in
one more flying naked lady.” Why not? You can never have too many
of them.

Remember the circles I spoke of—the ones that were the geometric
bedrock of this piece? Yeah, well neither did I. So, I reinforced them
with a few strategically placed arcs. Finally, layer by grueling layer I
went back and tweaked the shadows...and that made all the difference.

Now it was time to take my file to a
service bureau. I prefer to make large
transparencies out of my images and
build light boxes to show them. I have
seen many computer pieces reduced 
to color prints. They always look kind 
of dead to me. What we are doing is
painting with light. Every stroke we make or function we do emits a
new and different quality of light on the screen. Why, after working on
an image for weeks or months, would you drain the life out of it by
turning it into an opaque print?    

PROCESS STATEMENT

Actually the genesis for this piece
began a decade ago when I was
searching for new paths in
abstraction. I wanted to experiment
with more free-form methods 
of application in my painting,
however, I had specific figurative
imagery I wanted to explore.
Along with these pursuits, I also wanted the ability to make objects
appear to overlap and at the same time be transparent, so I could
show all of one object even though it was covered up by another
object. Using acrylic paint on canvas, I found that what went on
inside the silhouettes became independent of the meaning assigned 
to the shapes themselves. The Big Roundup was an explosion of these
concepts. By the time I painted Pheromones (toward the end of the
series), my emphasis toward transparency gave way to a heightened
focus on making the textures inside the shapes more bold.

Midway through 2001, my interest in this
abstract work was reawakened. I began
messing around with the idea of “flying 
silhouettes,” in this early prototype.

After my initial digital scribblings, I decided
to put down a foundation for a finished
piece. I began by blocking in a basic layout.
I knew the final piece would be fairly busy, so I wanted to start with
some simple geometric shapes to build upon. I chose three interlocking
circles. Interlocking circles have become a common motif in my work.
Next, I began to “hang” objects on them to see how they would interact.
I was looking for positive and negative space relationships and overall
flow - making the figures “dance” together.

The piece was about flight,
so I decided that it needed a
sky background. However, it
should be a synthetic digital

sky. This gave rise to the “cloud” tiles. Also,
I used the circle motif to color the sky. Using the primaries for the circles
and secondaries for the overlaps, I created a rainbow metaphor.

I brought in the first figure, and created two textures to use inside the
silhouette. I split the figure at edge of the circle. I wasn’t satisfied with
one of the textures, so I ran it through several filters and inverted it.

This figure and the
next two are anchors
for this piece. Even
though they are
overlapped or under-

lapped, they are the prime focus of the
image. Knowing this, I put special emphasis on the textures filling
them. In this case, why I chose the shower floor tiles and beetles is
beyond me. Creepy huh? 

I especially like this silhouette because it breaks the edge of the red
circle in several places. The purple pipe texture is derivative of elements
in Pheromones. I changed the purple with the hue controls. You can
see where I used the selection of a subordinate figure to underlap the
yellow figure’s midsection with blue.
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(above)

Big Roundup

(right)

Pheromones

Flight (prototype)
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ARTIST STATEMENT

The Goodnight belongs to Borges’ universe, and mine. It is the object 
I would love to outlive me. Giving a message of orderly disorder, colors
and shades, geometry and casual strokes, despair and love, darkness
and light, and all which lies in between. 

The piece was created for an exhibit in Italy entitled Amate Cose (Beloved
Objects). The exhibit theme was inspired by a Borges’ poem, “Las Cosas”
(Things), which talks about objects around us that we perceive and feel
and remember. They stare at us and at our lives. They are objects
beloved and beloved moments of life. So, my object is this patchwork.
I thought of it as a white cover when, very tired one night, I fell asleep,
dreaming strange and colorful dreams, which all flew on it, composing
The Goodnight.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

A long time ago I started using computers to make many of my artworks.
To me, computers can help find a different way of expression and can
enrich an artist, as long as curiosity for any new media moves the artist
to experiment, understand, and finally master new techniques as well
as the traditional ones. They can help artists produce what they want
to create.

Most of the 63 panel pieces were made directly on a Paint Box. I
integrated some 3D models, made with Strata signs, that were painted 

and drawn on different media, and then digitized. The image resolution
for each piece ranges from 2000 x 2000 up to 4000 x 4000, depending
on the material used for print. For canvas or cotton, it is better to compute
the images at a lower resolution. For silk, the images are computed at
a higher resolution.  

A first printout test was done on papers of different weights and textures,
in order to get a better idea of the final work; then all images were printed
on the different, final fabric materials. Some of the images were printed
only once, on one type of fabric. Others were printed on two or three
different types of fabric, mainly cotton and silk, to obtain different textures
and reflections of light.

Finally, all the pieces were sewn together, to form a sort of quilt or
patchwork, and each one was finalized with oil painting and brushes.
The patchwork is hung on a bamboo stick. 

Hardware: Quantel DeskTop, Graphic Paint Box, and Macintosh G4.
Software: Quantel, Strata 3D Studio, Pixels 3D, Photoshop (just to
write the images in CMYK EPS format, not to retouch them),
QuarkXPress. 
Input of some elements: Agfa Arcus scanner. 
Output: Epson Stylus Color 3000, Iris Graphics .
Print media: silk, cotton, linen, canvas. Additional painting with oil 
and brushes. Individual pieces mounted and sewn onto a light, very
tight-knitted canvas.

Contact

Chiara Boeri
Studio Boeri
Corso Buenos Aires 55
Milano 20124 Italy 

+39.02.29535659
Chiaraboeri@tiscali.it

Chiara Boeri

The Goodnight

1.67 x 2.00 m, mixed media on canvas, cotton and silk
From the collection of Paola Giacobone
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PROCESS STATEMENT

I love materials: silk, cotton, canvas. I need to touch them and feel my
work in a very sensual way, so that when one of my works is printed, it
is never finished. I need to add brush strokes to complete it, eventually
going back again to the computer to make a piece that is missing, and
so on, until I am satisfied.

In this way I created La Buonanotte (The Goodnight), a quilt composed
of 63 pieces of artwork. The images created with the computer were
printed on different kinds of fabric (silk, canvas, cotton, etc.). Then each
one was repainted with oil, and all of them were sewn together to form
a patchwork. 

I started by making lots of sketches on paper, looking for the right colors
and shapes. I finalized some of these with watercolors on different kinds
of paper and tissue. Then I digitized some of the drawings and started
reworking them with an “r” paint system, in this specific case, a Graphic
Paint Box. This allowed me to find the look I wanted to obtain, the
right textures and atmosphere, in a relatively short period of time.

Then, I decided how many pieces of artwork I would need to create the
quilt. The initial estimate was approximately 50 to 60 single pieces, to
be sewn together. 

I worked on one or two pieces, each 40 cm x 40 cm, integrating digitized
paintings I had made: signs, textures, 3D elements, and paint directly
on the computer. Since the medium is very important and determines
the way I work, I printed these first pieces on different materials: two
types of cotton, two canvases, silk. 

One of the pieces was very detailed with neutral colors. Except for some
brush strokes here and there. I preferred the image as it appeared on
silk. The other image, which is more geometric, and has many overlaid
textures, had a better result on cotton and canvas.

I continued creating all the different pieces back at the Paint Box. Often,
I went back to draw or paint on paper some elements, or make some
oil or watercolor backgrounds, which is sometimes more complex to do
with a computer. Other times, I would only work on a 3D system, building
abstract shapes, mostly with an old iron look, which I transferred on
the Paint Box. To get a precise feeling of the overall work, I simulated 
it on the computer. 

I went on painting, assembling, overlaying for quite a long time, and in
fact, I ended up with some 100 different pieces of artwork. I printed all
of the images on paper and made a first collage on a big panel, correcting
colors with traditional oil paint. I chose 40 pieces, and printed some of
them twice, in order to have a quilt made of nine rows, seven pieces in
each row. 

Back at the Paint Box, I retouched and finished the ones I had chosen.
I transferred all the files to a MacG4 and used Photoshop and QuarkXPress
to print the images, using an Epson Stylus Color 3000 and an Iris
Graphics. I printed directly on canvas, silk, and cotton. 

When the 63 pieces were ready, I sewed the quilt together, then I
retouched (or better) finished each piece, using oil colors, so that each
one looked different, and the work looked as brilliant as I intended it to
be. When the painting was dry, after many days, I lined the quilt with
a dark red cloth. Hanging from a bamboo stick, The Goodnight was
ready for the gallery after four months of work.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

I am a digital artist and a painter. Since the 1980s, my work has been
about peculiar juxtapositions of everyday objects into unusual and fas-
cinating combinations. Having started my work in photographs, I now
continue with digital compositions. My recent work is about separating
everyday objects and grouping them into a new context. Fuses and
fishing lures create a provocative contrast, and a plastic inflatable owl
with zippers is an intriguing combination. A pair of jumper cables grips
a pair of socks, mysteriously. All are against a black spatial background,
emphasizing improbable fantasies. On one hand, it is the throw away
character of our culture today that catches my eye and interest and
causes me to use everyday objects that become something else when
scanned and collaged into a digital image. Secondly, it is my delight
to create surprising juxtapositions of objects that keep my interest and
hopefully those of other viewers. Thirdly, I am interested in creating a
flight of fancy, a world that is dreamlike, with commonplace objects
that are pictured clearly but change meaning by being in a new and
different context. Finally, I am a colorist, creating emotive worlds that
establish and embellish the meanings of places and objects. My full
line of current work can be seen at my Web site:
www.stanbowman.com/

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

When I am working in my studio, I primarily use a computer and a flatbed
scanner. My main program is Photoshop, but recently I have begun to
use a new 2D/3D program called Zbrush, made by Pixologic. For a
background, sometimes I scan paint on glass, and at other times I make
the background in Zbrush. Objects are scanned and then imported into
Photoshop. Recently, I have been using Zbrush for the complete image.
Images are then printed out on a wide-format printer in my studio,
matted, and framed for display in exhibitions.

PROCESS STATEMENT

All work is completed in my studio. However, I do go out to find objects
for my compositions. My favorite activity is visiting yard sales and flea
markets to find unusual and colorful objects for scanning. Sometimes I
find organic objects in the landscape around my house (leaves, branches,
rocks, etc.), which I take back to my studio for scanning. Sometimes I
buy vegetables at a local supermarket or farmers market, which I scan
fresh and then leave to rot and change color, and then scan again.

Contact

Stan Bowman
203 Pine Tree Road
Ithaca, New York 14850 USA

+1.607.277.4950
sjb4@cornell.edu
www.stanbowman.com

Stan Bowman

Running Wild

22 x 29 inches, inkjet on paper
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Looking for things to scan. Scanning Archie McFhee parts. Painting and scanning glass. Scanning a paint rag.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

These pieces are from a body of work entitled Emergent Codes. They
are inspired by some recent technological and scientific innovations,
including cellular automata, fractal geometry, complex systems, chaos
theory, connectionism, Turing waves, and remote sensing. These exciting
discoveries are creating remarkable, never-before-seen images of our
world and the processes that create it. The catalyst for these broad
changes in our understanding is the introduction and use of the digital
computer and its ability to crunch complex calculations that were never
before possible. As an artist, I am communicating my own personal
vocabulary inspired by the artifacts of science. So it seems appropriate
to use the computer as an art tool to discuss ideas that have come into
being as a result of the computer.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The computer lies at the core of this series of work. The inspiration
comes from recent scientific discoveries that could be categorized as
post-structuralist. The post-structuralist paradigm has come about
largely due to the immense number-crunching ability of the digital 
computer, and it really is a philosophy born of the computer age. So 
it seems only fitting to use the computer as a tool to talk about these
new ideas. I begin by creating a graphic vocabulary, drawing inspiration
from scientific artifacts such as diagrams, satellite photos, market
analysis graphs, etc. I create the simple geometric elements using 
the PostScript graphics program Freehand, which allows me to create 
elements that are very precise, so the elements line up properly when
placed on a grid. Working in PostScript also allows me to import the
graphics into Fontographer, a program that can create font sets. I then
use Fontographer to create font sets of graphic elements. I have created
half a dozen or so fonts with names such as Vector, Connectionist, Rhizo,
Neural net, Crop Circle, and AI. Putting the elements into Fontographer
helps automate the process of layering and reinforces the language and
machine aspect of the process. I create the final pieces in Freehand, which
has excellent layer control and, of course, keeps the process in PostScript.

Contact

Jeff Brice
4510 171 Avenue S.E.
Snohomish, Washington 98290 USA

+1.360.568.7924
jb@jeffbrice.com
www.jeffbrice.com

Jeff Brice

Turing Wave inspiration
33 x 33 inches, Roland print on canvas

Turing Wave 

36 x 36 inches, Roland print on canvas
Turing Wave deconstruction
33 x 33 inches, Roland print on canvas
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PROCESS STATEMENT

I start with a basic concept that I would like to explore. Urban Growth
is inspired by satellite photos and fractal simulations of city morphology.
Like all art activities, the layering is a non-linear process. The structure
of the piece has a tendency to self-organize at some point in a way that
I never can foresee. The interaction of the different layers of code begins
to dictate how the final piece will evolve. Finally, color is used to enhance
the depth of the piece and as a way to bring about a sense of light. The
differentiation of short-wavelength color (red) and long wave-length color
(blue) is used by the anaglyph 3D glasses to create depth.  

The first panel is called the inspiration panel. It consists of nine images
of satellite photos and screen captures of programs that I use to create
the final artwork. By juxtaposing the screen captures to photos that are
implied in the artwork, I hope to create a sense of the dialogue of the
different influences that goes into my work. The second panel hanging
on the right side of the artwork is called the deconstruction panel. It
shows in nine steps the layering of the image from back to top. This
allows the viewer to see how the back layers influence the front layers.

Urban Growth inspiration
33 x 33 inches, Roland print on canvas

Urban Growth

36 x 36 inches, Roland print on canvas

Urban Growth deconstruction
33 x 33 inches, Roland print on canvas
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ARTIST STATEMENT

When walking through a landscape in snow, we observe many types 
of linear structures. The tree as a metaphor and as an element of 
landscapes is a familiar image and a poetic reminder to enjoy life.
What I am trying to communicate through my work are interpretations
of the mysteries and tragedies that surround us. 

Computer-generated artwork, based on line drawings, is challenging 
for a number of reasons. It makes use of line as the characteristic 
element of the generative process, and the results rely entirely on the
calligraphic qualities of the line. Besides the heritage of hand drawings,
which we conceive as a fantastically rich universe, we may conceive 
an equally fantastic universe of machine drawings. Line drawings that
populate this universe should exhibit qualities in their own right. For
instance: they should exploit algorithmic techniques, not be reproducible
by hand, show that they have been drawn by a machine, achieve a
distinct and unique type of structuring, belong to an identifiable universe,
exhibit strong calligraphic qualities, and make the question ‘’how was it
done?’’ entirely unimportant. 

Lines are very simple geometric structures and at the same time inex-
haustibly rich elements of artistic expression. This is one of the main
reasons why I like to work with them. From the vastness of the possible
structural descriptions of lines, I have chosen a personal definition, that
makes these lines distinctly and identifiably my lines. For the generation
of such lines, relevant feature values are: the number of starting points,
the number of lines originating from a given point, the angular boundary
for a polygon, the spread of a segment, and the number of segments 
in a polygon. 

In statu nascendi, when a line is developing on a piece of paper, it does
so from a unique starting point. It is the starting point that calls for the
first decision in a drawing process, no matter whether the hand of an
artist or a computer-driven device is steering the pen. The question of
starting points and the question of the “character” of the line developing
from those points have to be taken care of by the program. Especially
interesting are two sets of algorithms: those that generate drawings in 
a “one-shot” generative process and those that make use of “composite”
processes. 

TECHNICAL STATEMENT 

It all has to do with an obsession in line-oriented art. Technically, there
are two main problems in generating the work I am interested in. I have
to write programs or find programs into which I can cast my intentions
as an artist. And I have to find output devices, onto which I can deposit
the produced results (for eternity). For both problems, I have (temporary)
solutions: I use both my own programs and standard programs, plotters,
and printers. 

Plotters (which are becoming extinct) and printers (which replace them)
are very different in the way they produce output. From an artist’s point
of view, they both have strengths and weaknesses. The plotter relies 
on a drawing pen. It mimics, to a certain degree, the mechanical and
sequential process of drawing by hand, and it works with “vector data.”
The printer is pixel-oriented, and it works line by line from the top of a
sheet of paper to its lower rim. 

Since my interest is focused on lines as a basic generative element for
artwork, the properties and the calligraphic quality of lines (printed or
plotted) are of great interest. Comparing the properties of the lines
generated by the two classes of devices reveals how they can be exploited
for generating processes. Some of the important properties of plotting are: 

• Only lines of a limited thickness are available and they come in 
discrete steps

• Crossing lines generate gray-scale values and depth.
• The mechanical nature of the drawing process produces inconsistencies

and slight variations in the plotted line (for example, the starting points
of a line become distinctly noticeable or the pen may temporarily fail).

• Each pen can carry one color only. 

The printed line also has its own characteristic properties, some of
which are: 
• A homogeneous and perfect line image is achievable.
• Black lines (or lines of the same color) cross each other “flat,” and 

the illusion of depth is lost.
• There are no limitations to the width of lines, and they may be 

chosen from a continuum.
• A very large spectrum of colors is available for prints. 

Contact

Hans Dehlinger
Universität Kassel
Stiegelwiesen 3
Kassel D34143 Germany 

+49.561.408.039
dehling@uni-kassel.de

Hans Dehlinger

strokes_mi31

60 x 50 cm, plot on paper, Chinese ink
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TECHICAL STATEMENT CONTINUED
There is a distinct quality to a plotted line (as opposed to a printed line),
which I like a lot, and which I consider as an important feature of a
plotter drawing. There are qualities in printed lines, too, which I am
beginning to explore. 

With line-drawings in mind, algorithms and their underlying concepts
allow the artist to formulate interesting strategies for generative processes
that produce artwork, I am relying on such algorithms to place large
numbers of points onto the drawing area from which, in successive
steps, complicated patterns of lines may emerge. Standard graphical
operations like scale, move, clip, rotate, etc. are also employed. On
purpose, only limited means of editing are available in the generating
program, because a high value is placed on conceiving concepts that
are then realized, if possible, in a “one-shot” operation. 

A compositional mode of operation is supported, as well. It comes close
to classical collage techniques (with all the dangers involved). Earlier
versions of the program ran on a Tektronics 4052 and later on a PC.
The program in its present form is written in Fortran using GKS and is
operable on a Siemens WS 430 workstation. It was implemented as a
partnership project between the North China University of Technology
in Beijing (Qi Dongxu, Xu Yingqing) and Universität Kassel.

PROCESS STATEMENT

For the generative act, we can identify different approaches. One of
them could be described as: “The intentional execution of a concept.
Another could be described as: “The probing search along an unknown
road, supported by the hope to find something.” With the intentional
approach, the artist tries to aim directly at the goal. It is the lucky hit
which he is after. The probing search ends with a catch. Searching and
finding are central concepts to this approach. “Hit” and “Catch” are two
metaphors for two different generative scenarios. 

In my own work, I place a high value on the “Hit.” The execution of an
idea by a program is a direct means to a result. To catch something
requires a process, which eventually will lead to a state, which by dec-
laration (decision) is proclaimed the result. The process of development
is interrupted (ended) at an arbitrary, previously unknown point, and
the last “state of the system” is singled out and raised into the position
of a result. The result then suddenly stands for itself, and the generating
process becomes entirely unimportant in the moment of the decision. It
is (usually) not even traceable any more. 

The generation of the image “baum_V14” starts with a concept for a
tree (“tree11”), which is emerging as result of a “one-shot generative
process.” In the “tree11” image, a dense set of points is cast into a
small area. From each point, one polygon emerges. As a bundle, they
form “tree11,” using a very simple generative rule. The strictness of
this approach can (I suppose) be felt in the visual strength of the
resulting image. It is this image which then is manipulated in other
programs until an arbitrary decision terminates this process and delivers
the final image: “baum_V14”

It can not be plotted anymore, but it can be printed. The “strokes”
image is composed in a similar way. One of its three bundles of lines 
is generated in a “one-shot” operation, which is then replicated twice,
and then plotted on a pen plotter. A number of questions arise at this
point: Should a drawing that was designed to be plotted be printed at
all? What significant changes occur? What features of a plotter drawing

are actually changed when it is transferred to a printer, and how does
this transfer affect the image, its quality, its visual evaluation? 

tree11

60 x 50 cm, plot on paper, Chinese ink

Generate “tree11” as one-shot operation:
1. Define an area (width of the stem) outside the drawing area.
2. Cast a large number (several hundred) random points into this are.
3. Generate polygons by programs with the same features but different
feature values from those points to produce “tree11” in one shot.
4. Cut to sheet, save as HPGL-file for plotting.

baum_V14

60 x 50 cm, computer print

Generate “baum_V14” from “tree11”:
1. Translate HPGL to EPS.
2. Polygons milled through filter.
3. Play with filters and decide when to stop.
4. Mask and save for printing.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

This work shows three pieces from an investigation into “intelligent
form.” For a number of years now, I have been looking at the problem
of creating autonomous virtual creatures that interact, move, and learn
in real time. Central to these problems are a number of conceptual 
difficulties in how such simple artificial intelligences represent their
“bodies” and the movements that they can perform. This work takes
investigations on body representations far away from typical computer
graphics techniques, and very different from the now traditional and
reassuringly familiar representations of triangles, meshes, skeletons,
and key-frames.

In this work, we use simple forms: a square, a single curve, and a family
of curves. The representations in this work encode learned knowledge
about form against which other forms can be evaluated, animated, 
perturbed, and grown. These knowledge structures are deliberately
incomplete, and the potential for mistakes in such representations is
clear and important. We are not concerned here with the optimality
of a result, or the robustness of an algorithm, but with the expressive
power of a process, its mistakes, its adaptations. 

The presented artworks collect a number of images from three of these
experiments. Each panel explores a representation that connects gener-
ation and analysis, and each collection is laid out to suggest its journey
or an unfolding process.  

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

This work draws upon and expands upon research conducted in the
Synthetic Characters Group and the MIT Media Lab, in particular their
design of graphics and animation (or “motor”) systems for synthetic
characters. But its points of departure are minute details of processes
that would otherwise be hidden or unnoticed and have, to date, never
been shown.

The images were generated by custom-written code taken from this
research effort—an effort conducted almost entirely in the Java
programming language. Unlike everything else shown by this group,
this work was not generated in real time but rather, giving prominence
to explorative depth rather than speed, using high-resolution, off-line
rendering techniques. 

All source graphical material where needed (for Angular Morphogenesis
and Curve Dictionary) came from scananed hand-drawn lines.

Contact

Mark Downie
Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, 
The Media Lab

1 Cambridge Center, 5th Floor
Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA
+1.646.662.8648
marcd@media.mit.eduMark Downie

Experiments on Intelligent Form
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PROCESS STATEMENT

The term “process,” of course, becomes immediately ambiguous in any
work that in itself uses algorithmic processes. Furthermore, the term is
especially muddled when its stated research goals center on the very
autonomy of these processes. Such algorithmic work is perpetually
unfinished, constantly changing and adapting, and particularly resistant
to mediation. Any traditionally “finished” artifact that arises during this
process is only a fleeting attempt to visualize, contain, or understand
potentials and aspects of these processes. 

1. on being square
This piece directly and exhaustively visualizes the mistakes that a 
particular incomplete and broken representation may make. It shows
evaluations of a structure “trained” on a simple square that generates
potential fields for form growth. This work comes directly from looking
at the problems of creating a form representation suitable for use by 
an artificial intelligence, one that must be able to generate form and
movement, and analyze and evaluate its own movement—combined
with a playful rejection of traditional computer-graphical triangles and
transforms. The enumeration of all unique images given the rotational
and reflective symmetries of the square takes exactly 50 images.

8. Angular Morphogenesis
This representation and sequence of images includes what on being
square rejects; angular information and general organic growth. Here
we do not limit the piece to an investigation of a square or the demon-
stration of process to an enumeration. Instead, in this work, we grow
new material and define new movements based on our potential field
representation. The sequence of images becomes a story of a circular
figure created from an initial single point. The growing form almost 
succeeds in becoming a straight line—partly through indecision about
which way to curl—before wrapping around to create a circular figure.

13. Curve Dictionary
In building interactive intelligences, one is often involved in creating
communication between independent behaviors. For a “creature” con-
cerned with visual form, what is an appropriate “language” and, once
considered a language, what linguistic operations can be conducted
within it? The final piece in this collection is concerned with a more direct
exploration of “example-based” representations. These representations
are populated by hand-drawn curves forming the material that is
manipulated. 

But there are two complementary parts to my “process.” The processes
created and visualized in this work fit into an ongoing research agenda,
which is an ongoing investigative process in itself. The research agenda
is that of the Synthetic Characters Group and the MIT Media Lab, in
which I try to work on both large frameworks and small ideas. My large
frameworks are the architectures that create complex graphical creatures
(exhibited at previous SIGGRAPH conferences), but there are smaller
pieces that fill parts of these frameworks or use elements of them as
points of departure. 

For small is, in many respects, an easy route for digital art, with our
canvases often characterized as vast uncharted expanses that almost
seem to demand a quick sketch, a playful experiment, a bold exploration.
And in many respects what is presented here is small—a small study
of poorly understood algorithmic processes. But such processes have
been used (and hidden) inside larger works, and larger works have
encouraged and nourished these small ideas. This fluidity between the
design and implementation of large architectures and focused work on
small ideas is important for the process behind this work and important
for digital art (in particular interactive works) in general, as it moves
beyond smaller, playful experimentation into larger and inherently more
collaborative works.

The “training” procedure encodes
radial relationships between the
material that goes into building a
form. Angular information about
which point should go where is
deliberately lost, leaving us with 
an incomplete representation.

In this representation, we
store what relative angles
material should appear, 
but lose the distances.

The core material for this
process is an example-based
mapping “dictionary” that
maps segments of curves to
larger, more complex curves.
Elements that fall between 
the dictionary definitions are 
interpolated.  
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ARTIST STATEMENT

I’m a digital sculptor, using metal and glass to create abstract 
geometries in space. This work explores order in space: tensions
between inside and outside, the point at zero and the point at infinite
distance, how the dimensional axes can be alike and different. I got
interested in these things as an undergraduate in mathematics, 
wanting to cross over from formal abstractions into working with 
physical shapes, and sculpture gave me the way.

I’m often asked whether these pieces are based on logic or intuition. 
If this is a multiple-choice question, it’s not an easy one: let’s say that
my intuition operates with mathematics at the back of its mind. The
process is pure analog. I push things with my hands until they look
good to my eyes, but the results show that my creative engine is 
inextricably fused with geometrical intuition. My work is to explore
and extend the fertile region between sculpture and mathematics.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

My designs exist first as CAD models, and they enter the physical
world as wax or plastic parts built by rapid-prototyping technology.
Then they’re translated into metal by the ancient and effective lost-wax
method, and I finish the bronzes using hand tools that Praxiteles would
recognize. So the process moves, as it were, backwards in time: from
virtual idea to hand-finished metal.  

The sculptures are made in limited editions, but without mold-making;
each instance of a piece is cast directly from a new prototyped model.
It’s impossible to make molds of my work. It is too involuted for even
flexible tooling to work, so without prototyping there could be no 
editions at all.  

Prototyping technology is a young, crude business as I write this, but
it’s the germ of an artistic sea change. It brings sculpture into the 
company of poetry and music, among the eternal media. Because the
originals of my work are now data, they transcend location, medium,
and time. Ultimately, in my lifetime I hope, art sculpture will be 
manufactured on demand, at the size, medium, and price point
requested by the viewer. Far from threatening the value of sculptures 
by eroding their scarcity, I believe that this will allow them to reach
their natural audience, so that they can be owned by everyone who
likes them. We are standing at the Gutenberg moment for sculpture: 
it will soon be affordable, ubiquitous, and—like everything else that
shares those properties—digital.

Contact

Bathsheba Grossman
3127 Branciforte Drive
Santa Cruz, California 95065 USA

+1.831.429.8224  
sheba@bathsheba.com
www.bathsheba.com  
www.protoshape.comBathsheba Grossman

Flowbronze

9 x 6 x 6 inches, bronze cast from CAD/CAM prototype
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PROCESS STATEMENT

I begin by contemplating a shape: maybe a familiar solid such as the
cube, or a more esoteric one like the snub cube or rhombic dodecahedron.
I think about it with some modeling clay in hand, and perhaps some
possibilities develop; eventually something emerges that might be inter-
esting to build. Sometimes it isn’t easy to visualize, but usually I can at
least indicate my idea in the plasticene well enough to remember it.

Next I need a CAD design. I make this by re-modeling the piece, rather
than attempting to digitize it, as no scanner can pick up all the involutions
of these forms. Here I fine-tune the design, making precise what was
rough in the clay, nailing down proportions and details. This is the longest
and hardest part: many, many days can go into the model, and when I
finally see it printed, as often as not it goes back to the drawing board.

When I have the model complete in the computer, I print it on my 3D
printer, or if the piece is to be large, send it to a service bureau. In
either case, a physical model is fabricated from my CAD design by
building it up in layers, one layer at a time. This additive method allows
very free geometry; it’s not nearly so limiting as CNC methods, in
which the piece is carved. During the build, support for undercuts is
provided in various ingenious ways. The machine I have, a Solidscape
Modelmaker II, builds support structures in a different material from
the actual part, and the supports are dissolved away in a solvent bath
after the build is done.

The result of the prototyping process is a strongly grained model, showing
the layers it was made with, that can look a little like rough wood. The
material is plastic or wax, and it may be more or less durable, but in
no case is it pretty. The next step is to cast it into a material that is
both aesthetic and archival: metal.  

This is done by the lost-wax method, an ancient and flexible casting
process that can handle almost any geometry. The disadvantage to this
method is it destroys the original model (hence “lost-wax”), so a new
wax is required for each casting. For most sculptors, multiple-waxes
models can come from a mold, but since that isn’t possible for my
designs, I build a new prototype for each piece.

I finish the rough castings with hand and power tools: files, grinders,
polishers, an occasional weld. The piece is darkened with a hot chemical
patina. In some areas, the texture is left intact for a rich surface. In
others, I abrade it lightly, and for highlights, it’s polished away entirely.
Finally the piece is lacquered to protect the finish, and it’s done: my
geometrical intuition has been realized in the physical world.

Online gallery for bronzes: bathsheba.com 
Silver sculpture and jewelry: microsculpture.com 
Prototyping service bureau that specializes in small-scale creative 
projects: protoshape.com 

Alter Knot
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ARTIST STATEMENT

There is no need to be an expert in celestial mechanics to marvel at a
lunar eclipse. Few can look at a space telescope images with hundreds
of galaxies without a passing thought about our place in the universe.
Indeed, astronomy enjoys an immediate visual accessibility and appeal
that most physical sciences do not. I view my role as an artist-scientist
as attempting to make the mystery and beauty of other aspects of nature
more apparent to non-specialists. My subjects come from what I know
best—those fields where I do research: quantum mechanics, chaos
theory, nanoscale physics, and chemical physics.

Science these days generates many beautiful images. But the scientific
illustrations must put science first. My images do not attempt so much
to teach or to convey information as to convey the emotion of discovery,
of knowing nature at her deeper levels. My computer-generated images
are based on science, but the scenes are created rather than found. My
work uses diverse physical phenomena as a medium for painting scenes
that seem somehow familiar. The familiarity banks heavily on nature’s
passion for repeating herself. It is key to the emotional engagement I
hope to achieve.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

When a water colorist puts a wet brush to paper, physics rules the
result: wetting and fluid flow on paper, scattering and absorption of
light by pigment on fibers, evaporation and drying hold sway. These
physical phenomena mimic other aspects of the natural world and with
experience can be harnessed to wonderful effects. Similar statements
hold for pastels, egg tempera, oils, photographs, etc. To date, digital
painting tools have tried to emulate traditional media and effects.
Digital artists need no longer emulate traditional media only. The
computer allows us to create new media, with new rules, more naturally
suited to the new tool. But such rules are best when they too follow
physical phenomena, instead of arbitrary mathematical constructs. 

I have learned to paint with electrons moving over a potential landscape,
quantum waves trapped between walls, chaotic dynamics, and with
colliding molecules. Nature often mimics herself, and so these new media,
exposing the beauty and mystery of the atomic world, yield a variety of
effects that recall familiar aspects of our macroscopic experience.  

The images are mostly the result of computer code, which I have written,
with output to raw RGB files which I then manipulate in Photoshop.
My prints are EverColor Luminage Direct-Digital Prints produced on a
CSI LightJet 5000 printer using high resolution RGB lasers to expose
RA 4 photographic print materials. The process provides the highest
resolution color output available.

Contact

Eric Heller
55 Baker Bridge Road
Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773 USA

+1.781.259.1052
slheller@earthlink.net
ericjhellergallery.com

Eric Heller

Caustic I

36 x 46 inches, lightjet print
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PROCESS STATEMENT

The creative process leading to Caustic I is typical of my artwork: a 
synthesis of research and artistic creation, each one enhancing the other.

Experimentation with various methods of recording individual electron
tracks (overwrite, transparency, color combination) leads to a variety 
of effects and expands the horizons of the medium.

Meanwhile, we begin to wonder about the effects that traveling in a
narrow wire would have on the electron flow. The random, low hills
and valleys are still present, but the additional confinement to narrow
channels leads to new effects—both artistic and scientific. The first
“wire” images are promising:

Color keyed to quantum phase (the wave nature of the electrons) adds
a new dimension to the images. Nanowire is created as a synthesis of
the scientific and artistic experience summarized here.

Inspired by the success of the electron transport images, which took
place in a so-called 2D electron gas, the question of propagation in 3D
naturally arose. I decided to look at what happens when light hits a
wavy surface; this of course is becoming commonplace in 3D simulations.
But I needed to know what happens when lights passes through many
successive wavy surfaces. This is the analog of the electrons traveling
over many hills and valleys. 

Rather than show the whole path of the light rays, I interrupted them
with a plane, as in a swimming pool bottom. Using a point source of
light, the caustic formation in this case is unfamiliar if there are many
surfaces. In Caustic II there were seven successive surfaces. This gives
remarkable, but perhaps unfamiliar caustic structures. I began to back
off the number of wavy surfaces, for artistic reasons, mainly.

Caustic I shows light interrupted by the “bottom” after passing through
just two surfaces. Still, the resulting pattern could not quite be seen on
a pool bottom.

There is much room for creative effects (and new physical effects) in
the nature of the waves used on the surface and the number of surfaces.
Caustic I jumped out at me: here was an image almost like scenes I
have seen, full of interesting caustic structures. I could not resist it!

Transport II, the first of a series of large format
high resolution electron flow images that use
branched flow physics, revealing the caustics
formed when electrons flow from center image.
This image was used for the cover of Nature,
(March 8, 2001) in connection with the publication
of the new results. The electron flow patterns
are remarkably flexible and organic—a new
medium for artistic creation.

Experimental setup for measuring electron transport
(M. Topinka, B. LeRoy, B. Westervelt) on a micron
scale in semiconductor microstructures, using a
charged scanning probe microscope.

Data: Experimental discovery of branching and
fringing of electron flow. The fringes are quantum
wave interference effects.

Inspired by the experiments, branch
formation is shown to be due to
electrons riding over random hills
and depressions in the potential
landscape that they must negotiate.
The branching is an indirect effect 
of this landscape: branches are not
associated simply with valleys in 
the landscape.

(far left)

Wires

(middle)

Nanowire

(right)

Nanowire
detail

Scientific illustration (with Scot Shaw)

Transport II

Caustic II

Caustic I
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ARTIST STATEMENT

With this work, I am interested in applying a hands-on, organic approach
to otherwise precise art forms. In exploring the influence of digital culture’s
cut-and-paste phenomena, I employ multi-layering, sampling, and repe-
tition of images. These appropriation and re-mixing techniques are found
in modern electronic music production as well as older artistic forms
such as quilt making. In doing this, I hope to perpetuate these traditional
cultural concepts while adapting them to a new technological terrain.

PROCESS STATEMENT

Living Audio is the print that started this whole series. I began working
on a new project by designing high-contrast graphics in Photoshop, with
the desire to recombine my photographs and other source material into
an image that was digital with an analog aesthetic. After working for an
hour, the file used up the computer’s free memory and it started crashing.
Each time I pushed the button on the mouse, the computer would sample
part of the image and randomly move this square shape to another part
of the grid. I began to see a pattern and the connection between my input
and the output on the screen. I printed out each new image, scanned
the printouts, and used them to design my final graphic. I distilled each
piece down to four separate colors. Negatives were made of each color
and plates were made from the negatives. I have produced serigraphs
and etchings of the designs. Taking advantage of the pure random nature
of the glitch in the computer system, I used this process as the conceptual
framework for the whole series.

In each subsequent design, I draw from the random multi-layering and
repetition employed by the first experience.

Contact

Tahir Hemphill
Staple Crops
33-39 106 Street
Queens, New York 11368 USA

+1.718.335.7610
tahir@hotmail.com
www.staplecrops.com

Tahir Hemphill

Living Audio

15 x 15 inches, serigraph on Arches paper
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ARTIST STATEMENT

I have always been interested in expressing my current emotion. My
recent work expresses small emotions that I feel in everyday life and
my feelings about various news and events happening around the world.
Our technology-driven civilization causes many problems and distortions
within society, including separations between the rich and poor, racial
problems, education, and other things. People create rules and laws, but
still, our society is not perfect, and there are people who are disadvan-
taged because of those systems.  

My visual style integrates surrealism and abstract imagery. This work
depicts the complexity of memory and how one memory relates to
another memory. Memories are referenced to make decisions in our
daily lives.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The work is produced by deforming 3D models by recursively twisting
and bending. These models are placed in 3D space, with 3D StudioMax
and my own proprietary software, creating an interrelationship between
the objects. The images used for textures and reflection maps are 
rendered by ray tracing to create the metallic quality. In addition, bump
maps are added to the surface to enhance the visual complexity.

Contact

Masa Inakage
Keio University
5322 Endoh
Fujisawa 252-0816 Japan

+81.466.49.3545
inakage@efc.keio.ac.jp

Masa Inakage

Conscious

95 x 60 cm, iris print
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PROCESS STATEMENT

Step 1: Deforming an object. A complex object was achieved 
by deforming a 3D object.

Step 2: Adding textures. Textures were produced by a complex process
of rendering and image-processing algorithms. The following texture is
a sample of the textures used to create the artwork. Textures were used
as both image maps and reflection maps to produce the image.

Step 3: Recursively twisting the object. By recursively twisting 
and bending the object, a visually complex and appealing object 
was achieved.

Step 4: Object layout. Many deformed objects were created, then 
translated, rotated, and scaled for layout in 3D space. The layout
process was completely intuitive.

Final: Completed artwork. After many iterations of this trial-and-error
process, the artwork, Conscious, was completed.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

Webcam Art was created to visualize the result of my experience and
communication through the Internet. Many interesting Web cameras
are set up around the world, and some of them have controllers that
allow viewers to pan and zoom from their browsers. A lot of scenery
and people are viewable via Web cameras. Most of the cameras transmit
small, poor-quality images, but with a stretch of the imagination, we can
perceive beauty in them. This imagination motivated me to create pieces
from Web cameras, which is why I might be called a net-travel painter. 

If I were a “real” travel painter, people around me would stop to look at
my paintings and talk about them. To know how the Web-cam owners
feel about my work, I showed them my pieces and asked them to send
back some comments. If a Web-cam owner wants a copy of the work,
a poster-sized copy is sent.

I used original rendering software, SIC (Synergistic Image Creator), to
create Webcam Art. SIC can enlarge the work to any scale. Sapporo
was created from a Web camera on a northern Japanese island. One
comment was: “A live camera sends just photographic pictures, so I
think we never stop the time in a Web camera. However, it is a good
idea to make a CG from a Web camera, because the scenery created
by CG conveys a different feeling and atmosphere and makes appreciators
have a desire to know real scenery.” (Dosanko site Web-camera
administrator.)

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

SIC is constituted of several GIMP plug-in modules, and it provides a
wide variety of expressions. GIMP is an open-source photo retouch
software working on Linux and Windows. The original functions of
GIMP were only used to adjust color balance, so all creative tasks
were processed algorithmically by SIC. Creating a large rendering image
from a small Web-camera image is one of the characteristics of this
software. Other important characteristics include:

• It can control color and texture separately.
• It provides numerous expressions.
• It can select and/or create color maps from excellent paintings.
• It can resist your own rendering expressions.
• It creates artwork with a history of its rendering process. 

Most of these characteristics derive from SIC’s vector data-handling. 
Though SIC is a key technology of Webcam Art, I can’t make this 
type of art without the Internet and Web cameras. Controllable Web
cameras have broadened my expression. 

SIC’s first version was created by the author, but the current version
was produced by core members of the Synergistic Art Project, which
was formed to revise SIC about one year ago. We are now planning 
to introduce SIC as open-source software. For more information: 
www.dsn.t-kougei.ac.jp/cp/sic/

Contact

Atshushi Kasao
Faculty of Art
Tokyo Institute of Polytechnics
2-9-5 Honcho Nakano-ju
Tokyo 164-8678 Japan

+1.81.3.3372.1321
kasao@dsn.t-kougel.ac.jp
www.t-kougel.ac.jp

Atshushi Kasao

Webcam Art: Sapporo

900 x 1940 mm, ink on paper
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PROCESS STATEMENT

There are many Web cameras in the world, but who do these images
belong to? In the real world, we can take a photograph or draw a sketch
of scenery and use these created images and works for any purpose.
Can I use the images I found through Web cameras as creative material?
Who has copyright on these images? 

The Internet has made all of us information senders. In the next step 
of Internet development, the Internet should give us the ability to create.
Images and documents should be open content, and many types of
creative tools will increase. Also, image creation and information about
how to use such tools must be shared.

Through Webcam Art, I ask Web camera owners about copyrights of
their images, and I show the works created from Web-camera images
with SIC, a creative tool that is appropriate for an open-content culture,
because images created in SIC include a history of the image process.
Everyone has access to the history, and they can modify the processing
information and apply it to their own images. We can share the hints
and know-how about creation of new image expression through this
history information.

Other examples of Webcam Art are shown at right. Figure 1 is an image
created from a Web camera of the Hudson River, and Figure 2 is a
portrait of a Japanese girl. 

Webcam Art: The Hudson River

900 x 1900 mm, inkjet print

History (parameters of plug-ins) plug_in_gk_mean_algo-00-04-01-01-
04-00-10-050-050-05
plug_in_gk_add_principal-02
plug_in_gk_imerge-00-080-09-096
plug_in_gk_analyse-00-10-07-030-030-09
plug_in_gk_reconst_image-001-4-80-001-0-100-000-075-000-1-01
plug_in_gk_subst_color-012-001-1-100-000-027-011-10

Webcam Art: Natsuko

900 x 1200 mm, inkjet print

History (parameters of plug-ins) plug_in_gk_mean_algo-00-04-01-01-
04-00-10-050-050-05
plug_in_gk_add_principal-02
plug_in_gk_imerge-00-140-09-096
plug_in_gk_add_principal-05
plug_in_gk_analyse-03-00-07-030-030-09
plug_in_gk_reconst_image-003-4-8
plug_in_gk_subst_color-012-001-1-100-012-004-012-11
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The overall concept of Transmigrations: Cases of Corporate Reincarnation
combines theories and research on social insects, traditional and con-
temporary corporate structures, job descriptions, and reincarnation
scriptures. A variety of conceptual layers enhances the basic idea with
depth and an intricate point-of-view. While the layers require study of
a substantial amount of bibliography, they provide the project with a
spine, by acting as a solid point of departure. Transmigrations showcases
24 portraits of senior executives who return to life as insects. The characters
personify symbols and weapons of their trades on a number of levels,
some instantly visible and others hidden. 

The term “transmigration” refers to successive embodiments, mainly 
in the sense of rebirth in lower life forms. This theory was first asserted
by Pythagoras, the most important early Hellenic thinker and the father
of controversial teachings on reincarnation of souls. He taught that those
whose lives had been filled with evil deeds and destructive emotions,
were unworthy to reincarnate immediately in human form. Such souls,
therefore, obsessed the bodies of animals and attempted to function
through these inferior vehicles until eventual re-elevation to a human
host. Insect societies, strife, and competition prevail. The colony features
a system of castes and labor roles featuring aggression among competitive
social insects. Individuals who achieved dominance over the rest are
given preference in access to food and breeding cells. The chosen ones
(even within the same colony) recognize each other as rivals and display
open hostility to each other. Organizational details evolve through an
evolutionary optimization process, a precise replica of the methods
used in the marketplace to develop successful business models. Similarly,
dynamic and competitive markets dictate aggressive corporate behavior
patterns and environments in which the option of moral, human, or fair
conduct is almost an impossibility. The race toward market domination
has underscored the need for structures that define clear, uncrossed

lines of authority and communication. Thus arose a breed of business
executives who have to practice cold, analytical, often impersonal tactics
in order to generate maximum return on investment for their enterprises.

Transmigrations describes a cast of bureaucrats with punished souls,
consigned to the lowest life form, where upward mobility is nearly
impossible. These concoctions of flesh and metal do not appear to be
individuals who made mistakes and wish to repent. They were willing
adapters of a predatory modus operandi, and now, in their sub-human
condition, their instincts apply. Here their essence is physical and exposed,
just like the names, which to some degree, mirror the signature trait of
the insect with which they were fused. Comfortable in their new suits,
they size up their enemies. They have no friends. They never did.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The digital, on-screen process of creating the images follows numerous
pencil studies that determine concepts and compositions. Most of the
raw photographic components originate from vintage prints, digital
photography, and stock photos. The digital files are enlarged by 400
percent and printed digitally on 44 x 60 inch canvases by a six-color
laser plotter printer. Adobe PhotoShop 5.5 is used to connect and
manipulate old and new sources into seamless visuals. Only the basic
set of software filters and effects is utilized on the multi-layered files,
which are completed in grayscale before they are colored. As a tradi-
tionally trained artist, I always preferred acrylic pigments to oil because
my technique required endless layering in order to get texturally and
tonally dense surfaces. I painted on both sides of acetate sheets, and
the result resembled experimental animation cells. I found the computer
has given me the transparent-layered results that I liked and the ability
to incorporate photographic materials that I believe are essential to my
work, in order to create surreal, yet momentarily believable images.

2 D / 3 D

Skelephron

44 x 60 inches, digital print on canvas

Viktor Koen

Contact

Viktor Koen
310 East 23rd Street, Apartment 10A
New York, New York 10010 USA

+1.212.254.3159
viktor@viktorkoen.com
www.viktorkoen.com

Pseudosphinx

44 x 60 inches, digital print on canvas
Deathwatch

44 x 60 inches, digital print on canvas
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Research is the preliminary stage that is crucial to the structure and
cohesiveness of the series. Once research is completed, my method 
is simple and painful:

1. I translate studies from my sketchbook into digital collages. I chose
24 images to be finished out of set of about 35 sketches done in a 
relatively short period of time. Speed is important in order to retain
continuity within the series.

2. I match a face to each “character” (family or corporate vintage 
photography provides the base from which the style and expression
originate), and most of the times this is the starting point of every
image. 

3. The combination of body, insect, machine, tool, flesh, and bone
parts composes the body and evolves to finished seamless black-and-
white images. Choices are made according to the “job description” or
(better) “psychological profile” discovered in the preliminary research
stage. Once most of the characters are assembled, parts are swapped
and even named in order to strengthen the individual concepts, so at
some point the creative process is almost independent from the prior
research decisions.

4. Then I add color by combining unrelated photos or parts of my own
older paintings that have color or textures I like. Also, a great deal of
tinting and shading is combined with various layer effects in order to
get the end result. I print multiple stages of the work in progress and
mark up the changes on the printout. The computer files are composed
from over 20 sources and 30-40 layers that require meticulous naming
and organization. Each image requires a good, solid 40-50 hours of work
between initial composition and final output (not including research,
photography, or sketches). The final prints were printed digitally on 44
x 60 canvases. Producing them with a high-resolution six-color laser
method accurately translates their vibrant on-screen color quality.

2 D / 3 D
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All these works focus on expressing my understanding and feeling of
nature formation. Nature forms various patterns and states. Some are
orderly in space but disorderly in time; others orderly in time but disorderly
in space. Some patterns exhibit self-similarity or stable structures. Others
give rise to random states or oscillating ones. The dynamics seems basic,
changing in relative space and time, yet still difficult to predict and
comprehend.

Faced with microscopic particles in everyday complexity, I sometimes
have been driven through a feeling of mystery, dramatics, and unpre-
dictability about the formation of nature. Hopefully, computer graphics
may be applied to my work as a way into an unlimited thinking space. 

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

This series of digital paintings was created with Illustrator and Photoshop
on a PC and printed on professional color printer.

Contact

Dan Lu
The Ohio State University
537 Harley Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43202 USA

+1.614.292.1041
lu.160@osu.edu

Dan Lu

Formation I

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
Formation II

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper

Formation IV

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
Formation III

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
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Formation I Layers

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
Formation II Layers

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper

Formation IV Layers

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
Formation III Layers

9 x 9 inches, photographic paper
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ARTIST STATEMENT

The box within a box within a box entangled with wire shows that the
truth is often not obvious. It may take work to get to. This could be the
truth about us or about other people. Initially, we can only see so much
of a person. What is it that tempts us to want to know more? The face
depicted in the box could be someone looking out as us, or it could be
a reflection of ourselves. The plants made of wire are bare, which alludes
to winter, coldness, and death. These plants represent restricted growth.
They are moving forward while at the same time being bound by that
which they are made of. Even if the restrictions we place on ourselves
are protective measures used to prevent us from getting hurt, at times
these restrictions also prevent personal growth. The box structure is a
source of containment as well. It is safe, but it can also start to act as
a constraint. Both wood and boxes are feminine symbols meant to 
nurture and protect. Then there is the myth of Pandora’s box, which
eludes to the significance of the unconscious, paying particular attention
to the excessive, destructive, and unanticipated potentials. The house
in the lower part of the box is meant to represent the human body and
soul. The box structure that has been created can also be viewed as a
home. The body acts as a container where we store our experiences,
thoughts, and troubles. The home is viewed as a safe place to go, the
body a private space, and the box a sturdy structure. Containment is
needed at times, but too much of an inward view and our lives will
cease to go on. Just as we grow and eventually leave the safety of 
our homes for a new life, so must we over time break free from our
personal constraints and continue on to new experiences.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Someone, Somewhere, Sometime, is a mixed media piece, but the
image was developed using ink-jet transfer on silkscreen, created with
Adobe Photoshop 6.0. The dream-like face in the image was originally
a photograph, but was then transformed by an overlaying texture created
from a scanned drawing of a pot, a scan of saran wrap, and manipulation
in the computer. After the image was finished, it was printed onto ink-jet
transfer paper, which began the process of bringing the digital image
into the physical realm. Once the image was on the paper, it was cut
down to size and sprayed with a fixative. After drying, it was submerged
in water for 60 seconds, which allowed the thin, plastic-like transfer 
to separate from the sturdier paper backing. The transfer was then
applied to the silkscreen and patted with a towel to release any air
pockets. The box, which makes up the outside structure of Someone,
Somewhere, Sometime, was made from used silkscreen frames that
were glued and then hinged together. This was then combined with
wooden rods, wood stain, permanent markers, pencil, and found
objects in creation of the final piece.

Contact

Jessica Maloney
Bowling Green State University
1515 East Wooster Avenue
#48 Haven House
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 USA

+1.419.353.3096
mjessica3@hotmail.com

Jessica Maloney

Someone, Somewhere, Sometime

32 x 18 inches, mixed media
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PROCESS STATEMENT

These three images represent separate layers in Photoshop. They were
combined to form the image presented in the final piece. The face began
as a photograph taken on 35mm film. This was scanned into the com-
puter and put on the Web as a small JPEG file. Later, I decided to use
this picture, so it was brought from the Web into Photoshop, manipulated,
and printed. This print was scanned again at a higher resolution and
manipulated further.

These three prints show preliminary sketches done on paper using 
a pencil or pen. These were used either directly or ideologically while 
creating Someone, Somewhere, Sometime.

This combination of image and text was done in a sketchbook following
the completion of the project. It was my way of collecting my thoughts
on the meaning of the piece as a whole.
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Sometimes art is about the journey. While I worked on this two-part
artwork, I constantly had thoughts of why I followed a certain route,
and that became a compositional dimension in itself. 

This work deals with taking compositions that are very much separate,
and linking or joining them to make new ones. Combining segments
works much like trying to combine stories; without guidance, they would
lead to confusion and incoherence.

Each piece had a different birth and progressed through its own stress
and growth-flow. Each image started as a balanced, self-contained entity
(to analyze each of those could be taken to the analogical extreme). As
an artist, you seek to find the dynamic interaction that visual illusion
demands. There is a precise moment when parts come together, and
they become inextricably unified to reveal a definite new framework.
This point makes “combinational” work an effective cognitive exploration
tool as well as one of introspection, each with its own approach. The
process of connecting images in our minds has its variations in blending,

or just attaching, but to truly unify is to fuse new ideas. However
metaphorical to our thoughts, the process and the ideas it reveals reflect
the power of the visual system to abstract and arrange metapatterns:
universal inherent structures of thought, within our minds with just a
simple stare, an amazing computational feat all viewers execute when
they observe the world.

One major theme is complexity. This work’s complexity arises from the
increasing number of possibilities in the process, as in the expansion of
every facet of technology and information. For robotic (computer) vision
to be possible, we will have to understand much better how we process
what we perceive and induce visually; that is the job of the sense of
aesthetics for now. In time, visual engines will be very powerful and
will allow us to look into the intricacies of mathematics and physics
while rediscovering our own world of art. The elegant symmetry of
complexity—deep, cold, and austere—will take us far. Many kinds
of languages await us in the pursuit of such patterns and structures at
increasingly larger scales. Visual thinking will propel us in new ways.

Contact

Ned Meneses
Digital Artscape
906 Meadow Scape
Converse, Texas 78109 USA

+1.210.658.8295
Nedscape7@yahoo.com
www.absolutearts.com/portfolios/
n/nedscape

Ned Meneses

Unbound: The Uncertainty Principle

24 x 18.15 inches, mixed media
Schemas

20 x 16.3 inches, mixed media
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Base 1. Schemas: Tiling and Reverberation 
A schema is an in-built system that activates and drives something,
visually or otherwise. This picture starts out with a definite plan, but
the end of the journey is left very much a mystery. I started out by
aligning the images in the radial cells and directly applying them to 
the center. For each section, I used Photoshop to place the primary
elements and proceeded to order layers and set sizes. I often use the
images themselves as brushes; they make unique after-effects. The source
images here are different from each other, yet rather homogenous, more
related to texture than form, and more neural and digital than defined
in shape. This was much more rigorous than I thought, but I found
many interesting functioning transitions. A “Zen” mindset keeps thoughts
from getting in the way. Lastly, when the images were combined and
worked aggressively, it was very difficult to predict what would result.
This is a matter of spontaneous composition. Our visual perception
guides the process but it will not provide consciously formulated
answers until we know most of its mechanisms.

Base 2. Symbolism: The Uncertainty Principle
The artistic ideal is rooted in “knowing” that the image will come together.
The parts one starts with are very defined in themselves. They are not
traditional elements, since they can each stand on their own, keeping
something of their original nature (unlike Schema where they acted as
broad inflections). One component is a photograph taken in the Bolivian
Andes, another is a watercolor dubbed and filtered (Edge Detect and
some tweaking to offset three constituent layers), and the third, the main
anchor image, is a composite designed from scratch. They seem very
separate, but at the subconscious level higher order is possible. This
falls in the domain of dynamicist cognition; it traces some connectionist
and symbolic modes of AI. These were the simultaneous ends in mind.
Though less abstracted, they preserve the outcome: a self contained,
stabilized composition. The key stage is in initially selecting what is to
come together without knowing a predicting factor such as the validity
of theories, (an uncertainty principle). When it is done, it should be left
alone to hold its space. The process becomes really endless when
newer forms are introduced.
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The idea behind Ascension and Scorpion sprang from an exhibition
proposal called “Art From Science.” I have been working with satellite
imagery over the past four years in my job as a visualization artist at
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. I wanted to incorporate both the
satellite images and the scientific diagrams associated with them, as
well as my art made outside of this context. I invited three other artists
to participate in a collaborative process for the exhibition. Their role was
to contribute their own art. I worked with the scientific images and artwork
contributed by my collaborators as a starting point to the compositions. 

The challenge was to integrate very diverse media into something that
would be a unified whole. In Ascension, I really had no pre-conceived
idea as to where the elements I was working with would take me. As
the composition progressed, I began to see things forming that gave me 
new ideas to pursue, such as the ambiguity of scale and the interplay
between abstraction and reality.

In Scorpion, my initial idea was to juxtapose two disparate elements:
desert and ice. I began by using images of the Sahara and Siberia, to
which I added a series of mathematically created images by Greg
Shirah. The idea began to evolve that both desert and ice were hostile
elements for survival, which was reinforced by the addition of Greg’s
surrealistic and alien-looking artwork.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

I use a Macintosh G4 computer, and the files were created in Photoshop.
The prints were printed on an HP 3500CP inkjet printer.

Contact

Marte Newcombe
7126 Alger Road
Falls Church, Virginia 22042 USA

+1.703.573.6355
martenew@aol.com

Marte Newcombe
Greg Shirah
Antje Kharchi
Nancy Palmer

Acension

18 x 42 inches, inkjet print, HP 3500C
Scorpion

14.9 x 26.6 inches, inkjet print, HP 3500C
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Sources and Layers in Scorpion

Composed by

Marte Newcombe 

Contributor

Greg Shirah

Satellite images courtesy of 

NASA

1. Sahara (MODIS, NASA)

2. Afghanistan (MODIS, NASA)

3. Siberia (MODIS, NASA)

4a. Greg Shirah’s mathematical artwork

4b. Greg Shirah’s mathematical artwork

4c. Greg Shirah’s mathematical artwork

5. Western Australia
MODIS, NASA

6. Afghanistan and Sahara com-
bined using overlay mode

7. Siberia with alpha channel
(next frame)

8. Mask for Siberia used as shown
and also inverted

9. Baffin, MODIS, NASA

10. Baffin masked

11. Sahara, Afghanistan, Baffin,
Siberia 

12. Greg’s mathematical art, masked

13. Step 12 added in luminosity mode

14. Greg’s mathematical art 
with mask

15. Previous layer added with transparency

16. Some layers desaturated with shadow
effects. Layers copy merged 

17. Double Australias added
in hue mode

18. Result of adding previous layer

19. Gregs mathematical art desaturated
and adjusted for tonal contrast

20. Previous layer stretched and
used as alpha channel

21. Gradient layer added

22. Alpha channel and gradient layer added

1. 2. 3.

6. 7. 8.

4a.

4b.

4c.

5.

9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

14. 15. 16. 17. 18.

19.

20. 21. 22.
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This work is aimed at visualizing the movement I experienced in a certain
environment. For example, it is difficult to perceive a flight path in the
vastness of the space that is visible from a small side window of a jet
liner at high speed. After landing, I have a peculiar feeling of looking back
at a far-away landscape that the plane flew over just few minutes ago. 

In Transposition III, I intended to visualize this sort of unordinary move-
ment in unfamiliar environments with a graphical method. A successive
series of photo images is the basic structure of my work. These images
contain some hidden information of space. With the help of 3D computer
graphics, it becomes clear and we could find some very amusing things
that never appear on photo images by themselves. 

In the continuous photo images of Transposition III, it is very difficult 
to grasp the spatial relations of clouds in the sky. By composing correct
3D graphical elements generated by a match-move software, these
relations become exceedingly clear. Furthermore, the well-defined path
of a camera makes it possible to show my real experience of flying
movements in the world of 3D computer graphics.

Transposition III consists of 13 sequential photo images combined with
3D graphics and some diagrams that present the flight path of an airplane.
The sequence is the main theme of this work.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

A series of photographs was taken from the side window of a commercial
jet liner flying at high altitudes. The match-move software Mamoe was
used to capture XYZ values of tracking points on these photo images.
The camera path and parameters were also defined. These perspective-
matched 3D data were imported to Softimage3D to reconstruct a virtual
3D CG environment that could consequently be composed on the original
sequential photo images. 

Software: Mamoe, Softimage3D, Photoshop
Hardware: Windows NT machine, SGI O2

Contact

Yoshiki Nishimura
Tohoku University of Art and Design
200 Kamisakurada
Yamagata  9990-9530 
Japan 

+81.23.634.6433
eggman@cg.tuad.ac.jp

Yoshiki Nishimura

Transposition III

13.2 x 147.9 inches, digital print
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PROCESS STATEMENT

1. Some sketches were drawn to make my concept solid.

2. Many sequential sets of photographs were taken from various moving
objects, such as a revolving ferris wheel, a commercial jet liner, a super
express train, etc. These series of photographs were taken because
parallax views were absolutely necessary for the use of the Mamoe
match-move software, which calculates 3D space and locations of 
a camera.

3. Transposition I and Transposition II were completed earlier. These
preceding works have not been presented in public yet because both 
of them were not quite satisfactory.

4. Lots of sketches were drawn for Transposition III.

5. Using Mamoe for successive cloud images was extremely painful
and tedious work. When 3D space is defined by Mamoe, fixed locations
on photo images are generally used for tracking points. However, clouds
in the sky kept changing their shapes and also shifting locations. To
obtain satisfactory data, I had to overcome numerous failures.

6. The 3D data calculated by Mamoe were imported to Softimage3D.

7. Photoshop was used to combine the rendered images with the
scanned photo images.
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ARTIST’S STATEMENT

In this piece, I explore the potential diagrammatic and emotive qualities
of a musical composition. An etude is a composition that is meant as a
means to develop skill in performance. This is echoed in the work as a
technical approach to breakdown of the composition into two dimensions.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

I use the computer in this work as a means to create, investigate, and
manipulate forms to convey the idea. The fluidity of the medium coupled
with the ability to rework portions of a multi-layered piece are particularly
significant in my work.

Contact

Kent Oberheu
Semafore
1615 Cedar Street
Berkeley, California 94703 USA

+1.510.524.3874
k_oberheu@semafore.com
www.semafore.com

Kent Oberheu

Frozen Etude

17 x 9.5 inches, inkjet on watercolor paper
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PROCESS STATEMENT

I view the process as a series of elements coming together. The states
depicted are significant milestones in the development of the piece. When
working, I tend to develop ideas in the form of a branching grid. Only
pieces that are relevant to the final work are illustrated in the final grid.
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My work begins before the technical. I visit a site to photograph it, 
to gather information, to gather thoughts. I contemplate, I imagine, 
I search for the icon that points to the ordinary thoughts of those who
occupied a specific place at a given time in the past.  

The painterly juxtapositions of the photographic elements come from 
a non-linear process. Beginning with a few layered photographs, the
procedure quickly turns from additive to subtractive. My primary tool 
is a pressure sensitive eraser. Subtractive gestures are positive actions,
allowing one image to poke through another, then to be pushed back
by something else, and then to poke through just enough to make it all
come together in a series of dancing relationships.

As the complexion of the image emerges, additional elements are inte-
grated into the evolving imagery not only by pasting them on top, but
then by erasing again to reveal the underlying elements. The process 
is repeated many times, so that the imagery is interwoven rather than
applied. I have been working in this fashion since the days of Electronic
Arts Studio/8, which incorporated a draft page as a precursor to the
layers of Photoshop.

2 D / 3 D

Cynthia Beth Rubin

Contact

Cynthia Beth Rubin
Rhode Island School of Design
CB Rubin Studio
85 Willow Street #9
New Haven, Connecticut 06511 USA

+1.203.789.0071
cbrubin@risd.edu
BRubin.net

Wilder Building

22 x 35 inches, digital print

Safed Hiding Places

22.9 x 23 inches, digital print
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In 1492, a beautifully illuminated Hebrew Bible fled Spain in the arms 
of expelled Jews, who found comfort in the teachings of mysticism and 
safety in the hidden caves of Safed. While they protected and studied 
the Bible, they wondered what forces had caused such upheaval in their
exterior world. Safed Hiding Places is about this moment in history. It
is about a real occurrence that continues to be repeated in various forms.
An outside force causes everything to shift in a flash, and only culture,
memory, and a few precious objects persist.

Eventually, the Bible made its way to Marseilles, where I befriended it. 
Throughout the years, I turned to the carpet pages painted in 1260 in 
Toledo and found a certain sense of history and connection with the
past. While my earlier works borrow visual form from the Bible, this
image is a tribute to the Bible’s own story.

The Wilder Building in Rochester, New York was a building of detective
stories and shadowy black-and-white movies, where names were printed
on translucent glass windows in heavy doors, and letters dropped through
mysterious slots to be magically transported away. It was here that my
father, as a young attorney, set up his desk and swivel chair and awaited
his future. This is where, in my imagination, Bronco the dog (his first
client) came to see him, although I know in reality that Bronco stayed
at home protecting the world from litigious mailmen. (My father won
the case for Bronco.)

In 1995, in the final weeks of my father’s life, I gave him a print of my
work Krakow, Prague, & Rochester. As I pointed out the hidden windows
of the Wilder Building, his eyes lit up, and I knew that the memories 
of the Wilder Building were powerful enough to merit a work of their own.

2 D / 3 D

(above)

Details of Wilder Building exterior decor
(right)

View of Gannett Building, near Wilder
Building
(below right)

Early versions of Wilder Building

(above)

Panoramic views from the banks
of the Gennesse River in Rochester

(above far left)

Carpet page from the Marseilles
Bible dating from 1260, Toledo,
Spain
(above middle) Italian scroll of Ester
(above right) Ginger flower
(left)

Interior of synagogue in Safed, Israel

(left)

Caves of Safed, photographed in
1988
(below)

Roman ruins in the Negev in Israel

(left)

Early versions of Safed Hiding Places
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The universe is rich with competing forces whose confluence creates
the spatial and temporal patterns and shapes that we, as humans,
experience every day. Any given force or effect (gravity, erosion, viscosity)
operates over many scales of time and space, but is typically dominant
over a smaller range. The bounds of this range are where alternative
forces’ influences become considerable. The characteristics of the pattern
or behavior resulting from each dominant force are different, and at 
the length and time scales where two dominant forces overlap, new
patterns will emerge.

I use computer simulation of natural and artificial phenomena to visualize
patterns created from either the isolation of a particular dominant force
or the interplay between co-dominant forces. An advantage of working
with computer models for these physical systems is the availability of
data for any component of the system: effectors or inerts can be made
visible and temporal, spatial dimensions can be swapped, and non-
physical projections of the data can be created. New patterns can be
explored by nearly any combination of forces or projections. The aim 
of my work is creative exploration of this space.

A paradox of real and unreal natures exists in Mesh #3 Iso. The image
is a photometrically accurate computer rendering of a specific scene. The
scene is composed of cylinders assembled into a structure that could
not possibly support itself if manufactured. Each visually solid cylinder
represents the mathematical “vortex core” of a small packet of air. The
arrangement of these vortex cores is the result of a computational fluid-
dynamic simulation of the self-evolution of vortexes in free space. The
initial conditions that resulted in this shape were completely arbitrary
and unrealistic. The superposition of these real and unreal elements
pulls the viewer’s perceptions in opposite directions.

In the future, when personal entertainment relies on fooling a viewer
with scenes of natural and constructed objects and behavior, the lines
between nature’s actual behavior and a computer’s simulation will be
gone. The laws of physics used to calculate visually realistic images
will be mutable, even irrelevant.

Contact

Mark Stock
University of Michigan
Department of Aerospace Engineering
1320 Beale Avenue
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109 USA

+1.734.936.0539
mstock@umich.edu

Mark Stock

Refinery #53

16 x 87 inches, lightjet print on photographic paper

Mesh #3 Iso

24 x 24 inches, lightjet print on photographic paper
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Millefiore_Effect explores the nature of human interaction, investigating
and exposing social behavior and communicative codes through their
interactive installations and objects. In FRONT, two humans don cere-
monial conflict-suits that inflate in response to their shouts and growls.
The victim and the aggressor experience a distortion of body that affects
both themselves and the other simultaneously. A dialogue is established.
Internal conflicts become external via body transmutation.

Both aggressive and defensive inflation systems work to distort and
manipulate the body of the wearer; armpit sacs push the arms up away
from the body; neck sacs push the head up and obscure vision. The
suits are not just an expression of the wearer’s actions, but also action
upon them, so the suits read as both a ceremonial expression of conflict,
and as a physical manifestation of the consequences of rage, aggression,
and submission.

When the suits have been publicly exhibited, they have elicited a very
active response from wearers. They create a space in which people perform
playful aggression and domination/submission actions. The suits make
emotion, intent, and response visible through the more overt, corporeal
mechanisms that some creatures have retained, and the human body
has largely lost. They draw attention and make analogies to what physical
expression humans have left: shouting, gesturing, cowering and blushing.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

FRONT is comprised of two inflatable plastic suits worn by two partici-
pants within a small arena. Each suit has two systems of air sacs, one
for aggressive movements, and the other for defensive responses. The
level of participants’ voices controls the inflation of their own aggressive
sacs and the defensive sacs of the other person.

The suits are made of thin polythene plastic sewn into sacs of varying
sizes and shapes, making up a suit that straps onto the upper body.
Hacked hairdryers pump air into and out of the inflatable sacs in the
suit through plastic pipes. 

A small microphone in the neck of each suit sends an audio signal to 
a computer, which uses Geoff Smith’s GetSoundInLevelXtra for Director
to monitor the volume of the sound coming from each participant. When
the volume exceeds a certain level, Director sends a serial communication
to a microprocessor that controls a motormind on each fan. The motor-
minds normally keep the fans sucking air out of the suits, but they
reverse the fans to pump air into the appropriate sacs when triggered
by the microprocessor to do so.

PROCESS STATEMENT

Millefiore_Effect met in the Interactive Telecommunications Program 
at New York University. Interest in each other’s work led to work on 
a project together. Our varied backgrounds inform our work: Ralph 
studied sculpture, Margot industrial design, and Jessica performance.
We were all interested in creating work that uses interactive devices
and environments to elicit and facilitate emotional responses and 
communication between people.

FRONT developed from the idea of creating something wearable that
would change in response to the wearer. We thought of analogies to
certain animals that have the means for very physical expression of
their internal state. We set out not to dress the user as an animal, 
but to create a similar means of expression.

Inflatables interested us, so that was an obvious choice. We experi-
mented with gluing and sealing plastic until we found that under 
the positive inflation sewing was sufficient. It also created interesting
“drawings” across our suits. Hairdryers worked perfectly as fans
(thanks AdLib). 

We all work with sound and found it to be a sufficient analogy for emotions
that are more difficult to track. We do have plans for variations that
monitor other body processes.

We liked the idea of a pair of suits in a symbiotic relationship, so we
created the self-contained FRONT. We are busy working on FRONT 2,
in which the suits are networked to each other from separate, remote
locations. Millefiore_Effect: taking it to the next level...2002.

Contact

Ralph Borland
Millefiore_Effect
626 East 14th Street #2
New York, New York 10009 USA

+1.347.731.7839
millefiore_effect@hotmail.com
www.sonicribbon.com/FRONT/

Ralph Borland
Jessica Findley
Margot Jacobs

FRONT
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This digital portrait of Merce Cunningham is derived from a recording 
of Loops, his solo dance for hands and fingers. The motion-captured
joints have become nodes in a network that sets them into fluctuating
relationships with one another, at times suggesting the hands underlying
them, but more often depicting complex cat’s-cradle variations. Driven
by fragments of Cunningham’s motion, the piece seeks to develop a
portrait around the uncanny absence of its subject.

The motion of the hands is rebuilt by a colony of synthetic creatures
modeled using techniques from artificial intelligence. This visual network
is rendered in a series of related styles, reminiscent of hand-drawing,
but all with a motion and odd attentiveness quite different from drawing,
evoking primitive biological or atomic worlds. These visual worlds are
combined with an unsynchronized looping narrative by Cunningham
(reading from his diary) and music by Takehisa Kosugi. The piece
unfolds across a number of time scales. Things change with almost
every frame of animation and moments that occur perhaps only once 
a day.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The Loops system runs in real time and generates itself afresh each time
it is run. The original motion-captured material drives the movement of
42 small autonomous creatures. These complex creatures probabilistically
make decisions concerning their appearance, the quality of their movement,
and their structural connections to other points in the hands. The goal
was to create a system (and an artistic process) that was complex
enough to surprise us often, but controllable enough to let us take
advantage of those surprise discoveries.

The architecture is open and networked; a number of visualizations 
and custom applications running on separate machines were used in
the creative process. These span a spectrum from additional interactive
graphical applications to offline analyses and simulations to a command
language based on the “python” programming language.

The custom graphics, behavior, and motor system run on “high end 
consumer” hardware, typically dual-processor Pentium III. Simple 
computer-vision software runs on a separate machine. The graphics
system uses Microsoft DirectX 8’s interfaces to run on Nvidia GeForce3
hardware, exploiting the programmable vertex- and pixel-shading language
support found in these products. The behavior architecture is almost
entirely written in the Java programming language. Both the behavior
and motor systems used here are adaptations of the Synthetic Characters
Group’s “C4” architecture.

Contact

Mark Downie
The Media Lab
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
1 Cambridge Center, 5th Floor
Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

+1.646.662.8548
marcd@media.mit.edu
www.media.mit.edu

Mark Downie
Paul Kaiser
Shelley Eshkar

Loops



Image 1

Throughout the script there are refer-
ences to terms such as “tendral” or
“amoeba.” These are names that the
artists used to talk about the basic
stylistic vocabulary built for the piece.
They refer to behavioral tendencies,
connection topologies, and/or rendering
styles. These common labels became
increasingly important as the piece’s
stylistic vocabulary developed.

Image 2

By changing how gradually or sud-
denly new behavioral tendencies are
introduced into the creatures by the
script we can modify the abruptness
of the transition. If we quickly force 
a behavioral tendency to have a very
high value, we startle creatures into
revaluating their behaviors. But by
gradually introducing new behavior,
we can create hybrid and “indecisive”
states in the colony.

Image 3

The creatures are responsible for
showing how they are connected 
to other points. Sometimes they
choose to connect themselves 
to points that make sense in a 
traditional joint hierarchy. However, 
they can choose to produce complex
“cat’s cradles” or sparse points.  

Image 4

The way in which the point creatures
adapt their geometry to indicate how
they are “connected” to other points
changes throughout the piece. One 
of the earliest styles we built was the
“tentative tendril” growth style, where
points seem to be gently seeking
nearby points in the hand. 

Image 5

“Force propagation” refers to the 
virtual dispersive medium in which
the point creatures are “embedded
in.” Creatures can inject force into
what is in essence a simple cloth 
simulation, to perturb and expand 
the geometry of nearby creatures. 

Image 6

“Forest fire” message propagation
refers to a complex extension of the
“force propagation.” Instead of passing
force into a simple physics simulation,
points pass messages of behavioral
tendency. This creates a deliberately
brittle positive feedback system.
Behaviors change between points in 
a way similar to how fire spreads in
a forest. These complex behavioral
dynamics were extensively simulated
in isolation and could be visualized
while the piece was running. 
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PROCESS STATEMENT

Driving the “point creatures” that make up Loops is a behavioral “script.”
This 10-minute script (which is looped throughout the piece) does not
dictate what behaviors these creatures perform, but it does modify
“behavioral tendencies” and opportunities for adaptation.

The creation of Loops, therefore, consisted of two main tasks. First,
a vocabulary of visual styles, behaviors, ways of connecting the points
and motion qualities to be created. Second, the script, an excerpt 
of which is shown here, was assembled. Both of these two tasks were
achieved collaboratively and interactively. While a version of the Loops
system was running, the artists manipulated the rendering, visualized
the behavior, and modified the stored vocabulary of the point creatures
in real time using a network of computers synchronized to the main
behavior system. 
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Uzume (“whirling”) is named after a Japanese Shinto goddess who
lured the sun goddess Amaterasu out of the cave where she was hiding.
The interplay between Uzume’s immediate response and willful behavior
shapes the relationship between the visitor’s self and the virtual “other.”
Yet the dialogue with the strange, whirling opposite also shows its
ambiguous nature. Uzume thus explores issues of identification, reflection,
and control in relation to immersive computer-controlled systems.

In Uzume, a sensitively responsive, dynamic environment surrounds
and immerses visitors, unfolding the communicative nature of an abstract
virtual entity. Because visitors are not able to control their surroundings,
they need to develop a playful dialogue in order to get acquainted with
the opposite. The interface becomes more or less opaque. Engaging
and exploring, visitors repeatedly cross the otherwise transparent 
borderline between their play and the underlying control system. 

Uzume bridges past and present as the abstract structure grows in
relation to time and space, and is drawn purely by sequences of 
spatial transitions. Its unpredictable gestures evolve based on spatial
representations of the temporal behavior of nonlinear chaotic systems,
so called “strange attractors.” Moving within the physical projection
space and gesturing with their arms, visitors are able to traverse and
explore the various states of the system. All of these configurations 

develop irreversibly and shape an individually actualized, unique
moment. Both, the visitor and the whirling opposite are embedded in 
a viscous fluid-like force field that becomes subtly transformed by the
physical presence of the visitor. Uzume’s sonic response, shaped by
spatially moving sounds, develops individually modulated, tenuous
passages along the traces of the visitor’s movements. 

Uzume’s world is bound to its physical projection space; there is no
navigation. As visitors move physically around the projection, they
affect Uzume’s current state. There’s an almost tangible quality to 
this projected virtual world, in that the underlying, invisible fluid-like
“medium” sensitively responds to every movement and viscously 
transforms the visible surroundings. 

The technological possibilities and limitations of the immersive, real-time
stereo projection system of the CAVE, as well as its effect on human
perception become an integral component of Uzume’s realization. The
most interesting quality of this system is the integration of its inhabitant
in the evolving progress. The “observing” (tracking and processing)
capability of the computer-controlled system permits the viewer to be
“present” and involved. Due to the system’s attentive and responsive
qualities, the dialogue between the visitor and the environment inher-
ently evolves in a state of mutual influence.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

Uzume, virtual environment, implemented at the CCVE, Fraunhofer IAO, Stuttgart, Germany

Petra Gemeinboeck    
Roland Blach 
Nicolaj Kirisits

Contact

Petra Gemeinboeck
Electronic Visualization Lab
University of Illinois at Chicago/
Fraunhofer-Institut für
Arbeitswirtschaft und
Organisation

1533 North Wieland, Apartment 2C
Chicago, Illinois 60610 USA
+1.312.640.1069
beta@evl.uic.edu
www.uzume.net
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The whirling appearance of Uzume is based
on the idea of a space that grows and changes
dynamically over time, and is “drawn” purely
by movement.

After Aristotle, the dialectic of matter and space
appears in the movement. Movement is the
material aspect of time, and there is no time
without a subject. The material aspect of time
thus also determines a formal aspect.

Heinz von Foerster says in “Wahrnehmen
wahrnehmen” (perceiving perception) that it 
is the variation of what we perceive, generated
by movements, that enables us to experience
three-dimensionality.

In 1964, Stanislaw Lem described the “phan-
tomatic machine” and stated that the phan-
tomatic effect can be considered “art with
feedback” that enables the former recipient 
to become an active participant, a hero.

Oliver Sacks describes chaos as referring to
systems that are extremely sensitive to the
smallest, partly infinitely small, modifications
in their initial conditions, and the status of
such systems quickly becomes unpredictable.

In “Medien-Zeit-Raum” (media-time-space),
Goetz Grossklaus states that time becomes
the actual medium of each computer-generated
simulation. Cybernetic space (cyberspace), the
space of action and movement, is nothing more
than a time field.

Participants are challenged to “communicate”
with their movements and thus motivate their
opposite to respond. It is fascinating to observe
what a “lively” character the unpredictable
behavior (of the chaotic system) can assume.

Michael Heim’s interpretation of the ancient
Greek term “prosopon” (face facing another
face) describes two faces that make up a
mutual relationship, in that one face reacts 
to the other, and the other face reacts to the
other’s reaction. The relationship then creates
a third state of being that lives on independently.

Metaphoric spaces of virtual environments are
not technologically constructed, but rather
shaped by the memories, emotions, and social
context of their inhabitants.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S
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NEWYORKEXITNEWYORK is an ideal version of a “city,” infinitely
extending and ever growing. It is a true and unpredictable surfing 
experience for a not-too-far-in-the-future Internet. It creates a personal
space-and-time relationship, different and original for each participant.
Each will be able to say: “I’ve been there, really...and I’m going back!”

After living in New York, we wished to create a piece that would
retrieve memories of our personal experience while at the same time
allowing participants to create their own experiences, and revisit their
own forgotten memories.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

NEWYORKEXITNEWYORK is a virtual environment in three dimensions
built from over 6,000 photographs and videos taken during three weeks

in New York City. With a joystick controller, users can freely surf the
Village, Wall Street, and Times Square projected on a big screen, and 
partake in the thrill of defying laws of gravity, diving in and out of space
and time. Users take part in, and observe, a new interpretation of urban
patterns like traffic, noise, colors, lights, signs, materials, and streetlife.
Materials in a picture refer to lost sensations such as touching and
hearing, marks of space and time. Their emotional states  allow the
observers to project themselves into the picture.

A great deal of the work consists of keeping and even enhancing the
“realness” of a texture through compression and the display qualities 
of the 3D graphic engine. Construction of the 3D universe occurs mostly
in real time in a proprietary software called Virtools DEV 2.0 (www.vir-
tools.com). Textures are added on the spot and placed dynamically to
form the landscape. Some shapes that require complex polygons are
modeled elsewhere and integrated later for texturing into DEV 2.0. After
the universe is built, animations and a joystick controller are programmed
in DEV 2.0 to bring life to the installation.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

Priam Givord
Martin Lenclos

Contact

Priam Givord
Atelier 3D couleur
61, rue de Lancry
Paris 75010 France 

+1.33.1.42.02.34.86
priamg@yahoo.fr
www.newyorkexitnewyork.com

New York at night Time Square

The Village Wall Street
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The system reconstructs a composite universe of New York from 27,000
objects. The material is structured in a database that is accessible with
a picture browser. The materials and textures are extracted from the
photos and processed through graphic software, compressed, and sized
for 3D modeling. There is no color filtering or any similar modification
that alters the original picture. The point is to extract the essential “real
vibration” in the picture (the true colors and patterns taken in the precise
time and space conditions of the photographs) and preserve it.

The sketches and samples of process steps show the essential use 
of planes and transparencies to build and animate objects, everything
from cars to people and buildings.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S
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ARTIST STATEMENT

We carpet the landscape in herds, swarms, flocks, and schools, shaping
air currents and vibrating to different rhythms. Our paths are a kaleido-
scopic fabric. Only humans need veiling, separation from other living
things, elements, each other. We pattern our veils with designs from
nature and language.

These fragilities are memories of who we’ve known and who we’ve
been: a baby’s blanket, dresses a father bought for his daughters. 
On them play shadows of trees, saturated patterns, flocks of birds, 
creatures of earth and sea—escaping canvas, monitor, and screen,
curving over fold, moving to whispers and wind.

Being sent to hang clothes to dry was a dreaded chore. The heat of the
Texas sun was mirrored by its white-hot glare on billowing linens. I felt
a closeness to my father pinning up his handkerchiefs and socks. The
indifference to my sister could be intensely felt and go unwitnessed, as
I was careful not to stretch her elastic waistbands.

rippled colors / draw my passing / retold for yours / upon this veil 
that separates / always / trapped within / that skin in / which i was 
within / this veil on which / shadows / and / your dreams 
appear / your hard swift arrow / smooth and straight / for all that
bound / in blood red bleed / are kin to me / we / cannot / be / set free

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

After the Hunt is an interactive installation. On zigzagging clotheslines,
stylized translucent garments become video screens. The clothing
evokes memories—day-of-the-week underwear, a pocket handkerchief,
a fancy apron. Viewers move beneath the lines amid sound and air 
currents initiated by their presence. An interactive system permits viewers
to influence the images that play across the swaying clothing. Visitors
hear whispered prose they can almost, but not quite, recognize. The
surface of the clothing constantly morphs from vivid colors to nearly
indiscernible shadows.

After the Hunt is composed of intersecting lines of clothing strung across
an overhead area, data projectors that display QuickTime videos and ani-
mations onto the fabric, a support station that houses process documents
and hardware, and an interactive station containing a motion sensor.

The installation makes use of Max/MSP 4.0 software, a graphical 
programming environment by Miller Puckette and David Zicarelli that
generates functions for the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI).
Integration of QuickTime media into Max is accomplished with
Nato.0+55+3d Modular by Netochka Nezvanova. Infusion Systems
ICube translates sensor impulses into MIDI data. Data is received
and interpreted by Max and Nato.

Contact

Carol LaFayette
Visualization Program
Texas A&M University
A-216 Langford Center, MS 3137
College Station, Texas 77843 USA

+1.979.845.3465
lurleen@viz.tamu.edu
www.viz.tamu.edu/faculty/lurleen

Carol LaFayette
Karen Hillier
Bill Jenks
Mary Saslow
Amy Tucker

After the Hunt

installation detail
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The connection between the arts and the sciences has consistently
intrigued students of both disciplines. This connection has led some
scientists to make art, believing that their discoveries are as appropriate
for museum walls as paintings. Similarly, some artists who work closely
with scientific fields believe that their discoveries are important enough
to warrant placement in any scientific journal. This marriage of art and
science is not a phenomenon specific to modernity. Throughout history,
a fine line has separated where art ends and science begins; Da Vinci,
Tesla, and Kandinsky are some examples. In the information age, artists
and scientists are increasingly using the same language, and they are
carving out new paradigms in techniques, materials, and process for
both disciplines. With an emphasis on experimentation and exploration,
I, too, have found my way down this undefined path.

The most recent manifestation of this exploration is my series of drawing
machines, all of which are examples of my experiments with physics,
electricity, drawing, and chaos. Each machine, controlled by a micro-
processor, is fed random behavior to change the quality and weight of
line. This behavior allows the machines to have a pseudo-intelligence
that can be perceived in the drawings and the machine’s behavior.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The Drawing Machine uses the Parallax Basic Stamp 2 module as its
primary control device. In addition, the piece uses custom electronics
and four microphones to monitor the audio levels of the space. These
audio data are then fed into the Basic Stamp, which interprets it and
uses it to generate different drawing styles for the machine. The Basic
Stamp is programmed using BASIC computer language.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

The Drawing Machine 3.1415926 v.2

Fernando Orellana

Contact

Fernando Orellana
732 East Early Street
Centrailia, Missouri 65240 USA

+1.312.498.1911
Fernando@artn.com
www.arn.com/fernando
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The Drawing Machine 3.14159 v.2 explores the possibility of creating
machinery or systems that create art objects on their own. In this case,
the machine has been designed to listen to its environment, using a
microphone installed in the gallery. What it hears is then interpreted 
by the machine’s software and used as the primary driver or inspiration
to make complex, non-representational drawings. Since the noise the
machine hears is relative to the given event or venue, the drawings
generated can be said to be the machine’s interpretation or portrait 
of that experience. Using several Papermate ball point pens (blue ink),
the machine can generate one drawing measuring 4 feet x 4 feet over
a period of 144 hours, the length of the SIGGRAPH 2002 conference.

For the last several years, I’ve been using 3D visualization tools to
design and build machine/sculptures. Especially in the early stages 
of design development, I find it very helpful to be able to pre-visualize
what the materials, size, mechanics, movement, and general form
might look like in virtual space. In recent designs, I have been using
3D simulation techniques such as gravity, friction, and inertia to 
synthesize the “real-world” behavior of the machines.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S
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My work must meet two primary requirements: it must have a strong
conceptual viewpoint and it must be visually aesthetic. It doesn’t matter
whether the work is created for commercial, communication, or artistic
and self-referential purposes. All art can be valued according to a set
of criteria that is derived from its visual and formal elements. Conceptually
driven work adds a layered set of criteria that can enhance the value 
of the work and the experience of the work by the viewer. 

The fact that we use technology to create, produce, or mediate the work
and the experience of the work is really beside the point. All work must
be able to transcend the technical. The value of the work must be found
in the vision of the artist and the execution of that vision that integrates
the work as a whole.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Journey to the Oceans of the World is a site-specific installation of a
one-of-a kind animation and media project for the entry vestibule at
The Aquariums at Moody Gardens, Galveston, Texas. Using computer-
generated three-dimensional modeling and animation and the integration
of live-action video, text, and graphics, we created a seamless 360-degree
panoramic presentation that highlights and introduces each of the four
habitats of the Aquarium. With IK, FK, and scripted animation techniques,
the characters are animated to interact with each another and the
environment. Using flocking and schooling scripts, we can have prey
fish being chased by other larger more aggressive species. 

The environment is rendered using six cameras arranged to capture a
full 360-degree panorama of the environment and all character animation.
Each camera scene is rendered to a separate stream of images. Each
image stream is post-processed and burned to DVD. Using six LCD
projectors and a constructed 360-degree projection screen setup the
animation is played back to create a full panorama that places the
viewer in the center of the virtual environment.

The piece was created in collaboration between digital art and animation
students at the William Paterson University of New Jersey and profes-
sional animators as an educational experience in design and development
of large-scale media projects.

Collaborators

Ian Bizub, Brian Falotico, Eric Holden, Catherine Hsin, Steve Lewis,
Tim McCarthy, Karen McKenna, Biaggio Pagliguro, Steve Rittler,
Christopher Rogers, Colin Szygl, Chi Tai

Alias|Wavefront Maya 4.0, Discreet 3DS MAX, After Effects, DPS
Velocity running on Dell and Box Win2000Pro workstations.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

Journey to the Oceans of the World

William Pensyl
Director

Contact

William Pensyl
William Paterson University
College of the Arts and Communication
300 Pompton Road
Wayne, New Jersey 07474 USA

+1.201.313.8199
pensyl@pensyl.com
www.pensyl.com
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Each character in the animation is based on directed observation at
the aquariums. Through the design process, we conceptualize and 
formulate the characters and their motion and interaction with other
characters. The process begins with a sketch on paper, followed by
rough clay models and, eventually, modeling and rigging the characters.
Materials and textures are created, and the envioronment is lighted,
Finally, animation of the characters in the environment is achieved
through IK, FK, path, and scripted schooling.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

From sketch to rendered model.
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Shadow Garden is series of interactive pieces where participants
discover a world that reacts to their shadows. The participant walks
between a projector and a screen, casting a shadow. A computer
paints images, through the projector, that appear to interact with the
shadow in real time. The psychology of the shadow as an extension 
of one’s body is such a natural concept that participants immediately
grasp the interface. The connection between shadow and body is so
innate that many participants claim they “feel” the projected images
touching them.

The work uses a garden concept to de-emphasize the technological
and evoke wonder and awe. Often, digital artwork over-focuses on
the technical by choosing modern themes that isolate participants from
the virtual world into which the artist invites them. The organic nature
of gardens puts the participants at ease and focuses their attention
away from the technical gadgetry and toward the beautiful interactive
imagery. Six independent systems are displayed on the same screen: 
a flurry of butterflies, a stream of liquid sand, trails of swirling flame,
swarms of creatures like fish or ants, a diversity of growing flowers,
and undulating colors of galactic star clusters.

Fundamentally, the pieces are neither about shadows nor gardens but
rather the feelings created by interactivity. For example, participants 

attempting to catch butterflies will talk to each other saying: “Shhh!  
Don’t move, I’ve almost got one.” Sometimes they will shake with the
tension of trying to hold still. Or, when playing with in the insect swarm,
participants will timidly insert their hands to create a shadow and then
jerk away with fear as soon as the creatures swarm towards them.

As they warm to the creatures, participants play with them as if they’re a
school of fish and begin to enjoy them. It is such feelings, both mental
and corporeal, that we, as artists, seek to evoke through interactivity.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The computer, a standard PC at 800+ MHz running a common 3D
accelerated video card, samples from a digital camera synthesizes
images in real time that interact with the shadow. When latency is
unimportant (“Butterflies”), relatively cheap USB Web cameras are
used; in other cases (“Sand”), DV cameras over IEEE 1394 are used
to minimize latency. Preferably, the projectors use LCD technology
instead of DLP to minimize temporal aliasing between the camera 
and the screen caused by image flicker due to the DLP color wheels.
Calibration between the camera’s point of view and the projector’s is
achieved by a sampling method that permits non-affined (for example,
around corners) mapping.

I N S T A L L A T I O N S

Shadow Garden

(clockwise from top left) Butterfly installation, Fire installation, Flashlight Garden installation, Sand installation, 
Smoke installation, and Swarm installation

Zachary Booth Simpson

Contact

Zachary Booth Simpson
Mine-Control
3209 Hemphill Park
Austin, Texas 78705 USA

+1.512.476.6053
zsimpson@sprynet.com
www.mine-control.com
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Much of my work involves creating simulations that often turn into
tricky mathematical modeling problems. For example, a page from my
journal dated 17 December 2000 shows my thoughts as I worked out
the butterfly model for the first time.

17 December 2000

Later, I realized that the butterflies looked better if I made the two
wing polygons intersect a little bit. The next image shows a sketch 
of the revised wing model and notes the vertex functions. Also seen 
on this page are sketches from La Sagrada Familia. I was living in
Barcelona at the time and apparently I had gone there that day; my
journals are often intertwined in this fashion.

20 April 2001

Often, enormous effort will go for naught. This image (below) shows
work on a parametric model of a tree-like branch. The idea was abandoned
after a few days of work when I realized how much time it would take
relative to its interest level. This is the fate of 80 percent of my ideas.

20 December 2001

One of the most complicated parts of the system is the calibration that
no one but me ever sees. The sketch below shows some of the original
design for how the calibrator would function. Most of this is a diagram
for a state machine. I often model computer algorithms in a storyboard
fashion such as this.

November 2000

The image below shows the first diagram that illustrated the technical
workings. I had already built the system by the time I drew this but
had not yet installed it formally. When I drew it out carefully, I realized
that it would be better to project from above rather than from waist
level (as I had drawn) because it would allow people to pass undis-
turbingly behind one participant. A quick after-thought sketch in the
corner captures my realization as well as the fact that I would have 
to pay for this with a keystone effect.

May 2001

Of course, ultimately all of my artistic ideas must be realized in code
that must be debugged. Little scraps of paper litter my desktop with
typical programmer hieroglyphics. The image below appears to be
debugging notes regarding address of a corrupt linked list written on
the corner of a doctor’s prescription.

June 2001

I N S T A L L A T I O N S
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ARTIST STATEMENT

Inventions often expand human capacities. As a car is a physical protease
and improves transport speed and comfort, a computer can be seen 
as a mental protease that speeds up calculations. Marshall McLuhan
considers all media forms as expansions of the human senses, and the
global network as an extension of the nervous system. Our intention
was to make the first small steps toward the emotional protease that
could allow us to influence our surroundings by means of affective
input—a new way of non-reflected and unconscious decision-making.

When visitors put their hands into the installation’s sensors, their emotions
are measured by galvanic skin response. As a result, visitors get a per-
sonalised video performance that influences the character of image and
sound, the order and the rhythm. As visitors follow different branches
of the non-linear structure, they enter an emotional-technological dialog.

affectiveCinema is difficult to categorize. It is somewhere in the con-
vergence of art, games, and science. The idea of emotional navigation
can be very close to inter-human communications, which include many
more factors than the spoken language. The video image is exclusively
the face of an actor whose limited expressions are extended by means
of multimedia. affectiveCinema could be interpreted as an encounter
with someone strange, someone virtual, or even oneself. Because
affectiveCinema includes live takes of the visitor’s face, the frontier
between monitor and visitor is even blurrier.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

affectiveCinema is a video installation that deals with unreflected human
reactions and perceptions. Humans respond to affective content from a
video. The intensity of the emotional response is measured by sensors,
and the resulting signal is sent to a computer. Each person follows dif-
ferent branches of the non-linear structure of the video clips depending
on their different ways of perceiving and reacting. Furthermore, the
parameters of image and sound on the video are influenced by the visitor’s
emotional input. A camera built into the system allows live video of the
visitor to be built in real time. The resulting personal video can be
recorded and documented on CD-ROM.

The Installation
The appearance of the installation is rather functional and can be
adapted to different productions. For this first production, there is no
need to hide the technical equipment because it represents the actual
physical appearance of the character. The installation consists of two
main elements: the sitting and background unit for the visitor and the
display element for the technical equipment. A lamp guarantees optimal
light conditions for the built-in camera. affectiveCinema is meant to be
set up in a quiet area, with no special separation elements. The minimal
measurements are 50 x 250 cm, but some additional space for access
and ambience is required.

Contact

Jan Torpus
Apodal
Hammerstrasse 102
Basel 4057 Switzerland 

+41.61.691.83.71
Jan.torpus@balcab.ch
www.affectiveCinema.netJan Torpus

Michel Durieux

affectiveCinema installation
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Excited Provocative

Insult Secret

Mad Sad
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ARTIST STATEMENT

My work is interdisciplinary, exploring how technology affects human
beings as individuals and as a society. Technology mediates our lives,
constantly revealing the need to be an informed user of technology.
Much of my work attempts to educate its audience on this subject. When
I teach students how to use technology as part of their art practice, the
most important lesson I share is the need to use technology intelligently.
Instead of using technology in a manner suggested by its design and
marketing, people should use technology in ways that benefit themselves.

Homo Indicium is an installation based on my exploration of digital
identities. In a society where technology assists in every aspect of life,
most people have accumulated a digital identity. It is an identity based
on bits and pieces of information stored in fragments over a vast network
of computers. Buying habits, means of identification, medical histories,
and personal histories are all stored virtually.

Homo Indicium started with the question: “What can a machine know
about a person?” Every day, machines continue to compile digital identities.
These identities influence countless decisions made by both humans
and machines. The question is: “Is this information enough to truly
know someone?” Homo Indicium allows its audience to interact with
information-based identities as a way of exploring questions raised by
this process.

The name, Homo Indicium, is derived from the Latin words “homo,”
which means man, and “indicium,” which means data or information.
Together, they form the scientific name of the species of humans that
exists purely as information.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

When you enter the installation, you are confronted with a wall covered
by test tubes. Closer inspection reveals human hair in some of the tubes.
Above these tubes are bar codes. 

Each bar code represents a person who chose to participate in the
installation. Participants create information-based representations of
themselves, which become part of the piece. This is done by filling out
an online questionnaire, giving fingerprints, and providing a DNA sample,
in the form of hair. The responses to the questionnaire and the finger-
prints are then stored in a MySQL database. The hair sample is placed
in a test tube and stored on the wall. A unique bar code is created for
each participant and then placed above the hair sample. This bar code
is used to identify each individual in the database. After the data is 
collected and stored, it can be retrieved using the bar-code scanner
attached to the database server at the center of the installation.

In front of the test tubes is a computer station. This station is a Windows
2000 PC, running an Apache Web server, a MySQL database server,
and PHP. This station serves as the interface for scanning barcodes 
and reading about an individual. It also serves as the host to the Web
documents that allow users to fill out online questionnaires and add
their data to Homo Indicium.

Contact

Ioannis Yessios
Cleveland Institute of Art
2530 Boynton Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44121 USA

+1.216.421.7945
iyessios@gate.cia.edu
www.yessios.com

Ioannis Yessios

Homo Indicium
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PROCESS STATEMENT

What can a machine know about a person? Can someone be known/
reconstructed from this information?

Online Component
The database generated by this piece will be accessible online through
a Web site, where people can find out about the piece, look at the data
gathered by the piece, and add themselves to the piece. (This will
require they mail a sample of their hair.) Everyone who participates
through the Web site will also receive a laminated card with a logo 
that indicates it was a Web submission.

Installation Elements to be Explored
The data retreival station may use a projector instead of a monitor.
When it is idle, it will enter a slide-show mode in which it randomly
accesses data and displays it on the screen. This slide show will 
probably also cycle through the voice recordings, giving an audio 
element to the piece. The computer and trackball used by this station
will be installed so that the CPU is hidden. The interview station will
be set up to create a very clinical feel. A height and weight measurement
will be part of the interview process. The interview may include a very
basic health check-up.

Data Confidentiality
The data available to the public will not contain names or personal
information. The names in stories collected during interviews will be
randomly changed. At the end of the interview process, participants
will get a chance to view all information gathered and block public
access to specific information. This will be clearly stated in a confidentiality
agreement signed by all participants.

Data Not Collected
Pictures or images
Social Security numbers
Credit card numbers, etc.
Name
Address
Email
Phone numbers

Current list of Data to Collect
Age
Gender
Height
Weight
Birthdate
Birthplace
Marital status
Children
Siblings
Parents
Education history
Employment history
Medical history
Biometrics
Fingerprints
Voice
Facial proportions (for facial recognition algorithms)
Retinal scan (most likely not feasible at this time)

Other Sources of Potential Questions
2000 Census questionnaire
Personality tests

Important reiteration: I have no intention of displaying information that
may be harmful to a participant and will take every measure to ensure
that this is clearly stated and implemented.

Test tube panels

Test tube

Installation floor diagram
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ARTIST STATEMENT

Housed in a blue plastic industrial waste container, FLUID is a multi-level
touchscreen installation, an ecosystem as play, a system designed for
meaningful interaction. The touchscreen is parallel to the floor, and
players interact with the system by touching, stroking, and poking at
the screen. This core activity is the sensual substratum with which the
user explores relationships among the elements of the system.

Within the ecosystem of the screen live a number of simple organisms,
each species relating to the user and to each other in unique ways. Some
of the organisms need to be guided by the user in order to move about
the environment. Others have their own means of locomotion. Some of
the elements can be combined with others to form new organisms. And
some of the organisms have the ability to transform elements of the
ecosystem.  

The elements of the ecosystem include:

• Algae, the grid of dots that form the substratum of the system.

• Feeders, organisms that have to be assembled by players and that in  
adult form turn algae into edible food.

• Foragers, hungry creatures that move toward and eat edible food.

• Muck, the gray substance that first appears and spreads slowly about 
the screen when a player touches a forager.

FLUID is a system, abstracted to a simple, stylized language. The
graphics resemble geometric design patterns of the 1950s. The rich
audio mixes natural sounds with procedurally generated electronic static.
Playing with FLUID means exploring the relationships between the
organisms. In a sense, the structure of the ecosystem, the interactions
between the organisms, is itself the content. The immediate sensuality
of the experience, combined with the dynamic quality of the evolving 

ecosystem, provides a curiously structural set of pleasures. The toy-like
interaction rewards deeper and deeper exploration, as players continue
to uncover the relationships between the organisms. For example, to rid
the ecosystem of muck, the player has to lead the foragers around the
screen by strategically moving the feeders over algae, creating a trail of
“bread crumbs” that indirectly maneuver the foragers toward the muck.
In order to accomplish this goal, the player has to understand the prop-
erties of all of the elements in the system: the algae, feeders, foragers,
and muck.

There is also within FLUID a kind of moral fable. Interacting with one
of the organisms in the ecosystem releases an unpleasant gray “muck”
that slowly spreads across the entire screen if the player does not 
discover a way to stop it. If FLUID is a game, then the goal of the
game is to eliminate the muck from the screen. Yet paradoxically, the
muck is only present because of the user’s own seduction to interact
with the system.

FLUID was commissioned from gameLab by the Swiss Re Center for
Global Dialogue.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Inside the plastic industrial waste container is a high-end Windows 
PC. Speakers and a subwoofer are also inside the container. The LCD
touchscreen measures 20 inches diagonally. It is set flush inside the lid
of the waste container. The FLUID software is a Director 8 Projector file.

Contact

Eric Zimmerman
gameLab
368 Broadway #210
New York, New York 10013 USA

+1.646.827.6644
eric@gmlb.com
www.gmlb.com

Eric Zimmerman
Ranjit Bhatnagar
Frank Lantz
Peter Lee
Michael Sweet

FLUID Installation
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PROCESS STATEMENT

As with all gameLab projects, FLUID evolved through a highly iterative
process. Our design and development methodology has a strong emphasis
on prototyping and play testing, in which we develop a playable version
of a project as early as possible and then base our design decisions on
our actual experience of interacting with the prototype.  

gameLab was initially approached by the Swiss Re Center for Global
Dialogue to create a game experience on the theme of water and sus-
tainability. FLUID began life as a short written treatment, which was
quickly turned into a rough, skeletal prototype. The visuals evolved as
we altered, redefined, and tweaked the player interactivity and the 
relationships among the elements of the system. 

While our initial impulse was to create a graphically rich 3D experience,
the game visuals became simpler and simpler as we proceeded. Since
we were aiming for a gallery context, the moment-to-moment interac-
tivity had to be self-explanatory and immediately gratifying. At the same
time, it was important that players be able to discern the actual rela-
tionships among the ecosystem elements. The final version of FLUID
has a balance of ambiguity and clarity. It is a puzzlingly abstract system
that rewards exploration and experimentation.

FLUID screenshots
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ARTIST STATEMENT

As art becomes less elitist and more cybernetic in its behavior and cul-
tural performance, it takes on rhetoric’s early role as persuasive critique
of everyday life. As a result of this movement out of art elitism and back
into everyday life, art itself becomes integrated into the workings of
everyday life by situating itself in corporations, universities, governments
and, more importantly, the fluid vistas of the vast electrosphere where
all of these “cultures” collide and mix.

By trying to fully immerse ourselves in these colliding “cultures,” we
hope to explore the interrelationship between digital narrative and rhetoric
using what has become the in-progress language of the World Wide Web
and its strategic positioning in the new media economy.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Our team of collaborators worked with a variety of tools such as digital
video cameras, digital cameras, portable digital audio recording devices,
3D and Web animation programs, computer graphics software, HTML
and text editors, audio editing software, stereo microphones, etc. The
images captured for the piece were shot on remote locations including
the Haleakala desert landscape, and this required portable yet reliable
and powerful technology as well. A small sampling of the technology
used includes a Powerbook G3, a Sony TRV-900 DV camcorder, a Nikon
990 Coolpix Digital Camera, Simpletext, Photoshop, Flash, Vegas, Acid
Loops, QuarkXPress, Acrobat, etc.

The most significant technology used in the creative process associated
with our collaborative FILMTEXT project was decidedly non-instrumental:
the social network itself. As with all of my previous Web-based projects,
FILMTEXT grew organically from a seed concept that essentially asked:
“What is the difference among a work of digital video art, a film, an inter-
active animation, an audio ebook, and a online novel and an expanded
concept of cinema?” Working on the WWW confuses genres and makes
problematic the creative process in terms of practice, theory, and notions
of authorship. The artists who contribute to FILMTEXT as an ongoing
work in progress all use current hardware and software platforms to
manifest their desired digital effects, but the artwork itself, once pub-
lished/exhibited on the Internet, becomes something bigger than any 
of the constituent artists could have ever expected, and this inevitably
leads us to question the role of technology even further.

Contact

Mark Amerika
amerika@netscape.org
+1.303.492.4489
filmtext.newmedia.com

Mark Amerika
John Vega
Chad Mossholder
Jeff Williams

FILMTEXT Scene 01
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FILMTEXT is a digital narrative for cross-media platforms including Flash
animation, MP3 soundtracks, experimental artist ebook, and live net
performance.

Created in the tradition of filmmakers such as Vertov, Godard, and
Marker, FILMTEXT attempts to translate cinematic language into more
multi-linear navigational forms associated with emergent new media
genres such as net art, hypertext, and motion-graphic pictures. 

FILMTEXT integrates my digital film/video art, digital photography, writing,
animation, and sound art into a unique online work of interactive cinema.
The work also comes equipped with an MP3 concept album and a
conceptual art ebook.

As with many works of digital art, FILMTEXT initiates three separate,
yet interconnected, artistic unfoldings: image, sound, text.

The project is currently being developed at the University of Colorado’s
TECHNE practice-based research initiative under the direction of Mark
Amerika. TECHNE focuses on the evolving forms of digital narrative,
multi-media performance, and network installation, while paying 
particular attention to the research and development of hybridized
forms of Internet art that challenge conventional exhibition contexts.

Behind the scenes

TwineJohn VegaMark Amerika
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Defragmentation of the Internet: with the aid of one or several “key
words” to determine the images to be researched (mosaic modules); to
recompose the image that you have submitted (the matrix). Des frags
is a project using the resources available on the Net and putting them
to use in a different way than that which they were originally designed.
The project is, in appearance, very simple: using existing tools available
on the Web to create the final work from, by, and with the Net. Des frags
is the defragmentation of the Internet. A multitude of information is
available on the Web, and this project allows all this information to
coexist together in one final image—a matrix that will serve as a global
reference point for the different elements of which it is composed. Des
frags is also a “blow” (a murder for players of video games), meaning 
a “hold-up” of existing images on the Net; the appropriation of the raw
material present on the Web and the reactivation of this “dead,” archived
memory into a live, ephemeral memory.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Des frags all comes down to the creation of an ensemble of mutualist
applications (in PHP and MySQL), allowing for the transparent circulation
of the information from one pre-existing tool to another: the Web-based
text translation engine of SystranSoft (for the automatic translation of key
words from French to English); the Yahoo Web engine for the research
of images (for the recuperation of mosaics); and the metapixel photomosaic
composition program for the final rendition, a collection of image-process-
ing programs from ImageMagick (for the degradation of the “contradiction”).
All these mutualistic applications, in turn, all function within a simple
HTML interface.

Des frags also uses system processing (Linux) that is brutally dissociated
from its parent, with the information extracted by breaking certain “Web
windows”—a continuous breakage whose splinters, far-away and inde-
terminate, are recomposed into a familiar image.

Reynald Drouhin

Contact

Reynald Drouhin
Incident.net
41 Avenue du General de Gaulle 
le Perreus sur Marne, France 94170

+33.336.84.42.17
Reynald@incident.net

Red Clown
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Defragmentation of the Internet: creating the positive association of
autonomous, specific, and dispersed resources; diverting contingent
functions to channel them towards an open finality; going beyond the
discordant multiplicity of languages and types of information to create 
a “melting pot” with a new coherence.
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I make interactive works on CD-ROM, but I work in a manner that uses
more traditional mixed-media materials. These works are then digitalized
and collaborated (combined) with imagery made on computer. Software
is exploited for its specific aesthetic and visually unique qualities. 

The concerns and themes of my current work include:

• An emphasis on the aesthetics and specific visual capacities that 
digital imagery allows when engaged with more traditional art forms.

• A use of technology as a tool that is secondary to the ideas and 
content of the work, as opposed to focusing on the capacities of the
newest technology.

• Non-linear environments and the vast capacity for art to occur in
time-based and non-linear structures.

• Blurring lines between art and design, narrative and non-narrative
environments.

• Creating very lush visual environments, specific to digital conditions.

!OINK was an exploration of the process required to deconstruct a book
into multimedia. My aim was to make the most of the non-linear envi-
ronment that interactive work facilitates and at the same time honor
the spirit and attitude of the novel. It was an opportunity to adapt a
developed aesthetic to a writer’s vision.

Contact

Ruth Fleishman
21 Traill Street, Northcote
Melbourne, Victoria 3070 Australia 

+61.03.9486.1339
Ruthlara22@yahoo.com.au

Ruth Fleishman

OINK!
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These pictures are a selection of source material used to make the
interfaces from !OINK. Some are Photoshop layers that make up the
final image for each interface.

These images give a feel for the very diverse way in which I use a range
of imagery and source material. I then collaborate and integrate it, so it
will work harmoniously together. Sometimes my sources include paper
constructions, digital photographs, previous unrelated drawings, collage,
digital imaging, and scanned objects.

Unused images often make their way to other projects or become source
material themselves, adding to my ever expanding resource collection.
This is the most vital aspect to my working process. I am an eager col-
lector and hoarder of imagery and objects that usually lend themselves
to use at a later date. I usually don’t have a specific purpose in mind
for this content. I collect these source materials with an instinct for
what will integrate well with other source materials I have collected
despite their apparent differences.

When I am making interactive work, this type of documentation sits
close to my computer. There are also screen grabs of other interfaces
still in progress. Having a range of the images at hand allows me to 
get an idea of how the project is coming together as a whole, and I 
can make sure there is continuity with all screens.

Technically, I use Photoshop and Director, a scanner, a digital camera,
and a PC.
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If you could redesign your body, what form would you take?

A computer interface is a filter that translates human action into digital
space. Thus, it gives us a new body within that space, defined by its
parameters. Interface design gains an ethical dimension in the degree
to which it limits or augments our natural capabilities. For eight years,
I’ve been exploring real-time interactive animation as a way to give the
user a presence within the screen that is responsive, conceptual, and
intimate. I rely heavily on algorithmic animations that react instantly to
mouse movement, presented in a narrative context where they become
expressive of the thoughts and emotions of characters in a story.

Chroma is a large-scale application of this approach, in both its form
and its content. An experimental interactive Web narrative, the site
explores the nature of racial identity in the digital environment. Chroma
follows four characters as they construct new digital bodies for them-
selves, encountering thorny questions of identity and race along the
way. The piece is episodic in nature, containing 25 total episodes that
are published on my interactive art site, “The Lair of the Marrow Monkey,”
as they are produced: www.marrowmonkey.com

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Chroma was authored using Macromedia Director and is experienced
via the Shockwave plug-in. The piece is built on a custom Director-based
multimedia engine called “Mneme,” which handles the complex ani-
mation and synchronization tasks required for each chapter.

Most of Chroma’s animation is algorithmic (generated dynamically by
the program code). In this way, the visuals can be as responsive as
possible to the user’s actions without increasing the download time of
the chapters. As a result, Chroma delivers more experience per kilobyte
downloaded than the typical Web site.

The visual design of Chroma was developed using Adobe Illustrator and
Adobe Photoshop, with some complex vector elements converted to
Macromedia Flash format for inclusion in the various Director movies.

Chroma’s voice-overs were recorded on a DigiDesign ProTools system,
and the final musical score was recorded and mixed with Steinberg’s
Cubase software in conjunction with a Mark of the Unicorn 2408 mkII
audio interface. Streaming Audio was compressed into the Shockwave
format using SoundEd.

W E B / D V D

Chroma screen grab

Erik Loyer

Contact

Erik Loyer
erik@marrowmonkey.com
www.marrowmonkey.com/portfolio
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“This amoeba-like object starts to slowly increase in size, and then
organically grows three ‘legs.’ These legs are in constant, fluid motion,
like the tentacles of a sea anemone or the legs of a floating starfish.
The appearance of the legs coincides with Dr. Anders’ reading of the
names of his protégés.”

From the script for Chapter Three of Chroma

W E B / D V D

Sketches

Prototypes

Screenshots
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Reconstruction is a multimedia DVD project focusing on issues of con-
finement. It captures the tension of serene and disturbing emotions
associated with small confining spaces. Based on still images,
Reconstruction is converted to a virtual environment with motion 
pictures and surround sound.   

Space and emotion are investigated through an old Illinois State Hospital
that was abandoned in the 1970s. The architectural structure of the
old hospital was built on the top of a hill in a small town called Bartonville
at the end of the 19th century. Over the years, it grew into a huge
structure, occupying more than 35 buildings. At one point, more than
3,000 patients lived there.   

The main theme of Reconstruction is not about recreating a particular
room of a particular building but a collective experience derived from
many sources, including photographs, research, and the viewing response
of the audience. It is the spirit of the hospital and the unusual atmos-
phere of the hundreds of empty rooms that once housed thousands of
now-deceased residents that the artists wish to convey.  

Reconstruction consists of three major parts: “destruction,” “reconstruction,”
and “documents.” “Destruction” contains two parts: photographic doc-
umentation of the current condition of the abandoned hospital and a
collection of research documents, mainly black-and-white images of 

the hospital from the collections of the Peoria Public Library and the
Zeler Mental Institution Library. The “reconstruction” section recreates
the hospital through digital video. “Documents” is a video documentation
of the installation exhibition: “Within the Walls.” 

Reconstruction is a digital video based on still images, with surround
sound, that uses new technologies to create the atmosphere of a virtual
place. Its “documents” include text, artists’ biographic information,
credits, and the complete version of the artists’ statement.   

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

Reconstruction is an artwork based on still images. Using digital media,
including video and audio, the artists intended to create a virtual envi-
ronment that allows viewers to experience the full impact of multiple
images with surround sound. The interactive feature of the DVD provides
viewers with options to link to and experience various layers of the
images and sounds more freely.  

The project was created using Macintosh G4 computers. Software
includes: After Effects 5.0, DVD Studio Pro, QuickTime Pro, Media
100, Photoshop 6.0, Pro Tool with Dolby digital 5.1 sound system.

W E B / D V D

‘Old Tree’ from Reconstruction, a DVD installation

Lien Fan Shen
Ching-Fang Chiang
Caroline Quilan
Edward Schocker

Contact

Lien Fan Shen
School of VISUAL ARTS
64-85 Booth Street, Apartment 2B
Rego Park, New York 11374 USA

+1.917.660.1339
lienfan@yahoo.com
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Reconstruction contains several generations of images and sounds
gathered and produced in a long progress of technical and conceptual
development. Four artists contributed to the final product:

• Photographer Ching-Fang Chiang, who spent nearly four months 
documenting and researching the abandoned hospital, initiated the
earlier stages of the project:  

Years ago, when I was just beginning to experiment with digital
image making, the digital medium was simply a tool for me to
manipulate original photographs and to create the “extension
images” or “sub-images” of the originals. This concept has
changed over time. While working on Reconstruction, I have
experienced the different creative methods that are strongly 
connected with the availability of the new technology. Often,
when I discussed certain ideas about this project with Lien
Fan Shen, the ideas began to grow and shift according to what 
I heard or learned about what certain programs or devices can 
do for image and sound creation. New technology actually directs
new ways of thinking and art making. This DVD is the product 
of such new-tech inspiration.  

• Choreographer Caroline Quinlan created movements and a dance 
performance for the exhibition “Within the Walls,” a multimedia 
installation presented in the Lindley Cultural Center Gallery at Ohio
University in January 2002:

Dance is more than an outpouring of emotion; it involves a need
to move, to explore movement, and to explore the surrounding
space. Our bodies receive information through physical activity,
sensation, and experience of the space that surrounds us.
Information flows from the external to the internal, so the internal
process needs some outlet. This external outlet can be expressed
through a dance, making a statement about a formal investigation
of not only the space around us, but also the emotions evoked
from the architecture of that space. People may become uncom-
fortable and tense when they feel trapped by their surroundings,
yet they may also find comfort in knowing that their whole life
exists in a small room. To many, this thought seems disturbing. 
I have tried to capture this tension between the comforting and 
disturbing effects of a confining space. Utilizing the positive 
space of my body contrasted by the negative, projected images, 
I explore both the internal and external, crossing the boundaries
of mind and body. With minimal, intense, strong movements I
delve into the depths of the subconscious mind.  

• Composer Edward Schocker writes for a mixture of alternative
tunings and non-traditional instruments. His original music score,
“Blesch,” forms the basic audio element of the DVD. 

• Lien Fan Shen designed the DVD structure, and the digital audio 
and videos were created by a computer artist who conducted and 
completed the final stage of Reconstruction:

The progress of new technology expands the possibilities in 
art creation. While traditional media interact with the viewer
internally as mental events, the digital arts actually create
the “virtual object” with the user or viewer. In the DVD of
Reconstruction, the elements, including images, performance,
sound, and music, not only interact with the viewers individually,
but also create virtual interactivity between the artwork and the
viewers. Reconstruction reveals the process of simulating my 
personal emotional perceptions from these strong documentary
images into a virtual object. It is assembled through diverse
media to achieve new dimensions of artistic expression in 
space, movement, and sound.    

W E B / D V D
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Self-Portrait version 2.0 (SPv2) is an online application available at
www.spv2.net. SPv2 explores how identity can be constructed and per-
ceived through data collection in cyberspace. Some data in cyberspace
we consciously create to represent ourselves (emails and Web sites, for
instance). Other bits of data accumulate without our efforts—and many
times without our knowledge—tracing certain of our interactions both in
the physical and virtual worlds. Because of this data we do not willingly
disperse, our cyber image is not always in our control nor ever fully
knowable to us. SPv2 explores to what extent we are accessible online
and what we may look like through mining Internet data. 

When you enter SPv2, you can choose to activate data from three cate-
gories: DataMine, DataWake and Join Me! As a user makes their selec-
tions, SPv2 grabs data from the chosen source, translates the data into
a visual representation and displays it to the user. One may layer the
various visual depictions to eventually achieve data chaos. 

SPv2 updates the genre of portraiture for the information age. In the
history of Western art, portraiture traditionally fulfilled the purpose of
reinforcing wealth and power. SPv2 is an inversion of this power struc-
ture; it results in a reconstruction of the self after it has been digitized,
analyzed, shared, and sold.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The brains behind the SPv2 server uses Comet Way’s Agent Kernel
written in Java. The SPv2 project depends on dynamic retrieval of
information from the Internet. For this purpose, Java agents search,
retrieve, and interpret online information. Since none of this data is
directly readable by Macromedia Flash (the program used to create 
the SPv2 Web site), agents must translate the gathered information
into a Flash-compatible format. Java agents make the translation using
shareware called Swift-Generator (www.swift-tools.com).

For example, a Java agent is at work in SPv2 when a viewer clicks on
the “Incoming Email” option under the DataMine menu. A Java agent
accesses Brooke’s POP3 account, dynamically generates text files based
on email contents, and then serves these files as Flash properties to the
SPv2 Web site. Another instance of agents at work in SPv2 is when the
Web search option is activated. Here the Comet Search agents handle
the more complex process of using popular search engines to find links
related to Brooke Singer that are then crawled to find image files. These
image files are deposited onto the SPv2 server and later appear in the
SPv2 browser window.

The entire SPv2 server is, in fact, comprised of Comet Way agents—
even the Web server is an agent and has been running on Macintosh
servers under Mac OS 10.1. The Comet Ways Agent Kernel is open
source and available at www.cometway.com/downloads.

Contacts

Brooke Singer
brookesinger@hotmail.com
+1.917.691.1221
www.bsing.net

Paul Cunningham 
paul@cometway.comBrooke Singer

Paul Cunningham

Self-Portrait version 2.0
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SPv2 uses Java-based agents:
- to retrieve Brooke’s email over POP3
- to retrieve weather information for a specified zip code
- to download Web cam images from Brooke’s studio and other sites
- to search the Web for pages relating to “Brooke Singer”
- to crawl Web search results and download GIF and JPEG images
- to convert all images into swf files for use by Macromedia Flash
- to retrieve a person’s date of birth using specified name and zip code
- to retrieve census (lifestyle) information for a specified name and zip code
- to retrieve Google images for a specified name
- to periodically remove old Google images from the file system
- to report system errors and activity to Brooke via email
- to log user activity to the filesystem
- to serve flash content over http
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My idea was to develop analogies for the organic identity of the city as
an urban community and make links with electronic networks and virtual
communities. The work is a visual collage reflecting on certain themes
within our urban consciousness. This is contrasted with man-made
structures, as well as patterns and forms of urban design. The spaces
are for dreaming, thinking, meditating, and transience. The form and
content of my work is the visual world of the city and its structure: 
a visual labyrinth, a maze of circumstance. The city itself is always
changing; it is always in flux. Each aspect of city life seems to demon-
strate specific characteristics, which can be developed into individual
parts of the labyrinth, making up the images that will be used. The city
acts as a focus for community and as a territorial boundary to explore
the world outside through virtual means.

I use the “urban metaphor” a lot in the work for obvious reasons. The
nature of the Web as a network has a direct parallel to a real world
metaphor of the city. I think of vast utopian cities, babel towers scarred
with roads. Not unlike masses of cables, with packets of zeros and
ones flowing through their veins. However I have always used the city
as a central motif in my work.

The project itself has become a reservoir of texts, computer graphics,
stills, video, and sampled sounds. All this forms a composite, a conun-
drum, a view of the city experience at the end of the twentieth century.
The city itself is evolving. These themes have inspired the making of
this piece.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

The Central City is comprised of a series of assets that include digital
imagery, soundtoys, digital movies, and emergent net art. In essence,
the city codes itself into a growing pattern, based on algorithmic patterns.
Tools used to build such an environment include elements of HTML,
Javascript, and could also incorporate Flash, Shockwave, and Java.

Contact

Stanza Stanza
92 Lilford Road 
London SE5 9HR United Kingdom 

+44.207.737.1524
stanza@submline.net
www.stanza.co.net

Stanza Stanza

www.stanza.co.uk
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Towards the matrix. Grid city. 

Giant cities paint a gloomy picture, of mass urban sprawl. The mega-
lopolis is spreading upwards and everywhere; 70 - 80% of the populace
now lives in cites worldwide. 

The problem with cities is they seem to exist with laws of their own.
My artistic intervention tries to look at the fragments of our experience
of cities, that make up the whole city. The central city is a place that
appears out of control, but that we try to control through design. The
city as grids, and repetition, can appear sublime or it can confuse and
appear prison like. In western art the grid is for painting—it is the very
structure of western art—the grid is for the city. This grid is ever expanding
to cover the whole surface, growing and crawling to the edges. The fasci-
nation of cities lies in their similarities and differences. Familiar forms,
identities, and sounds are common to all cities, and yet each have
special forms that separate and identity particular places and spaces.
These online works represent spaces, they are idealized spaces. I don’t
see The Central City as a simulation. In fact, I am not aiming for or
particularly interested in simulation. I view the final evolution of the
project as an experience, an online Internet experience, which can
be viewed inside the white cube of the box that is the computer. The
framework, the grid, that contains this work is the computer and the
Internet: images of maps redrawing and reprocessing themselves. This
lends the city a perpetual evolution, no single similar path need be followed.

My initial impulse for The Central City was to deconstruct a language 
of the urban and city environment, and to build it back up as an art
image, to try to constitute both as a new form and new meaning. By
placing oneself in the middle of this particular structure, the meaning 
or aesthetic experience is only encountered when you decide to move
from any one place to the next. I use these small fragments as rhythms,
to interact with the next part and evolve into something new. These
parts are cells, or parts of a whole that generate themselves. The nature
of the sounds and noise of cities varies in tone and language. A back-
ground rhythm may emerge. It mixes itself, and evolves. The city is its
own music, constantly evolving, a beautiful composition of squeaks,
clanks, and pulses. We are familiar yet distracted as it bombards our
conscious slipstream. Yet the sounds grow, move, die, fade, and shift.
They are out there all the time. The children, the cars, the drills, the
animals, the micro sounds, the sounds of our bodies, the insides of 
our souls.

I am interested in the sounds of specific places, how sounds reflect this
identity and re-impose characteristics back onto the location or environment.
Cities all have specific identities, and found sound can give us clues to
the people that inhabit these spaces, as well as provoking and stimulating
our senses in a musical way. The sounds of language impose a rhythm
with which the visual narrative can interact. The intention within newer
sections of The Central City, is to create an audio visual experience that
evokes place, both as literal description but also developed musical
composition. These are the ideas that inform my new soundmaps series,
and soundcity. Recent pieces that the user can control and manipulate
through movement.

Inner City

Inner City

Inner City

The Central City: textus
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In my work, I am most interested in exploring themes of human con-
nection. These explorations are often filtered through the culture of
technology. I am increasingly influenced by the destabilizing elements
of digital media. In my work, I hope to find ways to unravel the control
of traditional narratives, adopt nonlinear and nonhierarchical structures,
develop more responsive interaction, and include moments of chance. 

I created the Web site Storybeat to house experiments in interaction,
animation, and narrative. The site hopes to explore the potential of a
responsive, motion-based space. I view Storybeat as a fluid site. Posted
work will be continually adjusted, rearranged, expanded, and modified.

TECHNICAL STATEMENT

To build the site, I used a range of software applications: Macromedia
Flash and Director, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop, Apple Final Cut
Pro and Bare Bones Software, BBEdit. The site requires a 4.0+
Internet Explorer/Netscape browser with Director and Flash plug-ins.

W E B / D V D

Storybeat

Geoffrey Thomas

Contact

Geoffrey Thomas
Chicago, Illinois USA 
gthomas@artic.edu
www.storybeat.tv
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I try to approach each project as a new beginning, a chance to explore
unfamiliar combinations of motion, interaction, and storytelling. I view my
work as an ongoing process, a discourse with my cultural environment
and a reflection of my current concerns and interests. As each project
progresses, I expect awkward moments of disorientation and doubt
combined with flashes of clarity. Through the process, I try to discover
potential areas of investigation and expression. In my work, I hope to
examine, entertain, re-contextualize, and parody. I also hope to connect
with others through moments of shared experience and recognition.

W E B / D V D
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Storyland is a randomly created Web narrative. Each line is constructed
from a pool of possibilites, allowing each reader a unique story. The work
is a one-page Web site created with Javascript. Upon entry, the reader
presses the “Let me tell you a story” button, and a story is created for that
moment in time. It is unlikely that any two stories would be identical. 

Storyland exposes its narrative formula, thus mirroring aspects of con-
temporary cultural production: sampling, appropriation, hybrids, stock
content, design templates. It risks discontinuity and the ridiculous, pro-
viding opportunities for contemplation beyond the entertainment factor.

Storyland will play from any Javascript-enabled Web browser. Elements
for each line in the story are randomly selected from a series of arrays
that hold Storyland elements.

Contact

Nanette Wilde
California State University, Chico

+1.530.898.4984
nwylde@csuchico.edu
www.preneo.com/nwylde/storylandNanette Wylde
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I wanted to create a mysterious garden in a 3D space. Each person who
appears in this animation has the same human form, since each is a part
of the garden. They imitate the birds, trees, worms, statue, everything.
And finally, they build a black garden themselves. 

Hardware: PC 
Software: 3ds max

Director

Yuriko Amemiya 

Producer
Yuriko Amemiya

Contributors

Yuriko Amemiya

Contact

Yuriko Amemiya
1-2-17-205
Shibakoen, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0011 Japan 

+81.3.5470.7818
+81.3.5470.7818
rainfall@sun.email.ne.jp
www.asahi-net.or.jp/~pb4y
ammy/index.htmlYuriko Amemiya

Man Garden
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Ghoulish insects, monstrous industrialists, and the angel of death battle
the boy CCCP in a Flash-animated wasteland. The author was inspired
by the experience of growing up in the Soviet Union in the 1970s and
1980s—the transition to a post-Soviet republic and the increasing
political madness around the world. CCCP is the Russian translation 
of USSR. This work was made with Macromedia Flash 4.

Director 

Sergey Aniskov 

Producer

Sergey Aniskov

Contributors

Stephen Armstrong, Daria Clotz, Jim Diotte, 
Sean Donovan, Wayne B. Magruder, Aurelio Valle

Sergey Aniskov 
CCCP Vs. St. Valentina

Contact

Sergey Aniskov
3111 Brighton 7th Street 
Apartment 1E
Brooklyn, New York 11235 USA

+1.718.646.1807
onerussian@hotmail.com 
www.farunder.com
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In the midst of a desert, Tau, a sort of giant larva, is dying. Around
this agony a variety of little creatures enter into conflict.

Director

Jérôme Boulbès

Producer

Christian Pfohl

Co-writer

Pierre François Bertrand

Animators

Agnes Billard, Jérôme Boulbès, Véronique Caraux, Alexandre Dubosc, 
Stéphanie Machuret, Karen Guillorel

Jérôme Boulbès
Le Morte de Tau

(The Death of Tau)

Contact

Jérôme Boulbès
Lardux Films
28 rue Kléber 
Montreuil 93100 France 

+33.1.48.59.41.88
+33.1.42.87.29.34 fax
lardux@club-internet.fr 
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When I make something, I want to build it by destroying it. It is a self-
portrait of my memory. Perceiving the figure gradually deconstructed
may be viewed as a metaphor for the violence of aesthetic experience.
A bizarre contradiction between the lightness of traslucent texture of
simplified human shapes and the cruel appearance of brutal accident
provokes a twisted essence.

Director

Ye Won Cho

Producer

Ye Won Cho

Music  

Justine F. Chen

Ye Won Cho
Trilemma

Contact

Ye Won Cho
School of Visual Arts
132 Montague Street #4
Brooklyn, New York 11201 USA

+1.718.596.2299  
+1.917.648.9181 fax
choyewon@yahoo.com
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Hiroshima. On the morning of 6 August 1945, a bright light invaded
the edge of the floating world. A man remembers. The shock, a violent
blast. Bodies that stretched out in pain, the dreams of the past in the
present, the visions of the future in the past. The child who he was,
before. Before the flash struck. Before the world was disturbed.

Director

Alain Escalle

Producer

Naoyuki Kibé 

Contributors

Mistral Films

Alain Escalle
Le Conte du monde flottant

(The Tale of the Floating World)

Contact

Alain Escalle
Mistral Films
34 rue Sébastien Mercier
Paris 75015 France

+1.33.1.45.77.57.10
+1.33.1.45.77.12.18 fax
ukiyomonogatari@wanadoo.fr
http://membres.tripod.fr/escalle/tale.html
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Sumisan is the Korean name of sumeru. Sumeru (sumisan) is a
mountain in the center of the world where the historical Buddah found
the bright truth of Buddhism. A young monk’s (dong-ja) search for the
lotus flower of sumeru is animated by digital shape technique, but this
technique is grounded in traditional Korean artistic concerns: paper,
shape, and color.

Director

Hyun-hee Jang

Producer

Hyun-hee Jang

Contact

Hyun-hee Jang
Shinseon 1 dong 72-19 3/4, 
Yeong-do gu
Busan 606-050 Korea 

+82.2.990.1130
h2two@hanmail.net

Hyun-hee Jang
Sumisan
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Yoichiro Kawaguchi
Cytolon

A new visual representation of ecological space inside artificial creatures.
The movie was rendered with in-house software.

Contact

Yoichiro Kawaguchi
The University of Tokyo
4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku
Tokyo 153-8904 Japan 

+81.3.5453.5889
+81.3.3467.0648 fax
yoichiro@iii.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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For the last two years, I have been working in and continuing to develop
a new way of creating in virtual reality. CavePainting is a 3D analog to
traditional 2D painting. The software, created at Brown University, runs
in a four-wall immersive virtual reality system called a “cave.” Creating
in CavePainting is a new way of working and thinking. While a painter
often steps back from his work or a sculptor steps around his work or
even holds it in his hand, a CavePainter stands up and walks through
his work, grabs and rotates it in his hand, shrinks or enlarges it on a
whim, and finally manipulates color variations and stroke size, shape,
and placement to create a visual representation for complex forms.
Many of these operations have no counterpart in the physical world,
thus they allow interactions and make possible the creation of a form
that would otherwise not exist. For example, paint strokes would not be
able to float or co-inhabit the same volume in the physical world. The
computer interface in the CavePainting system is composed entirely of

physical props. When I paint, I hold a real paintbrush that has a six
degree-of-freedom positional tracker attached to it. To change attributes
of the virtual paint strokes I create, I dip the real brush into real buckets
that ‘’contain’’ different types of virtual strokes. These real, physical
interactions compliment the dramatic 3D virtual form that can be gen-
erated with the system. The result is a virtual reality medium that is
strikingly immediate, fluid, and responsive to the artist. The interface
and the space of the cave lend themselves to creating fluid, full-body,
gestural strokes. In fact, watching a CavePainter at work can be almost
like watching a dance performance. As such, I consider the process of
creating a CavePainting as much a part of the final result as the finished
3D painting itself. La Guitarrista Gitana is an interactive virtual envi-
ronment that combines my desire to show a completed CavePainting
work with the desire to illustrate and allow an observer to explore this
unique 3D painting process.

Contact

Daniel Keefe
Brown University
P.O. Box 1910 
Providence, Rhode Island 02912 USA

+1.401.480.4860
dfk@cs.brown.edu
www.cs.brown.edu/~dfk/

Daniel Keefe
La Guitarrista Gitana
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Painting By Numbers is a series of non-figurative 3D animations. I
paint on my objects using the paint program included in Softimage 3D.
I want to rearrange the elements of traditional languages of sculpture
and painting while exploring uncharted visual realms in film. I modeled
organic objects and mapped them with the same small non-descript
texture using parameters to invent a landscape. I also want to create
new emotional conditions for viewing 3D animated film. I show my
digiscapes in installations using anamorphosis to further heighten the
sense of loss and to stimulate the imagination. 

Lise-Hélène Larin
Painting By Numbers III

Contact

Lise-Hélène Larin
Concordia University
1395 Boulevard René Levesque
Montréal, Québec H3G 1M8 Canada 

+1.514.523 5704
lhl2@videotron.ca
pages.infinit.net/arscie
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This film takes the bold yet graceful line of classical Japanese patterns
and puts it into motion. Much of the rapid progression of intersections,
warps, and rotations was left to a modeling program to decide; intentional
human controls were purposefully kept to a minimum. The pseudo-
coincidences generated by the software create a serendipitous aesthetic
similar to the cracks etched in Japanese ceramics by the firing kiln.

Director

Kazuma Morino

Producer

Kazuma Morino

Artist

Kazuma Morino

Music

Yoshiyuki Usui (Manual of Errors Artists)

Special thanks to

Hideaki Tomo, Chie Tanaka

Produced by

Stripe Factory

Kazuma Morino
Line

Contact

Kazuma Morino
Stripe Factory
Daikanyama Pacific 605 10-14
Sarugaku-cho Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-0033 Japan 

+81.3.5459.8383
+81.3.5456.3220
kazuma@stripe.co.jp
www.stripe.co.jp
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Residue was written in 1999, and unlike other works by its creator,
the animation and music were created simultaneously. The technical
and artistic challenges this created were immense, but the necessity 
to carry both elements forward, each with some meaningful continuity,
and to keep the two in sync from an aesthetic viewpoint, provided the
author with a stimulating and provocative experience. For the record,
the work consists of 16,200 individual Targa (graphic) files, which live
a precarious existence on the composer’s hard drive.

Director

Dennis Miller

Producer

Dennis Miller 

Contact

Dennis Miller 
Northeastern University 
47 MacArthur Road 
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02482 USA

+1.781.235.3092
dhmiller@mediaone.net 
www.dennismiller.neu.edu 

Dennis Miller 
Residue 
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What happens to order when three city traffic lights lose control of
their reds and greens? Light signals change without warning. Cars
crash in rhythm and Traffic Jam quickly becomes an out-of-control
urban opera. A synergized stop-and-go rhythm is orchestrated using
peculiar objects such as drills, scissors, and bike pumps. Dodging flying
wreckage and debris, the lights show their versatility and ingenuity as
they become incoming projectile “instruments.” Sitting through a traffic
jam has never been so much fun. 

Hardware/software: Alias|Wavefront, Maya, Adobe Premiere, Nothing
Real, Shake, Adobe Photoshop, Sonic Foundary, Acid, Sound Forge.

Director

Ty Primosch

Producers

Karen Mathieson
Ty Primosch

Contributors

Ty Primosch
Karen Mathieson

Contact

Ty Primosch 
1507 Argyle Drive #105
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312 USA

+1.954.728.8043
tprimosch@hotmail.com 

Ty Primosch
Traffic Jam
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Inspired by the coincidental suicides in 1890 of Elephant Man Joseph
Merrick and the Impressionist painter Vincent Van Gogh, Still I Rise
fuses two events by presenting a fantasy visualization of Merrick’s last
dream in an animated Impressionist style.

The entire production was animated and rendered on Windows 2000
workstations. The final renders were recorded on 35mm film.

The following software was used for the production: Maya, Poser,
Houdini, Adobe Premiere, Adobe After Effects, Sound Forge

Director

Anna Shukla

Producer

Anna Shukla

Design, animation, & direction

Umesh Shukla

Producer

Anna Shukla

Music

’’Pavane’’ by Gabriel Faure
Courtesy of Vox Music Group, A Division of SPJ Music Inc.

Joseph Merrick’s photograph

Courtesy of Royal London Hospital Archives

Digital to film transfer

Filmout Express

Title design

Hans Bacher

Mask model

Chris Cowen

Special thanks to

Todd Landor, Gilbert Yablom, Jonathan Evans
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Umesh Shukla
Still I Rise

Contact

Umesh Shukla
Atreo Films
5809 Abernathy Drive
Los Angeles, California 90045 USA

+1.310.216.5724
+1.310.216.5724
shukla@umeshshukla.com
www.umeshshukla.com
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Supervisor: Makoto Tadenuma
ATR Media Information Science
Laboratories

2-2-2 Hikaridai, Seika-cho, Soraku-gun
Kyoto 619-0288 Japan
rodney@mis.atr.co.jp

INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the influence of two areas of technological research
upon my art practice. For me, technologies provide inspiration in a variety
of ways. It can begin with a simple instinct on first contact with a tech-
nological object, a system, or a scientific idea. Often, an extended period
of play or exploration with the technology needs to take place before
the artistic possibilities reveal themselves. The two main areas of tech-
nological focus in this paper are Artificial Life and Augmented Reality,
with particular attention to the development of ideas and philosophical
concerns underlying the art that I make. Examples of completed works
and works in progress will be shown. It is my intention in doing this to
examine some aspects of the artist’s role in unraveling the meanings
nesting within technological and scientific endeavors.

1. ARTIFICIAL LIFE

The Spell of the Mirrors... 
An old Chinese legend [Peat and Briggs 1989] tells that, during the
time of Huang Ti, China’s mythical Yellow Emperor, mirrors were not
solid glass as they are now, but were gates into the world beyond the
mirror. Beings from this world and the mirror world regularly passed
through the mirrors to visit and to trade. This balance was upset when
the armies of the mirror world came through the mirrors and tried to
invade. There ensued a long and awful war. To avoid defeat, the Yellow
Emperor cast a powerful magic spell on the mirrors. The mirrors were
sealed shut and the mirror-folk were forced to endlessly copy our
appearance and actions. Since then, we have come to mistakenly
believe that the specular world is a mere reflection of our own.
However, it is said that the spell, although powerful, is only temporary
and will gradually wear off. We will look in the mirror one day and
notice that our reflection is somehow different. Maybe the movements
will differ slightly from our own, or our skin will seem a very subtly 
different shade. Before long, the way between our world and the
world beyond the mirror will once again be open, and our illusion of
symmetry will be shattered. Glancing away from the mirror, we may
fail to notice that our image continues to gaze at us.

In 1902, Charles Horton Cooley [Cooley 1902] suggested that much 
of our sense of self comes from our perception of others’ perceptions 
of us. All the information about ourselves from our physical and social
environment is somehow built up into a composite looking-glass image
that we recognize as our self. We also make some kind of internal
models of other people and situations to help determine the most
appropriate of several available courses of action in a given situation.
Constant comparisons are being made between the world as we really
experience it, and our internal representations of the world (and our
self). Viewed from this perspective, we have already been in a state 
of daily interaction with virtual worlds and with virtual characters since
long before “virtuality” ever became associated with computers. The
computer provided us with a new kind of mirror through which we
could examine our selves and our world. As it becomes more sophisti-
cated, the computer increasingly provides another world that we can
adjust and remodel to suit our personality, a mixture of reflection and
expression of self. The computer is slowly becoming a social artifact. It 
is inevitable that such an artifact, given the ability to modify and adapt
itself, will eventually do more than simply reflect its user. Computer
languages allow expressions to respond to their environment and even

create new expressions effectively becoming a new form of life. 

Artificial Life 
Much of my pre-computer artwork attempted to create some feeling 
of vital presence, the sense that one is in the presence of a living
thing. I wanted to make artifacts that felt in some way alive for the
observer. I was also influenced by John Cage [Cage 1990] in his
attempts to step back from the process of authorship and intentionality,
allowing the artwork to find its own shape and identity. When I first
read about artificial life, I became very excited. Here was a technology
that had both semi-living qualities and the potential to evolve artistic
products that were largely out of my control. I wondered what effect
evolved technologies would have on the human psyche. Imagine, for
example, that the supermarket shelves contain products, the workings
of which are a mystery to even the engineers responsible for their
“design.” Will we be in any way disturbed by the fact that we are no
longer masters of our technology, or will we simply consume the product
without thinking about it? I felt that artists could somehow prepare
society for this kind of change. Also, I believe that any art that uses,
responds to, or seeks to interpret science and technology must grow
from an aesthetic, based more on systems and processes than on
objects and images. I think that if people learn to see such beauty 
in art, it may deepen their appreciation of (and respect for) nature. 
If a tree is only seen as a pleasant object, then the fact that it grew 
to a particular shape from a tiny seed, the fact that it provides a home
to a community of organisms and is part of a larger community of
organisms, its systemic beauty, is lost to the viewer.

Figure 1. Feeping Creatures, 1997

In 1996, knowing little about computers, I was lucky to find Tom
Mander, Brian Murray, and Ben Ross, programmers who helped me
turn what was at first a vague idea into a finished artwork called
“Feeping Creatures, an interactive virtual environment that runs on an
SGI O2 computer. The world of “Feeping Creatures” is a featureless
green grid populated by colored cubes called feeps. The feeps wander
around the grid looking for food in the form of green triangular pyramids
referred to as trees or looking for mates. Hunger and sexual attraction
are real physical forces in their world. Each feep has a sequence of
musical pitches that it inherits from its parents. Half comes from its
mother and half comes from its father. The trees each contain one
note-duration value. When a feep eats a tree, the tree’s duration value
gets added to the feep’s internal list of durations that makes up the
rhythm with which its pitch sequence is played. Feeps mate according

From Artificial Life to Augmented Reality: 

“It’s not about technology, it’s about what 

technology is about”

Rodney Berry
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to the average level of musical consonance or dissonance between
their respective pitch sequences. Some of them prefer a higher level 
of consonance, whereas others prefer more dissonance. 

The piece is installed in a dark room where the video output is projected
onto a screen. The visitor uses a mouse to move an imaginary camera
around. The camera position serves as a virtual microphone so that
nearer creatures are louder, and distant ones are not heard at all. As
feeps move, their sound moves with them so the visitor can still hear
creatures even when they are behind and not visible on the screen.
The basic idea was to make something that would keep on changing
and deliver up an endless variety of novel melodies and rhythms totally
outside the control of either the audience or the artist. 

In practice, however, things are not so simple. Usually the music pro-
duced is a fairly even mixture of all 12 pitches in the western chromatic
scale (people have likened it to late Schoenberg). When a number of
creatures with a preference for similar-sounding pitch series happen 
to be in the same area, they mate very quickly, as do their offspring.
They very quickly become in-bred and use up all the available food.
Soon, the whole population of the world all end up playing the same
melody. The piece might run for eight hours or more without this hap-
pening, but, once the right combination of factors happen to come
together, the “hillbilly effect” can take over the whole world in just 10
minutes or less. This kind of surprise outcome is one of the things 
I find compelling about this kind of project. However, although I was
exhilarated by the strong sense of vital presence when interacting with
this work, I still felt unsatisfied with the amount of spontaneous variety
created by the work. It appeared necessary to expand the model of the
world to make it more complex. The result: two new artificial worlds.

Over the last two and a half years, I have worked on two other artificial
life and music projects, Gakki Monster Planet (in collaboration with Palle
Dahlstedt and Catherine Haw) and Listening Sky (with Alan Dorin and
Wasinee Rungsarityotin). The two pieces complement each other in terms
of the kinds of interaction available to the user.

Figure 2. Gakki Monster Planet, 2000; Listening Sky, 2001

“Gakki Monster Planet” is like a video game, complete with joystick.
The visitor navigates a mountainous psychedelic landscape populated
by creatures that also play music. The sound is a rhythmic, bleepy,
“bio-techno” music, complete with dancing trees that make percussive
sounds. The creatures are capable of a huge variety of sounds because
many aspects of timbre are also part of their genetic makeup (imagine
having a separate gene for each of the knobs on a large synthesizer).
It is possible to grab individual creatures and drag them to where there
is food or place them anywhere else in the world. It is also possible to
induce two creatures to mate in order to influence what kind of sounds

will be played by the offspring. Eventually, it will be possible to practice
crude forms of farming by breeding selected creatures in special enclosures,
or just shooting the ones we don’t like. 

Listening Sky, on the other hand, has a more ethereal and immaterial
quality to it. The visitor’s viewpoint is always at a distance from the
spherical world and, like “Feeping Creatures,” the visitor can only move
a microphone around and listen to various groups of creatures. No
direct action in the world is permitted. Like “Gakki Monster Planet,”
the sound is also richly varied due to evolving sound algorithms. In
“Listening Sky,” we tried to get away from the appearance of shaded
polygons in favor of a more painterly approach to the rendering of the
world. The sphere of the world itself is invisible, defined only by the
paths of the creatures as they move around on it. The feeling is intended
to be more meditative and detached. 

As a pair, the two artworks are meant to give visitors a taste of being
two very different kinds of god. In one, they can intervene and determine
to some degree the music and events in the world. In the other, they
must simply move around and enjoy the sights, sounds, and behaviors
of the world. When working with programmers, I consider them to be
co-authors of the artwork and not merely vehicles for the artist’s grand
vision. Maybe it was my early experience making music with groups
that convinced me that the familiar synergy could not possibly result
from any one of the separate players working alone. Programmers are
often quite creative and have a strong sense of aesthetics. Through
their discipline, good programmers develop a strong intuitive sense 
of systemic beauty that is able to adapt to an artist’s perspective in 
a collaborative project. 

Although work constraints have forced me to suspend development 
of these two works for the time being, I hope to eventually exhibit
them together as a pair. I think that, at this point, I have run up
against a major stumbling block that has hampered progress on all
three of the artificial-life-based works. I am preaching an aesthetic 
of systems and processes, but I do not have sufficient knowledge of
those systems and processes on the most fundamental level. In trying
to evade intentionality, I also evaded responsibility for the code itself.
The only way through this is to become a programmer myself, in order
to allow the kind of tinkering and discovery that characterized and
strengthened my earlier sculptural and musical works. This has forced
me into a re-skilling phase combined with a re-evaluation of the con-
ceptual foundations of this work. To create a compelling aesthetic
experience, the works should develop beyond their current state as 
a simplified reflection of existing nature. A powerful sense of vital 
presence will only come when we feel the eyes of our reflection 
gazing out at us.

2. AUGMENTED REALITY

Dad’s Garage 
When my father’s Alzheimer’s disease became severe, many relatives
wanted to clean up his garage and throw out a lot of the useless junk
that filled the entire space. My brother was against this. He said that
every item in the garage was a part of Dad’s mind, “When Dad goes
into the garage, he might pick up some object at random and recall
various memories and thoughts connected to that object. All these
objects function as symbols and index markers for his thoughts and
memories, and, in a sense, they are his thoughts and memories.” It
could be argued that meaning-laden objects are a part of our mind 
in the same sense that our tools and artifacts may form an extended
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body that co-evolves with the biological body. [Dawkins 1986] Objects
themselves become symbols and symbols become objects. Objects
may have both real and virtual aspects at any one time. In the light 
of this, the distinction between “real” and “virtual” gets as fuzzy as 
perhaps the distinction between mind and body. It is not surprising
then that we continue to externalize these boundary crossings through
technology.

Augmented Reality 
Augmented reality creates a gateway between the world of physical
experience and the world of symbols. If virtual reality allows us to pass
through the plane of the screen and immerse ourselves in the specular
realm, and  artificial life sows the seeds to let this other world come
alive, then augmented reality provides the means for the virtual world
to extend back through the mirror into our everyday world. During the
course of my work at ATR Media Integration and Communications
Research Laboratories in Japan, I became familiar with a technique,
developed by Hirokazu Kato of Hiroshima City University [Kato and
Billinghurst 1999] that allows the computer to identify and track 
various special markers via a camera. Because the computer can 
identify a marker, along with its precise position and orientation in 
relation to the camera, it is also possible to composite a computer-
generated image into the “real” video image. This can be done with 
a (relatively) low-cost head-mounted display with a camera attached.
When working with technology, I often equate redundancy with poetry,
and this apparatus is deliciously redundant. When you wear this
device, you are using a video screen strapped to your head to see (via
the camera stuck on the other side), what you would be seeing anyway 
if you didn’t have a video screen stuck to your head. Of course, the
reason for this is to allow the computer to add 3D VRML objects into
the scene. When you pick up a marked object, you not only see the
object and its pattern but also a 3D object generated by the computer.

Figure 3. Looking at patterns through HMD

The snake shown in the picture can be turned around and examined
from any angle by manipulating the card with the special pattern on 
it. If the camera’s view of the pattern is blocked, the object disappears.
It is also possible to “project” video onto a virtual screen and move
that screen around like any other object. When I first saw this system 
working, I knew that it was significant and that I wanted to use it to
make an artwork of some kind. First, though, I opted for a more func-
tional, entertainment-oriented project.

Computer scientist Ivan Poupirev and I devised a gestural controller

that allowed people to mix and effect pre-composed dance music by
waving a selection of old LP records around in the air. Each record
controlled a different music track, and movement and rotation on the
up-down, front-back, left-right axis, together with shaking the record,
each had a different effect on the music. The Augmented Groove was 
a popular demonstration at SIGGRAPH 2000. I am now developing a
related system that allows a user to compose music by arranging cards
on a table. Three-dimensional graphic representations will assist them
to intuitively learn about musical structure as they play with the system. 

I am now working on my first augmented-reality-based artwork. The
main focus of the piece is a re-telling of the legend at the beginning 
of this paper. Because computer vision is an important part of the 
technology used, I want to explore the relationship between what the
computer “sees” and what the human sees, and to create tensions
between their respective interpretations. The system is capable of
learning to recognize any simple, iconic image. This gives a lot of
scope for the creation of some kind of structural tension between the
images on the actual markers and the VRML characters associated
with these images. To retrieve the meaning in the work, the visitor
must enter and manipulate the marker objects to find the roles and
relationships between them. The visitor must look between the clues 
in the physical world and the virtual world to pick up the threads of 
a non-linear narrative that weaves back and forth through the plane 
of the screen. 

CONCLUSION 
I hope to bring both artificial life and augmented reality together at some
point in the near future. Together, they represent a massive collision of
universes. They open a territory at the intersection of culture, technology,
biology, the physical, the symbolic, the real, and the virtual. Perhaps
the Yellow Emperor’s spell is a metaphor for language itself. Long con-
fined to description and reflection within the printed page, language
now begins to reach out with newly grown eyes, ears, teeth, and claws
to explore the more plastic computational space. Perhaps our mastery
of technology will give way to a kind of husbandry. Perhaps we should
encourage such a technology to become our friend. As an artist and as
a human, my relationship to technology is one of playful partnership. 
I am lucky enough in my work to be in a position to influence the
development of some of these technologies. The technologies, in turn,
influence my ideas and my attempts to find meaning within their
workings. This has led me on a journey spanning several years and
thousands of kilometers, back and forth through many strange mirrors.
I imagine the journey’s end with myself as an old man, sitting on the
floor of my own garage, wondering: “What does this technology mean?”
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I was asked recently why I would be interested in theorizing on play
outside of the context of games and persistent environments. The
answer has to do with the processes of creativity, self expression, and
authorship that arise when we consider interactivity in virtual worlds.
Artmaking as play, and empathy as a foundation of collective authorship,
are the central themes of this talk. But is that art? If one allows that
art is an outgrowth of a set of techniques, tools, conventions, visual
histories, aesthetic vocabularies, and above all an urge of creative 
self-expression then we would have to say yes. If, additionally, we 
posit that the digital medium may, perhaps, bring with it a special
quality that we have not yet pinned down, despite various efforts to 
do so, then I would like to suggest that that special digital quality is
reflected precisely in aesthetics of play, empathy, and a sense of collective
identity and multiplicity of authorship.

I have earlier discussed the idea of the computer as dollhouse as a
way to focus on 3D virtual worlds. I chose these worlds as a platform
because I observe that interactivity can be explored more fully here
than it can in other arenas of the Web. My own interest in interactivity
started in the 1980s in the artworld of New York, where I was increasingly
drawn to artwork intended to be shared with large numbers of people,
not just as viewers, but as envisioned and empowered participants. I was
interested then, as now, in artists who saw the audience as necessary
co-creators and completers of the artwork. Rituals, performance, and
interventions into public spaces were for a time very common in the
East Village and Lower East Side — events that harkened back to earlier
artists such as Allan Kaprow and Happenings, the international network
of Fluxus artists, the art and culture interventions of Joseph Beuys, and
the Situationists in Paris, to name only a few. As Lev Manovich has
noted, there are quite a number of authors, himself included, who look
to art history to explain a variety of phenomena that are now resurfacing
in the guise of the new digital media.

With this art historical framework in mind, I had the good luck to
become a student under cyberphilosopher Dr. Michael Heim at the Art
Center College of Design. The Art Center team had previously developed
a virtual world in the ActiveWorlds 3D browser, a world called ACCD,
in which we began to do some serious probing of the limitations and
possibilities of avatar worlds. Together, we created an event series
called CyberForum@ArtCenter where we hosted live in-world author
chats with various digital theorists. I will discuss these events in more
detail later. ACCD spawned another world from the Art Center teams—
VWD; and I myself have developed a small world, TCWF, which stands
for Tobey Crockett’s Wild Frontier.

By definition, avatar worlds are 3D spaces shared in real time over 
the Internet, worlds in which our agency is represented by an avatar. 
I am interested in non-narratively driven worlds, worlds that function
as creative play spaces for self expression. These worlds can be found
in browsers such as ActiveWorlds, which has two universes, including
one for educational purposes. Other formats include Adobe Atmosphere,
which is a tool for publishing online 3D spaces. Other environments 
do exist, such as CyberTown in Blaxxun or some of the worlds from Worlds
Inc., but they have an more of an emphasis on their own narrative
structures and limitations, which are not pertinent for our purposes here.

Notions of play and childhood may be argued as arising from a com-
plex of social constructions heavily indebted to the 19th century. We

might think more about how reality itself also arises as a construction
indebted to play, a social system within which we are heavily entrained
from birth. Psychologist David Winnicott, in his groundbreaking book,
Playing and Reality (1971) describes the role of the toy as a transitional
object that allows the infant to ascertain that there is indeed a world
out there beyond baby and mother. The toy is the first evidence of the
world, creating a transition for the baby and pointing the way to inner
and outer, public and private, self and other which is part of our essential
tool box for functioning in this material plane. Through toys and playing
we forge relationships with a material reality that we discover is at
least partially under our control. Of interest to me is the way in which
we enact the same kind of relationship with reality construction in the
highly specific instances of virtual world interactivity and world building.
The avatar is the transitional object of cyberspace, helping us to learn
what is “us,” what is “not us, and about the new reality of cyberspace.

Moving from child development to the nature of interactivity, we can
ask: while interactivity is often defined as relating to a human/computer
interface (HCI), what does it mean if we instead give primacy to a peer-
to-peer (P2P) relationship? Peer-to-peer is an autonomous technological
connection between humans enabled, rather than subsumed, by the
computer interface. With peer to peer, we can explore a model of inter-
activity predicated upon the empathetic resonance between co-creators.
Just as contemporary literary theories supplant the hierarchy of author/
reader with a new model of distributed authority, so too the distributed
architecture of creative authority in virtual worlds posits reception as
characterized by active co-creation and interactive participation. When
the definitions of reception and audience are thus expanded in the digital
context to encompass mutual participation amongst co-creators, what
we term a kind of play, it enables us to consider further some important
ethical and aesthetic issues related to virtual worlds and interactivity.

One way such ethical and empathetic issues are raised is through the
switching of points of view allowed in some, but not all, browsers. By
seeing out of the “camera eye” as we see out of our real eyes, we imitate
the eye as camera sensibility rehearsed so well in film and first person
shooters. But in third person, we may also see ourselves distributed
among the crowd with whom we are “hanging.” Sometimes we are all
in the same avatar and you can hardly tell where you are in the group,
until you see the text over your head. In this way, the experience offers
an opportunity to discover a new sort of empathy, for when I meet
someone else wearing the avatar I usually assume, I have a warmer
feeling for them. “Oh you like the penguin, too!” This seemingly small
detail about ease of POV relocation broaches significant philosophical
issues about the dialectics of posthumanism: self/other, inner/outer,
public/private, real/Memorex. The transitional nature of the avatar I
mentioned earlier allows us to partially resolve these conflicts.

Turning to authorship and aesthetics in virtual worlds, let us keep in
mind these topics of play and empathy. Unlike in a one-way, top-down
hierarchical architecture, interactive approaches require a deconstructed
“toy box,” an authoring kit with which participants can create stories of
their own invention. They can take advantage of the distributed nature
of avatar worlds—its hyperspace—to produce narratives with multiple
threads and what could be seen as omnidirectional flow, rather than
one-way reception. Current authoring kits used by ordinary users tend
to be rather limited. There are plenty of game-mod artists having fun,
but what about the rest of us? Game-based and role playing authoring
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kits, with their narrative-heavy agendas, do not allow ordinary users
much freedom of aesthetic choice, as all the options are necessarily
weighted to the specifics of the particular story arc. Contrast this problem
with the nature of avatar worlds in which there is rarely if ever any kind
of narrative structure to constrain the authors, and where the visual
building materials for ordinary users are often too much involved with
replicating the real world to allow for much fantasy. Truth be told, this
can sometimes lead to the boring world in which there is little to find
entertaining. Could there be a middle ground between these two types
of authoring situations?

Many fresh ideas about interactive media technologies can be discovered
in the current confines of avatar worlds. Certainly the introduction of
better authoring kits intended as genuinely artistic tools for more ordinary
users will enable the creation of more self expressive and unique 3D
environments intended for multiple users. As an extension of the peer-
to-peer psychology, being invited to visit, chat and share files in some-
one’s 3D Web space complete with all their favorite music, pictures of
family, special interests and links is a highly likely outcome, resulting
in a widespread use and familiarity with 3D spaces linked online.
Applications include community building, collaborative learning envi-
ronments, artistic realms, self-expressive skill building, psychosocial
therapeutic and multiple commercial uses.

Notions about the purposefulness of play well established in Victor
Turner and the importance of multiple voices in the carnivalesque bor-
rowed from Bakhtin give us insight into the somewhat chaotic realm 
of serious play in avatar worlds. To cite one example from 1999-2001,
I participated in the CyberForum@ArtCenter author events I mentioned
earlier. The theorists addressed topics applicable to the development of
digital culture. In these events, not only was there serious discussion,
but there were also organized rituals, and frequent chaotic interventions.
While the topics were unquestionably fielded by Heim and his notable
guests, the loose hierarchy of the virtual worlds encouraged spontaneous
development of new ideas and often led to unexpected group discoveries.

It almost goes without saying that the main discovery, interactivity in
virtual worlds, is the way a sense of telepresence and play turns out to
be a highly collective experience in direct contrast to the conventional
Western paradigm of individual performance. Jokes, rowdiness, outsiders
barging in without a clue, the occasional problems with speakers who
did not grasp the quasi-”talk show” atmosphere, flirtation, and general
fooling around with the interface were all a necessary and often highly
productive part of the events. Accidents, complaints, and outsiders were
often the greatest contributors to our discoveries of fresh potentials inworld,
and this contributes strongly to the playful, spontaneous, and fluid
qualities which distinguish the virtual environment. But I believe this
would not have worked without a genuine sense of empathy, expressed
as a team spirit, camraderie, and clarity about our goals shared
amongst the main players and repeat participants. It was a particular
combination of factors, but ones that are replicable in my opinion.

In the CyberForum events it quickly became clear that in order to more
fully explore the potential not only for chat but also for avatar movement,
we needed to develop a new approach to the embodiment of avatar
worlds. We developed the idea of the “avatar ritual,” and explored many
forms of virtual performance that allowed us to connect not just textually,
but also telepresently with our guests. For example, with guest speaker
Niranjan Rajah, we discovered that a design flaw in my Pinkie avatar
could be exploited in a fun way to try to exchange body parts in a kind
of dance with one another. We called this the “Pinkie Dance,” and
many of us agreed that this playful interaction produced some of the

greatest feeling of actual presence in cyberspace that any of us had
ever experienced. As game designers already know, the psychological
investment in play can be very profound, with direct implications for
telepresence; and of course, it is much more fun to play with others
than to play by yourself. These playful avatar rituals broke the limitations
of chat and allowed us to explore, and in some cases bridge, the dualistic
limits of inner and outer, public and private, and self and other in ways
which were unexpected and sometimes even emotionally satisfying to
the participants involved, most of whom were in such remote locations
as Malaysia, Sweden, India, Italy, England and various parts of the
United States.

Even before questions of avatar performance could be addressed, however,
the topic of architecture had already led previous ACCD teams to develop
an unusual and surreal architectural vocabulary. Just as real world
architecture and aesthetics significantly impact the types of behaviors
and activities of real world humans, so too virtual architecture in avatar
worlds impacts the ways in which avatars use space to interact with one
another. Virtual worlds which attempt to replicate the real world as we
know it are often dull and boring to visit, with too few “play” opportunities
to allow avatars to interact with one another. This reflects the problems
of attempting to translate one set of rules developed in response to physical
constraints to an environment that has its own set of nonphysical con-
straints, often leading to frustrating worlds experiences for avatars.

Prevailing concerns about realism, i.e. that visitors to virtual worlds 
will not be able to navigate well in an alien environment, unfortunately
often lead to the strip mall-like development of browsers such as
ActiveWorlds. Issues of illusionism still tend to dominate the aesthetic
questions foundational to future virtual reality developments, and the
often unsuccessful aesthetics of current virtual worlds often mislead
critics to believe that nothing relevant occurs in these new cyberspaces.
This may well be a matter of introducing a better visual vocabulary,
rather than an inherent limitation of the design tools per se. On the
other hand, worlds that are developed with “case-sensitive” ideas
about providing virtually appropriate activities and gathering places for
avatars are often more successful. Just as in any other art form, the
more the world builder acknowledges the specific constraints of the
world browser in which s/he is building, the better the result.

In virtual worlds, where we build and play at will, we co-opt the role 
of author that creates our world. This, combined with the empathy that
arises from our visual cloning, generates emotional investment in the
immateriality of cyberspace. The word “avatar,” from the Sanskrit,
means to cross down into. Cyberspace is not up there in heaven or outer
space, all deferences to Margaret Wertheim and Hans Moravec. When
we “cross down into” cyberspace and our avatar, we bring a whole set 
of constructs down here with us at our own virtual level. There is a
responsibility inherent in such a notion, and as many digital artists
ranging from Natalaie Jeremijenko of the Bureau of Inverse Technology
to Steve Kurtz of the Critical Art Ensemble tell us, we are creating our
own digital culture and cannot abjure reponsibility to some outside
agency for what goes on here.

During a Gender and Technology panel at UC Irvine this spring, anthro-
pologist Dr. Victoria Bernal said in her observations of Internet use in
the cybercafes of Eritrea that there is a definite collaborative dynamic
as several people team together to explore the net. Mutual teaching,
English language sharing, and the devising of strategies are all part 
of this collective experience. “Maybe the individual is not the primary
interest in a transglobal subjectivity,” she said. My own observations
about play in virtual worlds strongly support this notion. The invest-
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ment in an individual heroic figure of cultural production may be a
myth whose time has past.

For future exploration, it would be fruitful to remember that there are
already models of collective identity and creative collaboration that
stand in stark contrast to the Western paradigm of maverick genius
and its persistent sidekick, intellectual property. Such a multiple subject
is recognizable to theorists such as Deleuze and Guattari, Bakhtin, and
many others, including numerous scholars of Buddhist philosophy, such
as Robert Thurman and even the Dalai Lama. In a variety of Asian 
cultural models for instance, the act of so-called originality is less valued
than the ability to manifest an already established mastery over known
constraints; it is not “the shock of the new,” so much as the contribution
to the “commons” from which others may learn to emulate good and
beautiful uses. A sense of modularity and the development of a re-
combinatory vocabulary are widespread. Indeed, in many cultures 
and time periods, the recycling of stylistic elements, narratives,
ornamentation, and structural devices in order to demonstrate mastery,
and to enrich and enliven a cultural discourse rooted in a traditional
heritage, is in fact the norm.

As artist and curator Antoinette La Farge suggested to me recently, the
history of art is fraught with collaboration, from the great painter with
a slew of assistants to the film industry. Add today’s diminished claims
for authorship, and a new sense of the collective and collaborative
gains authority. This can only occur where there is a sense of flow,
looseness, and participation, where respect and mutual reciprocity is a
dominant characteristic. While it by no means characterizes all inworld
situations or exchanges, it can and does occur, as repeat performances
of the CyberForum@ArtCenter were able to demonstrate.

These are just a few examples of the aesthetic concerns raised in con-
sidering avatar worlds as places of co-creation and participation. It is
only by making 3D authoring tools accessible to a broader audience
that we will be able to better understand what we mean when we talk
about collaborative environments. We will have to evolve a set of aes-
thetic theories that allow us to assign creative roles to the behaviors of
play and empathy that emerge as characteristic of virtual environments.
Aesthetic avatar play allows us, at least some of the time, to address
the perceptual nature of embodiment in virtual worlds, psychological
investment in telepresence, rules by which we may successfully collab-
orate at a distance, appropriate behavior for discussion and remote
learning situations, nonverbal cues for communication, and what it
means to share a collective identity.
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1. BIOLOGICAL AND GENETIC ART
Interest in new technologies has fostered a growing interdisciplinary
exploration between artists, scientists, social scientists, and designers.
Particular types of artwork have held attraction for the artist-scientist in
the 20th and 21st centuries: artificial life, evolutionary art, and genetic
art have been created by those with an interest in science and organic
structures. Concerns inherent to these contemporary interests are centuries
old;1 the use of novel technologies to mimic or create life can be traced
to the Ancient Greeks, Jewish, Chinese, and Egyptian cultures, in which
stories of famous pneumatic automata and golem originated.2

Artists and scientists can now transform and create biological life. The
ability to merge, alter, and create genetic code, the basis of all the life
forms we know, changes the vocabulary, the attitudes, and the possibilities
within all contemporary discourses.3 Such discoveries shift artists’
relationship to technology and bodies, pushing what once were two areas
of research as a result. Genetic research offers, and demands, artists’
attention because of issues of scientific authority, notions of biological
and cultural norms, and the real and supposed transformative possibilities
of biotechnology touted by popular media. I became interested in
genetic work in my own practice, moving from networked installations,
online games, and viral computer applications toward physical and 
biological manifestations of such work. One current research project
incorporates the use of bacteria and products of everyday life in an
attempt to understand what science considers dangerous, beneficial, 
or useless material, and to examine such categories under a lens nec-
essarily critical of scientific discourse. Clearly, scientific process is at
the crux of meaning and material in biologically based art forms. 

The main line of inquiry in this paper is to explore whether women
working at this frontier employ alternatives to scientific process in their
“science-influenced” creative practice. How do both the means and 
the ends of women’s biologic practice differ from an area historically
dominated by traditional scientific practice? Amy Youngs, an installation
artist, points out in her essay “The Fine Art of Creating Life” that a
clear mark of a biotech artist’s work is a creation that does “not reinforce
the hierarchy that places humanity at the apex.”4 Is this happening,
and how would such a restructuring manifest itself?

There are three important conceptual territories which have become
vital areas of biotechnology art research. First, there are works that
stand alone as modified beings or objects, which originate from the
ideas and work of the artist. Second, there are works created by artists
to react, change, and survive within a particular set of circumstances
or environments. The third category goes further to question the very
means and process by which the work is produced. 

I’ll explore these ideas by examining the work of several contemporary
artists. Significant alterations in the pieces discussed here include the
role of process, the role of the author/creator, and the contradictory role
of technology in the works. The stakes in this investigation are high;
scientific processes must be examined and questioned when considering
the rhetoric of creation, mutation, reproduction, and cloning, for these
concepts and languages function amidst traditional rhetoric, techniques,
and processes from scientific venues. In exploring products, environments,
systems, and processes, the artists discussed here call attention to the
social aspects of science.  

2. ORIGIN OBJECTS
The exploration of creation—asking “what is the origin?” of ideas,
organisms, of life itself—is particularly important to biotechnology
artists working at the cutting edge of art and science research. The
artist Eduardo Kac has set several precedents in this area. Kac began
breaking the “body boundary” with his work Time Capsule (1997),
which featured a chip implant in the body. Bodies are further explored
in his transgenic art. In his most well-known work, GFP Bunny (2000),
a rabbit was bred and genetically modified for Kac by scientists in
France. This transgenic work was the creation of a rabbit which, through
genetic manipulation, glowed green under certain lighting conditions.
The bunny, Alba, is a product of “original” thinking, that is, the work
explores the ethics and cultural implications of authoring life, indeed,
the origin of life, and the piece is heralded by many critics as signaling
a significant shift in conceptual art practice. Kac notes that phase one
of the project is the birth of Alba5— not the process of creating her or
the scientific processes involved in her genetic modification. His most
recent works, Genesis and The Eighth Day, push the authorship impli-
cations of creating synthetic transgenic life forms. Genesis encodes
biblical language into cells of microbes. As in the Bunny project, Kac
directed a laboratory to encrypt his version of a Biblical phrase, “Let
man have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over every living thing that moves upon the earth,” first con-
verting the language into Morse code, then into four letter DNA pat-
terns.6 Building on Genesis, The Eighth Day encompasses both the
creation of and the environment for the organisms: the organisms live
inside a visible exhibit/habitat. Kac argues that The Eighth Day offers
an expansion to traditional ways of considering biodiversity by offering
forms beyond those naturally available.7

Clearly these projects offer compelling examinations of bioethics and
the power of creation. Kac’s work has been important for the number
of ethical issues brought into mainstream and artistic discussion.
The viewing of the creation of life as a discrete act, however, and the
“product” focus of genetically based artwork is problematic for many
artists, scientists, and critics of contemporary culture. Artists such as
Christine Borland work to examine the issues of production and repro-
duction of life in context.  

Reproduction issues have been a central concern for feminist scholars,
critics, and theorists, so it is no surprise that a handful of women
artists have delved into reproduction and cloning issues. Like Kac,
Scottish artist Christine Borland interrogates issues in human genetics.
Rather than focus on outcomes, the artist concentrates on the questions
of authorship, ownership, and individuality. Her HeLa Project (2000)
explores the problems with high-tech monitoring and flagging of repro-
ductive processes that map “undesirable” genes.8 Borland notes that
certain health conditions are “marked as problematic” during the course
of pregnancy, but then goes on to question the motivation behind such
marking: because such conditions are often incurable, the “monitoring”
and advisory role of technology becomes instead one of elimination of
the gene or the gene carrier. Her work Spirit Collection (1999), devel-
oped in cooperation with scientists at the Scottish Wellcome Institute
and the Glasgow’s Medical Research Council, features living cells of
1950s African-American cancer patient Henrietta Lacks. The cells were
originally taken for scientific research from Lacks after her death in
1951. Since then, the cells have continued to duplicate and grow so
now more of her cells exist than when she was alive. This case spurs
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an important debate about who owns research cells and the length of
time research on human cells can be conducted. Borland’s work pushes
both the material and social questions by using Lack’s cells herself,
exploring issues of DNA as property, a person’s rights to his or her
genetic materials, and issues of race and class in scientific research.9

This work carefully examines the sets of assumptions necessary to 
produce new cells and new life artifacts.

The artist’s intention in biological creation differs from corporate research
groups and the biotech industry. Yet unlike Borland, who is interested
in how the system she designs is established on critically informed ties
to its material world, questions asked by Kac in his work are narrower,
focusing on the responsibility of the “creator” to the living genetic product
rather than on the system which produces the organism, or the role of
the organism within a system.10 The critique Kac offers echos a science
and engineering paradigm in which industry-driven scientific practices
focuses on outcomes: engineering, specifically, tends to find “technological
fixes to complex problems, and by ignoring the complexity, generates
new ecological problems which are later defined away as ‘unanticipated
side effects’ and ‘negative externalities.’ Within the engineering ethos 
it is impossible to anticipate and predict the ecological breakdown that
an engineering intervention can cause. Engineering solutions are blind
to their own impacts.”11 Similar to the way engineering fixes problems
while ignoring complexity, scientists and engineers commonly conduct
research without regard to the political nature of such work. This ten-
dency extends into many areas of technology development, including
hardware and software development. The emerging field of biotech 
or transgenic art must be read alongside this uncritical context. Artists
who utilize transgenic processes in their work share a common under-
standing of the immense importance of the social and political ramifi-
cations in the use of genetic engineering and biotechnology.12

3. CIRCUMSTANCE OBJECTS
A key intellectual and artistic question in many projects by women
artists concerns the circumstances in which the creation of the work
lives. The development or study of particular environments is an essential
element to these works, as is how the environments affect and change
the life created. As an example, researcher/artist Natalie Jeremijenko
created a series of projects dealing with environmental effects on similar
or identical works. She notes in describing the context of the project,
“cloning has made it possible to Xerox copy organic life and fundamentally
confound the traditional understanding of individualism and authenticity.”13

Her multi-year OneTree project consists of one hundred trees that are
clones of a single tree, grown in the late 1990s and planted in 2001
at various sites around the San Francisco Bay area, including private
properties, schools, and Golden Gate Park. The project’s goal is to
explore the environmental influence on life by planting the trees in 
various locations, reflecting both the social and environmental conditions
of cloning. 

Cloning discussions revolve around the central concern over boundaries
of the self and the other. This involves ethical issues that posit the creation
of clones as “unnatural” or potentially unhealthy, as well as social and
legal issues in terms of the way ownership, copyright, and other identity
issues will be worked out.14

In the microbiological work of Sabrina Raaf, the environmental influence
on life is explored within a designed system rather than a “natural”
environment. In her project Breath II: Growing Pleasure (1998), Raaf
created a sculptural home for micro organisms, creating a host body
complete with “organelles,” or hollow body forms, connected with a
network of latex tubes. Raaf created these artificial organelles by

sculpting conduits in ground beef and then casting into clear rubber for
tubing. The insides of the organelles and connecting tubes are coated
with agar and house Serratia marcescens, a red colored bacteria. As the
red bacteria grow, they move up the network of tubes, and “slowly (re)fill
all the organs with life.”15 Conceptually, Raaf argues that “the lifeless
meat (ground beef) that was used to create the organelles will be revived
into a new self-sustaining, wall-mounted, organismal network.”16

Figure 1. Breath II, Sabrina Raaf

Breath II grows a master organism that significantly represents the
artist’s process in conceiving the work: the sculpting of the tubes and
conduits for future inhabitants out of ground beef suggests a preoccu-
pation with the material body, flesh, and the transformative states of
flesh. Works like Raaf’s help us recall that life, human and otherwise,
begins and ends in precarious environmental conditions and carefully
constructed social conditions, bringing to mind feminist critiques of
human nature as “socially constructed” rather than pristine, pure, or
otherwise romantically natural. Thus, the focus of this work is both to
rematerialize artistic practice and prioritize a life system over the logic
of human desire. The Jeremijenko and Borland work explored here
delves into notions of environmental effects and social conditions, while
Raaf’s considers these ideas in light of creating a new environment for
created life forms.17

Cultural interest in science--in particular, biology--and the role of genetic
makeup in determining life, are our most technologically advanced 
possibilities, where a desire for mimesis and anthropomorphism manifest
in other life forms. How does the material and conceptual form and
context of creation of genetic code influence artistic practice? As the
sciences and arts merge in interesting biotech projects, it is intentionality
of the research that distinguishes the divergent research goals of scientists
and artists, and the ultimate role of the artist’s work. However, the
above projects do not fully reflect an in-depth critique of scientific
process. The systems that are established in order to produce cloned
trees, glowing rabbits, or biblical genetic translations require intensive
examination to ensure they do not reproduce customary research results.

4. PROCESSES
With the failure of immersive virtual reality to immediately alter our
everyday human experience, one may argue that bodies are the funda-
mental domain for the development of art. Some artworks adopt an
ideology of mastery of the environment on a body system, turning bodies
into frontiers for domination, control, and mastery. If scientific processes
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are not questioned alongside issues of the creation, reproduction,
mutation, and environments in these types of works, the critique of
practices in biotechnology and technologies of reproduction remains 
a hollow one. In order to comprehend their importance and political
significance, the processes used to create biotechnological art must 
be questioned and brought to the forefront. 

Andrea Zittel’s project Bantam Breeding was originally intended to
reflect all phases of life: creation, by raising bantam chickens; destruction,
by killing the chickens herself; and preservation, through taxidermy.
Through this process, Zittel could chart the system of objectification,
creation, possession, and control of life, showing that “breeding is the
ultimate form of ownership.”18 During the implementation of the project,
however, she decided to focus on the breeding of the chickens. Zittel
created her series of “breeding units” for encouraging certain aspects 
of bantam life over others in order to create a “more natural” bantam
chicken as a long-term project.19 Another unit, Breeding Unit for
Reassigning Flight, is a nesting environment that is designed to re-
encourage flight for the currently flightless breed by situating the egg
nest high up in the unit. The Breeding Unit for Averaging Eight Breeds,
allows cross breeding between the eight breeds of Bantam caged in 
the unit. Zittel has displayed the units as art pieces in order to make
her breeding project and process public.20

Another project by Sabrina Raaf allows us to study the environments
produced from and between human interactions, while also examining
process, and just as importantly, touches on the ethnic and racial
implications of biological work. Her project, Breath Cultures (1999), 
is an installation that explores environments: how space is socially
defined, and how life from one organism to another is transmitted
through space to new life environments. Using the breath of those 
visiting the exhibit, Raaf cultivates visitors’ unseen “cultures” (i.e. oral
flora) exhaled by the visitor/participants. “By making this visible by
means of culturing the biological material of each breath, [Raaf]
point[s] to an identity for the escaped space which exists between us.
This is a space where cultures intermingle through the life of ideas 
and also of living biological material.”21 Raaf collected breaths from
participants of 17 different ethnic and cultural backgrounds whose
breath on agar dishes formed the “seeds” of the piece. The cultures
were then left in the gallery to incubate. 

Figure 2. Breath Cultures, Sabrina Raaf

“The organisms which grew from each participant’s breath embodied
the biological (bacterial/fungal) portrait of that individual as well as
that unique moment when their breath was taken.”22 Thus, Raaf’s
process and resulting project explores notions of time as well as space
and material, and most importantly, pushes the notion of process and
documentation of research steps to the forefront. The Raaf and Zittel
works delve into the procedures in which creation and discovery are
manifest. The discourse about these projects concerns not only ideas 

of creating life, but boundary spaces between “natural” and “unnatural”
creations and spaces between the self and the other.

Other artists working in this area include Catherine Chalmers, whose
work Transgenic Mice (2000), documents the process of producing
genetically engineered mice in scientific settings; and Susan Robb, who
sets up laboratory conditions for various projects in order to conduct
non-hypothesis based experiments that investigate personal and social
aspects of the scientific method. In all of the artists’ work discussed
here, the exciting and significant conceptual territories which have
become cornerstone issues in biotechnology art research concern an
integrated interrogation of the scientific processes used in both science
and in creating biotechnological art. 

The artistic discourse engaged with biotech and transgenic creative
research helps us better examine the process of scientific creation and
the placement of life. Such research creates ambiguities about notions
of individuality; complicates polemics of gender and hierarchical, out-
comes-based research processes; questions creation myths and the
precarious question of “origins”; and asks us to examine the “natural”
environment we in fact construct amidst a constructed culture.

5. CONCLUSION
For several decades, feminist scholarship in feminist ethics and repro-
ductive technology, biotechnology, and genetic sciences has offered a
powerful anti-utopian argument to the wonders of current and future
body sciences. Feminist scholars have long had a particular stake in
this area given the ties between women’s bodies and gene therapy,
cloning, and genetic reproductive issues. In addition, the stereotype of
men as “hard scientists” has influenced the realm of genetic art. Those
few women who are working at the intersection of genetic engineering
and art have identifiable (and different) considerations than the trends
in the movement overall. Yet, acknowledging that women’s artwork
might pose different questions to biotechnology and transgenics carries
with them a very real danger of lumping women artists interested in
biology into a separable, homogeneous group with some kind of “unified
female essence.”23 This too is problematic. However, a discussion of
trends and specific works should offer a range of responses, and allows
us to recognize ever more varieties and author(itie)s in this area of
inquiry and practice.

Feminism as a critical discourse is not often utilized in high tech arenas,
and has not been a principal component in discussions about or the
evolution of biotech art.24 In these projects by women artists, however,
there is true experimentation with definitions of life, difference, and
environmental factors in genetic art, which grapple with issues sprouting
from parallel developments in the sciences. In this context, the artist’s
work is perhaps more effective than feminist critics and theorists who
are bound by hierarchies in language and thus have difficulty reworking
the very hierarchical arguments and academic processes so often cri-
tiqued. By uncovering the very rules and processes governing scientific
exploration as conceptual processes, women artists are calling attention
to the social construction of science and the social and environmental
contexts for art, science, and life. A crucial shift in perspective from
object to process helps to move beyond the deadlock of conceptual
art’s true power to rethink systems. Amy Youngs’s consideration of a
biotech artist’s work as a creation that does “not reinforce the hierarchy
that places humanity at the apex” seems to be mostly true for women
artists working in biological art, artists whose work also receives less
attention than other transgenic authorities and artists. 

This brief exploration is not an attempt to create a new canon of femi-
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nist transgenic artists or a label for women transgenicists; rather, its
goal is to expose the variety of threads operating in biological art and
poke holes in the narrowly defined canons of technological art, which
remain in the 21st century a handful of well-known names in the tradition
of institutionalization. It is important to keep in mind that women
artists who are working in the hybrid area of art and science are at
least partly informed by a history of feminist scholarship in the zone
between science and art. By breaking open canonical tradition, we follow
the feminist critiques of science, ethics, and knowledge and apply
them to biological art.

Biological art helps us understand our epochs, environments, sciences,
and selves. Both natural and scientific processes—transitions, becomings,
and transformations—have historically been veiled practices. We have
responded by putting order into the succession by invoking empirically
established but literally unintelligible sequences. If we consider product,
environment, and process to be core elements of biological art, we are
able to “situate processes and work toward material change without
falsely seeking transcendent, static truths.”25 These conceptual projects
can help the sciences (and the public at large) identify the social, envi-
ronmental, and communicative importance of biotechnology and bio-
logical manipulation.
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NOTES
1. Sonya Rapoport makes references to the artistic and historic con-
cept of the golem as early biotech art, and as art historian Ellen Levy
has pointed out, as early as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
works were suggestive of genetics in the way they present “natural 
evidence” in the context of a “great chain of being.”  Such shapes 
and forms were evidenced in the pre-Darwinian illustrations of Jan
Brueghel II and David Tenniers the Younger. See Levy, 1996.
2. Eighteenth-century robots, such as the “scribe” by Jacquet Drosz
which could write, or the mechanical orchestra and robotic duck by
Jacques de Vaucanson which flapped its wings and ate, were developed
at the same time as the first programmable device, the Jacquard weaving
loom, and were constructed according to mechanical “logic” similar to
Babbage’s difference engine architecture. See Penny, 1995. For more
information on Jacques de Vaucanson’s duck, see info and diagram 
at http://www.personeel.unimaas.nl/H.Schotel/Eendjes/Vaucanson-
eend.html
3. For example, new research by Freda Miller and colleagues at McGill
University shows that scientists are able to retrieve stem cells from
adult skin, thus making tissue for cloning and other biotech purposes
readily available. See J.G. Toma et al, 2001. 
4. Youngs, 380. 
5. http://www.ekac.org/transgenicindex.html
6. Roberts, K. 2001. Transgenic Art Raises Issues About Life And
Ethics. Inside IT.
http://www.asu.edu/it/fyi/insideit/2001/05/article4.html.
7. http://www.ekac.org/transgenicindex.html
8. Mahoney, 2000. 
9. http://www.henryart.org/gene-sis/artists_borland.html
10. In addition, artist Joe Davis wishes to battle science’s representation
of who we are by sending broadcasts into outer space. “By making this
attempt to communicate with the other,” he explains, “we’re really
communicating with ourselves.” Joe Davis in Gibbs, 2000. 
11. Shiva.
12. A parallel investigation to this paper would be an exploration of
feminist critiques of modified foods and bodies from developing countries.
Feminists like Vandana Shiva from developing countries, and Susan
Wolf from the West, argue that the genetic manipulation of crops, animal,
and human bodies are complex, non-binary situations that ultimately
create more problems than they are able to solve. Artificial foods from
the West, for example, are a manifestation of the West’s bio-imperialism
in developing nations. (Seabrook, 1990.) Vandana Shiva argued in the
early 1990s that the importance Western society places on masculine
scientific creation and the low value accordingly assigned to feminine
procreation legitimates the encroachment of technological development
into both the female body and the seed, allowing the authority of sci-
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entific expertise to influence many facets of life. (Shiva, V. 1992. The
Seed and The Earth: Women, Ecology and Biotechnology. The Ecologist
22:1, 4-8).
13. Jeremijenko, OneTree.
http://www.cat.nyu.edu/natalie/OneTree/OneTreeDescription.html
14. Science’s relationship to women’s bodies in particular is too large
an issue for the scope of this exploration, but it remains an important
and related area to explore.
15. Raaf, 1999. Artist’s statement on personal Web site.
http://www.raaf.org/
16. Ibid.
17. More work explicitly treads in both territories, such as Laura Stein’s
Animal-Vegetable project in which Stein enclosed baby vegetables into
copyright-protected, animal-shaped molds to shape the vegetables’
physical attributes. See ”Paradise Now Exhibition: Smile Tomato.”
http://www.geneart.org/stein.htm
18. Zelevansky, 1994. Available online at
http://www.zittel.org/Pages/text-mmomasenseandsensibil.html
19. Hofmann et al, 1999.
20. Ibid.
21. Raaf, 1999.
22. Ibid.
23. web.ukonline.co.uk/n.paradoxa/panel7.htm
24. Wright, 1994. 
25. Meskimmon, 2000. 
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ABSTRACT
Most of the current studies of the creative potential of computer games
have been done through tools designed for narrative media (literary
theory, narratology, film theory). Several attempts have been made by
both academics and designers to create “interactive narratives” that
would allow players to experience the qualities of narrative while being
able to interact with the environment, characters, and events in the
“story.” Nevertheless, authors have so far failed to provide a compelling
example of “interactive fiction.” Brenda Laurel, a long-time advocate of
this genre, recently described it as “a hypothetical beast in the mythology
of computing, an elusive unicorn we can imagine but have yet to capture.”
[Laurel 2001]

In this paper I argue, following the work of such theorists as Espen
Aarseth and Markku Eskelinen, that narrative is not the best paradigm
for understanding not only computer games but also cybernetic art and
toys, simply because they do not rely on traditional representation but
on simulation.

By simulation, I mean an alternative form of describing and understanding
reality that is based on the modeling of systems. My semiotic approach
to simulation is close to the one developed by computer science’s sim-
ulation theory, but it differs in that its goal is not necessarily predicting
behaviors. Rather, I view it as an alternative representational form that
opens a new set of rhetorical possibilities that stress system behavior
and user experimentation.

By comparing the similitude and differences between simulation and
representation, I will provide a theoretical framework that will allow 
us to better comprehend the process behind the interpretation of such
cybernetic systems as toys, cyberarts, traditional games, and computer
games. My ultimate goal is to contribute to the understanding of the
rhetorical characteristics of these simulational media.

THE NARRATED COMPUTER
The fact that researchers chose drama and literary theory to understand
the video game phenomenon was not simply due to the “narrative”
aspirations of the new medium but also the lack of a formal theory of
games and play activities – not to be confused with the mathematical
“game theory.” Historically, academics have been reluctant to incorporate
games into their fields of study. While there are several exceptions
(Huizinga, Piaget, Wittgenstein, Sutton-Smith) these approaches are far
from unified, and they lack the coherence that would have encouraged
the development of a ludology, a formal discipline of game studies.

Brenda Laurel’s Computers as Theatre [Laurel 1993] was one of the
first major attempts to understand the computer in general and video
games in particular. She basically relied on Aristotelian drama in order
to sketch an early poetics of the medium. The next approach that was
successful with both the academia and the industry was Janet Murray’s
[Murray 1997], who viewed the computer as a new medium for story-
telling, combining notions of narrative and 19th century literature.
More recently, Lev Manovich [Manovich 2001] applied film theory to
explain the characteristics of digital art and games. As these examples
show, the narrative/drama paradigm has been leading the discussion
about the characteristics of the new medium. Espen Aarseth was one
of the few researchers who contested this trend, claiming that these

objects differ ontologically from narrative and should be treated within
a different framework:

... the prevailing attempts to rejuvenate and relocate existing theories
by insisting on their relevance for the new media and their largely
unsuspecting users, is a “colonialist” strategy that is always a
demonstration of (unnecessary) power and often a misreading
of the theory being used. [Aarseth 1998]

Aarseth viewed electronic texts—and games—as cybernetic systems
“where nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the
text.” [Aarseth 1997] While Aarseth’s work is revolutionary, it has 
not yet attained the mainstream attention that it deserves among 
the video game community. One of the possible reasons may be that
Aarseth’s Cybertext was an answer to the mainstream hypertext criticism
of the mid-1990s, and, therefore, it heavily relies on literary examples. 

My goal in this paper is to expand Aarseth’s cybernetic paradigm while
applying it to toys and games, which, unlike literature, are generally
less “contaminated” by narrative assumptions. Once I review the 
particular characteristics of simulation as opposed to representation, 
I will analyze the process of interpretation on simulated systems. The
next step will be to situate simulation within play and games. To 
conclude this introduction to the basis of ludology, I will review some
of the rhetorical differences between representation and simulation.

REPRESENTATION/SIMULATION
As a civilization, we have been taking representation for granted. Our
culture breathes signs, and we structure them into stories in order to
both explain and understand our world. Nevertheless, simulation is
probably as old as representation as an alternative way of accomplishing
those same tasks.

Simulation—not understood here simply as the computer-science
technique but rather as a representational form—is “[the representation
of] the dynamic responses of one system by the behaviour of another
system modeled after it.” [Britannica 2002] Unlike representation, 
simulation focuses on the systems’ behaviors. A drawing represents 
a car: it tells us about its shape and color. A toy car not only mimics 
a real car’s shape and color, but also reproduces some of its behaviors:
the wheels turn, the car moves, the doors can be opened and closed.
Certainly, just like it happens with representation, the relationship
between the “real” object and its model is arbitrary: the toy car is not 
a real car, but just a limited, subjective approximation based on social
convention.

As I said, simulation has always been an alternative to representation.
Humans have developed several forms of simulation such as mechanical
automata that model the behavior of animals and even humans. The
military have always relied on modeling in order to plan their battles.
Both scientists and educators have also drawn upon it for explaining
and understanding the behavior of systems. In spite of the existence of
these and many other examples, the fact is that representation—and
its structured version: narrative—has prevailed as the form of choice
for our civilization to understand the world. The proof is that all traditional
mass media (press, cinema, television, radio) rely on representation.

However, the situation is changing. The reason why simulation has not
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played a more important role in the representational arena is merely
technological. Unlike representation, which is exclusively based on signs,
simulation needs a cybernetic model to work. There is a limit of what
gears and cogwheels can do for modeling complex systems. Until the
invention of the electronic computer, simulation lacked a medium that
provided the required mathematical and data-crunching abilities for
modeling complex systems. Both the military and scientists were among
the first to apply computational resources to simulation. However, it
was a far less “serious” application that popularized simulation into 
a mass medium. Obviously, I am referring to video games.

INTRODUCTION TO “SIMIOTICS” OR SIMULATION SEMIOTICS
Finnish artist and theorist Markku Eskelinen goes straight to the point:
“Outside academic theory, people are usually excellent at making 
distinctions between narrative, drama, and games. If I throw a ball at
you, I don’t expect you to drop it and wait until it starts telling stories.”
[Eskelinen 2000] There are probably many reasons that explain why
most academics fail to discern between narrative and simulation. One
is that “narrative” has become an overused metaphor that has lost most
of its meaning and is usually applied to any structured gathering of signs,
disregarding both their production mechanisms and phenomenology.
Most of the problems of the advocates of “interactive narrative” are due
to the fact that they usually fail at providing a coherent definition of
narrative to start with. I personally subscribe to Gerald Prince’s definition:

“The recounting (as product and process, object and act, structure
and structuration) of one or more real or fictitious EVENTS commu-
nicated by one, two, or several (more or less overt) NARRATORS to
one, two, or several (more or less overt) NARRATEES.” 
[Prince 1987] 

According to this definition, a doll is not a narrative, simply because 
it is a system with no events. Surely, a player could manipulate it, 
creating events that could be viewed as a narrative—or drama—by 
a third person. However, this is just a consequence of the player’s
actions and not really the act of playing. Most games could be viewed 
as sequences of events and could therefore be interpreted as narratives,
but as Aarseth points out, watching and playing a soccer game are
essentially different activities. Certainly, some people do play games 
to create narratives (some Quake players record their performances 
as movies in order to later show them to their friends). Apart from
these exceptions, games are about performing within a constrained
environment. The main goal of the player is either to win or to enjoy
the match and not simply to “recount events.”

A computer game like Quake is a system with a set of rules, and those
rules can produce different outcomes. On the other hand, a narrative 
is not a system with potential outcomes but rather a fixed sequence of
events. Here is where the sophisticated literary reader will stand up and
say: “Stop! Of course a narrative is a system with potential outcomes,
since it will generate as many interpretations as readers are available.”
Well, the reader is right: a text can be interpreted in infinite ways, but
here we are dealing with two different interpretational levels that tradi-
tional semiotics is not prepared to deal with. One is conventional inter-
pretation, and the other is a form that deals with what Aarseth calls
ergodics (understood as the rules that govern the mechanics of the
representation that need to be manipulated by the reader/player).

For the sake of simplicity, let’s go back to the example of the doll. If
we consider a doll as a sign representing a woman, we know that this
sign could be interpreted in several ways. For example, the doll could
be interpreted as a religious object or maybe as a depiction of a cultural

stereotype of beauty. But this doll could also be interpreted on the
ergodic level, according to its systemic behavioral rules. Ergodic inter-
pretation is the process that creates a mental model, a concept intro-
duced by Philip Johnson-Laid. [Johnson-Laid 1995] Basically, the
user’s mental model is her idea of the rules of the simulated model.
These two models may or not match, and that explains why different
users may “interpret” the ergodic level differently. Depending on the
experience that the user had with the doll, he may have learned some
of its rules: “if the doll lies horizontally, it will close its eyes,” “the doll
will make a noise every time that her tummy is pressed,” or “the doll’s
legs and arms will move if manipulated.”

Traditional semiotic models can easily explain “traditional” interpretation,
but fail to provide the tools for understanding how the mental model 
is created. This is a problem that has arisen several times, particularly
among works of art that trespass the limits of representation and start
simulating. These are what Umberto Eco called “open works”: cybernetic
works such as Cortazar’s combinatorial texts or even kinetic sculptures
such as Calder’s mobiles. If I want to interpret a doll, it is not enough
to construct meaning from it, but I also need to understand how it works.
A mobile by Calder is not an object, but a system that will produce 
different instances depending on the forces that are applied to it. It is
not about a shape, but about all the potential shapes and sequences 
of positions that are allowed by its systemic constraints. Imagine that
two observers are presented with a mobile. The first views it from a
distance, on a day without wind, while the second appreciates its
movement on a windy day. Both observers could have the same inter-
pretation about its “meaning.” For example, both could agree that the
sculpture depicts a tree. However, if the first one is not familiar with
the work of Calder, she may think that it is a static sculpture. The latter
learned something that the former did not: the sculpture has behavioral
rules; it has moving parts that can be manipulated by the wind. As 
a sign, the sculpture was interpreted similarly. However, the ergodic
interpretation differed when the sculpture was viewed as a system; 
the mental model crafted by each observer was different. 

Ergodic interpretation is about interpreting the rules. A reader who is not
familiar with computers may face a hypertext but believe it is a simple
text because he is not aware of the rule: “click on the links to view
another piece of text.” This has nothing to do with the interpretation of
the text itself. The same applies to games, and particularly video games.
Games are not only interpreted for their signs, but also for their rules.
Some rules may be explicit (explained in a manual), while others are
discovered by the player through her interaction with the system.

The failure to distinguish between traditional and ergodic interpretation
usually leads to the belief that the multiple outcomes produced by
cybernetic systems such as games, toys, or cyberarts are simply due 
to the fact that they also support multiple interpretations. Certainly,
narrative is constructed in the reader’s mind, and there are laws that
rule its interpretation. The difference is that narrative cannot be inter-
preted at the ergodic level because it is not a cybernetic system.
Narrative is about fixed sequences of signs, while simulations are
about rules for combining signs. Simulation builders are not simply
concerned with conveying “meaning,” but also with conveying the
rules for manipulating their works.

“IT’S A STORY. IT’S A PLAY. IT’S A SIMULATION!”
Basically, simulations can be discriminated into two groups: “play”
and “game” or, to use Roger Caillois’ terminology, as paidea and ludus.
[Caillois 1967] I will use these two terms in a slightly different way
than Caillois, who described them extensively but failed to provide a
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structural rule to differentiate them. According to my definition, ludus
can be understood as simulations where the users can either win or
lose. Ludus can easily be recognized because they have a set of rules
that states the result of the game. These rules are social: an agreement
is needed for them to be effective, and the player cannot change them
without the consent of other players. This is why Piaget argues that
before socialization, children do not understand the concept of “winning”
and “losing.” [Piaget 1991] Paidea, on the other hand, are all playing
activities that do not have these rules. Examples of the former are
chess and soccer; among the latter I can mention playing with dolls 
or building objects with Lego bricks.

Probably the best way to realize the differences between simulation
and narrative is to consider their respective rhetorical characteristics. 
A narrative author, like Balzac, had a particular mental model of 19th
century Paris. As an artist, he was able to find patterns and rules of
behavior among individual citizens, families, and social classes. He
could have chosen infinite ways to describe this system through 
narrative. Instead, he chose a large but finite number of stories to 
convey his observations. Each of those stories could also have been
presented in infinite ways, but among all those “narrative possibilities,”
[Bremond 1973] he chose a finite sequence of events.

Video game designer Will Wright also had particular ideas about society
and urbanism. But instead of writing stories, he created a simulator that
allowed people to build models of either fictitious or real cities. He did
not craft fixed sequences of events, neither textual nor audiovisual.
There is no narrative in his “Sim City” that says: “Workers needed a
recreational space, so the mayor built a park next to their houses.”
Instead, Wright coded rules such as: “If people do not get recreational
spaces, they will complain.” These are subtle, but essential, rhetorical
differences.

The rules of the system could be explicit (written in a manual) or
implicit (meant to be discovered through experimentation). Of course,
Balzac’s stories also depicted characters with behavioral rules, but
those rules were not part of the final product but rather resided in
the reader’s head, where they were inferred. The reader can conclude
that a character has a good heart because of the way the character
behaves within the story. But that rule is created by the reader from
her personal interpretation. It does not reside within the system, and,
more importantly, it is not dynamic so it can not be manipulated. On
the other hand, a simulation like “Sim City” can be interpreted on the
ergodic level. We may learn that building communities too close to 
factories is not a good thing, not because we read a story about the
tragic fate of some poor Sim-citizens, but rather because the experienced
player will realize it through experimentation. This kind of information
has nothing to do with traditional interpretation such as “factories are
bad,” “the author is an ecologist,” etc. Ergodic interpretation only deals
with the rules of the system.

Unlike narrative, simulations encourage experimentation. The pleasure
does not lie on “what will happen next,” but rather on “what will happen
if.” Narrative and simulation are two disparate ways of looking at reality:
the first focuses on the particular while the latter focuses on generalities.

The rhetoric of these forms is closely tied to their ideology. As Marxist
drama theorist Augusto Boal explains, narrative is a form that is based
on causality and fate [Boal 1998]: stories carry the ideology of inex-
orability, of what cannot be changed. On the other hand, simulation
requires change to exist. Simulation is not about “what happened to
Mister X based on his particular actions,” but rather “what could happen

to Mister X based on his potential behavior.” It is not surprising that
Boal, an artist who seeks social and personal change, has embraced
simulation over narrative as the main means for attaining his goals.

Still, it is essential to keep in mind that even if simulation carries 
the flag of change and freedom of action, this is mainly an illusion.
Simulations do have authors who define the rules of the system, and
players always have a constrained degree of freedom. While it is true
that simulation is less tyrannical than narrative, we should always be
aware that it still is a construction which carries a very concrete bias.
This was the error of early hypertext theorists [Landow 1992] who
believed hypertext blurred the limits between author and reader.
Simulations do have authors, but they are different from the traditional
ones: they are lawmakers rather than judges.

WHY THE DIFFERENCE MATTERS
For an external observer, the debate over whether video games are
narratives may seem irrelevant. But the fact is that it is essential, not
only for the sake of creating more compelling games, but also in order
to truly understand the potential of this form. The applications of 
simulations are not limited to entertainment, but also to all kinds of
communication, including art, education, philosophy, politics, advertising,
religion, and a long etcetera. But we cannot reach the full potential of
this representational form unless we drop the narrative paradigm and
focus on understanding the particular mechanics of ludology.

For the first time in human history, we have access to a technology 
that gives us the chance to portray complex systems, with thousands
of interrelated variables. Our civilization has heavily relied on narrative
—myths, grand narratives—to explain itself. Now, it has created a new,
powerful tool that can provide different kinds of explanations. The
question here is not if simulation is worse or better, or even if it will
replace narrative, but rather: “What can we learn through simulation?”
If we keep trying to accommodate simulation into narrative, its potential
will remain suffocated. The hard task of unveiling the power of simulation
probably relies on two disparate agents with important messages to
convey: artists and advertisers. By the former I specifically think about
visual artists, who are less likely to be constrained by the narrative
corset. The latter, because they make a living through rhetoric and
because the recent development of advergames—a mixed breed of
online advertising and video games—may popularize the idea that
video games have something to say, even if their message is simply
“buy this soap.” Maybe some day, after the public gets used to the
rhetorical capacities of simulation, a social theorist will decide that
instead of building her philosophical work upon a narrative, she may
deliver it as a simulation or a game. After all, it is not impossible to
speculate that, for example, Marx could have built a simulator that
explored the economic and social rules behind socialism instead of just
writing a book about it. Probably, such “Sim-Kapital” would not have
been any good at predicting the problems of “real socialism.” But if it
had been addressed to a mass of people raised on video games, who
knows whether it may not have been more appealing, and convincing,
than several hundred pages of obscure terminology. The only way to
know how our civilization will react to simulation is by building models
of our realities and developing a strong set of ludological tools. And
this is the reason why these are such exciting times for anybody who
has both a computer and something compelling to say.
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SUMMARY
This paper explores how the interactive paradigms and interface
designs of arcade classics like Breakout and Pong have been incor-
porated into contemporary art games and offer new possibilities for
political and cultural critique.

INTRODUCTION
Breakout, the first mass-marketable video game, was a defining game
experience for many in the 1970s. It positioned Atari at the forefront 
of the game industry under the leadership of Apple Computer’s founders,
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. The long-term potency of game culture
has since been firmly established. In 2001, 25 years after the original
version was released, MacSoft released a new Breakout that incorporated
kidnapping narratives, paddle angling, and power-ups into the classic
game. Also last year, the release of two powerful new consoles, Microsoft’s
XBox and Nintendo’s Game Cube, redoubled the hype surrounding the
obsession with gaming. In 2000, the video gaming industry surpassed
Hollywood in gross annual revenues to become the second-largest
entertainment industry after music in the United States. [Tribe and
Galloway 2001]

RETROSTYLED ART GAMES
The immense success of the gaming industry, now global, has inspired
droves of artists to create new works that pay homage to arcade classics
of the 1970s and 1980s. For example, Natalie Bookchin incorporates
interactive tropes from Pong and Space Invaders into work that demands
both manual dexterity and theoretical reading.  Bookchin’s game, The
Intruder, adapts a short story by Jorges Luis Borges about the life of
two brothers who fight for the mysterious woman both desire. Another
art game project, Font Asteroids, allows users to select information
itself as the enemy. The German collaborative, Esc to begin, designed
the game to look much like the arcade classic. After selecting a target
URL, the text from that Web site becomes the interplanetary debris
that you must shoot away. Like the original Asteroids, the words in
Font Asteroids break apart into smaller and smaller fragments—in this
case, prefixes, suffixes, and roots.  

The exciting works of these game-influenced artists have begun to make
their way into elite museums. Several exhibitions showcasing art games
were organized in the last three years alone: Mass MOCA’s “Game Show,”
the San Francisco MOMA’s “010101: Art in Technological Times,” the
Walker Art Center’s “Beyond Interface,” and the Whitney Museum’s
“Bitstreams.” Overall, the proliferation of works by artist gamers in
conjunction with the sweeping accomplishments of the gaming industry
has had a reverberating impact on a variety of cultural institutions: art
museums, grant organizations, and, of course, art schools.  

FANATICAL GAMERS AND ART SCHOOLS
The tremendous success of the commercial gaming industry has
helped to shape curricula at universities and art schools around the
world. Espen Aarseth, editor of the journal Game Studies, contends
that computer games, as a cultural field, will carve out new territory
for graduate programs. [Aarseth 2001] However, many art students
seek only the computer and technical skills that will enable them to
secure design and programming jobs at game-development companies.
These students often sacrifice valuable classes in political theory,
women’s studies, and economics, among others, to obtain a solid
grounding in software manipulation and code writing. Educators thus

face a tremendous challenge in striking the proper balance between
technique, craft, and theoretical knowledge in game-related media arts
courses at both introductory and advanced levels. The largest challenge
remains satisfying student-driven demands for technical skill while
maintaining the intellectual and artistic integrity of art education.   

OBJECTIVES OF PAPER
My own intervention in the historical context elaborated above involves
a critical reading of the current surge in game-inspired interactive art
works. I began to investigate this new genre while developing a course
curriculum at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. In Interactive
Multimedia: Breaking out of the Arcade, intermediate-level students
explore the history of art games, beginning with the Surrealists and
Duchamp and progressing through the recent online experiments
released by jodi.org. The principal assignment asks students to invent
a unique version of Breakout that showcases their abilities to incorporate
an individual narrative and concept within an arcade-style form.

Figure 1. Breakout animation still, Lidia Wachowska, 2002

The course inspired a series of discoveries that enriched both my
teaching and my own studio practice. First, appropriating the game
form for art making allowed students to explore different models of
space. Cultural theorists like Michel Foucault (whose Panopticon makes
for a striking comparison) and Lev Manovich, among others, provided
students with theoretical readings of power, space, and storytelling.
“Narrative and time itself are equated with movement through 3D space,”
Manovich writes, “progression through rooms, levels, or worlds.”
[Manovich 2001] Second, in the art-making part of the course, students
produced surprising variations, both serious and humorous, on the
familiar Breakout theme. In one game, the bricks became government
currencies. In another, the blocks took on human qualities, enacting
behaviors labeled “mother,” “magician,” and “bouncer.” One ambitious
student, interested in the idea of game play rooted in the act of con-
sumption, as evidenced in arcade classics like PacMan and Burgertime,
chose to make her game begin with a survey that documented participants’
food preferences (Figure 1). At the conclusion of the survey, players are
presented with an array of distasteful food from which they must escape.
Here, food becomes a medium that imprisons. In advising these student
projects, I realized that the art-game genre provides a new vehicle for
artists to articulate political and cultural commentary. Third, and finally,
I incorporated the Breakout trope into my own work, in an installation
called <a_maze@getty.edu> for a special exhibition of optical toys at
the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles.  

The remainder of this paper will explore these two topics in turn: video
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gaming and models of space, art games as spaces for cultural critique.

SPACEWAR: GUN PLAY ON THE CARTESIAN GRID
The defining element of both mainstream video games and game-inspired
art is the organization of play through and across space. The spatial
aesthetic and spatial language of both shape the meaning of experience.
While there are many different types of video games, the great majority
are first-person shooter epics with plots based on militaristic combat.
SpaceWar, Tank, and Space Invaders are early examples of shoot ‘em-up
contests in which, as the Beatles said, “happiness is a warm gun.”
Breakout is one version of the shooter epic, located within a prison
complex. As illustrated in the arcade marquee from 1976, the player
assumes the role of a convict attempting to escape by smashing
through a brick wall with a mallet. In the video game, this narrative
was formally simplified as a small rectangular paddle that the user
guided to hit a ball that chipped away at a grid of jewel-toned bricks.
Despite the imaginative narrative context, the game was essentially 
a flat, nondynamic grid.

In striking contrast to the two-dimensional simplicity of Breakout, the
most recent generation of video games offers a version of hyper-reality
in which story and space are three-dimensional, dynamic, and experi-
entially real. On March 10, wedding bells rang online for Mr. Dong-jun
Choi and Ms. Yousun Jang. The couple made their vows of commitment
in the context of the multiplayer game environment that both fondly
remember as their courting ground. The two lovers met online competing
in Blizzard Entertainment’s Diablo II, a role-playing adventure game in
which participants choose characters and battle the forces of evil from
their comfortable living rooms. The experience of Choi and Jang is part 
of an emerging dynamic familiar in the Web-based video gaming subcul-
ture. More and more couples are meeting virtually in their game com-
munities and celebrating their romantic successes with faraway friends
and fellow competitors. The game world has evolved from the geometric
abstractions of Breakout to extensions of an individual’s daily pathways
and travels through space, extensions of real life.  

Virtual spaces provide portals for exploration and discovery as well as 
a sense of amazement. Steven Poole, author of Trigger Happy, contends
that the “aesthetic emotion of wonder” is the “jewel” of the game-playing
experience. [Poole 2000] Certainly, the sheer plasticity of the spatial
environment is a primary lure for the designers of the games as well as
those actively playing. The newest games feature sprawling swaths of
territory on which to battle. The frontier of the game world is limitless,
contingent only on the speed and memory of the gamer’s computer or
console. On the Internet, Diablo II boasts “four different, fully populated
towns complete with wilderness areas as well as multiple dungeons,
caverns, and crypts in every town for players to explore.” [Diablo ad]
Ultrarealistic battles between the forces of good and the forces of evil
take place in a sprawling land empire. Games like Diablo II and Starcraft
are especially popular in Japan and Korea, where domestic space
remains quite small and panoramic mountain vistas and babbling
brooks are several hours away by rail.  

Despite the extreme popularity of the newest cutting-edge graphics
engines, game environments suffer from two limitations that complicate
their relationship to new media-based art. First, they remain the same
Cartesian enclaves clogged with familiar structures: skyscrapers, towers,
trees, boulders, dams, and dungeons. The spatial aesthetics of video games
have evolved from the abstract beauty of bouncing squares to the realism
of metal-sheathed guns, but they celebrate rather than transcend the
boundaries of Cartesian spatial logic. Second, and perhaps more obviously,
game culture remains wedded to a first-person narrative of violence

and point acquisition. The win/lose dichotomy and the shooter aesthetic
and subjectivity that dominate the industry offer an impoverished model
of space, their “virtual” experience notwithstanding. The issue of who
controls the spatial aesthetics of commercial video games is complicated.
The limiting factors associated with consumer economics, mathematical
models, and popular taste combine, resulting in the formation of sur-
prisingly similar structures for the putatively cutting-edge graphical worlds:
futuristic cities, Gothic churches, medieval castles. The Cartesian per-
spective is the most straightforward to generate mathematically, but
the hardware industry also has a vested interest in the popular penchant
for ever-realer spaces. And PC manufacturers and console developers
rely on the game software’s demand for speed to spur sales. Joystick
Nation author J.C. Herz describes the parasitic relationship that develops
between the computer-hardware industry and the game-development
industry: “The only thing that will push a computer to its limits is a
game. No one admits it, but no one needs a new computer to do a
spreadsheet programme or Word document.” [Herz 2001] She asserts
that games ultimately manipulate and rule the PC industry: “Unless
you are in a military installation, the most demanding application on
any computer will be a game.”

However produced, the video game industry’s reliance on Cartesian
realism sits in striking contrast to the contemporary art world. Over 
a century ago, painters abandoned Cartesian space after mastering 
the process of manipulating pigments to form a perceptively accurate
space. Fine art collectors, including museums, have for decades defined
gallery-quality art in terms of “high-brow” aesthetics that honor the 
traditions of minimalism, conceptualism, and abstract expressionism.
Video games, in contrast, constitute a popular “low-brow” form of 
entertainment that takes realism for granted. Yet as games re-enter 
the immaculate spaces of museums, they force a new dialogue about
what constitutes an “art space” as opposed to a purely “game space,”
resurrecting long-standing debates about high and low culture, high
and low art.  

Artists have taken notice of the proliferation of the commercial game
medium and are experimenting with not only the spatial aesthetic but
also the mode of game play. They are attempting to vary the characters
and introduce narratives with game outcomes and objectives that resist
the assumed spatial and narrative logic of a traditional game. Feng
Mengbo, for instance, began his work in the art-games arena by
recasting the popular Nintendo character Mario as Mao Zedong. His
first piece, The Long March Goes On, locates the game objectives of
the Mario Brothers classic within the contentious relations between 
his homeland, China, and the West. Throughout his life as a child of
the Cultural Revolution and a young adult during the events at Tiananmen
Square, Mengbo witnessed oscillating degrees of openness between
China and the West. The artist chose to make work about the opposing
ideologies shaping Chinese society: revolution and modernization. In
selecting the highly structured and delimited game format for this
politically charged subject matter, the artist grounds his cultural critique
in a pop medium that is itself an emblem of Western consumerism and
modernization. In his most recent work, Q4U, Mengbo writes a patch
for the Quake game that features the artist wielding a camera in one
hand, a rifle in the other. The frag-or-be-fragged excitement so dominates
game play that one ignores the specific identity of the enemy, the artist
himself. Perhaps the instantaneous forgetting is the slippage that is the
resonant point.  

SPACE INVADERS: CYBERFEMINISM AND ARTISTIC PRACTICE
In the late 1990s, women publicly laid claim to the crowded territory
of the male-dominated gaming world. As online games became
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increasingly accessible, more women tried their hands at fragging,
dueling, and role-playing. A host of new organizations sprang up to
create a safe and stimulating place for women to experiment in trigger-
happy cyberspace: Womengamers.com, Joystickenvy.com, GameGal.com,
Gurlgamer, GameGirlz, Grrl Gamer, and many, many more. Why this
sudden landslide of femme-only gaming communities? Single-mom
“Aurora” Beal confesses her motivation: “When I started the GameGirlz
site...my only goal was to create a Web site where girls who were into
games didn’t have to wade through the semi-nude pictures and scroll
through the jokes only a guy could appreciate.” [Beal 2002] Like the
quilting circles of yesteryear, women have created their own spaces 
of retreat to share conversation that spans a variety of topics beyond
game reviews and strategy.

Unfortunately, as theorists like Faith Wilding have pointed out, this
phenomenon of “cybergrrl-ism” is afflicted with a blinding net utopi-
anism. Wired women participate in an ambiguous feminist politics 
by adopting the “if you can’t beat ‘em join ‘em” attitude with regard 
to online gaming. However, in the real world, women are not in visible
positions of leadership in the critical venues of research and develop-
ment in new technologies, neither in business and industry nor in the
university settings of science laboratories and art schools. Trigger-happy
girl gamers might believe that Quake game patches written to produce
custom female tattooed skins inject a certain feminist presence into
cyberspace.  

More and more female bodies are invading the spaces of popular 
entertainment, yet they share the same buff bodies and aggressive
personalities. The online explosion of the riotous cyberpunk culture in
the mid-to-late 1990s was followed by a resurgence of a fighter-chick
character in both television and Hollywood productions. The entertainment
industry labored to establish women as players in a larger culture of
sanctioned violence. Buffy, Xena, the Matrix’s Trinity, and Charlie’s Angels
are but a few examples of the new warrior heroine. Women who do not
play games can thus passively endorse the commodification of violent
gesture as a symbol of girl power. Yet for the most part, both women
who “game” and women who watch participate in a larger narrative of,
at best, ambiguity, and, at worst, submission that their overwhelming
desire to beat the boys at their own game promotes.   

Figure 2. The Intruder, animation still, Natalie Bookchin, 1999

To develop a feminist politics and activist trajectory in cyberspace, girls
need to develop their own games. While this remains a marginalized
project in the game industry, artists have pursued it with vigor. The
emerging art-game genre provides artists with a new structure to hack
masculinist institutions and power hierarchies. Perhaps the best current
working example of the “low art” form being elevated to “high art” is
Natalie Bookchin’s aforementioned The Intruder, an experimental adap-
tation of a short story by Jorge Luis Borges. The game changes readers
into players who move through the linear narrative by shooting, fighting,
ramming, and dodging objects. Bookchin mines the arcade classics to

tell the story of two brothers who fall in love with the same woman.
One of the most interesting moments in the game happens in the Pong
screen, in which the viewer and the computer compete for points by
batting a female icon back and forth. The war takes place atop a field
of flesh. Photographs of a nude female body appear each time one of
the players temporarily takes possession of the woman. The “field”
metamorphoses from skin into turf. The body becomes territory to possess
in a game of football. The story advances when one man tackles the
other. Here, the narrator comments: “They preferred taking their feelings
out on others.” [Bookchin 1999]  Computer games have traditionally
provided a culturally sanctioned outlet for male killing and sexual fantasies.
Gamers can advance in The Intruder only by perpetrating violent gestures.
This novel, first-person shooter structure invites gamers to see how
popular computer games perpetuate masculine ideologies of spatial
conquest, combat fantasies, and sexual domination.

New spatial paradigms and modalities of play in the art-game genre
raise additional questions about the permissibility of violent conduct by
introducing new forums for injustice into the online world. For example,
in Lullaby for a Dead Fly, the artist Mouchette invites the gamer to kill
a fly with a click of the mouse. In this simple interaction, the fly reminds
us that a click represents a choice, an assertion of power in her own
elegiac song: “You clicked on me, you killed me.” Likewise, Eric
Zimmerman’s Sissyfight, an immensely successful project produced 
by the online magazine Word.com, asks participants to consider the
violence of words in a multiplayer online game set in the context of a
simple two-dimensional playground. Players participate in a wickedly
humorous catfight with other girls, using teases and tattles to break
down the self-esteem of other players and drive them away. Perhaps 
to its detriment, the game allows players to scratch and grab in their
quest for points. The all-girl characters and witty repartee, not the 
violent combat, make the game novel.   

As artists continue to work collectively to recontextualize and reinvent
female characters, so too must industry and gamers re-imagine the
diverse cultural possibilities of game space. The popular excitement
around the culture of cybergrrlism reveals a positive new interest in
carving out an active space for women to communicate, congregate,
and play online. Yet in the absence of roles for women in cyberspace
different from those assigned to or by men, there remains a profound
ambiguity. As history shows us, today’s Internet originated as a system
to serve war technologies. War games are but a fantastic extension of
militaristic laboratories. In the future, women must claim their territorial
rights not only as players of games but as producers, designers, and
developers of technologically mediated experiences like games—games
that are not war games, games that steer us toward a more engaged
relationship with complex female characters that refine today’s definitions
of cyberfeminism. Today’s art games and multimedia projects are
opening the door to a more nuanced description of virtual spaces that
embrace a diverse array of characters and modalities of play. 

CONCLUSION
Game-inspired artworks represent a vitally important emerging form
that explores new modes of visualizing space and time, and from
these investigations emerge new narrative models for interaction, new
formats for cultural and political critique, and alternative interfaces for
game play. John Klima’s multimedia installation, Go Fish, is a novel
first-person shooter game with real-time consequences: the death of 
a goldfish. [Klima 2001] Housed in a retrostyled arcade cabinet, the
game asks participants to take moral responsibility for their trigger-happy
behaviors. Arcangel Constantini’s new game, Atari Noise, features a
hacked Atari 2600 that functions as an audio-visual noise pattern 
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generator—a very abstract look at the spatial possibilities inherent in
the art-game genre. 

From the straightforward Breakout sequence to the complex 3D land-
scapes of games like Quake, video games have collided with the world
of art to forge a new genre of art games. As artists, we have much more
to explore in the game format in terms of both spatial innovations and
game play. It is our responsibility as artists to “break out” our software
design abilities to continue to refine, via formal structure and cultural
commentary, the realm of game architecture to create new interactive
structures for expression.
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A (biological) ecosystem involves:

• The circulation, transformation, and accumulation of energy...
through the medium of living things and their activities...
• The processes responsible for the transport and storage of materials
and energy, and the interactions of the organisms engaged in these
activities...
• The kinds of organisms that are present and the roles that they 
occupy in its structure and organization.

Francis Evans, “Ecosystem as the Fundamental Unit 
of Ecology” [Evans 1956]

ABSTRACT
The Information Age is the period of history in which products and 
services based on information and knowledge have principal economic
value. Information artifacts are implements of use and aesthetic
expressions that both reflect and create the ways in which people 
individually and collectively think and act. Interactive artifacts are
designed to engage people in access to and development of knowledge
and information. Their human computer interfaces are instances of 
a broader set of phenomena. Cultural, creative, technological, and
everyday frames of reference, spoken languages, economic positions,
programming languages, and runtime platforms converge through the
lens of the interface nexus. It is necessary to abstract and extend our
notion of interface and to contextualize the operation of interfaces
amidst dynamic meshworks, in order to address these phenomena.

With regard to life on earth, ecology investigates the web of relations
between interdependent organisms and their surroundings. In the
Information Age, people, activities, codes, components, and systems
form the same kinds of interrelationships. Interfaces are the multi-
dimensional border zones through which these relationships are
constituted. Interface ecology investigates the dynamic interactions 
of media, cultures, and disciplines that flow through interfaces. The
semiotic encodings of these wide-reaching systems of representation
are their interactions’ building blocks. Interfaces recombine semiotic
codes, forming hybrids.

The ecosystems approach brings the perspectives of diverse disciplines
to bear on what interfaces are, how they work, and how they can work.
Disciplines, and the media, cultural, and epistemological forms to which
they apply, are free to relate in meshworks, opening inquiry. No system
of representation dominates; none are considered subordinate. Rather,
they are interdependent elements, connected by referential flows of
interaction.

INTRODUCTION
With “the medium is the message,” [McLuhan 1964] McLuhan began
to identify the role of media as languages that structure expression.
But media and their associated epistemologies are not the only critical
systems of representation. Cultures, local and global, are the semiotic
ground in which our identities are situated. Likewise, disciplines are
“schools of thought” that structure discourse and practice. These systems
dynamically interact, effecting the representation of individuals, com-
munities, and institutions. Understanding Media gets caught in the
too-normal implicit glorification of the role of science and engineering,
losing the critical perspectives of fields such as ethnography, cultural

theory, and political economy. For example, while “new” media have
transformational effects, they have not, in themselves, created “patterns
of decentralization and diversity” (p. 359), nor has the information age,
in itself, made “the entire business of man become learning and knowing”
(p. 58). Such techno-utopianism maps the history and culture of media
technology as the monotonic, increasing function of modernist progress.

Manovich [Manovich 2001] creates a rich analysis of new media in
terms of cinema language, and the history of film. By positing that
“cinema can be thought of as an interface to events taking place in 
3D space” (pp. 326-327), he suggests the notion of interface as an
abstract operand. Focus on the operational characteristics of interfaces,
with further abstraction and expanded scope, and on languages as 
carriers of energy flows—through which complex multidimensional
relationships are constituted—are fundamental in the ecosystems
approach to Information Age development.

1. THE CONTEXT OF THE INFORMATION AGE
We live in the Information Age. By information, I mean representations
of what is going on.2 Information’s more rarefied counterpart, knowledge,3

adds a component of cognition. While information and knowledge date
back to the beginning of history, the Information Age is the period of
history in which products and services based on information and knowledge
take principal economic value. As the Information Age has established
itself, digital forms of information, which can be processed by computers,
are of prime importance. The Information Age follows the Industrial
Age, wherein manufacturing4 was the primary source of economic
value. During the Industrial Age, imperial powers extracted raw materials
from colonies outside of the economic center, that is, outside of Europe,
America, and Japan. This contact was effected through the operation
of transportation and communication infrastructures. Previously separated
cultures were brought into contact, albeit in a one-sided manner.
European and American commercial centers extended their control of
the margins. Cultural anthropology came into existence to investigate
the cultural exchange occurring in these by and large economically
driven border zones.

This historical description of the flow of cultures contains an anachronism.
Not only did cultural anthropology form as part of “international economic
development,” but our very notion of culture as plural, rather than as
the single “objective” standard of high culture, coevolved with this same
process [Norman 1988]. It would be more accurate to say that previ-
ously separated ways of life came into contact. While removed ways 
of life had come into contact in earlier historical contexts, such as the
Roman empire, the extent of such contact, both in terms of breadth
and depth, crossed a threshold during the 19th century. The contem-
porary, plural conception of culture5—as the tangible manifestations 
of a way of life, and the associated values, aesthetic sensibilities, and
states of consciousness—originated not before, but during the same
period. This definition implies knowledge of the existence of distinct
ways of life, and thus of a great heterogeneous world of cultures.
However, ironically, the contact through which imperialism made6

“civilization” aware of remote cultures, and the concomitant flows 
of cultural information, concurrently effected the more or less gradual
reduction of essential heterogeneity. Through multinational capitalism,
cultural mixing has accompanied the rise of the omnipresent hegemony
of international financial markets and transnational corporations, from
the British East India Company to CNN.7 Culture typically flows with
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economies from the center to the margins. Though it has roots from
the dawn of the Industrial Age, culture, itself, is an Information Age
concept. It finds fruition, as well as dilution, in the global village of
electronic media networks.

As De Landa observes, [De Landa 1997] the form of history is not 
a linear, monotonic progression. The Information Age did not replace
the industrial mode of production; it only eclipsed its significance.
Historical ages overlap. We can identify their passage in terms of 
the formations that are required to begin an essential transition, the
reactants that catalyze this transition, and the threshold phenomena
that mark the transition as an essential shift. Thus, while we might
correspond the onset of Information Age to various events, such as 
the proliferation of the Internet during the 1990s or of the personal
computer during the 1980s, the antecedent formation and flows of 
culture, though it overlaps with the Industrial Age, nonetheless marks
the Information Age’s origin.

In the Information Age, information and knowledge, themselves, form
the basis of essential artifacts.8 Information and knowledge may be
stored in forms that humans are unable to access directly, like the
electronic charges on a magnetic disk spinning 7200 revolutions per
minute. Even the first layer of decoding those charges—the long
strings of ones and zeroes—are not interesting to humans. What we
deal with are media representations of information, and the tools (meta
media artifacts) which deliver them and enable their production. Media
are sensory renderings into perceivable and usable forms. Information
and knowledge cannot function as artifacts without being rendered
through media. In concrete analog form, this means paintings, books,
films, and television, as constructed with paint brushes, paper, printing
presses, film stocks, cameras, and editing bays. In the digital realm,
the media of information artifacts include images, documents, programs,
multimedia, and hypertext, as developed with editors and processors.
Means of delivery, such as galleries, museums, warehouses, trucks,
stores, theaters, transmission towers, networks, browsers, and players
are also essential components. In both the analog and digital domains,
each medium is associated with particular technologies. Media effect
whole epistemologies of theory and practice. For example, in film, the
montage of Eisenstein, the oblique camera angles of Welles, and the
fast action/fast cut aesthetic of Lucas’ Star Wars9 are operational units
of vocabulary. Like cultures, media constitute systems of representation.
Through media, information and knowledge artifacts take form.

While the primary economic and semiotic result of knowledge artifacts
is an Information Age phenomenon, the crystallization of knowledge into
artifact forms has occurred throughout history. Michelangelo’s frescoes
in the Sistine Chapel, Homer’s Odyssey, a song sung to bring rain, a
dance performed to prepare for battle, and a codified plan for when to
plant seeds and tend them in certain ways in relation to climatic signs;
these knowledge artifacts are material representations of culture through
media, embodiments of understanding.

2. INTERFACE
Interactive artifacts are designed to engage people in access to and
development of knowledge and information. An examination of what
happens in human-computer interfaces makes it clear that they are
more than a simple meeting of person and machine. There is more 
to the interface than meets the eye—lurking in the shadows, behind 
the curtain. Interactive artifacts are instances of a broader set of 
phenomena. Flows of many levels converge here. The relationship
between developer and user is that of ethnography’s “the other”—the
epitome of cultural separation as connected by process. Myriad abstract

layers are embedded in the multiple material layers of hardware and
software that make up typical interactive artifacts. Cultures, frames 
of reference, spoken languages, economic positions, programming 
languages, and runtime platforms converge through the lens of the
interface nexus. The ecosystem approach shifts these many aspects
and levels from the margins to the center.

An interface is a border zone where systems of representation come
into contact. It is a membrane, regulating the exchange of vital messages
from one side to the other. The more open the membrane, the more
flow, the more new combinations that an interface supports. Particular
membrane structures can act as filters, tuning feedback loops. 

Crossing borders results in an exchange of cultures; the border, through
its very existence, asserts that constituents on each side are somehow
different. An interface may act as a conduit or as a barrier. One side may
be privileged and white; the other, a barrio. An interface may encourage
mixing or enforce separation. Interfaces both permit and deny. The
crossing may be facilitated in some dimensions, and opposed in others.
Exclusion, when it occurs, may be deliberate, endemic, or accidental.
It may be brought about by indifference or ignorance of implicit operatives.
Inclusion is harder to achieve; it requires intentional inclusion of people’s
diversity.

Interfaces are the medium of interaction. They constitute the situations
in which representations are presented to and by the user and the
developer, the subject and the object, the ethnographer and the other.
In an immediate frame, our experience of interfaces is sensory. They
consist of media. They employ affordances.10 A well designed affordance
provides clues which show how to use it. Again, these clues are messages,
and the semiotic codes which form the basis of the messages characterize
interfaces.

3. INTERFACE ECOSYSTEMS
Ecosystems are heterogeneous, dynamic, self-organizing, and self-sus-
taining aggregates. Organic and artifact elements are interconnected in
Information Age ecosystems. These meshworks produce, manipulate,
and transform signs.11 Interfaces constitute strategic, connecting edges,
both within, and in the case of nesting, between cyborg meshworks.
They are pathways that support energetic flows in feedback loops. Even
though interfaces seem not to be sites, but connections between sites,
the study of Information Age ecosystems needs to focus on them. An
interface ecosystem investigates Information Age phenomena from 
a frame of reference that is centered on the relationships and flows
between a multiplicity of systems of representation rather than from 
a predominant discipline or medium. The overlapping border zones
become the primary focus, rather than the entity itself. This referential
frame emphasizes flows, edges rather than nodes, processes rather than
products, dynamic structures instead of particular transient states.
Inasmuch as edges support exchange between heterogeneous nodes,
they form regions of contact, activating collage principles. [Kerne 2001]
Found objects of varying levels of abstraction form assemblages. The
proximity of disparate representations activates the human desire to
understand connections. In this way, interface ecosystems effect cutting
and pasting, semiotic flows, and the concomitant processes of recontex-
tualization, translation, and interpretation. As with the energy of biological
systems (see Evans above), signs circulate through and are transformed
by ecosystem pathways. This exchange catalyzes the emergence of new
hybrid formations on all levels. Interface ecosystems generate fundamental
innovations of form, experience, knowledge, and technology. Through this
essential, catalytic, evolutionary function, interface ecosystems operate
as the fundamental unit of Information Age ecology.
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Depending on the location from and role in which an entity is positioned
relative to the border zone an interface delineates, that interface looks
different. From the point of view of an ecologically oriented developer,
an interface is an interpretive translation—created with media and
representing cultures—that draws from disciplines in its construction.
It carries meanings across a border. From the point of view of those
who receive it, the interface is the border zone; it is a media manifestation
that represents culture from other perspectives around and amidst the
border, offering and/or denying translation and traversal in various aspects.

For the biologist, Evans, the “medium through which energy is circulated,
transformed, and accumulated,” consists of “living things and their
activities.” For the semiotician, Baudrillard, “the sign... (is) a total
medium, a system of communication administering all social exchange.”
[Baudrillard 1981] As the conjunction of these operations, interfaces
are the strategic multidimensional loci which circulate and transform
signs. Evans’ definition of biological ecosystem serves as a template, a
mapping from biological to informational dynamics. Thus, an interface
ecosystem involves:

• The dynamic interactions of media, cultures, and disciplines, the
border zones through which these interactions occur, the voices 
represented, and the hybrid forms that emerge.
• The roles of human beings and cyborg components—such as
corporations, markets, information artifacts, semiotic codes, telecom-
munications networks, computers, and presentation media—and the
flows which connect them.
• The technological, socio-cultural, political, and economic processes
which define, circulate, transform and accumulate sign values, and the
concomitant significant behaviors through which people manipulate
and are manipulated by signs.

4. INTERFACES: IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT
interface  +   dynamic interactions of interrelationships 
between media, cultures, and disciplines   =   ecosystem

Equation 1
What does it mean to broaden the scope of interface? Aren’t the 
interactions of disciplines, culture, and media something else? Consider
the case of artifacts which we have already been calling interfaces.
Human-computer interfaces are an example of these explicit interfaces.
When cyber, organic, and hybrid entities interact, they exchange messages.
The messages are represented by media; they are based on and contain
cultural perspective; cultures form the ground of meanings, that is, the
context, in which they occur. A process of translation between cultures,
and their semiotic codes, is required. An interface translates messages
from one system of representation, to another. The interactive artifact,
which, itself, is already an integrated product of previous interfacing
activities, mediates exchange through the interface, across a border.
Most immediately, the computer is on one side of the border, the user
is on the other. Behind the curtain of the computer dwell the interface
designer and the designers of the layers of the underlying platform.
Each of these actors may work in a different cultural context. These
add dimension to the ecosystem, which can be mapped as nodes and
flow pathways. The study of such an interface is the matter of disciplines,
which is to say that as soon as one considers its range of implications
and effects, a multiplicity of disciplines is invoked. Yet, the range of
cultures and disciplines which are dynamically involved in such explicit
interfaces are often not considered. The factors are often not specified
in statements of work and requirements documents, nor in prevailing
expectations. Equation 1 makes explicit these implicit factors, which
always operate in the context of interfaces.

Consider, as well, the case of identified intercultural, intermedia, and
interdisciplinary situations. In these implicit interfaces, such as the
recent saturation of Afghanistan by news networks like CNN, the systems
of representation or factors of interaction are explicit. The need for
translation, and the separation between the ethnographer and the other
are obvious. The notion of interface is unstated. Yet, in all such cases,
Information Age technologies play a key role in effecting semiotic flows.
Despite its lack of roots in history or community there, CNN nonetheless
becomes my interface to life in Afghanistan.

Units of meaning are represented, stored, transmitted, recombined.
Borders are crossed. Representations are recontextualized. Meanings
shift. A different, multivocal example is the performances of Dzikunu’s
London-based Adzido ensemble. Adzido effects a cross-cultural synthesis
of African music and dance forms. African artists conduct ethnographic
research in communities removed from their origins and exchange
detailed knowledge of diverse local traditions. Video plays an important
“notebook” role. The result is both the recontextualized construction of
traditions and the synthesis of new hybrid choreographies.

Jeremijenko [Jeremijenko 1995] frames her works by bringing implicit,
unstated factors to light through unexpected interventions. Suicide Box
uses video capture and analysis to record and count suicides on the
Golden Gate Bridge. Through its unofficial, yet functional role, the work
provokes us to question our assumptions about the contexts interactive
artifacts operate in and about the roles of these artifacts themselves. It
creates an interface to a prevailing multidimensional ecosystem of malaise.
This is not McLuhan’s misplaced utopia of “learning and knowing.”
People are dying out there. Technology is not the knight in shining
armor. The ecosystem approach can generate authentic developments
that challenge our expectations precisely by focusing on intersections 
of representational borders.

The information age elevates the value of meanings. Artifacts and the
environments in which we use them operate semiotically. Media, disci-
plines and cultures, technologies, economies, and human activities press
into contact, transforming context. They engage in vigorous multi-
branching flows of representation. They form rich ecosystems, with
complex interdependent roles and essential processes of circulation. The
interface is the catalytic border zone that effects the dynamic interplay
of these reactants. New meanings emerge. By multivocally opening
frameworks of discourse to address these phenomena, interface ecology
supports the analysis and creation of essential new Information Age
formations.
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NOTES
1. An aggregate is an association of diverse elements, all of which are

on the same level [De Landa 1997]. Some structure, process, or
mechanism sustains their association. The relationships between
the elements are multifarious. Even though they are part of a 
common aggregate structure, the components retain their distinct
identities. Processes within aggregates develop bottom up. They
are heterogeneous structures that foster diversity. A meshwork is a
self-organizing aggregate in which there is significant exchange of
energy among the constituents. The binding association is a strong
one, based on ongoing, active feedback loops. Dynamic circulation
in meshworks pushes them toward boundary conditions, and the
emergence of new forms. Meshworks contrast with hierarchies, in
which structurally uniform elements dominate one another recur-
sively in static formations.

2. Information, or data, refers to signals gathered from sensors, and to
results collected from devices. Information can be transmitted and
stored. This document is information, as are temperature readings
inside and outside my house during my last 12 hours of writing.

3. Knowledge includes models and mechanisms for utilizing informa-
tion. Knowledge is information digested. Knowledge is based on
understanding. It includes decision-making frameworks.

4. I refer principally to the form of assembly line production, charac-
terized by interchangeable parts and labor.

5. My personal take on this definition is influenced by many, including
Kroeber and Kluckholn [Kroeber and Kluckholn 1952], Williams
[Williams 1983], and Geertz [Geertz 1973].

6. This process is ongoing.
7. Aka Cable News Network LP, LLLP, an AOL Time Warner Company.
8. An artifact is, literally, a thing made through the knowledge and

practice of human art and workmanship. [Oxford 1995] As culture
is a primary form for representing, storing, transmitting, and 
producing knowledge of human practices, so artifacts are material
forms of culture. They are material representations of a way of life.
Artifacts are implements of use and aesthetic expressions that both

reflect and create the ways in which people individually and collec-
tively think and act. Artifacts are situated in particular locations
and practices.

9. This aesthetic has proliferated since the advent of MTV.
10. An affordance is a sensory attribute of an artifact which, through a

user’s perceiving it, enables interaction [Norman 1988].
11. The sign is the atomic particle of meaning, of which languages are

composed. Particular sets of signs that are used together constitute
languages, semiotic codes, and systems of representation.
Saussure [Saussure 1966] broke the sign down into signifier (the
name, label, picture, phonemes) and signified (the concept referred
to) Barthes [Barthes 1972] and Baudrillard [Baudrillard 1981]
observed that this construction applies recursively to build up 
complex levels of contextualized meaning. Thus, what is sign in
one level becomes signifier or signified in another. Political economy
is one such second-order sign-forming context.

Sign value [Baudrillard 1981] refers to flows of prestige and power,
with economic and cultural components. Brands play a pronounced
role. The meaning of technology, as experienced through interface
ecosystems, is tightly wrapped in sign values. The rise and fall of
the dot-com bubble is an example. Branding plays as significant 
a role in defining the Internet as art and science do. And step out
onto the SIGGRAPH 2002 exhibition floor: experience the marketing
of technology and creativity as the operation of sign-value composites.
The SIGGRAPH 2002 art and technical programs are connected
elements. The representation of value systems other than economic
ones is generally marginalized. Signs are packed—multivalent,
multilinked—units of meaning.
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149 Introduction
151 Acknowledgements
152 Dedication: Robert Abel

154 Electronic Theater Title Sequence

AWA R D  W I N N E R S
155 The Cathedral
155 Le Déserteur

E L E C T R O N I C  T H E AT E R
156 A Flatpack Project
156 Advanced Rule-Based Simulation 

for “Check-in To Disaster”
157 Bin Can Can
157 “Carl & Ray:” Tippett Studio 3D Character 

Animation Work for Blockbuster 
Entertainment

158 Coffee Love
158 EDF La Vallée
159 Egg-Cola
160 Gjenta
161 Gorillaz at the Brit Awards
161 Graphical Modeling and Animation 

of Ductile Fracture
162 Human Face Project
163 Like a Swarm of Angry Bees...
164 Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship 

of the Ring
165 Mars Exploration Rover Launch
165 Mosquito
166 Nintendo “Symphony”
166 Panic Room
167 Passing Moments
167 Playgroup “Number One” 
168 Polygon Family: Episode 2
168 Puppet
169 Recycle Bein’
169 Sarah
170 Spider-Man
171 Sprout
172 Star Wars: Episode II “Attack of the Clones”
174 Super Furry Animals

“It’s Not the End of the World”
174 Tanabata
175 The Levis HVC
176 The Snowman
177 The Time Machine
178 Tippett Studio Digital Human and 

Make Up Effects for “Blade 2”
179 Vermeer, Master of Light
180 Walking with Beasts

182 Animation Theater Title Sequence

A N I M AT I O N  T H E AT E R  P R E S H O W
183 The Road to San Antone
184 Washed Up

A N I M AT I O N  T H E AT E R
185 Alma
185 Angel
186 AT&T “Building Blocks” 
186 Auto
187 Biohazard Game Footage
187 Blinks of Exhile
188 Capital FM
188 Chinese Buffet
189 Condensed Tannins:

Their Role in UTI Prevention
190 Digital Kung-Fu Fighters and Face 

Replacement for “The One”
191 Dinotopia
192 Dodge “Sky’s the Limit”
192 Fast Rendering for Photo-Realistic 

Trees in Daylight
193 Fifty Percent Grey
193 Fishman: The Scales of Justice
194 Flora “Jack Spratt”
195 Framed
195 Fusorario
196 Gatorade “Action Figures”
196 Go-Riki
197 Gorillaz “Rock Da House”
198 Hiccup 101
199 In and Out
199 Insight
200 Kaya’s Screen Test
200 La mort de Tau
201 Le Boulet
201 Le Conte du monde flottant
202 Les Crabes
203 Levi’s “Odyssey”
204 Mini “Martians”
205 Monkey Pit
205 Mouse
206 My VH1 Music Awards ‘01
206 Nike “Freedom 1 & 2”
207 Nothing Special
207 Nuts & Bolts
208 PDFA “Brain” PSA

208 Perk
209 Picture Diary
209 Pocari “Better Than Oxygen/Tennis”
210 Portals
210 Ratten - sie werden Dich kriegen!
211 Regard Sans Tain
211 Sally Burton
212 Save the Manatee
212 Sony Playstation 2 “The Wolfman”
213 SOS
213 Swabb
214 Tekken 4 “Opening Movie”
214 The Bummer
215 The Coin
216 The Monkey King
217 The Stinker
218 The Sum of All Fears
219 Thermasilk “Dagger”
219 Thermasilk “Sorceress”
220 Top Gum
220 Toyota Corolla “Imagination” 
221 Vizzavi “Chicken Smiles”
222 Vizzavi “Tennis”
223 Within an Endless Sky
223 Wolfman
224 World of Warcraft Teaser
224 Wunderwerk
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For over 25 years, SIGGRAPH has celebrated the achievements of artists,
scientists, programmers, and interactive designers. The Computer
Animation Festival is the most prestigious event of its kind. It is an
internationally recognized and highly anticipated showcase documenting
the significant advances in technology, interactive techniques, and the
seemingly infinite creative potential of computer graphics. Each year,
the featured animations, visualizations and visual effects are fascinating,
delightful, and sometimes frightening.

Being There
The Computer Animation Festival is an affirmation of vision, intelligence,
and creativity. Managing the festival is a process of planning, cajoling,
and hoping that it all works. For 18 months, there is no peace; you
constantly have that nagging suspicion that you have forgotten to do
something important. Fortunately for me, this is a job that requires
more hard work than talent. The success of the Computer Animation
Festival is and will always be directly proportional to the talent of the
students, professionals, artists, filmmakers, scientists, and innovators
who submit their work each year. 

I am happy to admit that I am in awe of the work that is created in this
community. I love the energy, the compulsive dedication, the talent,
and intelligence that surrounds this event. I extend my congratulations
to all of the participants and offer my sincere thanks to everyone who
supported our efforts and the Computer Animation Festival. 

Nothing meaningful was ever created with a computer by the notorious
“push of a button.” The achievements we celebrate are created through
hours, days, weeks, months, and even years of dedication and hard work.
The Computer Animation Festival presents the work we accept in two
venues: the Electronic Theater and the Animation Theater. Both theaters
play a vital role in our community. The Electronic Theater is an elite
showcase. It is big and flashy, and the featured work is, without qualifi-
cation, exceptional. While a single piece in the Electronic Theater may
represent an entire segment of the computer graphics community, the
work presented in the Animation Theater reveals the breadth of the
talent, richness of the ideas, and the dramatic technical achievements
that alter our very perception of what we might still realize. 

Selecting the work for the Computer Animation Festival is complicated
by the tremendous diversity of submissions and the limited time to
screen the work within the week-long conference. Each year, exceptional
efforts are taken to ensure that the jury process will be fair and inclusive.
I have personally observed two jury meetings, and on both occasions I
was impressed with the care and concern each jury member applied to
their selections. The Computer Animation Festival Jury is comprised of
prominent members of the computer graphics community. They are your
colleagues and they are strong advocates for your work. 

The Jury Meeting
This year, the Computer Animation Festival received 640 submissions.
Within days of the submission deadline, a team of jurors met to review
the work. The work was juried in two rounds. In the first round, four
teams of two jurors each reviewed submissions in the categories selected
by the submitter. The jurors could vote for ET (Electronic Theater), AT
(Animation Theater) or NT (No Theater).

The criteria for selection were clear and straightforward: “exceptional
accomplishment in technique, innovation, design, and/or aesthetics.” 

I also asked the jury to select work that they would enjoy seeing more
than once. In many instances, the selected work was viewed three or
more times at the request of the jury. The jury was also instructed to
ignore the length of the submissions. The submissions were accepted
or rejected as they were submitted. We did not request shorter versions
of the work as a condition for acceptance in either the Electronic Theater
or the Animation Theater. 

The first jury review began at 9 am on Thursday, and we stopped work
that evening at 9 pm. We completed the first review at 1 pm Friday.
During this round, the jury was required to view each submission for 
a minimum of two minutes before voting. However, most pieces were
viewed to completion regardless of their run-time. A total of 640 sub-
missions were screened.

The final round began at 2:30 pm Friday. In this round, the entire jury
reviewed each submission. We began with the submissions that received
the most ET votes during the first round and progressively moved down
the list. At the completion of each tape, the jury was asked for comments
and their final votes. In the final round, over 200 submissions were
reviewed by the full jury. This included every submission that received
at least one ET vote or two AT votes in the first round. The final round
was completed at 11 pm Saturday. 

At 9 am Sunday, we began a final review of all the work selected for
the ET and the AT. We established that if we used every submission
that received four ET votes, we would have two hours of content for 
the Electronic Theater. With that in mind, the jurors reviewed work
from the ET list that they wanted to see again. Approximately 24 sub-
missions were reviewed, and, after a full jury vote, five submissions were
removed from the ET.

The jury then considered submissions currently on the AT list for inclusion
in the ET. Of the 10 submissions requested, three were voted into the
Electronic Theater. The ET was then locked at approximately two hours 
of content. Next, we repeated this process with the Animation Theater
selections. The Animation Theater run-time was locked when we
approached three hours and thirty minutes of content. At the end
of the jury meeting, we made the selections for two awards; the Best
Animated Short and the Jury Award. At 3 pm the jury meeting was
adjourned.

For four days, the jury was positive, proactive, generous, and considerate
with the work and with each other. The jury was serious and focused
on their task from beginning to end. Discussions and opposing views
were patiently and calmly expressed. The jury conducted themselves
with intelligence, passion, and sincerity. It was a pleasure to be there.

The Results
Total number of submissions juried: 640    
Total number in the show: 101 
Total in the Electronic Theater: 36 
Total in the Animation Theaters: 65 
Total number of international submissions: 281
International submissions in ET: 19
International submissions in AT: 36
Total number of student submissions: 338
Student submissions in ET: 12
Student submissions in AT: 24
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Imagination, Innovation, Realization: 
The Art and Science of Computer Animation
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The Artists, the Innovators, the Scientists and the Studios
The SIGGRAPH Computer Animation Festival has arrived at a crossroads.
The technological achievements and innovations featured in the past are
now the essential tools and techniques used to create complex and
beautifully executed stories. Along with our celebration of technological
achievements, this is now an exceptional festival of animated short films.

Today we see the results of a revolution that many of us have eagerly
anticipated. As the costs of professional-caliber tools have become
increasingly affordable, individual artists and smaller independent
production teams are creating work that equals the largest and most
renowned studios. There is more and more serious work that deserves
to be seen in its entirety, as it was intended, and as it was submitted.
This is not a fluke or a novelty. This is a global phenomenon, and, as a
result, remarkable productions from 13 different countries are featured 
in the SIGGRAPH 2002 Computer Animation Festival. 

As the quality of submitted work continues to advance, the benchmark
for selection in the Computer Animation Festival gets higher and higher.
On average, only one in every six to seven submissions is accepted in
the festival, and less then one in 20 submissions is accepted in the
Electronic Theater. Yet students are still bold enough to have their work
juried next to the largest companies, scientists are judged along side
artists, and dramatic narratives are screened amongst the funniest
gags. This is a great event, and it becomes more diverse and impressive
each year.

In some categories, the benchmark is so high that even a basic submis-
sion requires elaborate shot breakdowns and complex productions.
Submissions from feature-film visual effects are great examples of how
extensive the productions must be to effectively show the SIGGRAPH
audience how the visual effects were achieved. It is wholly impressive
work, and the efforts are noted, appreciated, and rewarded. 

Scientific and medical visualizations require good science, great animation,
and near broadcast-ready presentations. That is a rare blend of skills,
indeed. Experimental and fine-art submissions, which are often less
traditional in form, are presented in an event that is dominated by
clear, defined subjects and polished narratives. Real-time graphics
and video games are limited to linear tape presentations that make the
accomplishments in real-time graphics difficult to elucidate or validate.
Due to the diversity and sheer volume of the festival, it seems as though
every submission is a long shot to be accepted. And yet, every year,
the long shots succeed! 

The reaction of the great majority of individuals and companies when
the jury selections are announced is very positive. Almost without
exception, the participants are appreciative when their work is accepted,
and gracious when their work is not. Unfortunately, there are a few
studios that will only allow their work to be screened if they are accepted
in the Electronic Theater. Their behavior undermines the very community
they seek to impress. Their actions diminish the achievement of every
student, every individual, and every other studio (both large and small)
that was brave enough to put their work in front of a jury for review.
Fortunately, the majority of studios and the growing number of inde-
pendent artists are delighted to share their efforts with the SIGGRAPH
audience regardless of which theater shows their work.

The Production: the Electronic Theater and the Animation Theater
This year, the Electronic Theater was produced in Los Angles by the
legendary broadcast designer Harry Marks. Harry is an extraordinary
talent and is widely considered to be the father of broadcast design.

Before Harry Marks, broadcast graphics were as static and boring as
black print on paper. Harry gave broadcast graphics color, and, most
importantly, he made them move. It is my great fortune to count Harry
as both a friend and a mentor. Harry assembled a production team that
includes the Emmy award-winning designer Dale Herigstad along with
Paul Sidlo, Bill Kovacs, Marc Leidy, Hoping Chen, and Michelle McGinnis.

The Animation Theater was produced in New York City by Linda A.
Walsh and Marie Poe. Linda is an award-winning producer and art
director. She directed a team of animators and digital artists that
included 3D artist Kim Lee and designer Jean-David Boujnah. Linda
also produced the Animation Theater opening sequences created by
Primal Screen in Atlanta and Vinton Studios in Portland.

With production teams working independently in Los Angeles and
New York, the continuity of the festival production fell squarely on the
shoulders of Sarah Hirzel, the Festival Coordinator. Sarah worked from
the SIGGRAPH 2002 office at the School of VISUAL ARTS in New York
City. She phoned, emailed, and sent a multitude of correspondence to
every participant involved in this festival. The success of this event is
attributable to Sarah’s patience, hard work, and good humor.

April Ramey, the Festival Administrator, received each videotape and
tracked every submission. Her work was essential to the success of
this festival. And Kathryn Griswold, the database director, developed a
database on the fly to process all the information that was required to
manage the productions, run the jury meeting, and produce the catalog.

With Appreciation
There are dozens of individuals who deserve our thanks. We have done
our best to include everyone on the following page. I am delighted to
give special recognition to David Rhodes, the president of the School 
of VISUAL ARTS. His generous support of both SIGGRAPH and my role
in managing the Computer Animation Festival is deeply appreciated.

My friends, family, SVA staff members, and students have all supported
my efforts by being patient and taking on more responsibilities through-
out this year. Fortunately, my bride, Katrin Eismann, loves it when I am
busy. I always love her, and I admire her wit and energy.

Finally, after the attack we witnessed in New York on September 11,
there was little time and precious few opportunities to laugh. A few
weeks later, The Onion began distributing their tabloid, at no charge,
throughout New York City. Slowly but surely we started to laugh again.
While we will not forget the tragedy, we thank The Onion for helping 
us heal.

John McIntosh
SIGGRAPH 2002 COMPUTER ANIMATION FESTIVAL CHAIR
Computer Art, School of VISUAL ARTS
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Special Thanks To

School of VISUAL ARTS
And
Curious Pictures
Digital Jungle
Edgeworx
Full Circle Post
Hot Head
Ice Tea Productions
Industrial Light + Magic
Matchframe Post Production
PDI/DreamWorks
Primal Screen
Sonic Desktop
Vinton Studios
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Robert Abel 
1937-2001

Technology moves at such a swift pace that we often forget or do not
have the time to appreciate our own history. Today, we voraciously
use the tools that were conceived by the pioneers and the visionaries
who relentlessly searched for ways to open the doors to these visual
wonders. It is our honor to dedicate the SIGGRAPH 2002 Electronic
Theater to the memory of a great pioneer and visionary in the world 
of computer graphics, Robert Abel. 

Robert Abel’s vision earned him a multitude of awards, friends, and
admirers. He influenced, educated, and inspired an entire generation 
of artists. Robert Abel gave us the light that showed us the way. 
And it was magic.   

������������������������������������������������������
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We felt that the work in the Electronic Theater is so varied and

spectacular that this was a time to treat the opening of the show

like the cover of a book - a statement of what the show is, without

any attempt to upstage it. The visual metaphor we incorporated is 

a nod to where much of the work began - the wireframe.”

Harry Marks

The opening title sequence for the Electronic Theater is classic Harry
Marks. It is tasteful, colorful, and complex. It is intelligent and a visual
delight to watch unfold. It is designed to announce the work that it
precedes, not to compete with it. It is created with the deepest respect
for and in humble appreciation of the impressive work we have the
pleasure to feature in the Electronic Theater this year. Appropriately,
the title sequence features the names of the contributors. They are the
stars of this show.

Harry’s production team includes Dale Herigstad, the Emmy Award-
winning designer who worked with Harry at NBC, ABC, and the SKY
networks; Richard Chaung, founder and current Chief Technology Officer
for PDI/DreamWorks, who provided the rendering and realization; and
Adam Chin who also animated many of the projects Harry and Dale
completed in the past with PDI. 

Electronic Theater 
Title Sequence

Animation

Richard Chuang
PDI/DreamWorks   

Animator

Adam Chin

Contact

Dale Herigstad 
H Design, Inc. 
6525 Sunset Boulevard, 6th Floor
Hollywood, California 90028 USA
+1.323.993.9900
+1.323.467.5570 fax
info@hdesigninc.com
www.hdesigninc.com

Producer

Harry Marks

Designer/Director

Dale Herigstad 
H Design, Inc. 

“
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The Cathedral
6:30

Based on the Jacek Dukaj novel “The Cathedral,’’ this is a story of a
pilgrim who, after a long journey, arrives at a cathedral on the border 
of the known world. But there are some secrets in this place. The
cathedral is not only a building, and the pilgrim is not only a man.   

Animated and rendered in 3ds max, painted in Photoshop, composited
with After Effects, and edited with Softimage DS. Film was rendered
and composited in 1.5K resolution for further transfer to 35mm film
or HDTV. The work was done over 14 months between October 1999
and March 2002.

Director 

Tomek Baginski   

Producers 

Jarek Sawko
Piotr Sikora
Platige Image

Story by

Jacek Dukaj

Music by

Adam Rosiak

Contact

Tomek Baginski
Piotr Sikora
Platige Image
Pilicka 58
Warsaw 02-613 Poland
+48.22.844.64.74 
+48.60.134.30.08 fax
tomek@platige.com
www.platige.com

Contact

Stephanie Roux
One Plus One
3 Rue du Foin
75003 Paris, France
+33.1.42.77.00.07
+33.1.42.77.04.77 fax
stephanie@oneplusone.fr

Le Déserteur
7:47

Directors

Olivier Coulon
Aude Danset
Paolo De Lucia
Ludovic Savonniere

Producer 

Supinfocom 

In a prostitute’s room where World War I deserters have found refuge,
one of them thinks he is a bird who can, finally, in one leap, rise above
the events around him. Yet a bird is a fragile creature.

Award Winners

Best Animated Short

Jury Award
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Contributors 

Fritz Beck
Florian Hu
Sebastian Küchmeister
Roland Langschwert
Julia Reinhard
Norbert Ruf
Stephan Trojansky

Contact

Stephan Trojansky
CA Scanline Production
Bavariafilmplatz 7
Geiselgasteig 82031 Germany
+49.89.649847.00
+49.89.649847.11 fax
troja@scanline.de
www.scanline.de

Advanced Rule-Based
Simulation for 
Check-in To Disaster”
1:55

This trailer shows a full-CG emergency landing of an airplane in the
African desert. Everything—including the landscape, airplane, sand,
dust, smoke, fire, and explosions—was simulated and rendered using
rule-based dynamic simulation. This technique, introduced at SIGGRAPH
2001 by Scanline and Cebas, is a revolutionary tool because rules
replace keyframe animation or pure dynamic simulation. It enabled us
to produce this sequence and complete the job in 10 weeks with six
animators.  

Features developed for this project are: advanced applied smoke-and-fire
dynamics including big explosions, rule-based volume tracing, adaptive
automatic terrain generation, and “one-layer’’ rendering technology to
avoid compositing.

Director 

Uwe Frieflner   

Producer

Rainer Angrabeit
CA Scanline Production“

One of the 17 works selected in the Best of 2001 of the European
Gathering of Young Digital Creation in Valenciennes, France.

A Flatpack Project
2:25

Director 

John Haddon   

Producer 

National Centre for Computer
Animation, Bournemouth University

Contact

John Haddon
7 Western Road
Upton Park
London E13 9JE United Kingdom
theboyhaddon@hotmail.com

E L E C T R O N I C  T H E A T E R
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A short but sweet animation shot in a raw home-video style, Bin Can
Can follows the increasingly elaborate antics of a group of suburban
“wheely bins.” Their awkward but meticulously choerographed dance
is sychronized hilariously with Offenbach’s familiar soundtrack. The
animation (including the compositing) was produced almost entirely
with SideEffects Software’s Houdini on a standard desktop machine.
The background plates are still photographs with CGI bins moving on
top. The shaky illusion of a handheld camera was achived by cropping
and panning the final composites using motion channels originally
derived from mouse input.

Bin Can Can
1:21

Director and Producer 

Steve Agland 

Music by 

Jacques Offenbach

Contact

Steve Agland
University of Technology, Sydney
7/9 Robinson Street
Ryde, New South Wales 2112
Australia
+61.2.9807.5176
+61.2.9568.6733 fax
agland@squiz.net
www.slinkies.net/

E L E C T R O N I C  T H E A T E R

Carl & Ray:” Tippett Studio 3D
Character Animation Work for
Blockbuster Entertainment
1:22

Director 

Steve “Spaz” Williams   

Producers 

Alonzo Ruvalcaba, Tippett Studio
Jules Roman, Executive Producer,
Tippett Studio
Clint Goldman, Complete Pandemonium
Josh Reynolds, Doner Advertising 

Utilizing a proprietary fur tool, Tippett Studio’s 3D character animators
and other artists have brought to life Carl and Ray, a fully CG rabbit
and guinea pig, who have become the popular new TV spokespeople
for Blockbuster Video. Working closely with Doner Advertising and
Director Steve “Spaz” Williams of Complete Pandemonium, the Tippett
team achieved three overlapping technical and artistic challenges:
believable computer-generated house pets, extrapolation of the house
pets’ reality into the realm of the fantastic as the characters exaggerate
their humorous anthropomorphic qualities, and further refinement of
photo-realistic fur.

VFX Supervisors

Frank Petzold
Scott Souter 

Production Manager

Alex de Sousa

VFX Art Director

Joel Friesch

Lead Animators

Todd Labonte
Eric Reynolds

Lighting Lead

Steve Redding

Compositing Lead

Jim McVay

Software Developer

William Todd Stinson

VFX Editor

Des Carey

Lead Modeler

John Koester

Lead Character Setup

Sandy Kao

Match Move Supervisor

Kirk Larkins

Lead Rotoscoper

Dan Feinstein

Production Company

Complete Pandemonium

Creative Directors

Doner Advertising, Agency
Sheldon Cohn & Don Fibbich

Contact

Jim Bloom
Tippett Studio
2741 Tenth Street
Berkeley, California 94710 USA 
+1.510.649.9711 
+1.510.649.9788 fax
jbloom@tippett.com
www.tippett.com

“



EDF La Vallée
0:54

Director 

Antoine Bardou-Jacquet   
Producer 

Partizan Midi Minuit  

This intrinsic animation of a city under construction is based on six matte
paintings. Time-lapse effects were used to visualize the transformation.
First, the 3D team worked closely with the matte painters to supply them
with 3D scenes. Then the painters used these scenes as a reference for
framing, perspectives, and matte finalization. From the multiple layers,
high-definition mattes were generated to represent various phases of
the development. Finally, the 3D artists recreated the time-lapse animation
of the construction and added building-site details and workers. Software:
proprietary, Softimage, Photoshop, rendering with Mental Ray and Flame.

Special Effects

BUF Compagnie

Advertising Agency

CLM/BBDO

Contact

Pierre Buffin
BUF Compagnie
3 rue Roquepine 
75008 Paris, France
+1.323.549.0036
+33.1.42.68.18.29 
patricia@buf.com

E L E C T R O N I C  T H E A T E R
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Coffee Love
1:45

Director and Producer 

Ty Primosch   

This caffeinated short is anything but a love story. Coffee Love is the
story of an electrical outlet’s most unusual battle for that caffeine
buZZZZZZZ. Articulated with its visual play between electricity and
caffeine, Coffee Love engages viewers with its synchronized war
between an outlet and a giant mousetrap. Hardware/software:
Alias|Wavefront Maya, Adobe Premiere, Adobe Photoshop, Sonic
Foundary Acid, Sound Forge.

Contact

Ty Primosch
920 Lido Circle
Niceville, Florida 32578 USA
+1.954.728.8043
tprimosch@hotmail.com
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Egg-Cola
4:10

Director 

Sang Beom Kim  

Producer 

Sung Bin Cho 
Independence, Inc. 

Mechanics & Background Design,

Modeling

Kee Soo Haam

Character Animation & Camera

Woo Jin Kim 

Lighting & Character Setting

Sung Bum Kim 

Character & BG Mapping

Min Kyu Lee 

Background Modeling & Mapping

Il Jin Kwon 

Program Development

Sang Ok Kim 

Inferno Artist

Jea Il Sim  

Executive Producers

Sung Ho Hong 
Young Min Park 

Contact

Seon Ju Oh
Independence, Inc.
5F i-Castle Bldg.
86-8, NonHyun Dong
Kangnam-ku
Seoul 135-010 Korea
+82.2.518.1474
+82.2.518.1475 fax
coolie@independence.co.kr
independence.co.kr

Three stupid pirates wait for an opportunity to steal a glance at the
top-secret recipe for a famous drink. But they are caught in a boobytrap.
This animation was made with Maya and composed with Inferno. 
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Gjenta
4:03

Director and Producer 

Erik Bakke   

A day in the life of a misguided group. One man sees clearly enough to
break free. Gjenta is a short, CG-animated narrative about the mundane,
the status quo, and the will to break free from dictated norms. All model-
ing, animation, and rendering were completed in Alias|Wavefront
Maya 3.0. Compositing and post-effects were completed in Adobe
After Effects. Special Thanks to Industrial Light + Magic for making
this animation possible.

Modeling, Animation, Surfacing,

Rendering, Compositing

Erik Bakke

Contact

Erik Bakke
952 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, California 94133 USA
+1.415.637.1143
erik@stdout.org
www.stdout.org/~erik
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This video demonstrates a method for realistically animating ductile
fracture in common solid materials such as plastics and metals. The
effects that characterize ductile fracture occur due to interactions between
yielding plastic and the fracture process. By modeling this interaction,
this ductile fracture method can generate realistic motion for a much
wider range of materials than could be realized with a purely brittle model.

Graphical Modeling and
Animation of Ductile Fracture
1:40

Director and Producer 

James F. O’Brien  
University of California, Berkeley

Contributors 

James F. O’Brien
Adam K. Bargteil
Jessica K. Hodgins
Sam Cusumano

Contact

James O’Brien
University of California, Berkeley
633 Soda Hall, Mail Code 1776
Berkeley, California 94720 USA
+1.510.642.0865
+1.510.642.5775 fax
job@eecs.berkeley.edu
www.cs.berkeley.edu/~job/

Gorillaz at the Brit Awards
4:17

Director

Pete Candeland
Jamie Hewlett 

Producer

Cara Speller 

Following the success of the Gorillaz videos directed by Jamie Hewlett
and Passion Pictures’ Pete Candeland, the 2D designs have been trans-
lated into 3D computer animation for a “live” performance at the Brit
Awards. Clay maquettes of each character were used to build wireframes
in Lightwave 7.0 and rigged for animation in Messiah. Scanned and
painted textures prepared in Photoshop and Body Paint 3-D (Maxon)
were used as skin. To create the illusion of the band members appearing
on stage, each had its own LED screen arranged in a conventional group
line-up.

Client

EMI Records

Band Management

CMO Management

Gorillaz created by

Jamie Hewlett
Damon Albarn

Choreographer

Blanca Li

Brits Director

Hamish Hamilton

Production Company

Passion Pictures

Animation 2D

Pete Candeland

Animation Assistants 2D

Molly Sanderson
Dave Burns

Animation CG

Phil Dale
Wesley Coman
Geoff Suttor
Mark Wilson
Chris Hemming
Asa Movshovitz
Dave Sigrist

Lighting + Textures

Stuart Hall
Andrew Bradbury
Robin Konieczny
Matt Westrup

Technical Director

Mark Wilson

Editor

Stuart Hutcheson

Visual Effects Supervisor

Chris Knott

Production Manager

Rachel Stroud

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.020.7323.9933
+44.020.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com
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Human Face Project
3:34

Director 

Hoyt Yeatman 
Producer

Jinko Gotoh 

Highlights of a one-year R&D effort at Disney to track, adapt, and
render human facial performance.

Executive Producer 

Andrew Millstein 

Producer 

Jinko Gotoh 

Visual Effects Supervisor

Hoyt Yeatman 

Technical Architect 

Lance Williams

Creative Director/Actor 

Price Pethel 

Digital Effects Supervisor 

Walter F. Hyneman

Production Coordinator 

Shari Judson 

Production Assistant 

Karla Ventocilla

Modeler

Hiroki Itokazu 

Developers 

Xinmin Zhao 
John Lewis 
Sean Jenkins 
Dan Ruderman 
Eric Enderton 
Chris Bregler 
Jim Rothrock 
Rasmus Tamstorf 
Heather Pritchett 
Shyh-Chyuan Huang

Technical Directors 

Sergi Sagas 
Jason MacLeod 
Manuel Kraemer 
Lewis Siegel 
Kyle Strawitz 
Richard Lehmann

Compositors 

Jammie Friday
Michael Miller

Tracker/Match-Mover 

Michael Karp
Terry Moews

Painters 

Marta Recio

Sculptor 

Jim McPherson

Model Colorist 

Tom Floutz 

CG Hair Stylist

Chuck Tappan

Capture Hardware Developer 

Rob Burton

Physical Production 

Tony Meininger 
Fred Iguchi 
Reza Kasravi 
Jim Tharp 
Shawn Jolicoeur 
Eric Krogh

Editors 

Scott Sohan
Daniel Arkin

Special Thanks

John Carey

Contact

Yvett Merino
Walt Disney Feature Animation
500 South Buena Vista Street
Burbank, California 91521 USA
+1.818.460.8000 
+1.818.460.8290 fax
yvett.merino@disney.com
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Like a Swarm of Angry Bees... expresses a dark recess from past memory
with abstract moving forms choreographed to music by Jeffrey Stolet.
Software/hardware: 3ds max on Pentium III 400mhz PC, Final Cut Pro
On iMAC G3, and Sony DCR900 mini-DV camcorder.

Like a Swarm of Angry Bees...
2:40

Director and Producer 

Ying Tan 

Animation 

Ying Tan 

Music Composer and Producer 

Jeffrey Stolet

Contact

Ying Tan
University of Oregon
Department of Art
Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA
+1.541.346.1416
tanying@darkwing.uoregon.edu
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Lord Of The Rings: 
The Fellowship Of The Ring
1:01

Visual Effects Supervisor

Mark O. Forker
Digital Domain

For these six shots that Digital Domain created for director Peter Jackson’s
first installment of the Lord Of The Rings epic, Visual Effects Supervisor
Mark Forker and his team created a flash-flood of water, with a realistic
look and behavior embedded, animated water horses, and tumbling CG
Ringwraiths that had to match their live-action counterparts. These
elements were seamlessly combined to create a breathtaking action
sequence. Practical water elements were combined with water created
using Digital Domain’s proprietary volume-rendering software Voxel B
along with Houdini particle generators, while the horses were animated
in Maya.

Visual Effects Producer

Kelly L’Estrange

Digital Effects Supervisor

Kelly Port

Compositing Supervisor

Darren Poe

Character Animators

Bernd Angerer 
Piotr Karwas

3D Effects Animator

Markus Kurtz

Technical Developers

Greg Duda
Dan Lemmon

Digital Compositors

Brandon McNaughton
Brennan Prevatt 

Digital Effects Coordinator

Jessica Dara Westbrook

Visual Effects Coordinator

Erik Pope

Visual Effects Director 

of Photography

Tony Anderson

Visual Effects Executive Producer

Nancy Bernstein

Contact

Kris Rich
Digital Domain
300 Rose Avenue
Venice, California 90291 USA  
+1.310.314.2990 
+1.310.314.2939 fax
krich@d2.com
www.digitaldomain.com

©2001, New Line Cinema. All rights reserved.

Lord Of The Rings: 
The Fellowship Of The Ring*

2:33

Director

Peter Jackson
Producer

Barrie M. Osborne

Visualising JRR Tolkein’s Middle-earth involved creating CG creatures,
entirely digital environments, armies of tens of thousands of soldiers,
each driven by his own artificial-life “brain” and simulated senses, as
well as coming up with a bag of tricks to solve the problem of making
fullsize actors appear at hobbit scale.

The scope of the task ranged from vast battlefields where everything in
frame was created with CGI to the smallest of things, a digital version
of “The One Ring” itself.

* participating at the invitation of the chair

Contributors

Weta Digital Ltd.

Contact

Matt Aitken
9-11 Manuka Street, Miramar
Wellington, New Zealand
+00.64.4.380.9002   
+00.64.4.380.9010 fax
matt@wetafx.co.nz

©2001, New Line Cinema. All rights reserved.
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Mosquito
1:00

Director 

Daniel Kleinman   
Producer 

Johnnie Frankel   

A dramatic take on the evolution of mosquitos, from nature’s musicians
to bloodsucking parasites. Director Daniel Kleinman’s vision was achieved
by creating CGI mosquitoes in live-action plates and digital matte
paintings from a combination of sources. Close-up views of mosquitos
playing music, sucking blood, swarming, dancing, and much more are
featured in this insect extravaganza.

Agency

Bartle Bogle Hegarty

Production Company

Spectre

Post Production

Framestore CFC

VFX Supervisor

Will Bartlett

CGI Supervisors

Andrew Daffy
Markus Manninen

Lead Artist

Jake Mengers
Antony Field

CGI Artists

Simon Stoney
Jamie Isles
Chris Syborn
Howard Sly
Don Mahmood
Robert Krupa

Inferno Artists

Murray Butler
Ben Cronin

R&D

Alex Parkinson
Tim Aidley
James Studdart

Technical Support

Chi-Kwong Lo

Post Producer

Helen MacKenzie

Post Coordinator

Rebecca Barbour

Contact

Markus Manninen
Framestore CFC
9 Noel Street
London W1F 8GH United Kingdom
+44.2.072082600
+44.2.072082626 fax
markus.manninen@framestore-cfc.com
www.framestore-cfc.com

Mars Exploration 
Rover Launch
2:40

Director 

Daniel Maas   
Producer 

Cornell University  

Animation

Daniel Maas

Technical Consultant

Steve Squyres

Sponsored by

Cornell University and NASA/JPL

Contact

Daniel Maas
Maas Digital LLC
6 Sunset West
Ithaca, New York 14850 USA
+1.607.347.4332 
+1.607.347.6561 fax
dmaas@dcine.com
www.maasdigital.com

This 100-percent CG visualization shows the Delta II rocket launch that
will propel NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover to the Red Planet in 2003.
The animation, developed over a one-year period by a Cornell University
undergraduate student, is intended to be dramatic, realistic, and scien-
tifically accurate. It was created with a combination of off-the-shelf and
custom software, including Lightwave 5.5, Digital Fusion, and a custom
distributed-rendering system on a network of home-built PCs.
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In this sequence, a character tries to break into a house. David Fincher
wanted to follow the character from the inside of the house. The overall
idea of this shot was to obtain a shot sequence of 2 minutes, 51 seconds. 

BUF Compagnie took still images on location of all sets of the house.
Then, with these photo references, BUF reconstructed the various sets
in 3D with modeling and mapping. Coherent camera movements
between computer-generated images and filmed images were achieved
by recreating the camera movements in 3D. Software: proprietary 
software, rendering on Mental Ray.

Panic Room
5:50

Director 

David Fincher  
Producer

Columbia Pictures

Special effects

BUF Compagnie

Contact

Pierre Buffin
BUF Compagnie
3 rue Roquepine 
75008 Paris, France
+1.323.549.0036
+33.1.42.68.18.29 
patricia@buf.com

During a concert of classical music led by a female conductor, inexplicable
things happen.

Modeling and animation of a CG winged caryatid, a cymbal, a dragon
chandelier, and bows on Softimage|XSI. Particles system of the dragon
chandelier. Compositing on Inferno. Compositing of CG characters
(caryatid, dragon chandelier) on the real set with real interactions. Fire
(flames) added on the bows. Morphing of the caryatid between the
real-theater caryatid and the CG-transformed caryatid. Hardware: ONYX;
Bipentium 3. Software: Inferno, Combustion, Softimage|XSI.

Nintendo “Symphony”
0:90

Director 

Bruno Aveillan 

Producer 

François Brun 
Quad 

Agency

Leo Burnett USA

Digital Visual Effects

Annie Dautane 
La Maison

Shooting Supervisor

B. Maillard
P. Pilard

Graphic Artists

Eve Ramboz
Bruno Maillard
François Dumoulin

Digital Visual Effects Coordinator

Dorothée Dray 
Caroline Deloffre

CG Supervisor

Luc Froehlicher

CG Artists

E. Chapon
B. Robert
P. Pilard
M. Royer
M. Catrin
X. de l’Hermuzière
A. Lyazidi
Y. Rolland
A. Rousset
V. Thomas

Rotoscopy

Gaëlle Bossis

Contact

Annie Dautane
La Maison
13-15, rue Gaston Latouche 
92210 St-Cloud, France
+33.1.41.12.2000
+33.1.41.12.2001 fax
annie@alamaison.fr
www.alamaison.fr

©2002, Leo Burnett, Quad
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Playgroup “Number One” 
3:20

Directors

Ludovic Houplain
Hervé de Crécy   

Producer 

Partizan Midi Minuit   

A CD player turns into a dancing robot. First, he walks like a newborn.
Then he does a great imitation of Michael Jackson, James Brown, or
Jamiroquai.

CGI animators from Duran modeled and animated the “Transformer.”
The 2D animatic usually used for such full 3D projects enriched itself
with extracts from videos, movies, and concerts to create a special
animated choreography. Great effort was required to create the 3D
choreography and dance steps because they did not exist in the 
reference 2D animatic. The astonishing reality of the 3D objects was
created with Maya.

Contributors 

Post Production Duran

Contact

Stephanie le Baillif 
Duran Duboi
3, rue Volney
75002 Paris, France  
+44.1.44.50.12.67
+44.1.44.50.12.61 fax
stephie@dunet.com

Passing Moments
2:25

Director 

Don Phillips, Jr.   
Producer 

Ringling School of Art and Design  

Have you ever wondered what might have happened if you just had
the guts to speak up and introduce yourself? Joe is a hard-working,
everyday kind of guy just catching the train home from his construction
job. Today seemed like any other day to him until Kate, a beautiful,
upper-class woman, happened to sit down next to him. Through a
twist of fate, these two characters from different social classes are
thrown into a world of fantasy and hope where anything could be 
possible, if the opportunity is not ignored. Software: Maya 4.0,
Shake 2.31.

Animation, Modeling, Lighting, 

and Texturing

Don Phillips, Jr.

Music 

Pat Osborne

Faculty Advisor

Jim McCampbell

Contact

Don Phillips, Jr.
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA  
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@ringling.edu
www.rsad.edu/~dphillip
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Puppet
1:46

Director 

Ivan Kaplow   
Producer 

Ringling School of Art & Design  

The tragedy of the puppet is that the “powers that be” have forced a
way of life upon him. That way of life suggests that it is neccesary to
serve and function for the collective whole and its master, rather than
to serve and function as an individual for one’s self. But even when the
puppet awakens and discovers his true self, he finds that there are still
obstacles that will hold him back and keep him from reaching his
highest potential.

Music by 

AL

Faculty Advisor

Jim McCampbell

Contact

Ivan Kaplow
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art & Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA  
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@Ringling.edu
ikaplow@yahoo.com
www.rsad.edu/~ikaplow

This short animation was produced for TV Asahi, as part of a late-night
news-variety program, based on characters screened at the SIGGRAPH
98 Electronic Theater. A cynical jab at today’s Japanese salaryman,
struggling at home as well as at work, it takes limited CG animation
to a new level. 

Polygon Family: Episode 2
3:07

Director 

Hiroshi Chida   
Producers 

Shuzo Shiota, Hideyuki Saito   

Designers

Daisuke Shimamura
Naoki Kitazawa

Modelers

Takeshi Yagi
Masao Mizutani

Supervising Animator

Takashi Kamei

Technical Director

Megumi Sonda

Animators

Reiko Hayashi
Yoko Otani

Editors

Kazunari Hoshino
Tadahiro Yoshihira

Music

Koji Kasamatsu, Digital Circus 
Tadahiro Yoshihira

Contact

Hideyuki Saito
Polygon Pictures Inc.
Ariake Frontier Building, Tower A-18F
3-1-25 Ariake, Koto-ku
Tokyo 135-0063 Japan
+81.3.5564.3505 
+81.3.5534.3511 fax
hidesaito@ppi.co.jp
www.ppi.co.jp/
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Coming out of nowhere, Dust lands in a hostile environment, where he
must constantly run from problems that keep accumulating.  

Recycle Bein’
8:46

Directors

Dominique Boidin
Fabrice Garulli
Fabrice Rabhi
Yann Tambellini

Producer 

Supinfocom

Contact

Stephanie Roux
One Plus One
3 Rue du Foin
75003 Paris, France
+33.1.42.77.00.07
+33.1.42.77.04.77 fax
stephanie@oneplusone.fr

Sarah
7:17

Directors

Justine Bonnard
Anthony Malagutti
Ludovic Ramiere
Thomas Renault 

Producer 

Supinfocom  

Sarah lives alone on a small island where her only neighbor is a massive
factory where ultra-powerful locomotives are built. The young girl’s only
goal is to escape the stifling world of the railway.

Contact

Stephanie Roux
One Plus One
3 Rue du Foin
75003 Paris, France
+33.1.42.77.00.07
+33.1.42.77.04.77 fax
stephanie@oneplusone.fr
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With his superhuman transformation to Spider-Man, Peter Parker comes
to terms with the responsibility that comes with great power. Sony Pictures
Imageworks embarked on two years of extensive R&D to accomplish the
synthetic cityscape that is instantly recognizable as New York. This CG
environment serves as a dramatic stage for CG Spider-Man and Green
Goblin and allows complete freedom for the virtual camera moves nec-
essary to capture aerobatic web-slinging and pitched battles between
the arch-enemies. All architectural elements were created entirely with
geometry and texture, balanced for sharpness, contrast, and saturation,
and designed to work for both day and night shots.

Spider-Man
2:00

Director 

Sam Raimi  

Executive Producer

Avi Arad
Stan Lee

Producer 

Laura Ziskin
Ian Bryce   

CG Character Animation Leads 

Spencer Cook
Bill Diaz

CG Character Animation

Brad Booker, Peter Giliberti, 
Pedram Goshtasbpour, Tom Gurney, 
Jeff Lin, Koji Morihiro, Ken Morrisey, 
James Parris, Chris Williams

CG Animation Support 

John Schmidt
Dan Ziegler

Character Physiquing

JJ Blumenkranz
Albert Hastings
Alberto Menache

Character Modeler Lead

Edward Taylor

Character Modeler

Kui Han Lee

Modelers

Dave Emery
Greg Stuhl
Alex Whang

Lead Matte Painter

Ivo Horvat

Matte Painter

Dave Bleich 

Texture Paint Lead 

Kerry Nordquist 

Texture Painters 

Suzy Brown, Rachel Kelley, 
Apryl Knobbe, Andrew Paquette, 
Audri Phillips, Federico Rivia,
Justine Sagar, Donna Tracy 

Concept Artists 

Michael Scheffe
John Bevelheimer

Costume Concept Artist

Marzette Bonar 

Inferno Artists

Christian Boudman
Jeff Olm

Rotoscoping Lead

Maura Alvarez 

Rotoscoping 

Nancy Evans
Natalie Gonthier
Lea Lambert
James Valentine 

Match Move Lead

Rachel Nicoll

3D Match Move 

David Spencer
Joseph Thomas 

On Set Match Move

Messrob Torikian 

Motion Control Supervisor 

Gregory Nicholson

Assistant VFX Editor

Andrea Maxwell

Senior Visual Effects Coordinator 

Lisa Zusmer 

Visual Effects Plate Coordinator

Christian Hejnal

CG Character Animation

Coordinator 

Glenn Karpf

Digital Effects Coordinator

Liz Hitt 

Software Supervisor

Amit Agrawal

Software Engineering Lead

Saed Mirsepassi

Software Engineers

Michael Chmilar 
Brian Hall 
Manson Jones  
Bruce Navsky 
Reuben Pasquini 
Min-Zhi Shao 
Michael Wilson  

Lead Technical Assistant

Jennifer Hunt  

Senior Digital Color Timer 

John Nicolard  

Senior Staff 

Debbie Denise
Tom Hershey
George Joblove 
Ken Ralston
Tim Sarnoff
Stan Szymanski
Bill Villarreal
Barry Weiss 

Contact

Mary Reardon
Sony Pictures Imageworks
9050 West Washington Boulevard
Culver City, California 90232 USA 
+1.310.815.4635 
+1.310.840.8100 fax
maryr@imageworks.com
www.imageworks.com

Visual Effects Designer

John Dykstra 

Visual Effects Supervisor

Scott Stokdyk 

Special Visual Effects

Sony Pictures Imageworks, Inc.
Culver City, California 

Senior Visual Effects Producer

Lydia Bottegoni

CG Character Animation Supervisor

Anthony LaMolinara 

Executive Producer

Jenny Fulle

Digital Effects Producer

Carey Smith 

Digital Production Manager

Chris Juen

CG Supervisors

Daniel Eaton
Ken Hahn
Peter Nofz

Senior Concept Designer

Marty Kline

Character Look Leads 

Greg Anderson
Sing-Choong Foo

Building Lead

Francisco DeJesus

Development CG Supervisor

Sam Richards

Visual Effects Editor

Kevin J. Jolly

Lighting Lead

Laurence Treweek

Color & Lighting 

Dan Abrams, Tom Allen, 
Grant Anderson, Mark de la Garza, 
Danny Dimian, Alex Grau, 
Kevin T. Hahn, Carl Hooper, John Lee, 
Benjamin Lishka, Franklin Londin, 
Francis P. Liu, Simon Maddocks, 
John Monos, Enrique Munoz, 
Peter Plevritis, Tom Pushpathadum, 
Marc Rienzo, Jeff Stern, Lisa Tse, 
Carlos Vidal, Bruno Vilela

Programming TD

Steve LaVietes

FX Animation Leads

Theo Vandernoot
Daniel Kramer

FX Animation

Todd Boyce, Matt Hausman, 
Hae-Jeon Lee, Chris Roda, 
Jeff Wolverton

Compositors

Bonjin Byun, JD Cowles, 
Matt Dessero, Greg Derochie, 
Colin Drobnis, Fish Essenfeld, 
Ethan Ormsby, Richard Sandoval,
John Sasaki
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Sprout is a slippery green embryo confined inside a small egg who 
is surprised to discover that a much larger world exists beyond his
umbilical cord. Sprout’s highly translucent skin suggests his tiny
scale. The skin is rendered using a fast approximation of subsurface
scattering of light.

Sprout
3:00

Direction, Story, 

Animation, and Effects 

Scott Peterson 
Producer 

Michael Garner   

Score

Marco DeAmbrosio

Sound Design

Erich Stratmann

Editing

John Dorst

Story Supervisor

Simon J. Smith

Animation Supervisor

David Rader

Surfacing

Ed Deren
David Doepp

Lighting

Ken Ball
Marc Miller
Vanitha Rangaraju
Geri Smith
Pablo Valle
Nathania Vishnevsky
Kalim Winata

Visual Effects

Matt Baer
Juan Buhler

Film Output

Barbara Ford
John Hanashiro

Marketing

Julie Haddon
Amy Krider

Additional Support

Claudia Candia
Michael Chang
Jonathan Gibbs
Tony Halawa
David Hart
Michael Kirchberger
Kristina Peterson 
Benjamin Peterson
Sabrina Riegel

Special Thanks

PDI R&D Staff

Software and Resources

PDI/DreamWorks

Audio Post Services

MarcoCo. Studios

Contact

Scott Peterson
PDI/DreamWorks
3101 Park Boulevard
Palo Alto, California 94306 USA  
+1.650.846.8100
+1.650.846.8101 fax
peterson@pdi.com
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Jedi Master Yoda leads the cast of 76 CG creatures, droids, and clone-
troopers as they join Anakin Skywalker, Padmé Amidala, Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Mace Wandu, Jango Fett, and Count Dooku in the most ambitious
visual-effects film ever. Star Wars: Episode II “Attack of the Clones”
features romance, action, adventure, and fun. The 2000 shots of
Episode II feature 288 CG models, 118 practical models, 36 environ-
ments, and 69 minutes of animation. The digital world plays a key
role in Attack of the Clones' exotic and disparate worlds, including the
ocean planet Kamino, the rock world Geonosis, and several locations
already visited in the Star Wars Universe: the city-planet Coruscant,
the desert planet Tatooine, and Naboo, a peaceful, idyllic paradise.
The digital realm also fuels the speeder chase, the asteroid sequence,
the execution arena, the epic battle, and Yoda in action. As a result,
Episode II fills the screen with breakthrough effects in every one of its
five million frames.

Star Wars: Episode II
Attack of the Clones”
8:46

Visual Effects Executive Producer

Judith Weaver

Visual Effects Producers

Jill Brooks
Gretchen Libby
Heather MacDonald

Visual Effects Art Director

Alex Jaeger

Computer Graphics Supervisors

Kevin Barnhill
Daniel Goldman
Samir Hoon
Robert Marinic
David Meny
Curt Miyashiro
Patrick T. Myers
Henry Preston

Digital Compositing Supervisors

Jeff Doran
Dorne Huebler 
Marshall Krasser

Digital Modeling Supervisors

Geoff Campbell
Russell Paul

Viewpaint Supervisor

Jean Bolte

Animation Supervisors

Christopher Armstrong
Hal Hickel

Technical Animation Supervisor

James Tooley

Lead Animators

Linda Bel
Scott Benza
Sue Campbell
Peter Daulton
Paul Griffin
Tim Harrington
Paul Kavanagh
Victoria Livingstone
Glen McIntosh
Christopher Mitchell
Steven Nichols
Steve Rawlins
Jamy Wheless
Andy Wong
Sylvia Wong

Digital Color Timer

Natasha Leonnet

Sequence Supervisors and

Development Leads

Leah Anton, Patrick Brennan,
Tommy Burnette, Tamala Carter, 
Ian Christie, Grady Cofer, 
Patrick Conran, Michael Conte, 
Caitlin Content, Jay Cooper, 
Michael Di Como,
Leandro Estebecorena, Willi Geiger,
Howard Gersh, Jeremy Goldman,
Indira Guerrieri, Craig Hammack,
Neil Herzinger, David F. Horsley,
Polly Ing, Erich Ippen, Ed Kramer,
Erik Krumrey, Hayden Landis, 
Lenny Lee, Jonathan Litt,
Sean Mackenzie, Khatsho Orfali,
Phillipe Rebours, Douglas J. Smith,
Kevin Sprout, Nigel Sumner, 
Doug Sutton, Chad Taylor, 
Patrick Tubach, Dennis Turner,
John Walker, Christopher White,
Ronnie Williams Jr., Dean Yorke

Digital Effects Artists

Shadi Almassizadeh, Okan Ataman,
Jeffrey Arnold, Al Bailey,
Michael Baltazar, Jean-Paul Beaulieu,
Kathleen Beeler, Jeffrey Benedict,
Suzanne Berger, Beverly Bernacki,
Matthew Blackwell, Rob Blue,
Stella Bogh, Aron Bonar,
Robert Bourgeault, Sam Breach,
Billy Brooks, Jason Brown,
Cathy Burrow, Bernard Ceguerra,
Cedrick Chan, Yina Chang,
Peter Chesloff, Paul Churchill,
Chris Ciampa, Richard Clarke,
Rafael Colin, Brian Connor,
Scott David, Kathleen Davidson,
Dennis Davis, Emmet Doyle,
Richard Ducker, Raul Essig,
Alex Ethier, Bill Eyler, Tom Fejes,
Eric Fernandes, Kelly Fischer,
Christian Foucher, Carl Frederick,
David Fuhrer, Ryan Galloway,
Gonzalo Garramuno, Brian Gee,
Christopher George, Bill Gilman,
Archie Gogoladze, David Gottlieb,
Jim Green, Branko Grujcic,

Mary Beth Haggerty, Michael Halsted,
Mark Hamilton, John Hansen,
Benjamin Hawkins, Kela Hicks,
Shawn Hillier, Ian House, 
Jen Howard, Dave R. Howe, 
Peg Hunter, Thomas Hutchinson,
Michael Jackson, Samson Kao,
Louis Katz, Russell Koonce,
Ryan Laney, Jeroen Lapre, 
Toan-Vinh Le, Joshua Lebeau,
Daniel Leung, Daniel Lobl, Daniel Ma,
Doug Macmillan, David Marsh,
Marcel Martinez, Kevin May,
Morris May, Will McCoy, 
Kevin McGowan, Jennifer McKnew,
Justin Mettam, Joseph Metten,
Tory Mercer, Steven Molin,
Sebastien Moreau, Andrew Morley,
Michael Muir, Daryl Munton,
Myles Murphy, Jennifer Nono,
Masayori Oka, Joshua Ong,
Scott Palleiko, Joe Pavlo,
Daniel Pearson, Robert Powell,
Scott Prior, Ricardo Ramos,
Dylan Robinson, Amanda Ronai,
Alan Rosenfeld, Kimberly Ross,
Jason Rosson, James Rowell,
Barry Safely, Steve J. Sanchez,
Frederic Schmidt, Victor Schultz,
Anthony Shafer, Paul Sharpe,
Brian Sorbo, Damian Steel,
Christopher Stillman, Russ Sueyoshi,
Daniel Sunwoo, Blake Sweeney,
Catherine Tate, Noah Taylor,
Vincent Toscano, Alex Tropiec, 
Todd Vaziri, Pascale Ville, 
Eric Voegels, Ben Von Zastrow, 
Kelly Walsh, Robert Weaver,
Susan Weeks, R.D. Wegener,
David Weitzberg, Colie Wertz,
Jeff Wozniak, Melva Young,
Riccardo Zanettini

Animators

Charles Alleneck, Carlos Baena,
Marc Chu, Sean Curran,
Andrew Doucette, C. Michael Easton,
Leslie Fulton, Kameron Gates,
Andrew Grant, Lesley Headrick,
Jeff Johnson, Maia Kayser,
Peter Kelly, Shawn Kelly, Trish Krause,
Greg Kyle, David Latour, 
Neil Lim Sang, Kevin Martel, 
Virginie Michel D’Annoville,
Christopher Minos, Rick O’Connor,
Jakub Pistecky, Mark Powers,
Mike Quinn, Jay Rennie, 
Magali Rigaudias, P. Kevin Scott,
Tom St. Amand, Kim Thompson,
Delio Tramontozzi, David Weatherly,
David Weinstein, Eric Wong,
Christina Yim

Digital Model Development and

Construction Artists

Andrew Anderson, Michael Balog,
Leigh Barbier, Steve Bell, 
Scott Bonnenfant, Maria Bowen,
Timothy Brakensiek, Ron Bublitz,

“
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Andrew Cawrse, Pamela Choy,
William Clay, Vincent De Quattro,
Jon Farmer, Derek Gillingham,
Lioudmila Golynskaia, 
Bridget Goodman, Dylan Gottlieb,
Frank Gravatt, Rudy Grossman,
Bruce Holcomb, Robbin Huntingdale,
Moon-Jung Kang, Jeffrey Kember,
Hyun Kim, Michael Koperwas,
Kelvin Lau, Sunny Lee, 
Andrea Maiolo, Scott May,
Steve McGrath, Tareq Mirza,
Richard Moore, Giovanni Nakpil,
Timothy Naylor, Susan Ross,
Juan-Luis Sanchez, Steven Sauers,
Larry Tan, Lee Uren, Omz Velasco,
Steven Walton, Li-Hsien Wei,
Ron Woodall, Keiji Yamaguchi
Ken Ziegler

Digital Matte Sequence Supervisors

Yusei Uesugi
Paul Huston
Jonathan Harb

Digital Matte Artists

Jett Green
Toshiyuki Maeda
Kent Matheson
Brett Northcutt
Mathieu Raynault
Mark Sullivan
Masahiko Tani
Simon Wicker
Susumu Yukuhiro
Wei Zheng

Rotoscope Supervisor

Jack Mongovan

Rotoscope Leads

Kaite Morris
Heidi Zabit

3D Matchmove Supervisor

Jason Snell

3D Matchmove Leads

Amy Christensen
Marla Newall

Motion Capture Supervisor

Jeff Light

Senior Visual Effects Editor

Scott Balcerek

Visual Effects Editors

Nic Anastassiou
Anthony Pitone

Visual Effects Accountants

Pamela Knott
Marc Ostroff

Visual Effects Production Managers

Julie D’Antoni
Jeanmarie King
William Tlusty

Visual Effects Coordinators

Lesle Aclaro
Wayne Billheimer
Elizabeth Brown
Anthony Butler
Julie Creighton
Nina Fallon
Leigh Ann Fan
Monique Gougeon
Paula Nederman
Dale Taylor

Digital Rotoscope/Paint Artists

Trang Bach, Alicia Bissinger,
Michaela Calanchini, Grace Cheney,
Eric Christensen, Lee Croft,
Amanda Finkelberg, Dawn Gates,
Jennifer Gonzalez, Pascale Hery,
Jiri Jacknowitz, Regan McGee,
Kristen Millette, Lauren Morimoto,
Jennifer Murray, Aaron Muszalski,
C. Andrew Nelson, Leslie Safley,
Amy Shepard, M. Zachary Sherman,
David Sullivan, Alan Travis, 
Kate Turner, Erin West, Doug Wright

Matchmove and Motion Capture

Artists

Lanny Cermak
Terry Chostner
Alexandre Frazao
Maria Goodale
David Hanks
Wendy Hendrickson-Ellis
Kerry Lee
Jodie Maier
David Morris
Melissa Mullin
Michael Orlando
Eric Roth
Jeffrey Saltzman
Mike Sanders
Brandon Warner

Visual Effects Conceptual Artists

Christian Alzmann
Michael Brunsfeld
Warren Fu
Philip Metschan
Wilson Tang

Visual Effects Editorial and

Imaging Services Group

Jerome Bukum
Randy Bean
Robert Bonstin
Diane Caliva
Rob De Haan
George Gambetta
Joseph Goldstone
Claudine Gossett
Larry Hoki
Michael Hutchinson
Lars Jensvold
Grace Lan
Jim Milton
Todd Mitchell
Mike Morgan

Video Engineering and Digital

Technologies

Kipp Aldrich
Bill Anderson
Eric Bermender
Rod Bogart
Russell Darling
Dan Large
Sebastian Marino
Gary Meyer
Marcus Nordenstam
David Nahman-Ramos
Tony Pelle
Phil Peterson
Ari Rapkin
Neil Robinson
Michael Thompson

Visual Effects Production and

Technical Support

Amy Allen
Dhyana Brummel
Damien Carr
Christine Castellano
Mai Delapa
Matthew Edwards
Robert Gianino
Randy Gon
Jeff Grebe
Ian Jenkins
Kristy King
Kathleen Lynch
Scott Mease
Stephan Riera
Anthony Rispoli
John Sigurdson
Terrance Tornberg
Amy Trevor
Gordon Wittmann
Danel Zizmor

Model Supervisor

Brian Gernand

Model Makers

Lauren Abrams, Barbara Affonso,
Charles Bailey, Salvatore Belleci,
Nicholas Bogle, Mark Buck,
Fon Davis, Bryan Dewe,
Robert Edwards, Thomas Ehline,
David Fogler, Jon Foreman,
Christopher Gaw, Steve Gawley,
Jon Guidinger, Neal Halter, 
Nelson Hall,  Aaron Haye,
Loren Hillman-Morgan,
Peggy Hrastar, Grant Imahara,
Michael Jobe, Victoria Lewis,
Alan Lynch, Michael Lynch, 
Richard Miller, David Murray,
Benjamin Nichols, Randy Ottenberg,
Alan Peterson, Lorne Peterson,
Juan Preciado, Thomas Proost,
Mitchel Romanauski, Adam Savage,
Roy Sutherland, Lauren Vogt, 
Daniel Wagner, Mark Walas, 
Melanie Walas

Effects Directors of Photography

Carl Miller
Martin Rosenberg
Patrick Sweeney

1st Assistant Camera Operators

Michael Bienstock
Robert Hill
Richard McKay
Dennis Rogers

Vision Engineers

Sprague Anderson
Robert Frey
David Lezynski
Calvin Roberts

Costume Supervisor

Gillian Libbert

Gaffers

Thomas Cloutier
Richard Demolski
Brad Jerrell
Timothy Morgan
Michael Olague

Key Grips

William Barr
Rod Janusch 
David Watson

Grip

Carl Assmus

Construction Coordinator

Craig Mohagen

Construction

Charles Ray

Special Effects Supervisor

Geoffrey Heron

Special Effects Technician

Robert Clot

Contact

Jason German
Industrial Light + Magic
P.O. Box 2459
San Rafael, California 94912 USA
+1.415.448.2808
jgerman@ilm.com
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Tanabata
2:10

Director and Producer 

Osamu Ono 

Tanabata is the festival of Asia. It is said that a wish is fulfilled if the
wish is written to the paper called Tanzaku on the day of Tanabata. This
is a story of a father’s memory of life with his two young daughters as
recorded on old 8mm film.

Contact

Osamu Ono
Digital Hollywood
Nakano-ku Nakano 5-26-9 
Katousou 12
Tokyo 1640001 Japan  
+81.3.3410.5120
osamu85@mail.goo.ne.jp

Contributors 

Post Production Duran

Contact

Stephanie le Baillif 
Duran Duboi
3, rue volney
75002 Paris, France  
+44.1.44.50.12.67
+44.1.44.50.12.61 fax
stephie@dunet.com

Super Furry Animals
It’s Not the End of the World” 
3:23

Director 

Laurent et David Nicolas 
Producer

Partizan Midi Minuit  

The story of a magical box that uses automatons to show us one of
humanity’s favorite occupations: war. The box shows us the evolution
of a war through a succession of paintings that are naïve and dreadful
at once. The story ends on a happy and hopeful note. Duran’s animators
modeled, animated, and created mattes and maps to give the graphic
atmosphere its diversity and originality, and realize the visually aston-
ishing world imagined by the directors.

“
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A commercial for a new hover car that just doesn’t work. The voice-over
tries to sell the car, but everything goes wrong. In the end, it’s a com-
mercial for public transit trying to combat a new technology.

The Levis HVC
2:46

Director and Producer

Nicholas Markel   

Contributors 

The Vancouver Film School

Contact

Samantha Steyns
Vancouver Film School
420 Homer Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 2V5
Canada 
+1.604.685.6331 ext 109
+1.604.685.6317 fax
samantha@vfs.com
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The Snowman
5:21

Director 

Lane Nakamura  
Producer

Carolyn Bates 

Unwitting space aliens kidnap a snowman, hoping he will divulge the
Earth’s secrets. The aliens, unaware that the snowman has begun to
melt, subject their captive to a tortuous brain probe. Sparks fly as the
ship’s electrical system begins to short and explode.

In addition to helping to create and animate the story, director Lane
Nakamura created the alien language, which he based on, of all things,
the names of different types of food.

Alias|Wavefront’s Maya was used as a one-package solution for creating
the story.

Animation Production Company 

Duck Soup Studios

Executive Producer 

Mark Medernach

Story

Jonathan Lyons

Creative Director

Roger Chouinard

Storyboards

Jonathan Lyons
Lane Nakamura

Design & Modeling

Jiannjyh Chen
Todd Ingalls
Dan Knight
Lane Nakamura
Chad Shattuck

Additional Modeling

Ulf Lundgren
Michael Teperson

3D Animation

Jiannjyh Chen
Todd Ingalls
Dan Knight
Lane Nakamura
Chad Shattuck

Additional Particle 

FX & Animation

Suzi Hammon
Konrad Scholler
James Murphy
Ming Ong

Rendering & Compositing

Jiannjyh Chen
Todd Ingalls
Dan Knight
Lane Nakamura
Chad Shattuck

Additional Textures

Paul Sloboda
Hyunju Son
Deborah Wagner

Voices

Lane Nakamura (Aliens)

Music

John Howley

Editing & Sound

Blake Maddox
Daniel Newbro
Melissa Timme

Systems Administrator

Steve Thenell

Titles & Credits

Paul Sloboda

Additional Production Assistance

Sandra Oda

Sound Mix

Margarita Mix

Post Production

Riot (Henry)
EFilm (Film Output)

Contact

Mark Medernach
Duck Soup Studios
2205 Stoner Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90064 USA  
+1.310.478.0771 
+1.310.478.0773 fax
mark@ducksoupla.com
www.ducksoupla.com
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For these time-travel sequences from the feature The Time Machine,
the team at Digital Domain, led by Visual Effects Supervisor Erik Nash,
created a visual experience wherein the audience could see the world
change in ways no one would be able to film or realize any other way.
The two sequences use multiple 3D and 2D software tools. Maya was
used for modeling and character animation. Houdini, rendering with
Mantra, was used as the primary 3D effects tool. Custom tools and
shaders were written to turn US Geological Survey data into animating
and eroding terrain.

The Time Machine
2:35

Visual Effects Supervisor 

Erik Nash
Digital Domain

Visual Effects Producer

Julian Levi

Digital Effects Supervisor

Jonathan Egstad

Computer Graphics Supervisor

David Prescott

Compositing Supervisor

Bryan Grill

Digital Production Manager

Lisa K. Spence

CG Time Travel Sequence Lead

Sean Andrew Faden

CG Effects Animation Leads

Robert A.D. Frick
Andrew Waisler

CG Effects Animators

Charles Abou Aad, Tom Allen,
Matthew Cordner, Kevin Gillen,
Garman Herigstad, Joe Jackman, 
Alan Kapler, Markus Kurtz, 
Michael Lemmon, Aaron McComas,
Ryo Sakaguchi, Rob Stauffer,
Alexander Stephan, Hiroshi
Tsubokawa, Alfred Urrutia, 
Andy Wilkoff, Christopher Yang, 
Jens Zalzala

Character Animation Lead

Brad Parker

Character Animators

Dan Fowler
David Hodgins

CG Modeling & Lighting Leads

Howie Muzika
Vernon R. Wilbert Jr.

CG Modeling & Lighting

Aladino V. Debert, Kevin Jackson,
Melanie Okamura, Gaku Tada, 
Esdras Varagnolo

3D Pre-Vis/Integration Lead

Zachary Tucker

3D Integration Artists

Jason Doss, Scott Edelstein, 
David Niednagel, Michael Ossian,
Aaron Singer, Eric Warren

Technical Director Leads

Johnny Gibson
Jason Iversen

Technical Directors

John Michael Courte, 
Matthew Fairclough, Brian Goldberg,
Jonah Hall, Darren Hendler, 
Charlotte Manning, Paul George Palop

Digital Compositing Time Travel

Sequence Leads

Mark Larranaga
David Lauer
Christine Lo

Lead Digital Compositors

Brian Begun, Jodi Campanaro, 
Claas Henke, Donovan Scott

Digital Compositors

Krista Benson, Kevin Bouchez, 
Sonja Burchard, Dan Cobbett, 
Sean Devereaux, Rachel Dunn, 
Sam Edwards, Linda Henry, 
Robert Hoffmeister, Joe Ken, 
Dave Lockwood, Samantha McGee,
Brandon McNaughton, 
Michael F. Miller, Lou Pecora, Brennan
Prevatt, Eric Weinschenk

Digital Paint Lead

Ron Gress

Digital Matte Painters

Peter Baustaedter, Suzy Brown,
Ronnie Bushaw, John Hart, 
Brian Ripley, Daveed Shwartz

Digital Rotoscope/Paint Lead

Byron Werner

Digital Rotoscope/Paint Artists

Amanda Burton, Loring Doyle, 
Hilery Johnson, Joanne Ladolcetta,
Carlos Morales, Chris Wood, 
William Schaeffer

Miniature Supervisor

Alan Faucher

Miniature Crew Chief

George Stevens

Miniature Crew Lead

Nick Seldon

Lead Model Painter

Ted Van Doorn

Miniature Model Makers

James Cook
J.D. Sansaver

Supervising Mechanical Engineer 

Scott Salsa

Mechanical Effects

John Lisman
Richard Soper

Lead Miniature Pyro Technician

Eric Rylander

Miniature Director of Photography

Tony Anderson

Miniature Assistant Director

Luke Scully

First Assistant Camera

A.J. Raitano

Miniature Shoot Support 

John Higbie

Motion Control Operators

Chris Dawson
Mike Leben

Key Grip

Bryan Marincic

Best Boy Grip

Kirk Greenberg

Gaffer

Miles Anderson

Best Boy Electric

Dwayne Lyon

Visual Effects Storyboard Artist

Darryl Anka

Visual Effects Graphic Designer 

Natasha Rand

Digital Imaging Supervisor

Jeffrey Kalmus

Visual Effects Production Coordinator

Erika McKee-Martin

Digital Effects 3D Coordinator

Michelle Leigh

Digital Effects 2D Coordinator

Tom Clary

Assistant Visual Effects Coordinator

Bernardo Jauregui

Walk-Through Coordinator

Geoffrey E. Baumann

Technical Assistant

Grazia Como

Visual Effects Editor

Debra Wolff

Assistant Visual Effects Editor

Val Keller

Visual Effects Accountant

Bekki Misiorowski

Visual Effects Production Assistant

Brady Doyle

Visual Effects Executive Producer

Nancy Bernstein

Contact

Kris Rich
Digital Domain
300 Rose Avenue
Venice, California 90291 USA
+1.310.314.2990 
+1.310.314.2939 fax
krich@d2.com
www.digitaldomain.com

©2001, DreamWorks SKG. All rights reserved.
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Tippett Studio’s contribution to New Line Cinema’s Blade 2 exemplifies
state-of-the-art CG work in digital human performance and make-up
effects. In a number of shots, we recreated the star, Wesley Snipes,
with a photo-realistic digital double to perform impossible jumps, moves,
and actions while tracked by non-real-time camera movements. In 
the “vampire shots,” the separate arts of live performance, make-up
prosthetics, and CG facial animations were blended to create a “horrifying”
new vampire performance. Together, these two contributions enabled the
filmmaker to expand his creative palette.

Tippett Studio Digital 
Human and Make Up Effects
for “Blade 2”
1:56

Director 

Guillermo del Torro   

Producers 

Wesley Snipes
Peter Frankfurt
Patrick Palmer 

VFX Supervisors

Blair Clark
Craig Hayes 

VFX Producer

Ed Irastorza

Executive Producer

Jules Roman

Head of Production

Alonzo Ruvalcaba 

Production Supervisor

Athena Portillo

CG Supervisor

Mark Fattibene

Lead Character Animators

Tom Gibbons
Simon Allen 

Lighting Lead

Lloyd Bernberg

Lead Compositors

Alan Boucek
Colin Epstein 

FX Animators

William Opdyke
Dan Rolinek 

Puppet Supervisor

Paul G. Thuriot

CG Painting Supervisors

John McLaughlin
Wesley Burian 

Lead Modeler

Sven Jensen

Match Move Supervisor

Chris Paizis 

Lead Rotoscopter

Richard Markle

VFX Editor

Sarah Schubart

Film I/O Manager

Vicki Wong 

Software Developers

Markus Burki
Qin Shen
Hwei-Li Tsao

Contact

Jim Bloom
Tippett Studio
2741 Tenth Street
Berkeley, California 94710 USA
+1.510.649.9711 
+1.510.649.9788 fax
jbloom@tippett.com
www.tippett.com
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Vermeer, Master of Light
8:00

Director 

Joseph Krakora   
Producer 

Ellen Bryant  

Through 21st-century digital technology, the National Gallery of Art
brought to life the work of the 17th century Dutch master Johannes
Vermeer. Creating a CG model of “The Music Lesson” in Alias|Wavefront’s
Maya, the National Gallery engineered animations and fly-throughs of
the virtual painting, gaining access to details not seen on a flat canvas
and discovering new insight into the artist’s techniques.

Art Director/Animator

Carol Hilliard

Editor

Tony Black, ACE

Contact

Carol Hilliard
National Gallery of Art
c/o Interface Media Group
1233 20th Street, NW
Washington , DC 20036 USA 
+1.202.861.5000
+1.202.296.4492 fax
carol.hilliard@mail.interfacevideo.com
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Walking with Beasts tells the story of the 60 million years between
the end of the age of reptiles and the arrival of human beings. More
than 30 extinct mammals were animated in CG by the team that
produced the highly acclaimed Walking with Dinosaurs, seen by more
than 350 million people worldwide. New challenges encountered in
this series included all types of fur and hair, from woolly mammoths 
to sabre-tooth cats, the feathers on giant flightless birds, and simula-
tion of realistic muscle movement and facial expressions.

Walking with Beasts
1:21

Directors and Producers 

Tim Haines
Jasper James
Nigel Patterson 

Director of Computer Animation

Mike Milne

Animation Supervisors

Virgil Manning
Max Tyrie

Animators 

Richard Dexter
Sophie Lodge
Stuart Ellis
Neil Glaseby
Alex Burt
Peter Clayton
Wayne Howe
Simon Clarke
Robyn Luckham
Jon Turberfield 

Technical Directors 

Theo Facey
Darren Byford
Adam Burnett
Karen Halliwell
JP Li
Eleanor Jackson
Catherine Elvidge
Jane Gratkowski
David Hulin
David Fish
Laura Dias
Steve Carey

CG Modelers

Sarah Tosh
John Veal
Oliver Cook
David Marsh

Skin Design 

Daren Horley
Martin Macrae
Jason Horley
Danny Guertson
Virginie Degorgue

Film Editor 

Andrew Wilks

Maquette Scanning 

Sean Varney
Guy Hauldren

Software Development 

Alex Parkinson
Chi Kwong Lo
James Studdart

Visual Effects Supervisors 

Tim Greenwood
George Roper

Visual Effects Producers 

Fiona Walkinshaw
Michael Davis
Simon Whalley
Scott Griffin

Digital Effects Artists

Sirio Quintavalle
Kate Windibank
Avtar Bains
Christian Manz
Oliver Bersey

Contact

Mike Milne
Framestore CFC
9 Noel Street
London W1F 8GH United Kingdom
+44.207.208.2600
+44.207.208.2626 fax
mike.milne@framestore-cfc.com
www.framestore-cfc.com
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Animation Theater 
Title Sequence

Producer

Linda Walsh

Title Design

Jean-David Boujnah

Photographer

Stephane Gerbier

2D and 3D Animation

Kim Lee
Kevin Walker

After-effects

Brain M. Spector

Post Production

Curious Pictures
Lewis Kofsky
Kyle McCulloch
Brian M. Spector

Sound Design

Hot Head, New York City

Contacts

Jean-David Boujnah
Calliope Studios
+1.917.330.1624
jdb@calliopestudios.com
www.calliopestudios.com

Linda Walsh
Alta Springs
100 Spring Meadow Drive
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
USA
+1.646.729.4526
info4fun@att.net

Design, computer graphics, and technology converge with the enchanting
flavor of the southwest to celebrate this year’s SIGGRAPH conference
in San Antonio. Clean and bold graphic elements are the key to the
success of this simple, lighthearted title sequence, which captures the
energy of the Animation Theater.
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The Road to San Antone is a musical short that follows a hapless
cowboy and his horse on their way to SIGGRAPH 2002. A combination
of painted backgrounds and 3D animation, created with 3ds max and
Maya, gives this animation the qualities of model photography with an
old western theme.

The Road to San Antone
1:35

Contributors

Douglass Grimmett
Susan Shipsky
Rick Newcomb
Stephen Mank
“Vegas” Rob Shetler
William Ullo
Reese Lloyd
Ward Jenkins
John B. Ludwick
Justin Winslow
Jeff Fastner
Keith Evans
Danita Ashby

Contact

Douglass Grimmett
Primal Screen
550 Ralph McGill Boulevard
Atlanta, Georgia 30312 USA
+1.404.874.7200  
+1.404.874.7224 fax
scream@primalscreen.com
www.primalscreen.com

Director

Shane McGee

Producer

Adrienne Heckstall
Primal Screen
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Washed Up is about Mort, a loner with a yearning for the wide-open
spaces and, most especially, this year’s SIGGRAPH conference in San
Antonio. Awakened by a scurrying crab, Mort quickly begins his prepa-
rations for the big event. SIGGRAPH doesn’t come to San Antonio often.
Mort needs to look his best and dress the part. He carefully selects his
finest Texas wear, including dapper suede boots and a broad rimmed
cowboy hat. A few finishing touches and he’s ready to go. Well almost.

Washed Up was created entirely with Maya, textures with Deep Paint
3D, and composited in Shake and Flame.

Washed Up
1:54

Director

Kyle T. Bell

Producer

Mary E. Sandell
Vinton Studios

Executive Producers

Rich Durkin
Jeff Farnath
Zilpha Yost

Supervising Director

Mark Gustafson

Director of Photography

Michael Sean Foley

Lead Artists

Keridan Elliott
Michael Sean Foley

Animation

Travis Knight
Kevin MacLean
Allan Steele

Additional Animation

Kyle Bell
Noah Klabunde
Joe Mello
Charlie Ramos

Storyboard Artist

Robin Ator

Character Design and Modeling

Charlie Ramos

Character Facial Set-up 

and “Magic Balls”

Keridan Elliott

Character Body Set-up

Shawn McInerney

Character Texturing

Dan Casey

Prop and Set Modeling

Kerry Pierce
Charlie Ramos

Prop and Set Texturing

Dan Casey
Robin Foley
TJ Nabors

Technical Directors

Dan Casey
Michael Sean Foley 
Chris Immroth
Shawn McInerney
John Pierson
Patrick Van Pelt
Jeff White

Editor

Cam Williams

Compositing

Rex Carter

Sound Design and Mix

Jaime Haggerty

Additional Technical Support

Adrian Grey
Noah Klabunde

Additional Modeling

Dan Casey

Camera Monkey

David Trappe

Production Coordinator

Deanna Rizzo

Music

“Country Leaver”
from “Thirteen Tales from Urban
Bohemia” featuring The Dandy Warhols
Produced by

Courtney Taylor-Taylor & Greg Williams
©2000 Capital Records, Inc.
Courtesy of

Courtney Taylor-Taylor 
and The Dandy Warhols

Contact

John RA Benson
Vinton Studios
1400 NW 22nd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97210 USA
+1.503.225.1130
jrab@vinton.com

©2002, Will Vinton Studios Inc. All rights reserved.
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A leaf falls and journeys into the spirit world. This animation is a 
representation of how our departed loved ones are still around us even
though we don’t see them. Software: Maya 4.0. Hardware: Visualize 
P-class workstations.

Alma
1:50

Director 

Juan Carlos Larrea 
Producer 

Ringling School of Art and Design   

Faculty advisor

Ed Gavin

Contact

Juan Carlos Larrea
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@rsad.edu
www.rsad.edu/~jlarrea

Angel
6:17

Director 

Aaron Lim
Producer 

Kang-duk Kim 

A short fable about people who try to achieve the impossible. Wing,
who has been shut up in a room for ages, dreams of freedom as he
watches an angel doll hanging from the windowsill. He makes several
attempts to become an angel himself.

Contributor

Indiestory Inc. (Distribution)

Contact

Jenna Ku
Indiestory Inc.
5th Floor, BolJae Bldg. 228
Wonseo-dong, Jongro-gu
Seoul 110-280 Korea
+82.2.743.6051, 6053
+82.2.742.6051 fax
songfish@indiestory.com
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A military reconnaissance plane is flying about the sky on autopilot.
The human pilot up front is sleeping with nothing to do, and the pilot
in the rear observation station is bored. Suddenly, 10 exhausted geese
land on the wings of the plane. Despite the pilot’s effort to shoo them
away, they won’t leave. 

Auto
5:00

Directors

Ha-mok Jun 
Do-ick Yun   

Producer 

Motion & Picture 

Contributor

Indiestory Inc. (Distribution)

Contact

Jenna Ku 
Indiestory Inc.
5th Floor, BolJae Bldg. 228
Wonseo-dong, Jongro-gu
Seoul 110-280 Korea
+82.2.743.6051, 6053
+82.2.742.6051 fax
songfish@indiestory.com 

Director 

Steve Oakes
Producer 

Nancy Giandomenico

Just how do you animate hundreds of thousands of building blocks,
morphing from object to object in a playful, organic way? This spot
begins with a single block that is dropped into the frame. After a huge
pile of blocks falls to the ground, they begin to build themselves one
by one into a variety of shapes, culminating in a lion made of
1,000,000 blocks. Curious Pictures manufactured its own “Curious
Blocks” for real-world reference. The blocks were then digitized and
animated one by one in Maya by cross-trained stop-motion animators
and proprietary software.

Contributor

Curious Pictures

Contact

Boo Wong
Curious Pictures
440 Lafayette Street, Sixth Floor
New York, New York 10003 USA
+1.212.674.1400 
+1.212.674.0081 fax
boo@curiouspictures.com

AT&T “Building Blocks” 
0:50
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A futuristic soldier lost in a desert has flashback memories of three
important events.

Director 

Chadi Abo Aloion Alsood

Producer

École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Décoratifs

Contributor

Chadi Abo Aloion Alsood

Contact

Pierre Hènon
École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Décoratifs
31 rue d’Ulm
75240 Paris, France
+33.1.42.349.880
+33.1.42.349.890 fax
aii@ensad.fr
www.ensad.fr/travaux/2000-
2001/5/ises/

Blinks of Exile
3:14

Director

Shinji Mikami

Producer

Hiroyuki Kobayashi
CAPCOM CO., LTD.

The theme of Biohazard, a new game created exclusively for the
Nintendo GameCube is “the ultimate horror experience.” It draws 
players into a world of intense horror with realistic environments
achieved by real-time animated backgrounds such as lights and 
shadows. Players also encounter dreadful zombies and many other
repulsive genetic creatures.

Contributor

NOVA Inc.

Contact

Hideki Shiojiri
CAPCOM CO., LTD.
3-2-8 Uchihiranomachi, Chuo-Ku
Osaka 540-0037 Japan 
+81.6.6920.7600 
+81.6.6920.7679 fax
shiojiri@eng.capcom.co.jp
www.capcom.co.jp

Biohazard Game Footage
2:10
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Capital FM is a radio station that serves the teenage market in London.
This full-3D advertisement represents real radio personalities, who show
us how to go to parties in London. The Duran team worked more the
two months with Maya and Lightwave to create the 3D animation.

Capital FM
0:40

Directors

Laurent Nicolas 
David Nicolas

Producer

Partizan Midi Minuit 

Contributor

Post Production Duran

Contact

Stephanie le Baillif 
Duran Duboi
3, rue Volney
75002 Paris, France  
+44.1.44.50.12.67
+44.1.44.50.12.61 fax
stephie@dunet.com

Director

Tommy Cinquegrano
Producer

Ringling School of Art and Design

Somewhere in rural America, two lonely Chinese buffets open for 
business. When customers begin to show up, an advertising battle
ensues, and the customers soon discover that danger awaits those 
who over-indulge.

Faculty Advisor

Jim McCampbell

Sound

Ivan Kaplow

Contact

Tommy Cinquegrano
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@Ringling.edu
www.rsad.edu/~tcinqueg

Chinese Buffet
1:43
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Created for an Ocean Spray video news release, this animation demon-
strates how condensed tannins, a component of cranberry juice, prevent
urinary tract infections. Most urinary tract infections are caused by 
the bacteria e. Coli and their toxins. Fimbria on the bacteria attach to
receptors on the bladder wall, facilitating sustained, close exposure to
toxins. Condensed tannins attach to the bacterial fimbria, preventing
engagement of receptors. With the bacteria unattached, the bladder
wall’s exposure to toxins is insufficient to cause inflammation. 

The animation was created with Maya and After Effects on Intergraph
systems.

Directors 

Jane Hurd
Donna DeSmet

Producer

Amalia Delicari

Title Designer

Luba Proger

Animators

Bill Watral
Andy Wagener
Donald Tolentino

Contact

Jane Hurd
Hurd Studios
568 Broadway, Suite 500
New York, New York 10012 USA
+1.212.625.0606
+1.212.625.1550 fax
jhurd@hurdstudios.com
www.hurdstudios.com

Condensed Tannins:
Their Role in UTI Prevention
0:48
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Jet Li plays a police officer pursued by his evil alterego from a parallel
universe who seeks to kill him and become “The One.” Advanced face-
replacement techniques allow Li to fight his twin. Both faces are visible
and fully expressive in close-ups. In the “chorus line” fight scene, Li’s
superhuman velocity is conveyed by individually slowing the CG cop
opponents while he moves at normal speed. Kleiser-Walczak used
tracking software by Yannix, Maya for modeling and animation, Shake
for retiming and compositing, and custom plug-ins co-developed with
kolektiv.com.

Digital Kung-Fu Fighters 
and Face Replacement for 
The One”
1:42

Visual Effects Supervisor

Eric Durst   
Visual Effects Producer

Susan Zwerman

Senior Visual Effects Supervisor

Jeff Kleiser

Visual Effects Supervisor

Ken Wallace

Executive Visual Effects Producer

Erika Walczak

Visual Effects Producer

Mark Ashton Hunt

Visual Effects Coordinators

Colleen Bachman
Sandie Cam

Asst. Visual Effects Coordinator

Danielle Costa

Effects Animation Supervisor

Daniel Roizman

Character Animation Supervisor

Randall J. Rosa

Lighting Supervisor

Bruno Vilela

Effects Animators

David W. Allen
Jeff Benoit
André Dupuy
Nathaniel Hunter
Jason Lazaroff

Technical Character 

Animation Lead

Paul Jordan

Lighting Animators

Gina Di Bari
Sandy Tie Dong
Peter Greenstone
Alisa Loren Klein
Glenda Novotny
Scott Rays

Character Animators

Lori Benson-Noda 
Cory Rocco Florimonte
Bill Miller

Effects Developers

Eyal Erez
Pranay Patel
Scot Shinderman

“

Compositing Supervisor

Bob Peitzman

2D Paint & Rotoscope Supervisor

Fish Essenfeld

Modeling Supervisor

Gerard van Ommen Klöeke

2D Paint & Rotoscope Artists

Paul Carlos
Ray Cavalluzzi
Nicolle Cornute
Leah Nall
Mary E. Nelson
Brad Sutton

Compositors

Randy Brown
Chris Ciampa
Daniel Cobbett
Nicholas Gervay
Rimas Juchnevicius
Matt Kelly
John Rauh
Andrew Schwartz

Modelers

Stephan Mann
Tim Rowlandson
Eric Sanford
Tao Tung

Additional Modelers

Tony Kafenhaus
John Nguyen

Render Manager

Tom Hendrickson

I/O Manager

John Lee

I/O Coordinator

Martha Small

Systems Administrator

Scott Lord

Systems Administrator/Render

Wrangler

Lance Lones

Systems Advisor

Joe Hall

Special Thanks to

RFX, Inc.
Yannix Technology Corp.
E-Film
Gentle Giant
Cyber FX
Propmasters
Post Logic
Magritte’s Cow
Nothing Real
Alias|Wavefront
Poser

Contact

Rich Kempster
Kleiser-Walczak
6315 Yucca Street
Hollywood, California 90028 USA
+1.323.467.3563 
+1.323.467.3583 fax
rich@kwcc.com
www.kwcc.com
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Based on the popular illustrated books by James Gurney, Dinotopia
is a three-part mini-series about a lost island where dinosaurs live
(mostly) in harmony with humans.

Visual Effects Supervisor

Mike McGee
Framestore CFC

Director 

Marco Brambilla

Producer 

Howard Ellis

Executive Producers

Robert Halmi Sr.
Robert Halmi Jr.

Visual Effects

Framestore CFC

Animation Director

Michael Eames

Supervising Technical Director

Alec Knox

Consultant VFX Supervisor

Tim Webber

Zippo Supervising Animator

Quentin Miles

Lead Animators

Max Solomon
Dadi Einarsonn
Colin McEvoy
Stephen Enticott

Lead Technical Directors

Craig Lyn
Ben Morris
Liz Scully
Martin Parsons
Stuart Love 
Carl Bianco
Jacob Schmidt

Technical Directors

Bill Burdis, Chris Monks, 
Martin Macrae, Stuart Penn, 
Matthew Hughes, Juan Garcia,
Haslina Dasley, Elisa Estaban, 
Dan Lavender, Nicola Chapman, 
Paul Jones, Daren Byford

Junior Technical Directors

Theo Facey
JP Li
Frederick Cervini
Adam Burnette
Laura Dias 
David Fish

Animation

Gabrieli Zucchelli, Ben White, 
Nick Symons, Mike Swindall, 
Kevin Spruce, Kevin O’Sullivan,
Stephan Pruse, Tom O’Flaherty,
Catherine Mullen, Philip Morris,
Andrew McEvoy, Charles Looker, 
Paul Lee, Neils Jansson, Ben Kovar,
Anne Hall, Pablo Grillo, 
Tom Goodenough, James Farrington,
Stuart Ellis, Richard Dexter, 
Jon Collier, Brendon Body, 
Jamie Beard, Craig Bardsley, 
Rosie Ashforth, Max Tyrie, 
Nick Symons, Neil Glasbey, 
David Hulin, Alex Burt, Simon Clarke,
Jon Turburfield, Wayne Howe, 
Peter Clayton, Catherine Elvidge,
Eleanor Jackson, Robyn Luckham,
Sophie Lodge

Dinotopia
3:30

Modeling

Matt Shoul
Matthew Riordan
Sarah Tosh
Jon Veal
Oliver Cook

Digital Painters

Daren Horley
Jason Horley 
Caroline Jeffries
Elsa Santos
Michael Ridgewell
Virginie Degorgue
Danny Guertsen
Steve Carey

Motion Tracking

Jason Baker
James Sellers
James Sims

Data Manager

Neil Weatherley

Software Development

Alex Parkinson
Tim Aidley

CGI Scanning

Sean Varney
Guy Hauldren

Compositing Artists

Pedro Sabrosa, Paul Norris, 
Nicolas Cotta, Tor-Bjorn Olsson, 
Sam Hencher, Christian Manz, 
George Roper, Sharon Lock, 
Sirio Quintavalle, Nick Seal, 
Michael Harrison, Andy Godwin, 
Kate Windibank, Helen Nesbitt, 
Avtar Bains, Tim Greenwood, 
Kate Cuffin, Stephane Stradella,
Klaudija Cermak 

Matador Artists

Russel Horth
Rohit Gill
Cristina Puente

Telecine Colourists

Asa Shoul
Dan Symmons

Visual Effects Producers

Fiona Walkinshaw
Nikki Penny

VFX Line Producers

Tim Keene, Lucy Killick

CGI Line Producer

Charlie Bradbury

VFX Coordinators

Simon Whalley
Michael Davis
Debbie Jacobs
Charles Howell

VFX Editorial

Andy Wilks
Ben Robards
Chris Kerr
Paul Stamp

Contact

Stephanie Bruning
Framestore CFC
9 Noel Street
London W1F 8GH United Kingdom
+1.44.020.7208 ext 2600
www.framestore-cfc.com
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Ritts/Hayden and PentaMark Worldwide enlisted Digital Domain to 
create this exhilarating spot for director Lance Kelleher featuring the
entire line of Dodge vehicles doing unbelievable precision-formation
driving, which culminates in the Viper making a 360-degree mid-air
turn, before the drivers are shown to be fighter pilots and take off in
their jets.  

Visual Effects Supervisor Fred Raimondi and his team created the Viper,
jets, and hanger when the planned location became unavailable. The
hanger, planes, and jumping car were created in Lightwave 3D, and
compositing was done in Flame.

Dodge “Sky’s The Limit”
0:30

Visual Effects Supervisor

Fred Raimondi
Digital Domain

Visual Effects Producer

Stephanie Gilgar

Visual Effects Coordinator

Kim Elliott

Digital Effects Supervisor

Scott Rader

Compositors

Hilary Sperling
Andreas Trautz
Perri Wainwright

FX Lead

Ron Herbst

FX Animation

Jay Barton
Richard Morton

Modeler

Roger Borelli

Integration

Nancy Adams, Jason Doss, 
Scott Edelstein, Swen Gillberg, 
Chris Logan, David Niednagel, 
Aaron Singer

Rotoscope

Hilery Johnson, Laura Ormsby, 
Robert Schultz, Doyle Smith, 
Bryan Taylor

Contact

Kris Rich
Digital Domain
300 Rose Avenue
Venice, California 90291 USA
+1.310.314.2990
+1.310.314.2939 fax
krich@d2.com
www.digitaldomain.com

Director and Producer

Eihachiro Nakamae
Sanei Co.

A demonstration of a fast rendering algorithm to create photo-realistic
trees in daylight. 3D tree models are transformed to a quasi-3D tree
by using a combination of 2D buffers. With a two-step shadowing
algorithm, the quasi-3D trees create high-quality forest scenes with
umbrae and penumbrae and transparency effects, specular reflection,
and inter-reflection of leaves at a low cost. The number of polygons in
the ground and trees are 30,000 and 10,000 respectively. Average
computing time per frame was 80 seconds on a 1.8 GHz PC.

Contributors

Xueying Qin
Katsumi Tadamura
Yasuo Nagai
Kumiko Gamoh

Contact

Eihachiro Nakamae
Sanei Co.
Room 402, Techno Plaza
Kagamiyama 3-13-26
Higashi-Hiroshima 739-0046 Japan
+81.824.20.0514
+81.824.20.0531 fax
nakamae@sanei.co.jp

Fast Rendering for Photo-
Realistic Trees in Daylight
0:37

©2001, DaimlerChrysler. All rights reserved.
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A sergeant in a semi-futuristic soldier uniform descends through various
stages of the afterlife, with only a wide-screen TV for company.

Arnold Rendering engine by Marcos Fajardo Maxarnie. Interface by
Gonzalo Rueda. Rendered using the Arnold Global Illumination renderer.

Director

Ruairi Robinson

Producer

Seamus Byrne
Zanita Films

Voice

Garvan McGrath

Film Output

Cinesite London

Film Recording

Stuart Pearson
Simon Hughes

Rendering Power

Pluto
Jan-Bart van Beek

Sound Designer

Anthony Litton

Sound Supervisors

Dan Birch
Robert Flanagan

Re-Recording Mixers

Michelle Cunniffe
Gerry Roche

Voice Recording

Paddy Gibbons
No. 4 Windmill Lane

Sound Editorial & Foley

Azimuth

Re-Recorder

Ardmore Sound

Contact

Noreen Donohoe
Zanita Films
Ardmore Studios
Herbert Road
Bray, County Wicklow, Ireland
+353.1.286.2971 ext 440
+353.1.276.0020 fax
Noreen@zanita.ie
www.zanitafilms.com

Director and Producer

Dan Bransfield

Fishman and his sidekick Marlin arrive at the scene of a crime, only to
encounter a greater threat: parallel parking!  

Created In Alias|Wavefront Maya, Adobe Premiere, Adobe After Effects,
and Painter.

Contributors

Angus MacLane
Adam Wood

Contact

Dan Bransfield
1544 Pershing Drive, Apartment B
San Francisco, Calfiornia 94129 USA
+1.415.699.1537
danbran_24@yahoo.com

Fifty Percent Grey
2:55

Fishman: The Scales of Justice
2:13
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This commercial for Flora spread tells a tale based on the nursery rhyme
“Jack Spratt.” Jack’s wife is no longer enamoured with her unfit man,
so she gives him Flora and a balanced diet. After a while, exercise and
diet have changed him into a different man! 

Pierre Coffin’s CG characters are based on Stephen Hanson’s designs,
and the painterly textures were deliberately used to conform as closely
as possible to the designs. They were animated at the Parisian animation
company McGuff Ligne.

Flora “Jack Spratt”
0:30

Director

Pierre Coffin
Producer

Hugo Sands

Agency

Lowe Lintas

Production Company

Passion Pictures

Director

Pierre Coffin

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Producer

Hugo Sands

Production Manager

Erika Forzy

Producer

Nicholas Trout
McGuff Ligne 

CG Production Supervisor

Francois Launet
McGuff Ligne 

Background/Art Direction

Eric Guillon 
McGuff Ligne 

Animators

Barthelemy Boirot
Pascal Anquetil
Arnaud Pisani
Jean-Claud Charles
Max Tourret 
McGuff Ligne 

Render Team

Olivier Luffin
Niklaus Bruneau
McGuff Ligne 

Character Designs

Stephen Hanson

Character Model Build

Mackinnon and Saunders

Director Of Photography

Tristan Oliver

Sound Effects

Rod Howick

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.020.7323.9933
+44.020.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com
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Director and Producer

Eric Carney
DeAnza College

What perils await our curious hero when he finds himself in another
dimension? In this student film, our hero, Garry, encounters a strange
new world full of amazement and danger.  

Animated in Maya, this short features refreshingly simple characters
and backgrounds.

Contact

Eric Carney
804 Via Casitas
Greenbrae, California 94904 USA
+1.415.899.9862 ext 30
furry@mammal.com
www.sporksalot.com

Framed
2:15

Director

Laurent Panissier

Producer

École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Décoratifs

A repetitive story of a man who is checking his Swiss clock as his dog
and cat constantly make it fall.

Fusorario is an interactive project in which the user can choose a point
of view (the man, the bird, the cat, or the dog). This film is a demon-
stration of one way to look at the action.

Contributors 

Laurent Panissier

Contact

Pierre Hènon
École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Décoratifs
31 rue d’Ulm
75240 Paris, France
+33.1.42.349.880
+33.1.42.349.890 fax
aii@ensad.fr
www.ensad.fr/travaux/2000-
2001/5/ises/

Fusorario
6:30
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In this entirely animated Gatorade commercial directed by David Kellogg
for Foote, Cone & Belding, Digital Domain, led by Visual Effects Supervisor
Ray Giarratana, was tasked with bringing real sports stars to life as
action figures that launch a game of table soccer. Animated versions of
Peyton Manning, Derek Jeter, Vince Carter, and Mia Hamm were created
to play ball in this spot. The characters were modeled in Maya and the
table in Lightwave, with everything animated in Maya and then textured,
lit, and rendered in Lightwave.

Gatorade “Action Figures’’
0:37

Visual Effects Supervisor

Ray Giarratana
Digital Domain

Visual Effects Producer

Stephanie Gilgar

CG Supervisor

Mark Brown

Visual Effects Coordinator

Cyndi Ochs

Character Set Up

Leif Einarsson

Character Set Up/Animation

David Hodgins, Keith Huggins

Character Animation

Dan Fowler, Piotr Karwas, 
Joseph Mandia

Character Animation/C&L

David Lo, David McLean, Doug Wolf

Compositor

Scott Rader

FX/C&L

Cris Blyth, Justin Hammond, 
Ron Herbst, Marcus Salzmann, 
Mark Wilson, Andy Wilkoff

FX Animator

Zach Tucker

Integration

Nancy Adams, Jay Banks, 
Tim Conway, Swen Gillberg, 
Chris Simmons

Modeling/Character Animation

Melanie Okamura, Howie Muzika,
Gaku Tada, Vernon Wilbert

Rotoscope

Byron Werner

Technical Director

Darren Hendler

Contact

Kris Rich
Digital Domain
300 Rose Avenue
Venice, California 90291 USA
+1.310.314.2990
+1.310.314.2939 fax
krich@d2.com
www.digitaldomain.com

Director and Producer

Natsuki Fujii

Go-Riki means Herculean strength. This short film portrays a test 
of karate power. 

Software: Photoshop 6.0, After Effects 5.0, Premier 6.0, 3D Studio
Max 4.

Contact

Natsuki Fujii
Digital Hollywood
2-6-6 Nankou
Shijonawate
Osaka 575-0023 Japan
+81.72.876.7903
natuki13@livedoor.com

Go-Riki
0:50

©2001, Stokely-VanCamp Inc. All rights reserved.
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The evolution from 2D to 3D of virtual band Gorillaz continues with
Passion Pictures’ latest promo, “Rock Da House.” While the band
members maintain their 2D appearance, this animation departs from
the primarily 2D environments they inhabited in previous promos by
involving a 3D Ghost Rapper character and stylized 3D dancers in the
background. The Passion Pictures team led by directors Jamie Hewlett
and Pete Candeland resorted to 3D band members where complex
camera moves made 2D too time-consuming. Once the 2D was scanned
into SoftToonz, the band members were married up with the 3D imagery
in After Effects.

Directors 

Pete Candeland
Jamie Hewlett

Producer 

Hugo Sands

Client

EMI Records

Band Management

CMO Management

Gorillaz created by

Damon Albarn
Jamie Hewlett

Designer/Director

Jamie Hewlett

Director/Animator

Pete Candeland

Producer

Hugo Sands

Production Manager

Erika Forzy

CG Producer 

Cara Speller

FX Supervisor

Chris Knott

Production Assistant

Ben Beavan

Key Assistants

David Burns
Molly Sanderson
Haesook Park

Animation Assistants

Brent Odell
Michael Douglas
Katherina Manolesson

Special FX Animators

Nicola Perkis
Barney Russell

2D Coordinator

Lela Budde

Additional Animation

Robert Valley

CG Animators

Stuart Hall
Wes Coman
Geoff Suttor
Mark Wilson
Chris Hemming
Phil Dale
John Still
Andrew Bradbury

Editing

Stuart Hutcheson 
Emmanuelle Lecchi
Kevan O’Brien

Tracer

Sam Spacey

Studio Assistant

Tony Clark

Digital Ink and Paint

Phil Holder
Tim King
Megs White Dore

Post Production

Passion Pictures 
Aaron Baxter, Condor

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.020.7323.9933
+44.020.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com

Gorillaz “Rock Da House”
3:40
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Ever wonder what hiccups are? Ever wonder what they are doing, lurking
inside us? Delve deep inside our lungs, into a world where young hiccups
are taught the dangers of their profession, and where a teacher must
learn to control her temper.

Hiccup 101
1:52

Director

Jessica Sances
Producer

Ringling School of Art and Design

Voice Talents

Claudia Cumbie-Jones
Brian J. Hall

Slide Illustrator

Brett Schroeder

Faculty Advisor

Jim McCampbell

Contact

Jessica Sances
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@Ringling.edu
www.rsad.edu/~jsances
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The story is about a drawn character who has a mind of his own. He
has always been inside the monitor, but one day, he realizes that there
is another space beyond. If you suddenly found yourself in a totally
new world, what would you like to do?  

The character created in 3ds max was composed with live-action 
background in Adobe After Effects. Hardware: Pentium 3 750.

Director and Producer

Jung-Ho Kim

Faculty advisors

Maureen Selwood
Raimund Krumme

Contact

Jung-Ho Kim
California Institute of the Arts
24700 McBean Parkway, #BH-12
Valencia, California 91355 USA
+1.661.313.1385
kimjungho@hotmail.com

Director

Mathias Schreck

Producers 

Georg Gruber
Michael Schaefer

In this 3D character animation, a creature living in a dark cave 
experiences an “enlightening” intrusion.

Director/Animation

Mathias Schreck

Music

Jens Grötzschel

Contact

Mathias Schreck
Animationsinstitut
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Mathildenstrasse 20
Ludwigsburg 71638 Germany
+49.7.41.969800
animationsinstitut@filmakademie.de

In and Out
5:47

Insight
8:10
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A spare-time study that attempts to create a believable, charming digital
girl from ordinary and imperfect face features. The goal was a face that,
although not beautiful or 100-percent photorealistic, could appear alive
and attractive in the same magical sense as cartoon or comics heroines do.
The amateur-video test atmosphere is designed to contribute to realism.
Part of the challenge was to use ordinary Maya tools and renderers, and
hand painted textures, without muscle structure, special skin shaders,
plug-ins, or photographic help. 

Maya was used for 3D work and rendering, Photoshop for textures,
and Flame for online output.

Kaya’s Screen Test
0:24

Director and Producer 

Alceu Baptistão

Beret Model by

Karla Ornellas

Voice

Sandra Sarraceni

Contact

Alceu Baptistão
Vetor Zero
Rua Gomes de Carvalho 1356/12
São Paulo, São Paulo 04547-005
Brazil 
+55.11.3842.2007
+55.11.3849.0571 fax
alceu@vetorzero.com.br
www.vetorzero.com.br/kaya

In the midst of a desert, Tau, a sort of giant larva, is dying. Around
this agony, a variety of little creatures enter into conflict.

Director

Jérôme Boulbès
Producer

Christian Pfohl

Co-writer

Pierre François Bertrand

Animators

Agnes Billard
Jérôme Boulbès
Véronique Caraux
Alexandre Dubosc
Stéphanie Machuret
Karen Guillorel

Contact

Jérôme Boulbès
Lardux Films
28 rue Kléber
93100 Montreuil, France
+33.1.48.59.41.88
+33.1.42.87.29.34 fax
lardux@club-internet.fr

La mort de Tau
10:13
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Hiroshima. On the morning of 6 August 1945, a bright light invaded
the edge of the floating world. A man remembers. The shock, a violent
blast. Bodies stretched out in pain, the dreams of the past in the present,
the visions of the future in the past. The child that he was before. Before
the flash struck. Before the world was disturbed.

Le Conte du monde flottant
24:00

Director 

Alain Escalle

Producer 

Naoyuki Kibé
Mistral Film 

Contributors 

Mistral Japan, T.E.V.A.

Contact

Mayumi Chijiwia
Mistral Film
34 rue Sébastien Mercier
75015 Paris, France
+33.1.45.77.57.10
+33.1.45.77.12.18 fax
ukiyomonogatari@wanadoo.fr
membres.tripod.fr/escalle/tale.html

Directors

Alain Berberian
Frédéric Forestier

Producers

La Petite Reine
Warner Bros. 

Moltès, an escaped prisoner, tries to run away from a supercop on
motorbike. Trapped, he jumps from a truck platform through the giant
ferris wheel of the Place de la Concorde in Paris and makes it fall
down to the ground.

Six months of work for the Mikros Image team, an unbelievable and
breathtaking sequence mixing three techniques, three DC CGI, real
shots, and miniatures.

Software: Maya and After Effects.

Special Effects Supervisor

L’E.S.T.

Visual Effects

Mikros Image SA

Special Effects

Les Versaillais 

Contact

Emmanuelle Olivier 
Mikros Image SA and L’E.S.T.
120 rue Danton
92300 Levallois-Perret, France
+33.1.55.63.11.03
+33.1.55.63.11.05 fax
emmanuelle.olivier@mikrosimage.fr
www.mikrosimage.fr

Le Boulet
2:50

© Mistral Film, T.E.V.A., A. Escalle
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Director

François Vogel
Stéphane Lavoix

Producer

Mikros Image SA

Contact

Emmanuelle Olivier
Mikros Image SA
120 rue Danton
92300 Levallois-Perret, France
+33.1.55.63.11.03
+33.1.55.63.11.05 fax
emmanuelle.olivier@mikrosimage.fr
www.mikrosimage.fr

Les Crabes
5:30

On the beach, in the middle of the rocks, a senseless war between two
tribes of crab men seems to offer no way out. 

Software: Photoshop, After Effects. Shoot: Arrilaser. Camera: video Hi
8. The film mixes 2D animation and practical images.
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Levi’s “Odyssey”
1:00

Director 

Jonathan Glazer 
Producer 

Simon Cooper 

Agency

Bartle Bogle Hegarty

Creative Director

Stephen Butler

Art Director

Gavin Lester

Copywriter

Antony Goldstein

Producer

Andy Gulliman

Production Company

Academy

Director

Jonathan Glazer

Producer

Simon Cooper

Executive Producer

Nick Morris

Editor

Sam Sneade
Sam Sneade Editing

Post Production

Framestore CFC

SFX Supervisor

Mark Nelmes

CGI Supervisors

Andrew Daffy
Markus Manninen

CGI Artists

Jake Mengers
Jamie Isles 
Antony Field
Robert Krupa
Chris Syborn
Howard Sly
Kate Hood

Inferno Artists

Murray Butler
Stephane Allender

Matte Artists

Darran Nicholson
Stephanie Mills

Paint Artists

Steve Tizzard
Ian Fellows

Digital Lab

Adam Glasman

Research & Development

Alex Parkinson

Technical Support

Ivan Cornell
Chi-Kwong Lo
James Studdart

Spirit

Dave Ludlam

Post Producers

Helen MacKenzie
Rachael Penfold

Post Coordinators

Verity Grantham
Rebecca Barbour

Contact

Markus Manninen
Framestore CFC
9 Noel Street
London W1F 8GH United Kingdom
+44.20.7208.2600
+44.20.7208.2626 fax
markus.manninen@
framestore-cfc.com
www.framestore-cfc.com

Odyssey features a man and a woman in an ecstatic state of movement
freedom. They achieve this freedom by first running through a succession
of walls. Once outside they run vertically up two enormous trees. Director
Jonathan Glazer’s main concern was the performance of his two stars;
the effects work focused on complementing the performances by creating
exploding CGI walls and a CGI forest.
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The aliens arrive in London. The Mini sees them and leads them on a
chase to the countryside, obliterating various landmarks along the way.
The pod gets stuck in a cattlegrid and topples, revealing its alien driver.
“The challenge for Passion’s CG department was twofold,” says Cara
Speller. “Firstly, we had to match the camera tracking in the animation
to the live action, and secondly we had to render the animation to film
resolution, which meant we had to upgrade our render farm.” The ani-
mation was produced using Lightwave and Messiah, and Digital Fusion
was used for the test compositing.

Mini “Martians”
0:60

Director

Chris Palmer
Producer

Cara Speller

Client

BMW

Agency

WCRS

Creatives

Yu Kung
Andy Brittan

Producer

Sally Lipsius

Live Action Company

Gorgeous Enterprises

Producer

Suza Horvat

Editor

Paul Watts
The Quarry

CG Animation Company

Passion Pictures

CG Animation Director

Phil Dale

Visual FX Supervisor

Chris Knott

Technical Director

Mark Wilson

CG Animation

Phil Dale
David Sigrist

Texture & Lighting Artists

Stuart Hall
Robin Konieczny
Matt Westrup

FX Animation

Geoff Suttor

Design

Paul Catling
John Robertson

Offline Editor

Kevan O’Brien

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Post Production 

John Hollis
Tom Sparks

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.20.7323.9933
+44.20.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com
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Director

Wojtek Wawszcyk

Producers

Georg Gruber
Michael Schaefer

A 3D character animation about having pets and being true to oneself
and especially to a friend.

Mouse
7:30

Animation

Wojtek Wawszcyk
Alan Shamsudin
Thilo Kienle

Contact

Wojtek Wawszcyk
Animationsinstitut
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Mathildenstrasse 20
Ludwigsburg 71638 Germany
+49.7141.969800
animationsinstitut@filmakademie.de

Life in captivity can be quite mundane for the average zoo animal.
When an opportunity for a little excitement comes along, no creature
understands the importance of seizing the moment more than the
baboon. When a spectator inadvertently drops a pair of sunglasses in
the monkey pit, it sets off a chain of events that makes life difficult 
for one particular baboon.

Director 

Jeff Fowler
Producer

Ringling School of Art and Design

Contributors

Adrian Dinu
Jim McCampbell
Connor McCampbell
Maggie McCampbell

Contact

Jeff Fowler
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@ringling.edu
www.ringling.edu

Monkey Pit
1:12
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We created a graphic music festival environment for the fan factions
bent on joining together to form a new breed of music awards show.
We modeled 50 characters in 3D and animated over 200 within three
weeks. The show open contains 2,500 choreographed fans.

My VH1 Music Awards ‘01
1:54

Director and Producer 

Psyop

Contributors 

Cliff Schwarz Music
Steve Raymond

Contact

Kimmy Ng
Psyop
634 East 11th Street Storefront
New York, New York 10009 USA
+1.212.533.9055 ext 201
+1.212.533.9112 fax
kimmy@psyop.tv
www.psyop.tv

The evil forces of conformity attempt to stifle the way the boys play
soccer and the joy of soccer itself. But our heroes are on the horizon.
Nakata, Henry, and Seoul burst into the stadium and control room,
and commander The System. As our heroes elude the nefarious men 
in black, The System lands at the feet of one boy who must make the
decision of his life: stay with The System or reject it?

The boys and the men in black were modeled and animated in Maya.
All live action was shot against blue screen.

Director 

Antony Hoffman 
Producer 

Cherie Appleby

Principal 3D Artist

Colin Strause

Senior 3D Artist

Rina Osamura

Principal 2D Artist

Bill Kunin

2D Artists

Wongdamloeng Wong Savun
Alan Latteri

VFX Supervisors

Greg Strause
Mat Beck

Post Producer

Tonia Wallander

3D Artists

Chris Eckardt
Yoshiya Yamada
Michael McCormick
Brian Bell
Dan Knight
Chris Eckardt
Kaori Miyazawa

Animators

Joshua Cordes
Jeremy Butler
Michael McCormick

Contact

Trent Smith
Pixel Envy
1540 7th Street, Suite 300
Santa Monica, California 90401 USA
+1.310.899.9779
+1.310.899.3113 fax
trent@pixel-envy.com
www.pixel-envy.com

Nike “Freedom 1 & 2”
1:00
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Take a loony with his pet frog and lunchtime atop a skyscraper will
never be the same again. 3D animation, compositing, and procedural
city scape.

Director

Andreas Krein
Producer

Oliver Fink

Director of Photography

Felix Cramer

VFX

Martin Breidt
Christian Haas
Andreas Krein

Animation

Christian Sawade-Meyer

3D Modeling

Benc Orpak

Procedural City

Yoav Parish
Pascal Mueller

Music

Stefan Ziethen

Contact

Andreas Krein
Animationsinstitut
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Mathildenstrasse 20
Ludwigsburg 71638 Germany
+49.7141.969800
animationsinstitut@filmakademie.de

Nuts & Bolts
0:32

Directors

Jean Fabien Barrois
Benoit Janke
Olivier Petit

Producer

Supinfocom

Do you know Mondrian, Lichtenstein, Warhol, Nam June Paik...
Have you ever visited the Guggenheim museum?

Contributors

Benoit Janke
Olivier Petit

Contact

Stephanie Roux
One Plus One
3 rue du Foin
75003 Paris, France
+1.33.1.42.77.00.07
+1.33.1.42.77.04.77 fax
stephanie@oneplusone.fr

Nothing Special
4:32
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The unique challenge here was to transform an existing print campaign
into motion, while staying true to the original work. The solution was
realized by digitally sampling real liquids to capture the emotional impact
of experiencing a drug-induced paranoia. Though fluid simulation soft-
ware programs exist, this project uses natural characteristics of filmed
fluids before transporting the images to the computer.

Director 

Psyop 
Producer

MTV Commercials

Illustrator

Paul Dallas

Contact

Kimmy Ng
Psyop
634 East 11th Street Storefront
New York, New York 10009 USA
+1.212.533.9055 ext 201
+1.212.533.9112 fax
kimmy@psyop.tv
www.psyop.tv

PDFA “Brain’’ PSA
0:30

Perk is a mine goblin. When the coal mine in my hometown was shut
down, our Perk lost his job. In this situation, he acts like so many
unemployed miners: he doesn’t know what to make of himself, drinks
large amounts of beer, and watches TV all the time. The animation is
actually a videospot I made for my friends from the Polka-Punk band
Orlek. I’m working as a freelance illustrator; Perk is my first attempt in
computer-generated 3D animation. Animation was made with Hash
Animation: Master 2000.  

Perk
2:30

Director and Producer 

Du an Kastelic

Music

Orlek

Camera

(for “live” part of the video) 
Joze Ranzinger

Contact

Du an Kastelic
Bugbrain Studio Polje 18
Zagorje ob Savi 1410 Slovenia
+386.3.566.8780
dusan.kastelic@guest.arnes.si
www.bugbrain.com
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Director 

Hyunji Kim
Producer

Rochester Institute of Technology

Picture Diary is about a boy’s first love. It was my attempt to make an
animation that can touch people like a poem. This animated short is
mainly 3D with toonshaders, and made using Alias|Wavefront Maya
3.0, Painter 6.0, Photoshop, and After Effects.

Story, Animating, Modeling,

Texture, Rendering

Hyunji Kim

Sound

Hyunji Kim
George Zimmet

Music

Groove Brother

Contact

Hyunji Kim
Rochester Institute of Technology
212 Oxford Street
Rochester, New York 14607 USA
+1.716.230.0835
ricecakemonster@yahoo.com
www.rit.edu/~hxk9918

Picture Diary
5:30

This surreal spot for the Japanese beverage Pocari features two players
engaging in a no-holds-barred game of tennis complete with brutal serves
and sprawling dives, except this game is played entirely underwater.
Enlisted by production company Level 7 and director Joel Peissig, visual
effects supervisor Leslie Ekker and his team at Digital Domain created
the unique spot by seamlessly combining footage of the actors (shot dry
on a soundstage and underwater in a swimming pool) with computer-
generated light beams, backgrounds, and bubble trails, many of which
were created with a script written for Houdini’s Particle Generator.

Visual Effects Supervisor

Leslie Ekker
Digital Domain

Visual Effects Producer

Stephanie Gilgar

Visual Effects Coordinator

Cyndi Ochs

Compostiors

Mark Larranaga
Christine Lo
Darren Poe

Technical Director

Jonah Hall

FX Animator Supervisor

Nikos Kalaitzidis

FX Animator - Houdini

Archil Gogoladze

Data Integration - Lead

Tim Conway

Data Integration

Nancy Adams
Jason Doss
David Niednagel
Chris Simmons

Modeler - Maya

Vernon Wilbert

Rotoscope

Lou Pecora
Byron Werner

Contact

Kris Rich
Digital Domain
300 Rose Avenue
Venice, California 90291 USA
+1.310.314.2990
+1.310.314.2939 fax
krich@d2.com
www.digitaldomain.com

Pocari “Better Than
Oxygen/Tennis’’
0:30

©2001, Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Director

Michel Picard

Producer

Sabry El-Hakim
National Resaerch Council of Canada

This movie takes the audience on a journey to a world where every
object, artwork, and architecture is built from reality with 3D photography.
Walk through monuments, manipulate objects and statues, and fly
inside Renaissance paintings. 

The monuments were reconstructed from digital images and image-based
modeling based on photogrammetry, bundle adjustment, and texture
mapping using in-house software tools and a commercial package
(ShapeCapture). The statues and small objects were digitized by a laser
scanner with 10-microns resolution and modeled by PolyWorks software.
The paintings were turned into 3D using our new single-image 3D
technique (SIGGRAPH 2001 sketch).

Contributors

Angelo Beraldin
Francois Blais
Luc Cournoyer
Dan Gamache
Guy Godin
Emily Whiting

Contact

Michel Picard
National Resaerch Council of Canada
1200 Montreal Road, Building M-50
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OR6 Canada
+1.613.991.5037
+1.613.952.0215 fax 
michel.picard@nrc.ca
www.vit.iit.nrc.ca

Portals
4:50

Over 100 VFX shots were produced for this German TV movie, including
mass scenes, character animation, special effects, and set extensions
made with Softimage, Inferno, and in-house software.

Ratten - sie werden 
Dich kriegen!
2:05

Director 

Jörg Lühdorf 
Producer

Christian Becker

Contributors

Pablo Bach
Ingrid Baur
Sebastian Faber
Juan-Pablo Brockhaus
Sebastian Weidner
Gerald Gutberlet
Nando Stille
Andreas Graichen
Wolfgang Niedermeier
Michael Kellner
Horst Hadler
Daniel Brylka
Maria Klambauer
Markus Lauterbach
Jan Toensmann
Marco Kowalik
Robert Hausmair
Nikolaus Foerster
Christian Fohmann

Contact

Pablo Bach
SZM Studios, Animation/VFX
Gutenbergstrasse 4
Unterföhring/Munich
85774 Germany
+49.89.9507.6540
+49.89.9507.6539 fax
justus.engel@szm.de
www.animation-vfx.com
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Director 

Anna Kubik  

Producers

Georg Gruber
Michael Schaefer

3D computer animation about a mysterious girl and even more 
mysterious occurrences.

Animation

Anna Kubik
Saschka Unseld

Music

Thomas Mehlhorn

Contact

Anna Kubik
Animationsinstitut
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Mathildenstrasse 20
Ludwigsburg 71638 Germany
+49.7141.969800
animationsinstitut@filmakademie.de

Sally Burton
12:00

What could the “subjective vision” of a young blind woman possibly 
be like?

Directors 

Olivier Coulon
Eve Pisler
Pierre-Gilles Stehr

Producer

Supinfocom 

Contributors 

Eve Pisler
Pierre-Gilles Stehr

Contact

Stephanie Roux
One Plus One
3 rue du Foin
75003 Paris, France
+33.1.42.77.00.07
+33.1.42.77.04.77 fax
stephanie@oneplusone.fr

Regard sans tain
6:16
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Director 

Tim Hope 
Producer

Cara Speller 

Sony Playstation 2 
The Wolfman”
0:60

Based on Tim Hope’s multi-award winning short film The Wolfman,
this 60-second spot for Sony Playststion 2 portrays a scientist’s change
into a wolfman. He muses how much more exciting life would be if he
were a werewolf: “How fantastic and different my life would be, to go
beyond human. To be a man dog, a hairy person, look at me!” Hope’s
distinctive animation technique uses a mixture of photography, video
footage, and graphic images which he imports into the computer and
composites using 3ds max software, giving them their flat, cut-out look.

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Designer/Illustrator

Bartek Kubiak

Writers

Tim Hope
Waen Shepherd

Voice

Waen Shepherd

Animation

Tim Hope
Rob Fellows

Agency

TBWA

Agency Producer

Tracie Stokes

Art Director/Creative

Graham Cappi

Sound Editor

Nigel Crowley at 750MPH

Post Production

Glassworks

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.20.7323.9933
+44.20.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com

“

A public service announcement for the Save the Manatee Club about
three manatees who meet to compare scars from past boat collisions.
Their friend is hit and killed on her way to meet them. Created by Steve
Presser and Randy Ramsey using Maya 3.0 for all scenes except for
the boat collision scene, which was created in Houdini 4.0.

Directors and Producers

Steve Presser
Randy Ramsey

Contributors 

Savannah College of Art and Design

Contact

Steve Presser
Sideshow Animation
6710 Sweetwood Court
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46814 USA
+1.912.441.2346
sp@sideshowanimation.com
www.sideshowanimation.com

Save the Manatee
0:42
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Director and Producer 

Scott TrosclairSwabb
5:05

The story is about a young man at sea for the first time. He’s shy and
wants to be accepted by the sailors. One night he’s alone on deck and
gets his chance to shoot a whale. As he starts to pull the trigger he
hears the whale sing. It’s so beautiful that he decides not to shoot it.
Swabb was created in seven months with Maya, After Effects, Photoshop,
and Premier on HP workstations at the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale
as part of a production class.

Contributors

Yael Shraga
Lenn Roberts
Powell VanDerAa
Scott Trosclair
Melissa Chadwick
Stephen Melagrano

Contact

Scott Trosclair
Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale
1799 SE 17th Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
+1.954.923.2432
sgt1138@hotmail.com

SOS is a humorous look at what happens to a castaway stranded on a
deserted island when he spots his only hope of rescue: a passing ship
on the distant horizon. The project was created with Maya 3.0 on a
Dell Precision 420 workstation equipped with a 733Mhz Pentium III
processor, 256MB of RDRAM, and an Elsa Gloria II Pro video card.

SOS
1:25

Director and Producer 

Cameron Miyasaki 

Contact

Cameron Miyasaki
2540 College Avenue #306
Berkeley, California 94704 USA
+1.510.540.7753
cmiyasaki@hotmail.com
www.CameronMiyasaki.com
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Directors 

Ryan Duncan
Scott Kikuta  

Producer 

Ringling School of Art and DesignThe Bummer
2:45

An encounter between a monster and a boy on a subway system illustrates
a character type. The Bummer is someone who “bums” or borrows
things from other people with no intention of returning the items. Maya
4.0 was used for modelling and animation; Adobe Premiere was used
for compositing; both on HP Visualize workstations.

Faculty Advisor

Ed Gavin

Contacts

Scott Kikuta
Ryan Duncan
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536 
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@rsad.edu

This is the opening movie for the Playstation 2 fighting game Tekken
4. The movie introduces the players to the background story in the 
latest installment of the popular Tekken series.

Director

Shinichiro Yoda
Producer 

Namco Limited

Technical Director

Hiroshi Numakami

Technical Staff

Kana Ishikawa

Art Director

Tomohiro Yonemichi

Artists

Akiko Nakazawa
Tomoyuki Tsuru
Kenji Kimura

Character Animator

Jiro Yamagishi
Tetsuya Wakao

Contact

Hiroshi Numakami
Namco Limited
1-1-32 Shin-urashima-cho,
Kanagawa-ku
Yokohama, Kanagawa 221-0031
Japan
+81.45.461.8383
+81.45.461.8077 fax
numa@vs.namco.co.jp
www.namco.co.jp/

Tekken 4 “Opening Movie”
2:13
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In the middle of nowhere, an average guy meets an average bird, but 
he soon discovers the bird is not the harmless little creature it appears
to be. The Coin is a stylized experiment inspired by graphic books that
utilizes motion capture and traditional keyframe tools together in a non-
realistic piece of animation. Created with a mix of custom and off-the-
shelf software, this short hopes to prove that high-quality animation can
be produced within a shoestring budget.

The Coin
3:30

Director

Giancarlo Lari 

Producers

Giancarlo Lari
Chris Roda
Massimo Contini

Featuring Motion Capture Actor

Phillipe Bergeron

Original Music

Lee Sanders

Postproduction, Editing & Filmout

Grande Mela

Modeled, Animated & Rendered with

Maya

mmToon InkLines Render

Matthias Melcher

Editor

Matteo Chiarello

Producers

Giancarlo Lari
Chris Roda 
Massimo Contini

Writers

Giancarlo Lari
Chris Roda

Character Animators

Robin Akin
Bernd Angerer
Volker Helze
Peter Greenstone
Giancarlo Lari
Daniel Loeb
Piotr Karwas
Suzanne Werth

Chief Monkey Technical Directors

Martin Costello
Giancarlo Lari
Kok Cheung Wong

Modelers

Andy Hall
Giancarlo Lari
Howie Muzika

Motion Capture Supervisor

Matthias Melcher

Motion Capture Assistants

Volker Helze
Jan Philip Cramer

Motion Capture Equipment 

and Software 

EYEMATIC

Post Production

Grande Mela

CEO and Producer

Massimo Contini 

Senior Compositor

Mauro Vicentini

Compositor

Ilenia De Santis

3D Digital Artist

Marco Di Lucca

Render Watcher

Giulia Infurna

System Administrator

Gabriele Gelfo

ARRILASER Film Recording

FILMICO

Sound Recording 

MARBEA

Film Lab

Augustus

PREVIZ Render Services 

Steamboat Software

President and CTO

Rev Lebaredian

Director of Operations

Rachel Saenz

Technical Director

Sandro Lebaredian

Software Engineer

Bruce Tartaglia

Contact

Giancarlo Lari
Lari Productions
6110 Canterbury Drive #225
Culver City, California 90230 USA
+1.310.337.1831
giancarlolari@yahoo.com
giancarlolari.net/COIN.htm 
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Director

Mitchell Kriegman
Producer

Donna GigliottiThe Monkey King
2:00

This feature film trailer was created using a 300-year old art form called
Bunraku puppetry, combined with state-of-the-art real-time virtual set
production. Using Brainstorm software, SGI hardware, and high-resolution
encoders, the real-time camera tracking data was entered in Maya for
post rendering, requiring zero modifications to lock with HD1080 24P
and final output to 35mm film. This dramatically reduces overall pro-
duction costs, while permitting casual camera movement in a combined
live action: real-time computer graphics and feature film production
environment.

Shadow Projects, Shadow 

Character Design

Master Puppet Builders
& Puppeteers
Shadow Digital 

VFX Supervisor

Paul Lacombe

Production Designer 

Chris Renaud

Senior CG Artist

Jens Scott

DP

Bruce Logan

Chief Information Officer 

Hans Anderson

Senior Compositor

Lawrence Littleton

Compositor

Jim Spieler

Editor

Erica Levin

Audio Supervisor

Matthew Galkin

System Administrator

Tom Weber

Rotoscope Artists

Sharon Braaten
Dale Aman
Peter Dufault

Contact

Paul Lacombe
Shadow Digital LLC
1375 Boardman Street
Sheffield, Massachusetts 01257 USA
+1.413.229.7880
+1.413.229.7739 fax
placombe@shadowdigital.com
www.shadowdigital.com
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The Stinker is a short animation based on the concept “Haste to blame
will lead you to shame.” It is an entertaining comedy about a character
who finds himself in a “stinky’’ situation, created using HP Visualize
Series Workstations running Maya 4.0, and edited using Shake 2.4
and Premiere.

Director 

Tyson Stockglausner 
Producer 

Ringling School of Art and Design

Faculty Advisor 

Ed Gavin

Contact

Tyson Stockglausner
c/o Susan Trovas
Ringling School of Art and Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, Florida 34234 USA
+1.941.359.7536
+1.941.359.7517 fax
animations@rsad.edu

The Stinker
1:45
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For Tom Clancy’s spy thriller featuring a terrorist plot to detonate a nuclear
weapon on U.S. soil, the visual effects team led by Glenn Neufeld and
Rhythm & Hues’ Derek Spears applied volumetric rendering techniques
to create the mushroom cloud and resulting blast shockwave. Realistic
interaction and self shadowing provide believable cloud and dust elements
without resorting to inferior “noisy sphere” methods or photographed
elements.

Other more traditional CG elements, including missile launchers, silos,
and helicopters were rendered using approximated dome and area
lights to simulate soft shadowing phenomenon seen in the real world
without the expense of global illumination methods.

The Sum of All Fears
2:10

Senior Software Engineer

Steven Taylor

Pipeline Setup, Thomas Moore

Editorial Manager, Josh Margolies

Visual Effects Editor, Zeke Morales

Visual Effects Assistant Editor

Debbi Phillips

Projectionist, Perry Petrzilka

Scan/Record Manager, Erik Akutagawa

Scan/Record Operators

Jeffrey Cilley, Jim Fleury, Phil Holland

Video Engineer, Greg Kozikowski

Sr. Accountant, Beth Andrus

Publicist, Scot Byrd

Render I/O Supervisor, Brandon Craig

Render Coordinators

Sally Bunasawa, Todd Daugherty, 
Mitch Fishman, Jonah Michaud,
Nathan Ortiz, Garrett Pendergaft

Systems Operations Supervisor

Samson Bamimore

Systems Operators

Jesus Castillo, Daniel Collins, 
Ted Endow, Gregory Go, 
Carmela Mendoza

Chief Technologist, Mark A. Brown

Manager of Sytems, Bob Froehlig

Management Information Services

Gautham Krishnmurti, Rasoul Hajikhani

System Administrators

Greg Bradner, Walid Harmoush, 
Marc Hawson, Lance Kimes, 
Fred Simon, Kevin Tengan

Production Excecutive, Joel Mendias

Executive Producer, Lee Berger

MINIATURE EFFECTS CREW
Supervisor, Carlyle Livingston II

Producer, Tom Tucker

Production Consultant

Steve Markowitz

Production Supervisor, Vicki Thornton

Production Coordinator

Onni Vosdoganes

Assistant Production Coordinator

Marisol Rivas

Production Assistants

Silas Brandon, Garrett Bryan, 
Kelly Hurlic

Director of Photography

Chris Duddy

1st Assistant Cameramen

Mark Brown, Jim Thibo

2nd Assistant Cameramen

Mike Blauvelt, Giselle Brewton

Craft Service, Michelle Bauxal

Gaffer, Rich Paisley

Best Boy Electric, Stephan Paul

Key Grip, Blake Pike

Best Boy Grip, Tony Sommo

Miniature Effects Consultant

Robert Spurlock

Pyrotechnic Supervisor, John Cazin

Model Supervisor, Donald Pennington

Lead Painter, Laurah Grijalva

Lead Model Makers

Jim Towler, Dan Carter

Model Makers

Dave Chamberlain, Tamara Waters,
Logan Payne, Joel Steiner, Dale Brady,
Patrick Denver

Coordinator, Richard Roiz Wolf

Pyrotechnic Assistants

Brandon McLaughlin, Steve Austin,
Eric Cook, Joe Kline, Lenny Zapien,
Anthony Simonaitis, Richard Cordobes

Production Assistants

Shawn Conway, Howard Harnett

Contact

Scot Byrd
Rhythm & Hues Studios
5404 Jandy Place
Los Angeles, California 90066 USA
+1.310.448.7998
+1.310.448.7600 fax
scotb@rhythm.com
www.rhythm.com

©2002, Paramount Pictures

VFX Supervisor, Glenn Neufeld

RHYTHM & HUES 
VISUAL EFFECTS CREW
Visual Effects Supervisor 

Derek T. Spears

Visual Effects Producer, Jane Stephan

Visual Effects Art Director, Doug Juhn

Nuclear CG Supervisor, Mike O’Neal

Conventional CG Supervisor

Caleb Howard

Digital Compositing Supervisor

Edwin Rivera

Visual Effects Production Manager

Dan Foster

Visual Effects Coordinator

Denise Demarest

Digital Production Manager

Gene Kozicki

3D Coordinator, Margie Stubbs

2D Coordinator, Paula Bonhomme

Lighters

James Atkinson, Kent Estep, 
Keith McCabe

Texture Painters

Meg Harders, Megan Omi, Travis Price,
Lopsie Schwartz

Animator, Steve Ziolkowski

Effects Animators

Doug Bloom, Antoine Durr, Anders
Ericson, Craig Halperin, Douglas
Harsch, Liza Keith, Mike La Fave,
Hideki Okano, Scotty Townsend,
Julius Yang

Matchmove Lead, Stephen Dobbs

Matchmovers

Gaelle Morand, Lulu Simon, 
David Sudd, Brian Wells

Inferno Lead, John Heller

Inferno Artists

Laura Ashford, Ken Au, 
Yukiko Ishiwata, Cesar Romero

Digital Compositing Lead

David Gutman

Digital Compositers

Chris Bergman, Bertha Garcia, 
Laura Hanigan, Perry Kass, Matt
Kelly, Jeremy Nelligan, Lisa Pallaro,
Jonathan Robinson, Andrew Schwartz,
Deborah Wagner, Matt Wilson

Roto Artist, Marvin Jones

Matte Painters, Chris Consani, 
Cam De Leon, Alison Yerxa

3D Modelers, Ian Hulbert, Nicolas
Imhof, Tex Kadonaga, Nancy Klimley, 
Chien-Hsiung Wang
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Thermasilk “Sorceress’’
0:40

Director

Bruno Sauvard

Producers

F. Brun 
Quad
J. Lavaud
Monster Films

A sorceress handling fire. Digital visual effects: creation and animation
of computer graphics particles; morphing on Inferno; compositing of
the fire (flames); digital color grading. Hardware: Onyx, PC Bipentium
3. Software: Inferno, Combustion, Softimage XSI.

Agency

J. Walter Thompson, New York

Digital Visual Effects

Annie Dautane
La Maison 

Shooting Supervisor

Eve Ramboz

Graphic Artists

B. Maillard
F. Dumoulin

CG Supervisor
Luc Froehlicher

CG Artists

E. Chapon
P. Pilard
B. Robert

Digital Visual Effects Coordinator

Dorothée Dray

Contact

Annie Dautane
La Maison 
13-15 rue Gaston Latouche
92210 St-Cloud, France
+33.1.41.12.2000
+33.1.41.12.2001 fax
annie@alamaison.fr
www.alamaison.fr

©2002, J. Walter Thompson, Quad, Monster Films

Complicity between a dagger thrower and his victim. Digital visual
effects: CG snow, knives, fire (flames) added on knives. Digital matte
painting for additional background digital color grading. Hardware:
Onyx, PC Bipentium 3. Software: Inferno, Combustion, Softimage XSI.

Thermasilk “Dagger’’
1:40

Director 

Bruno Aveillan

Producers

F. Brun 
Quad
J. Lavaud
Monster Films

Agency

J. Walter Thompson, New York

Digital Visual Effects

Annie Dautane
La Maison

Digital Visual Effects Supervisor

Eve Ramboz

Graphic Artists

Eve Ramboz
Bruno Maillard
François Dumoulin

CG Supervisor

Luc Froehlicher

CG Artists

E. Chapon
P. Pilard
D. Coffin 
B. Robert

Digital Visual Effects Coordinator

Dorothée Dray

Contact

Annie Dautane
La Maison
13-15 rue Gaston Latouche
92210 St-Cloud, France
+33.1.41.12.2000
+33.1.41.12.2001 fax
annie@alamaison.fr
www.alamaison.fr

©2002, J. Walter Thompson, Quad, Monster Films
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Director

Victor Vinyals
Producer 

Virtual Effects S.L.Top Gum
2:20

As homage to the classical cartoons, this two-minute animated short
shows how a little green dragon puts all his patience to the test when
he becomes trapped by a very insistent piece of chewing gum. This
piece has been animated entirely with Softimage 3D running on an
NT-based workstation. 

Sound Effects

Joey Nit

Music

Jaume Badrenas

Contact

Victor Vinyals
Virtual Effects S.L.
Plaza Adria 1 bis
Barcelona 08021 Spain
+34.93.414.5888
+34.93.414.0940 fax
victor@virtual-effects.es
www.virtual-effects.es

Directors

The Brothers Strause

Producers

Terry Heller
Heather Heller

This spot challenges the imagination by bringing impossible transformations
to life: horses turn into butterflies, butterflies turn into greyhounds,
greyhounds turn to silk cloth. And silk cloth transforms into the new,
re-designed Corolla. The horse was shot as live action against mountains
on a desert floor. Mountains, desert floor, and sky were removed,
tracked, and replaced with new elements (some of the tracking was
completed in Boujou). Butterflies were modeled and animated as particles
in Maya. Silk cloth was created and animated in Maya. Transitions,
color work, and all other 2D tasks were completed with Inferno.

Principal 3D Artist

Colin Strause

Senior 3D Artist

Rina Osamura

Principle 2D Artist

Louis Mackall

2D Artist

Wongdamloeng Wong Savun

VFX Supervisors

Greg Strause
Colin Strause

Post Producer

Tonia Wallander

3D Artists 

Dan Knight
Eric Ehemann
Kaori Miyazawa
Yoshiya Yamada

Animator

Josh Cordes

Contact

Trent Smith
Pixel Envy
1540 7th Street, Suite 300
Santa Monica, California 90401 USA
+1.310.899.9779 
+1.310.899.3113 fax
trent@pixel-envy.com
www.pixel-envy.com

Toyota Corolla “Imagination’’ 
0:30
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Director

Pierre Coffin
Producer

Erika Forzy

Computer graphics director Pierre Coffin’s campaign for communications
equipment company, Vizzavi, features various animals in amusing situ-
ations. Passion Pictures teamed up with Parisian animation company
McGuff Ligne, where Pierre and the team created the creatures using
Symbor, composited with Trukor, and rendered with MGLR: all McGuff
Ligne’s in-house developed software programs. In Chicken Smiles,
a joke is passed between chickens everywhere via their mobile phones,
causing much giggling.

Agency

WCRS

Production Company

Passion Pictures

Director

Pierre Coffin

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Producer

Erika Forzy

Producer 

Jacques Bled 
McGuff Ligne

CG Production Supervisor 

Etienne Pecheux
McGuff Ligne

Background/Art Direction 

Eric Guillon
McGuff Ligne

Animators 

Isabelle Auphan
Brigitte Brande
Laurent de la Chapelle 
Giusi Marrone
Elisabeth Patte
Christophe Petit
McGuff Ligne

Render Team 

Bruno Baron
Bertrand Cordier
Mathieu Gros
Emmanuel Jarry
Michel Metenier
Regis Saillard
McGuff Ligne

Research & Development

(Symbor, MGLR, Trukor)

Frederic Cros
Thierry Lauthelier
Geoff Levner
Phillipe Molieres 
McGuff Ligne

Post Production

Big Bouy

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.20.7323.9933
+44.20.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com

Vizzavi “Chicken Smiles”
0:30
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Computer graphics director Pierre Coffin’s campaign for communications
equipment company Vizzavi features various animals in amusing situa-
tions. Passion Pictures teamed up with Parisian animation company
McGuff Ligne, where Pierre and the team created the creatures using
Symbor, composited with Trukor and rendered with MGLR: all McGuff
Ligne in-house developed software programs. In Tennis, some chicks
watching two roosters play tennis are accidentally used as tennis balls.
When their friends find out, they use their Vizzavi mobile phones to
spread the word and share their amusement.

Vizzavi “Tennis”
0:30

Director 

Pierre Coffin
Producer 

Erika Forzy

Agency

WCRS

Production Company

Passion Pictures

Director

Pierre Coffin

Executive Producer

Andrew Ruhemann

Producer

Erika Forzy

Producer

Jacques Bled
McGuff Ligne

CG Production Supervisor

Etienne Pecheux
McGuff Ligne

Background/Art Direction

Eric Guillon

Animators

David Arnould
Isabelle Auphan
Brigitte Brandeau
Laurent de la Chapelle
Diane Faforet 
Giusi Marrone

Render Team

Bruno Baron
Bertrand Cordier
Mathieu Gros
Emmanual Jarry
Michel Metenier
Regis Saillard

Research & Development 

(Symbor, MGLR & Trukor)

Frederic Cros
Thierry Lauthelier
Geoff Levner
Phillipe Molieres

Post Production

Big Bouy

Contact

Joanna Stevens
Passion Pictures
25-27 Riding House Street
London W1W 7DU United Kingdom
+44.20.7323.9933
+44.20.7323.9030 fax
joanna@passion-pictures.com
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Wolfman showcases real-time volumetric fur rendering on a fully 
animated character model.

Director and Producer 

NVIDIA Demo Team

Contributors

NVIDIA Demo Team

Contact

Joe Demers
NVIDIA Corporation
2701 San Tomas Expressway
Santa Clara, California 95050 USA
+1.408.486.2143
jdemers@nvidia.com

Wolfman
1:51

Director and Producer

Lance Winkel 

Sailing amidst the clouds, in a world where floating castles share the
sky with creatures that soar on wings of gold, a young boy must decide
his future: to follow the passion of his heart or the traditions of his people.
The production of Within an Endless Sky merged Maya, Photoshop,
and After Effects to expand the scope of traditional cinematography and
CGI. With these tools, visual sleight-of-hand, and a crew of one—an
individual filmmaker, even a self-taught student filmmaker—is now
able to dramatically and affordably extend the scale and quality of
visual storytelling.

Within an Endless Sky won the award for “Best Animated Short” at
the 2002 Newport Beach Film Festival.

Contact

Lance Winkel
11915 Southeast 261st Place
Kent, Washington 98031 USA
+1.714.846.9059 
+1.714.846.9059 fax
lance@film.calarts.edu
lance.phlinux.com

Within an Endless Sky
5:10
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In the aftermath of Warcraft III, the battered races of the world attempt
to regroup and prepare for a new age of exploration and high adventure
in World of Warcraft. Witness the World of Warcraft as never before in
this computer-generated cinematic trailer originally shown at the 2001
European Computer Trade Show. Created on Intel-based computers
running 3ds max, the trailer was entirely computer-generated using
only key-framed animation. Compositing was handled using Adobe
After Effects and Discreet Combustion.

World of Warcraft Teaser
1:37

Director 

Harley Huggins
Producer 

Scott Abeyta

Contributors

Blizzard Film Department
Blizzard Sound Department

Contact

Gil Shif
Blizzard Entertainment
P.O. Box 18979
Irvine, California 92623 USA
gshif@blizzard.com
www.blizzard.com

Director and Producer

Michael Sieber

A story about the creator and his creation, and the cognition to let go of
something one loves. Hand-drawn animation in a partial 3D environment.

Animation

Michael Sieber

Music

Rodolfo Guzman

Contact

Michael Sieber
Animationsinstitut
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Mathildenstrasse 20
Ludwigsburg 71638 Germany
+49.7141.969800
animationsinstitut@filmakademie.de

Wunderwerk
9:20
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